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ABC's of Selecting System DVM's
A. When you need 1V sensitivity—HP's 3455A
B. When you need high reading rate—HP's 3437A
C.When you need both— the combination is unbeatable
With HP's 3455A and 3437A you combine I
µV sensitivity with an
unmatched DVM reading rate of 5000/sec. You'll not only have
the best performance available, but you'll probably have bought
the lowest-cost solution. However, if you only need the capability
of one, you'll really save.

3437A that controls exactly when and where you are making measurements on asignal. B. Lets you digitize waveforms with frequency components of hundreds of kHz for controller processing
and analysis. C. Provides aburst setting which lets you make a
predetermined number of readings.

HP's 3455A makes no compromises in calibration and service:
It contains a specially designed microprocessor giving you:
A. Automatic " real-time" calibration that compensates for temperature changes and aging as they occur. B. Self-test, self-diagnosis that warns you immediately when there's trouble inside your
DVM, and locates the trouble for fast, easy servicing. C. A removable reference for recalibrating dc and ohms without sending
the 3455A to the cal lab.

The burst setting along with trigger delay lets you digitize transients for detailed analysis by acontroller. With the same controller, you can even make distortion measurements directly from the
waveform. And it's priced at just $ 1900.*
Both the 3455A and the 3437A are HP-IB ( Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus) compatible. The HP-IB provides aversatile interconnect
system for instruments and controllers within your system, and
meets IEEE Std. 488-1975. A wide and ever-growing range of
HP products are HP-IB compatible to ease your system design
tasks.

Couple this convenience with 51
2 or 61
/
2 digit readout ( dc and
/
ohms), better than 1ppm ( dc and ohms), true r.m.s. volts and
math capability for automatically scaling your readings into
more convenient units—and you've got an uncompromising DVM that's priced at only $3200.*

Find out more about the ABC's of selecting system DVM's.
Contact your local HP field engineer or write today for more
information.

HP's 3437A reading rate of 5000/sec places
this 31
/ digit DVM in acategory of its own. It
2
too, contains the special HP microprocessor
which: A. Runs aTimer/Pacer inside the
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'Domestic U.S.A. price only

HP DVM's... the right decision.
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SURPRISE!

Our New Display
Can SayA Log ForYou
Our ncw EIDSP-2000 Alphanumeric Display can spell it out for you in bric! I. crisp LED characters.
The full 5x7 dot matrix can display ASCII or custom character sets including lower ase and symbols.
Cxnpact and complete with on-bdurd electronics. the 1-11)SP-2000 dramatically reduces
display system size and complexity. Each 12 pin DIP contains 4characters with row drivers
and storage. End stackable and easy to interface. they're ideal for " smart
instruments. medical systems or business terminals. military applications, and
almost any mobile. portable or hand-he:d device.
The price is S.
per 4- character cluster in quantities of 125 clusters.
HEWLETT JiPA PACKARD
They're in stock today at IIEs franchised distributors. In the U.S. contact
Ihill- Mark. Schweber. Wilshire or the Wvle Distribution Group I
Libertv/Elmarl
Sales and servIce from 172 offices in 65 countries.
/so Page A. %AS • lea Anc
9430.
for immediate delivery. In Canada. contact Zenrronics. Ltd. - e

1A124

For assistance call: Washington ( 301. 948-6370. Chicago 1312) 677-0400. Atlanta ( 404) 434-4,100. Los Angeles ( 213) 677-392
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This time it's Model 248.
A new 41/
2digit miniature DMM
offeringTrue RMS measurement
and 10,u, volt sensitivity
for only $345.
The Model 248 is further proof
of Data Precision's continuing
commitment to bring you today's
most accurate and reliable instruments at the lowest possible price.
No other True RMS 41
/2
digit
portable multimeter combines
such hieh performance, size and
price with so many measurement
functions.
You'll get sensitivity to 10
microvolts DC and AC, unsurpassed ±-0.05% basic accuracy,
guaranteed for one year, in atruly
portable, easy to read instrument.

Measuring just 51
2 "xl-Y4"x3 1
/
2 ",
/
and weighing only 1.3 pounds,
our 248 is the only
rechargeable portable
41
/2
digit DIVN that
brings you the advantage of True RMS
voltage measurements
from 10 microvolts to
500V and current from
10 nanoAmps to 2A.
With amaximum
crest factor of 5at
'
..J
nominal range input
and 21
/ at the 100% over2

range level, the 248 measures all
but the most bizarre analog waveforms at 21
2 readings per second.
/
With only 2controls— Function
and Range— and the bright 0.33"
LED display for easy reading in
any light, you'll save time on

every job. And Data Precision's
overload protection circuits make
it forgiving of mistakes.
Everything you need to put
the 248 into service is supplied
with the instrument. Nothing else
to buy. No extra costs. Standard
accessories include the rechargeable NiCd battery module, apair
of test leads, line cord with
OFF

charger, carrying case, and full
instruction manual and test data.
The Model 248 is available
throughout the world from Data
Precision representatives. And
service is available from any of
our world-wide service centers.
For complete information or a
demonstration, contact your local
Data Precision representative or
Data Precision Corporation,
Audubon Road, Wakefield, MA.
01880, USA, (617) 246-1600.
TELEX (0650) 949341.
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We've done it
again.
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...years ahead
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Highlights
Cover: Outlook for 1977: a faster tempo, 81

The world's electronics industries mostly
marched through 1976 at a brisk pace,
priming them for a faster tempo in the year
to come. They promise to outstep the
overall economies in the United States,
Western Europe, and Japan, although inflation and rising oil prices could act as a drag
for some markets.
Electronics' annual survey reaches a
consensus prediction of 11.4% growth for
American electronics industries, perhaps a
percentage point less than in 1976 ( p. 82).
European electronics growth also looks to
be slightly over 11%, but certain countries
and some market segments will straggle
behind ( p. 94). Japan's electronics firms
face bright prospects at home and abroad,
for anticipated growth of 17% ( p. 99).
Art director Fred Sklenar designed the
cover; Ed Lada photographed it.
LCD market jumps ahead of supply, 67

Digital watches with liquid-crystal displays
are doing well in the U.S. marketplace— so
well, in fact, that there's ashortage of LCDs.
But there is no agreement among industry
executives on the extent or the duration of
the shortage.
One less task for hardware, 110

By taking advantage of the software of the
F8 microprocessor, the applications designer can set up keyboard scanning that works
without electronic interfacing. Another in the
series " Microprocessors in action."
And in the next issue ...

The flood of new memories and their spectrum of applications ... four key areas for
designers of microprocessor- based systems
... the high- reliability mirage in semiconductor devices.
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Publisher's letter
For 19 years now, we have been

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Kemp Anderson
EXECUTIVE EDITOR: Samuel Weber
MANAGING EDITOR: Arthur Erikson,
International
SENIOR EDITORS: Laurence Altman,
Ray Connolly, Lawrence Curran,
John Johnsrud, H. Thomas Maguire,
Stephen E. Scrupski
ART DIRECTOR: Fred Sklenar
ASSOCIATE EDITORS: Howard Wolff,
Gerald M. Walker, Alfred Rosenblatt
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Circuit Design: Raymond P. Capece
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New Products: H. Thomas Maguire,
Michael J. Riezenman
Packaging & Production: Jerry Lyman
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producing adetailed survey of the
electronics marketplace in the
United States. For a number of
years, too, we have been doing the
same in-depth surveying of the
Western European and Japanese
electronics markets. The reports,
which were wrapped up in one issue
for the first time last year, combine
to make one big worldwide market
forecast.
As we have long been aware, the
electronics marketplace, like electronic technology, does not stop at
national boundaries. There are
worldwide trade patterns, and by
homing in on the main international
electronics trendsetters— the Common Market nations and the rest of
West Europe, Japan, and the United
States— we are sure to capture the
major dimensions of the world electronics markets. And, our questionaire- and interview- based breakdown
of product consumption — sector-bysector and component- by-component— affords a fine-grained view,
too. So turn to page 81 for this year's

edition of the Electronics market
survey.

live are often asked

why Electronics,
"which aims at keeping electronics engineers and engineering managers abreast of technological advances and current industry news,
produces such an extensive market
report.
The main reason, as we said in
this column four years ago, is that
the 24 pages of text and tables pinpoint where the action is, right now
and for the immediate future. That's
the kind of information that is of
value to our readers, especially in
these times of changing engineering
priorities. So our annual market
report falls right in with our
mandate: keeping you informed—
about technology and the many
events and trends that impact your
job.

CHIEF COPY EDITOR: Margaret Eastman
COPY EDITORS: Everett C. Terry, Ben Mason
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We're looking for editors
Exciting and rewarding career opportunities in New York are available on the
editorial staff of Electronics for two electronic engineers with writing skills.
Specifically, the openings are:
•Instrumentation editor. In covering technology and techniques of engineering measurements, this editor interfaces with users and designers of
instruments and reports, edits, and writes articles on instrumentation
trends.
•Circuit design editor. In this position, the editor evaluates analog and digital
circuit design ideas for accuracy and innovativeness, as well as writes and
edits articles in that field.
Candidates should have aBSEE and engineering experience. Send résumé
with salary requirements to Executive Editor, ELECTRONICS, 1221 Avenue
of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020

January 6. 1977

Volume 50. Number I 93834 copies of fins issue printed

Published every other Thursday by McGraw Hill Inc Founder James
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code number If possible, attach address label from recent es.sue. Allow
one month for change lo become effective
Postmaster Please send form 3579 to Fulfillment Manager. Electronics, P 0 Box 430, Hrghtstown, N J 08520
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All function generators
need WPVGUPIDTM
because nobody's perfect!
Accidents happen! With the high density of today's circuit boards, it's easy to
damage your present generator by accidentally touching avoltage source with the
output probe.
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WAVEGUARDTm protects against this kind of accident. Without WAVEGUARD it
costs you both valuable design time and money to repair.
When you invest $495 in our Model 5100B, you have 15 waveforms at your probe tip,
protected by WAVEGUARD — the only sure way to keep your generator functional.
Remember, The WAVEMAKERSTm from Krohn- Hite are the only guys who offer
WAVEGUARD. Call (617) 580-1660 or any of the offices listed below.
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Avon Industrial Park, Avon, Mass. 02322 • (617) 580-1660, TWX 710-345-0831
•

ILA/

SALES 3FFIELS ALA., Huntsville ( 205) 534-9771. ARIZ., Scottsdale ( 602) 957-9110 CAL . San 'ose ( 408. 292•3220 Inglewood ( 213) 674-6850, COL.. Denver . 303) 773-1218. CONN., W Hartford ( 203)
525-7647. FLA., Orlando ( 3053 894-4401. GA.. Atlanta 14041 237-7272 HAWAII. HOr,..
,801,)941-1574
ILL.. Arlington His 13121 394-3380 LA.. Lafayette 1318) 232-8390 MO.. Baltimore 1301
321-14)1. MASS., Burlington . 617) 273-0198. MINN.. St Paul ( 612) 645-5816 MO.. St Lotus e3141 423-1234 N.M.. Albuquerque 15051 255-2330. N.J.. Cherry Hull ( 609) 482-0059. N.Y., Elmont . 516.
488-2100. Rochester 17161 32E-2230. Syracuse 1315) 437-6666 Vestal ( 607) 785-9947: N.C.. Burlington 19191 227-3639, OHIO. Chesterland ( 216) 729-2222. Dayton . 513. 434-8993. OKLA., Tulsa ( 918) 2992636: ORE.. Portland ( 503) 297-2248: TEX.. Dallas ( 214) 661-0400. Houston ( 713) 688-1431. VA. Falls Church ( 703) 573-8787. WA.. Bellevue (
206) 454-3400. CANADA. Montreal. Quebec ( 514i 341-7630.
Ottawa. Ontario ( 613) 235-5121.. Toronto. Ontario ( 416) 445-9900. Vancouver. Brutish Columbia ( 604)253-5555. (lalifax. Nova Scotia ( 902) 454-8321. St John's Newfoundland ( 709)726-2422
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Readers' comments
The n'h straw
To the Editor: There appears to be
an error in Fig. 1of the article on
the clockless analog-todigital converter [ Sept. 16, p. 1031 In this
figure, which allows one to design
the n'h stage, the resistance value
connecting the most significant bit to
the comparator can be determined in
two ways.
Firstly, this resistor can be evaluated using one of the forms:

When
Clear
Displays
Olin
1

Bit ( n— k) = R/2i

where j = k — 1and k = 1, 2, 3...
Secondly, the value of the resistor
can be obtained from the expression
that is given in Fig. 1for the bit 1
(mss) as:
Bit 1= R/2^ -'

Votre
Achat

j 1. ,

II
—I
I Ll.

CI
f

„f.

You can co nt on ReFranti-Packard's el troma netic 7Bar ctsplay
module to give you the electronic compatibility you need plus the reliability
and visibility your customers demand.
Only 7moving parts to each display module — no complex mechanical
linkages to wear out, or incandescent lamps and neon tubes to burn out.
Performance-proven for over 5years, the simple design and construction,
backed by Ferranti- Packard research and engineering, gives you the
combination of reliability, visibility and flexibility that no other read-out
component can match.
When you design an electronic read-out system, Ferranti- Packard display
modules wia help you do it better. It's clearly the display module you
should consider. See the difference for yourself, write or call us and we'll

prove it.

When clear displays count — Specify Ferranti- Packard.

FERRANTI

Ferranti- Packard Limited
Electronics Division,
121 Industry Street,
Toronto, Ontario, M6M 4M3, Canada
Telephone: (416) 762-3661
Telex: 06-22007

( 2)

However, if one considers, for
example, n = 3and k = 2, equation
(1) gives a resistance of R/2,
whereas equation ( 2) gives avalue of
R/4.
For equation ( 1) to represent bit
1, n— k must equal 1. Since n — k
= 1 and j= k-1, then j= n—2.
The ' correct form of equation ( 2),
therefore, is:

p.

Your
• Purchase

( 1)

Bit 1( mss) = R/2^ -2

( 3)

A.E. Marble
G. Dodsworth
Nova Scotia Technical College
Halifax, N. S., Canada
•An editing error changed the labeling
of the bit 1 (use) resistor, which
should have been R/ 21° -' . The author
writes, "My intention [in Fig. 1] is to
convey that, since the bit (n— 1) resistor is labeled R/2°, the bit (n— 2)
resistor is labeled R/2', etc., then the
bit (n— m) resistor is labeled RI2m -1 .
In this case, m is the incremental index
of the series."
If the resistor's value is defined in
terms of n, he agrees the label should
be R/2° -2 . "But this only defines the
bit 1 (use) resistor, and n is not an
incremental index but is a constant. I
feel that it could be confusing to define
the MSB resistor by R/2" -2 in Fig. I,
since nfails to index the sequence and
could be taken for avariable."
He suggests that the best label for
the bit 1 (mse) resistor would be
R/2' -- ', as in equation ( 1) above.

PACKARD,
6
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New RCA kit makes it easy ...

Evaluate CMOS
microprocessing
for yourself.
Here's amicroprocessor kit that lets you prove
how cost-effective the all-CMOS RCA 1800 system
can be.
You'll quickly see how the RCA COSMAC
architecture and arepertoire 01 91 powerful instructions give you maximum performance with
minimal memory. And how you can take advantage
of CMOS low power dissipation, single wide- range
power supply, full operating temperature range,
high noise immunity, and single-phase clock.
Multi- purpose Tool
Build this inexpensive kit lo evaluate not only
the benefits of its CMOS CPU, but also CMOS
memory and CMOS I/O. Use it for easy prototypinc
and debugging. Exercise it with start, stop, and
single-step controls. And, via the utility ROM,

generate, evaluate, and verify software.
The CDP18S020 Evaluation Kit comes complete with the RCA CDP1802 COSMAC CPU plus
clock and control, display, memory and I/O sections, and all passive components needed for a
low-cost microcomputer system. For just $ 249.
Build it in four to eight hours. Add apower supply
and I/O terminal and you're into CMOS microprocessing. With built-in room to expand.
To get your kit or more infomation, contact
RCA or your local RCA representative.

Write: RCA Solid State. Box 3200, Somerville,
N.J.
08876;
Sunbury- on-Thames,
Middlesex
TW16 7HW, England - Ste. Anne de Bellevue
H9X 3L3, Canada; Fuji Building, Tokyo, Japan.

RCA 1800. Cost-effective microprocessing.
Circe 7 on reader service card

Get the
scope you
need-Now!

SI

Our " Instrument Professionals"
will tell you which scope will
do the job best, at the lowest
cost, make immediate delivery
and guarantee performance.
Write or call for data on our other
specialties: Instrument Leasing •
Computer Peripherals • Equipment
Sales • Instrument Service.
Circle 8 on reader service card

Get our
FREE
Catalog

Call
Contin ental
Rentals
L

e a

Zare-

Div. Continental Leasing Co., Inc.
175 Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford,
MA. 01730(617) 275-0850
Metuchen. NJ ( 201) 549-8500;
Gaithersburg, MD ( 301) 948-4310; TX
(214) 357-1779; Elk Grove. IL ( 312)
439-4700; Costa Mesa. CA ( 714)
540-6566; Santa Clara, CA (408)

735-8300; Los Angeles. CA ( 213) 477-7521

News update
• It has been a year since Richard
Stadin left Timex Corp. to become
watch marketing manager at National Semiconductor Corp.'s Novus
division, Santa Clara, Calif., and he
has not changed his mind about the
way to approach the market. The
division's philosophy, in its drive to
become the Timex of the digitalwatch industry, still is that a watch
is not only a watch but a piece of
jewelry [
Electronics. Nov. 13, 1975,
p. 15]. In the words of Scott Brown,
Novus marketing manager, " A person who spends $ 100 is not just
buying something to tell him the
time. He's also buying jewelry."
Novus apparently also feels that
the customer also wants service. The
division has just opened 280 service
centers in the watch departments of
retail stores and established a tollfree number, ( 800) 648-5050, from
which customers can get the name of
the nearest Novus service center.
Brown believes that the new centers
will "absolutely answer one of the
major problems retailers have had
with the watch business," especially
digital and electric watches.

Ill The Grumman Aerospace Corp.
project to develop a system of
multiple microcomputers to solve
large
simulation
problems
[Electronics, Feb. 5, 1976, p. 41] is
back on the track after a setback
when Robert McGill, project leader,
died suddenly in May. John Steinhofl' has taken over project responsibility at the company's Bethpage,
N.Y., research division. He reports
that one microcomputer based on
the Intel 3000 series bit-slice bipolar
microprocessor has been built and
connected to a Data General Nova
800 minicomputer. A 10- megabyte
disk file will soon be added to the
system.
Steinhoff says that his group is
proceeding with its plan to build five
additional microcomputers. He adds
that although the 3000 series somewhat lacks the ability to handle
high-speed multiplications, the recent introduction of a 16- by- 16- bit
multiplier chip from TRW Inc. has
helped.

Finally.

Alow-cost,
predictable,
dual-channel
filter.

Each of the two 24dB/octave
filters can be used as high pass or
low pass with selectable gain of
1or 10. Connect them in series
for bandpass, 48dB/octave high
pass, 48dB/octave low pass, with
selective gain of 1, 10 or 100.
Butterworth and Bessel modes.
Switch selectable frequency
settings from 10Hz to 1MHz,
.005% distortion at 20 volts
output. 100dB outband rejection.
25 pvolts noise.

Send for our data sheet.
It'll tell you all you need to
know about our newest filter.
And when you need afilter that
does just what you expect, you'll
know where to find it. The
predictable filterTm $ 655. Ithaco.
Box 818, Ithaca, New York 14850.
Call ( 607) 272-7640.

ITHACO
C Imaco. Inc

Circle 191 on reader service card

23 Part Iapprovals in 13 months ...

Acceptance of
High Rel COS/MOS
is climbing fast.
In rapid succession, 23 RCA COS/MOS
circuits have become the first CMOS devices to
pass the rigorous environmental and life-test
requirements for QPL-38510, Part IQualification.
That's just more evidence of the inherent reliability
of COS/MOS.
It means you can buy with even greater confidence And if you buy for military or other highreliability applications, you have awide range
of options. The approved list includes gates, multivibrators, binary ripple and syrichronouscounters,
and multiplexers/demultiplexers.
It also means you have the assurance of a
dependable High Rel source. With adisciplined
organization. Tightly control ed environments
and processes. And awholehearted commitment
to High Rel COS/MOS.

RCA No.

MIL- M- 38510i

RCA No.

MIL M38510/

CD4000A
CD4001A
CD4002A
CD4007A
CD4009A
CD4010A
CD4011A
CD4012A
CD4013A
CD4014A
CD4015A

05201
05202
05203
05301
05501
05502
05001
05002
05101
05702
05703

CD4017A
CD4018A
CD4019A
CD4020A
CD4021A
CD4022A
CD4023A
CD4024A
CD4025A
CD4027A
CD4049A
CD4050A

05601
05602
05303
05603
05704
05604
05003
05605
05204
05102
05503
05504

Write: RCA Solid State. Box 3200, Somerville,
N.J. 08876; Sunbury-on- Thames, Middlesex
TW16 7HW, England; Ste. Anne de Bellevue
H9X 3L3, Canada, Fuji Building, Tokyo, Ja -)
an.

RCA

You'll see the results of this
commitment in our latest High Rel
data book ( SSD-230), just off the
press. Contact your local RCA Solid
State distributor. Or RCA.

RCA. First house in CMOS.
'arc e 9 on reader service card

Common ovcrvoltagc
condition. Ruinously acpcnsivc.

If you don't want to
pay alot for this late;

10
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Uniquc OVP IC.
Amazingly chcap.

pay alink for this now.
The MC3423 overvoltage protector was
specifically designed by
Motorola to protect against
transients or regulator failure
that can destroy devices tied to
power supply outputs.
And it's great at doing
just that.
Coupled with an
external SCR crowbar, like the
new 25 A 2N6504, it senses
overvoltage, triggers the SCR
and shorts the supply output.
This forces it into current
limiting or opens the fuse or
breaker.

0

Protection threshold is
resistor-adjustable. And it can
be programmed for min
duration of overvoltage
condition before tripping thus
supplying noise immunity.

'3423 independent of whether
or not overvoltage is present
and make an orderly,
sequenced shutdown of
system power during faults.
Neat, right?

Voltage to Load

And all you pay is a
buck-seventy-five, 100-999.
Cheap at twice the price.

Now, isn't this bcttcr?
Turn-on propagation is just 0.5
Ms. Or you can remote-activate
the CMOS/TTL-compatible

Contact Motorola
Semiconductor Products, Box
20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036 or
your authorized distributor for
data and samples.
We've got the original
now, others may copy it later.

MOTOROLA Semiconductors
—and you thought we were just aproduction house
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Why Rockwell
microcomputers
turn your good ideas
into better
products.
I

12
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Rockwell's broad line of microprocessor
systems are making all kinds of new products
possible as well as practical because they fit the
application so precisely. You get the right
functional capability at the right price— and the
Rockwell in-house capability to make sure your
product idea becomes areality.
The Rockwell advantage— a5- family
approach.
Rockwell offers five compatible microcomputer families, from low-cost one chippers
through multi-chip 8- bit systems. You select the
most cost-effective
5families
microprocessor sysof Rockwell microcomputers.
tem for your immediate
PPS- 4/1
design requirements,
PPS- 4/2
then expand models
PPS- 4
up or down with our
PPS- 8/2
compatible systems.
,nn ,„,
72 PPS- 8
You don't need to redo
your total program.
Our one-chip PPS-4/1 family with CPU, ROM,
RAM, and 31 or more I/O ports cover awide
range of applications at lowest possible cost.
The two-chip PPS-4/2 and the multi-chip
PPS- 4systems offer more power at low cost.
Both have fast execution speeds, high throughput, and are expandable with dozens of LSI I/O
peripheral controllers and memory options.
Rockwell's 8- bit systems include the PPS- 8/2
(two chip microcomputer with I/O) and the fully
compatible multi-chip PPS- 8system. Both use
the same multi-function 109 instruction set and
accept the same broad range of provided LSI
memory and I/O controller options.
And Rockwell backs its microcomputers with
all needed design aids and aworldwide network
of applications centers, representatives and
distributors.
Better products like these are made possible
with Rockwell cost-effective systems.
Cash registers and P- O-S terminals— Inside
some of the most popular machines on the
market today are Rockwell microcomputers. At
the low end, PPS- 4/1 one- chippers. In P- O- S
terminals, two- chip microcomputers combine
with any of dozens of available LSI I/O and
memory options.

radios, hi-fi record changers and appliances
are now being controlled or automated with
Rockwell microcomputers.
High-speed printer—The functional ability and
low cost of asix- chip PPS- 8 Rockwell microcomputer is why it was selected to control a
matrix printer which zip- prints at 200 characters/
second and tabs at 550.
Hand held computer terminals— Two and ahalf
hours of paperwork for meter readers and sales
clerks are reduced to 30 seconds. The reason—
aRockwell PPS- 4/2 microcomputer in ahandheld terminal that records transactions and
interfaces directly with central computers.
Electronic games and pinball machines— Rockwell's compatible microcomputers are reducing
manufacturing costs and shortening design time
in all kinds of exciting new games. We have
supplied custom design services for makers of
these games.
Heart- monitoring bicycle exerciser—This unique
but functionally complex idea was made economically possible with aRockwell PPS- 4/2 microcomputer. Rockwell is producing the microcomputer as acost- saving subassembly.
Automobile computers— A 1977 production car
has the first digital computer to control spark
firing— based on acustom Rockwell two- chip
system.
Stationary and mobile telephones— Our
versatile one, two and multi- chip systems have
expanded telephone usage with features like
credit verification and automated mobile
service. Other types of communications equipment, like auto- dialers and facsimile machines,
now also use Rockwell microcomputers.
Get the full story. Write on your company
letterhead to: Marketing Services, D/727- E
Microelectronic Device Division, Rockwell
International, P.O. Box 3669, Anaheim,
CA 92803, U.S.A. or phone ( 714) 632-3729.

e

Rockwell International

Home and commercial products— Weighing
scales, security systems, copiers, scanning
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People
Gunneson lays quality goals
on GI's general managers

OPTICALLY COUPLED
LIMIT SWITCHES
OPTRON OPS 200 SERIES
SWITCHES MEET SPECS
AFTER 100,000 HOURS
OF OPERATION
Even after 100,000 hours of operation
at rated currents, OPTRON's new high
reliability OPS 200 series optical limit
switches will still meet specifications.
New OPS 200 and OPS 200A
limit switches combine the non contact switching feature ' of popular
optically coupled interrupter modules
with the convenient mounting and actuating features of conventional
mechanical switches to provide solidstate reiiability in amechanical switch
package.
An optical shutter controlled by a
snap- action mechanism interrupts the
light path between agallium arsenide
infrared LED and a silicon photosensor. The condition of the photosensor.
either illuminated or dark, determines
the ON (closed) or OFF ( open) state of
the switch.
There is no contact bounce or
contact contamination. Interfacing
with high speed logic circuitry is possible without the buffering stage required with conventional switches.
Both the OPS 200 and OPS 200A
eliminate arcing and are unaffected by
magnetic fields.
The OPS 200 has a high gain
N- P- N phototransistor output. In the
closed condition with aLED drive current of 30 mA, aminimum output of 1.6
mA at 0.4 volts assures TTL compatibility. In the OPS 200A, a photodiode
sensor followed by a Schmitt trigger
circuit with 140 mA output sink capability eliminates the need for amplifiers in
most applications.
Both new limit switches are available from stock in either normally open
or normally closed conditions.
Detailed technical data on OPS
200 series limit switches and other
OPTRON optoelectronic products.. •
chips, discrete components, reflective transducers, isolators and interrupter assemblies ..
is available
from your nearest OPTRON sales representative or the factory direct.

OPTRON, INC.
1201 Tappan Circle
Carrollton,Texas75006,uS A
TWX-910-860-5958
214/242-6571

14
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Quality assurance begins in the front
offices of General Instrument
Corp.'s subsidiaries. " We're placing
the responsibility for quality on the
general manager, not the quality
manager," says Alvin O. Gunneson,
corporate director of quality assurance for the $400 million- plus
manufacturer of electronic components and systems.
It is not just idle talk, either.
Starting this month, each of the
firm's 29 divisions and subsidiaries
must submit a detailed quality-cost
report to the controller's office in
Clifton, N.J.
"We believe that the only practical measure of quality is the cost of
quality, and the dollar is the standard measuring tool," says the 41year-old Gunneson, who holds degrees in electrical engineering, industrial psychology, and management. "Quality costs will be reported
as a percentage of sales so that we
can compare divisions. We want to
identify every dollar that's been
spent unnecessarily on rework, scrap,
inspection, warranty repairs, field
service, and preventative measures."
Percentage of sales. The company's goal is to keep quality costs,
which include the salaries of each
plant's quality manager and his
staff, to within 2% to 4% of sales.
They are currently running as high
as 10% in some divisions, Gunneson
estimates. " But we don't want to use
the quality-cost figures as a way of
beating on the managers to reduce
their cost of quality," he adds.
"We're going to measure the cost of
doing it wrong. Then we'll let the
manager determine what his acceptable quality level should be and pay
for it."
Very few firms have aquality-cost
system as structured as General
Instrument's, Gunneson believes.
"It's difficult to get managers to
accept a system that will highlight
their inefficiencies." In the long run,
however, it's such a system that
pinpoints priorities for correcting
problems and even justifies spending

Controller. High quality means lower costs,
according to GI's Alvin Gunneson.

money to make improvements in
quality.
The quality-cost accounting program is an outgrowth of the firm's
recent efforts to establish regional
councils that bring quality managers
from diverse operations together. A
10-step quality improvement program has been put together that
general managers can implement in
their plants.
Eastern and Western regional
councils have been set up that
number adozen members each. The
Western council met for the first
time last month in Chicago; the
Eastern council is a year old. And
Gunneson, who left International
Telephone & Telegraph Corp. in
1975 to head up GI'S quality activities, plans to continue expanding.
European and Far East groups will
be established this year.

Butler sees expansion as way
to keep AVX competitive
The domestic color-television industry is here to stay, says Marshall D.
Butler, president of AVX Corp.,
Great Neck, N.Y., a major manufacturer of ceramic capacitors.
"Both Zenith and RCA will be
making major investments to stay in,
be competitive, and keep their market share of color iv," he says. This
commitment by these big users of his
capacitors is the reason for the
$4 million capital investment this
year by the firm, which had $ 27
million in sales in 1975.
Just as TV makers must keep up
with Japanese competition, so must
AVX, says Butler, who became presi-
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"When Isay it's lo volts,
it's 10 volts'?
Inert

If you're tired of dirty, noisy, power guzzling
zeners, PMI has aneat new answer for your voltage
reference problems:
The Instant-On REF-01.
It's anew monolithic 10 Volt reference that you
can even adjust! And you won't be bothered by the
noise of junction avalanching. You can use it to fine
tune your whole circuit!
Unlike laser trimmed hybrid voltage references,
PMI's REF-01 is calibrated to the bandgap energy of
the silicon substrate itself. Its adjustment range is ± 3%
with only 0.7ppm/ °C TC change/% output adjustment.
With no heated substrate, it consumes only 15mW and
requires no warmup, so it's perfect for battery or
pulsed power circuits.
And prices start at $1.90 each in lots of 100.
The REF-01 is NEW— another PMI first. Be the
first on your block diagram to design one in. For
complete data, circle the reader service card or write:
Precision Monolithics, Incorporated
1500 Space Park Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 246-9222. TWX 910-338-0528.
Cable MONO

rmi]

Fen got your number!
Circle 15 on reader service card

Our newest
air variable capacitor's

People

biggest feature:

In the offing. Sales of more than $50 million
by 1980 look possible to Butler.

As you can plainly
see, our new air variable
capacitor is nearly as small
as many sub-miniature ceramic
trimmers. It also features the
same mounting configuration
which means you can use it in
many of the same applications
But small size isn't the only
reason for buying our new
•
Micro T'" capacitor. Because
it's air variable, it offers you

great stability. Q is typically
1000 at 100 MHz. TC is + 45
*45 PPM 1°C. And it's
available in maximum
capacities of 3, 6.5, 12.7, and
19.0 pF in either vertical or
horizontal tuning PC and
stripline mounting versions.
What's more, it gives you all
this for avery small price.

E. F. Johnson Company/Dept. EL , Waseca, MN 56093
11 Please send me technical
information on sub-miniature
air variable capacitors.

El Please send me samples.
You can call me at

Name
Firm
Address
State

City
Zip
For fast service, contact your
local Johnson Distributor.
16

Circle 16 or reader service card

!
JOHNSON

dent three years ago. He is perhaps
better known as acofounder in 1957
of Alloys Unlimited Inc., aspecialist
in electronics materials. In 1970, the
$150 million company was sold to
England's Plessey Ltd.
Butler's capital plans for 1977
amount to double those in each of
the last two years. In addition to
boosting the firm's capacity to
produce its traditional ceramic capacitor lines, Butler also wants to
expand arecently established line of
precious- metal pastes and inks. Developed originally for Avx's capacitor electrodes and terminals, the
materials will be offered to semiconductor and hybrid-circuit makers.
He also hopes Europe will expand
multilayer capacitor sales.
Butler is also counting on new
capacitor products. Two of them,
poised for production, are designed
to lower auser's assembly costs. One
is a series of low-cost epoxy-coated
axial- lead disk capacitors, to be in
production by the end of this month.
The other, scheduled for March
production, is a series of molded
two- pin capacitors in dual in- line
packages. Both can be automatically
inserted in boards with the equipment used for integrated circuits.
Butler is sanguine about the
future. " We have the ability to
double our business by 1980," he
asserts. "The market is there, the
opportunity is there, the resources —
capital, people and technology— are
here."
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ERIE RESPONDS.
that's why

WE'RE NO. 1 WORLDWIDE
in Ceramic Capacitors
Forty years ago, ERIE foresaw aneed and introduced the first ceramic
capacitor to U.S. markets. Today, ERIE is still dedicated to fulfilling
customer needs. Our state-of-the-art ceramic technology continues to
lead the way in the development of smaller, more efficient ceramic
capacitors, both fixed and variable. And ERIE's line of high quality
components is as broad as the markets we serve. So when
knowledgeable people think ceramic capacitors, increasingly, they
think ERIE. To remain number one in our competitive industry, we
have to be responsive to your needs. We think we are. Try us.

ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS, INC.
Erie, Pennsylvania 16512

Circle 17 on reader service card
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'AMP developed away to
terminate up to 6o positions
one minute.
4.
0
ass te I
, ation:'

it's calle
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•

•

CHAMP--the world's first insulation displacing, mass termination
connector family— fully intermateable with exising types.
•
Ie

•

ilele

1

•

It's the direction industry is taking. And AMP,
pioneer of this and many innovations, has already
developed connectors to meet your needs.
You can terminate practically all types of cable
—woven, laminated, twisted pair, even coaxial
ribbon cable—without costly wire preparation.
This latest technique is further proof of AMP's
leadership in keeping connection costs down,
because all can be wired directly into preassembled connectors, at production volumes.
Currently we have additional mass terminating
ideas in our test labs, and this experience is
at your disposal to help with your own ideas.
In coming to AMP you can be assured our
field and home-office engineers will support you
all the way. On the production line, in quality
control, in sampling for prototypes, and by
working continually with you to aid future
designs. Professional engineers deserve support
—at AMP, we have an international reputation
for providing it.
For information on Mass Termination call
(717) 564-0100, or write AMP Incorporated,
Harrisburg, Pa. 17105.

IVI

INCORPORATED

vIPlimite
DF-20--offers
ecapability of
•
minating an instry standard 1/0
n'lector to convennal . 050" centerline
und conductor
xible cable.

AMP Latch— broad line of male, -female.
edge and solder- in configurations.

LACEco
ois— for d"
crete wires or ribbon cable and
mates to a ‘ arietly of pot sizes.

4

oaxial ribbon cable system—a true breakthrough in both
ible and connection technique, for 50, 75, and 93 ohms.

r

d
AMP. AMPLIMITE & CHAMP are trademarks
of AMP Incorporated.
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Meetings
1977 Reliability and Maintainability
Symposium, IEEE, ASME, ASQC, et al.,
Marriott Hotel, Philadelphia, Jan.
18-20.
Power Engineering Society Winter
Meeting, IEEE, Statler Hilton Hotel,
New York, Jan. 30— Feb. 4.
Fifth Annual Computer Science Conference, ACM, Marriott Motor Hotel,
Atlanta, Jan. 31— Feb. 2.
Distributed Data
ence, American
trial Engineers,
New York, Feb.

Thin-Trim
capacitors
Tucked in the corner of this Par Watch is a miniature capacitor which is .. sed to trim the crystal.
This Thin-Trim capac ,tor is onE of our 9410 series,
has an adjustable range of 7 :
o45 pf, and is . 200"
x . 200" x . 050" thick.
The Thin-Trim concept provides a variable device
to repace fixed tuning techriques and cut-and- try
methods of adjustment. Thin-Trim capacitors are
available in avariety of lead : onfigurations making
them easy to mount.
A smaller version of :he 9410 is the 9402 series
with amaximum capacitan:e value of 25 pf. These
are perfect for applications in sub- miniature circuits such as ladies' electronic wrist watches and
phased array MIC's.

(letaaddib
Johanson Manufacturing Corporation
Rockaway Valley Road
Boonton, New Jersey 07005
(201) 334-2676 T.A.'X 710-987-8367
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Processing ConferInstitute of IndusAmericana Hotel,
1-4.

ElectroOptical Warfare Technical
Symposium, Association of Old
Crows Cabrillo Coven (San Diego,
Calif.), Naval Electronics Laboratory Center, San Diego, Feb. 3— 4.
Wincon— Aerospace and Electronic
Systems Winter Convention, IEEE,
Sheraton- Universal
Hotel,
N. Hollywood, Calif., Feb. 7— 9.
PC77— Personal Communications
TwoWay Radio Show, EIA, Las
Vegas Convention Center, Las Vegas, Feb. 15-17.
isscc — International Solid State Circuits Conference, IEEE, Sheraton Hotel, Philadelphia, Feb. 16-18.
Optical Fiber Transmission Conference, IEEE, Williamsburg Lodge,
Williamsburg, Va., Feb. 22-24.
Compcon Spring, IEEE, Jack Tar
Hotel, San Francisco,
Feb.
28 — March 3.
1977 SAE International Automotive
Engineering Congress and Exposition, Society of Automotive Engineers, Cobo Hall, Detroit, Feb.
28— March 4.
Nepcon '77 West — National Electronic Packaging and Production
Conference, Industrial and Scientific
Conference Management Inc.
(Chicago, Ill.), Anaheim Convention
Center, Anaheim, Calif., March
1— 3.
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The eFtg and only...
Three Series of Amphenol connectors
are now qualified to MIL-C-26482,
MIL-C-38999 and MIL-C-83723.
One company offers connectors qualified to all three specs—Amphenol
Connector Systems Bunki% Ram() ( () monition.
These three connector series are preferred under military standard
MIL- STD-1353A. I
hnvre designed tor general-purpose . ind high-density
applications in ground-supp()it . ind , tirborne equipment.
Polymer retention is abig plus. Ea( h ( ) 1t
how Amphenol conne( tors uses
aone-piece, molded poi\ met retention disc. ( It's an advan( ed design we
pioneered. For a loser look . it how it works, see the ross-se,. tional View
at lower lef t. ïPolymer retention eliminates . 1, man\ as 1.28 troublesome
metal clips. And ‘ ou know the tewer parts there are. the less can go wrong.
To learn more, call or write. Ws < lb( nit the wide range of shell sizes, insert
arrangements and termination tooling uuiIalile or the Amphenol Connector
118, 418 and T18 Series. .-\ nd ask bi tree italog, too. Call Vince Pusateri,
(312) 98h- i7bl. Or write: ..\ mphenol Connector Systems, thinker Ramo
Corporation, ,)
00 Commerce Drive, Oak Brook, Illinois ( 0321.

•

MIL-C-83723/Series ifi

MIL-C-38999/Series I & II
Amphenol Connector 418 Series

Amphenol Connector 518 Series
1

s2
Amphenol Connector 118 Series

The right idea
at the
right time.

LCony
n
svec
ni
tos
,

AMPHENO s

(t)

BUNKER
RAMO

Circle 21
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ore Weapops
forrlattle
of t e80's
Now amultiple attack against outmoded,
large and bulky microcomputers.
This multiple attack features astand
alone Microcomputer Board, Zilog's
mighty MCB, that has the capability to communicate with
both serial and parallel
I/O devices, has its
own RAM and
ROM capability and is
backed up by asecond
board containing adisk
controller and additional
memory allowing the use of
Zilog's complete disk operating
system and applications' software.
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ppotipcipÉ
the Z80-M(B.
Ap assault
aÉaipst biÉ, board
corpptiters.
A single 5-volt power supply does
it. And it's small— only 7.7 x7.5
inches with astandard 122 pin
edge connector with 100 mil spacing that is designed for ease of use.

sqtiad of fighters
agaipst obsolete
lard Ware.

secopd board
gives you
the adVaptaÉe.
A second board gives you a
4- drive floppy disk controller and
additional RAM backed up by afull
disk operating system. Plus, you
get the applications software you
need: file, edit, assemble, debug,
and high level languages such as
BASIC, and more will be announced
soon.This second board contains
12K of dynamic memory and additional 8bit programmable parallel
I/O ports.

•Z80-CPU single-chip n-channel
processor with 158 instructions.
• 19.6608MHz crystal oscillator
divided to 2.457MHz for Z80-CPU
operation and dividable by Z80CTC to provide any other desired
system frequencies.
•Capacity for 4K bytes on nonvolatile memory.
•Programmable serial I/O port with
RS-232 or current loop interface.
•Universal parallel I/O with two
independent 8bit ports.
•Z80-CTC for programmable baud
rate generation or other user
functions such as real time clock.

Both cards are easily interfaced in asimple, low-cost card
cage.

e
r

eMighty Weapop:
Zilog's

Z80- OEM SYsterI).

•Bus drivers are provided for
memory and I/O expansion to
other boards.
•One-half K- byte monitor software
has terminal handler, load and
punch routines as well as set and
display memory commands. A
GoTo command begins execution
of user programs. The 1K-byte
version adds more debug aids
such as set and display registers
and breakpoints. The 2K and
4K-byte versions include afloppy
disk controller and even more
debug capability.

•Z80-MCB Microcomputer Board
•Z80-MDC Disk Controller/Memory Board with disk controller
capability for up to 4 floppy disk
drives.
•Z80-RMB 16K-byte RAM Board
with memory expandable to 64K
bytes in 16K-byte increments.
•Z80-SCC Standard Card Cage
holds up to 9 P.C. cards.
•Z80-MCS Microcomputer System
includes astandard card cage, up
to 2floppy disks, power supplies
and apush button front panel.

Versatility
of attack:
yoti cap
My only as rpüch
as yoti peed.

Here's what Zilog's new weapon
gives you:

•4K bytes dynamic RAM.

You get:

Start out with astrong front and
get performance unmatched by any
other microcomputer system in
the field.

We provide amodular approach to complete computing and
processing systems. Zilog products
are available as abasic CPU card,
acard set or acomplete self-contained computer with floppy disks
and power supplies in one unit.
Behind all this is Zilog's pledge
to stay ageneration ahead. We're
the specialists who are responsible
for the development of the most
successful first and second generation microprocessors. And we're
hard at work on the next step— an
advance that will keep us out in
front in The Battle of the 80's.
Appropriate assistance will be
dispatched upon your written request or telephone call.

Zilog
10460 Bubb Road Cupertino, California 95014
,408) 446-4666/TWX 910-338-7621
In Europe: Zilog, Inc . Nicholson House,
High Street, Maidenhead, Berkshire, U.K.
TEL 0628 36131/2/3TTLX 848-609

Circle 23 on reader service card
An affiliate of
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Inc.

For lower cost insertion
of
components
like these...ask Universal.
Only Universal can supply you with machines for
testing, sequencing and inserting axial lead components, plus DIPs, transistors, wire wrap pins
and literally any type of electronic hardware. We
are the innovators responsible for amajority of the
semi- automatic and mechanized equipment used
throughout the world for conditioning and assembling components into circuit boards.
Now as many as eight of these machines can be
programmed and operated by our new Satellite
Controller System. That's up to 144,000 insertion
an hour, with each machine handling totally
different boards for both short and long runs.
No other system offers anything like the Satellite
Controller System's range of management data,
on-line diagnostics and program editing. All programs are stored for instant access on adual drive

floppy disk memory, and entered thru ahigh speed
tape reader/punch. Data for continuous production
control and executive monitoring can even be
called up on remote CRT displays.
Find out what Universal's machines for lower
cost insertion ... and the innovative Satellite
Controller System ... can do for your company's
production/profit ratio. Contact your Universal
sales office or send for abrochure today.

LI
nstruments Corporation
Kirkwood Industrial Park
Box 825, Binghamton, New York 13902
Tel: 607/772/7522
TWX: 510/252/1990
Circle 24 on reader service card

Electronics newsletter
HP building first
sapphire devices
into some terminals

Liquid- crystal
techniques used
in color display

Cl cuts size
of 16-k ROM,
drops price 50%

National to sell
first bi-FET
a- d converter

Electronics ,January 6, 1977

Hewlett-Packard Co.'s investment in sapphire technology is starting to
show results. Complementary-mos on sapphire read-only memories are
being phased into some 2640-series cathode- ray-tube terminals— but the
purchasers of those terminals won't know it because designs and performance won't be changed. Actually, the firm is using the ROM as away to get
production experience with the low-power, high-performance process. It
hopes the big payoff will come from its central- processing- unit design
program, which promises afull 16-bit parallel processor that will execute
instructions as fast as 500 nanoseconds.
Another minicomputer maker, General Automation Inc., dropped an
earlier attempt to use sapphire CPUS—n-channel chips supplied by Rockwell International's Microelectronic Device division [
Electronics, Dec. 11,
1975, p. 70].

The Integrated Display Systems Inc. subsidiary of Solid State Scientific
Inc. in Montgomeryville, Pa., has samples ready of a new continuous
display for digital watches. Tom Saldi, Integrated Display's president, says
they are made with liquid-crystal-display production techniques, but don't
require a polarizer and can be made any color in the spectrum. To be
available in production quantities in April, the display uses liquid-crystal
compounds along with chemical additives that produce the polarizing
effect. The firm already has displays with such colors as blue, purple,
orange, red, and yellow that it's offering to select watch companies.
Among those reported to be evaluating the new display are Bulova
Watch Co. in New York, for which Integrated Displays supplies large
quantities of digital watch modules, and Wyler Watch Co. of New York
and Switzerland, aprime customer for the firm's cased modules.

General Instrument Corp.'s Microelectronics group in Hicksville, N.Y.,
will soon have sample quantities of a new 16,384- bit read-only memory
that's 40% to 45% smaller than present 16-k ROMS. The firm will sell the
new n-channel metal-oxide-semiconductor memories for about half the
price of its current 16-k ROMS. The price move is an attempt to make
ROMS more attractive to equipment manufacturers, which use programmable ROMS in the early stages of the system development cycle and have
been sticking with them through prototyping and then into small-scale
production.
Designated the 9316C, the new part will have an access time of 300
nanoseconds— the company's current fast 16-k ROM, the 9316B, has a
450-ns access time. The new chip also is pin- for- pin compatible with the
company's other 16-k ROMS.

Looking for new worlds to conquer, National Semiconductor Corp. of
Santa Clara, Calif., will soon be producing the first monolithic analog-todigital chip built with the bipolar field-effect-transistor process. Designated the LF13300, the integrating, or ramp, a-dbuilding block is the key
element in a low-cost, high- precision binary data-acquisition system for
microprocessors offering 12 bits plus sign. It works with a companion
digital controller chip, the MM5863, a pchannel metal-oxide-semiconductor device that features auto zeroing, polarity and over- range indication, and continuous conversion in the 30- to- 40- millisecond range.
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TI shipping
150-ns version of
4- kilobit RAM

Terminal due from
Inforex will handle
1974 Cobol version

Air target to test
triservice electronic
warfare systems

Addenda
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Texas Instruments, like National Semiconductor Corp., thinks there's a
market for even faster 18- and 22- pin 4,096-bit random-access memories.
While National seeks to develop aniche in the under- 200- nanosecond RAM
market [
Electronics, Dec. 23, 1976, P. 32], ri is speeding up its earlier
designs to yield parts with maximum access times of 150 ns. It just
started shipping the 4060-3 version of its 22-pin TMS 4060 and plans to
follow with a 150-ns 18- pin TMS 4050 later this quarter. Unlike National,
TI still plans to second-source Mostek Corp.'s high-performance 16- pin
RAM, the MK 4027, with a part that's expected in the third quarter
[Electronics, Nov. 11, 1976, p. 31].

A new terminal for distributed processing systems, one that will handle
Cobol 1974 enhanced for data entry instead of the 1968 version of the
language, is coming from Inforex Corp. of Burlington, Mass. To be called
the System 7000, the terminal will be built for Inforex by Beehive
Terminals of Salt Lake City, Utah, around a Nova 16-bit one-board
microcomputer. In asystem, terminals will be able to concurrently handle
data entry, data processing, file management, and data communications
tasks.
The System 7000 is based on microprocessor chips from Monolithic
Memories Inc. that run Nova software. The same chips were used in
Beehive's B-800 terminal, introduced last June.

The Air Force has successfully tried out a new high-speed tow target
designed for all three services to permit the first tests of electronic
warfare systems and avionics under realistic flight conditions. The new
TDU-30/B is intended to evaluate the effectiveness of air-to-air missiles in
the presence of electronic or infrared countermeasures, according to the
Air Force Systems Command.
It says flight tests of the 13'/2- foot-long recoverable target using F-4 and
F- 101B fighters as tow planes were recently performed at its Armament
Development and Test Center at Eglin Air Force Base, Fla. The triservice
system was developed under a $ 750,000 three-year engineering development award made last July to Hayes International of Birmingham, Ala.

The earth station that will control the position of the Marisat maritime
communication satellite over the Indian Ocean will go into service Jan. 15
at Fucino, Italy. The station includes an antenna 11 meters in diameter
and a new feed system supplied by GTE International Systems Corp.,
Waltham, Mass., which won out over Scientific Atlanta and Comtech
Laboratories for the $ 722,000 contract from Comsat General Corp. at the
site 40 miles east of Rome. The station is paired with another ground
terminal that serves the Intelsat Comsat system. . . . The forerunner of a
new generation of transportable Air Force Loran navigation systems has
begun initial tests in the southeastern U.S. The system consists of three
transmitter elements, each with a 400- foot antenna, and is built by the
Sperry division of Sperry Rand Corp. The equipment transmits signals
that can be picked up by conventional Loran receivers on ships, aircraft, or
even by manpack units. Earlier Loran transmitters weren't portable, or, at
best, had only limited portability. The new units, still in development, can
be assembled in 25 hours.
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As you can see, this chip is housed in ceramic
and mounted in aforty pin, dual in-line package.
As you can't see, it's aNOVA' computer.
Inside that packaging sits afull 16- bit, silicon
gate, NMOS microNOVA CPU. The mN601.
The mN601 is the first microprocessor designed and manufactured by aminicomputer company. And it's the highest performance NMOS
microprocessor on the market. With our 160
nanosecond RAM, it has amemory cycle time of
960 nanoseconds and the fastest instruction
times going. Like an Add of 2.4 microseconds.
And aLoad of 2.9 microseconds.
The mN601 has the 16-bit NOVA instruction set including hardware stack for easy programming. And 16-bit data for efficient memory
use.
¡t also has hardware multiply/divide for fast
program execution. Integral data channel logic for
easy interfacing lo high performance peripherals.
Control and liming for high density RAM memories. Integral hidden refresh logic that overlaps
instruction execution timing. Plus aunique I/O
encoding scheme for efficient easy interface design. Even the real-time clock 4s included. All of
which reduces the chip count.

And all that computer is in asingle chip.
And because the mN6C1 is aNOVA, it uses
the most mature, field-proven software you can
get with any micro. So you can cut back on development time and cost by using compatible software like our diskette-based Disc Operating System
and our Real- Time Operating System.
Also, the mN601 comes with the full documentation support you'd expect from aminicomputer
company like Data General.
If you want more than achip, you can get it.
There's awhole chip set, a4K computer- on-aboard and afully-packaged 9- slot microNOVA
MOS mini. Aid there's more.
Don't stop here.
Sign up for atechnical seminar on the microNOVA.They'll be held in major cities around the
country from New York to Los Angeles. They'll last
ahalf-day. Ard they're free.
For more information call our toll free number,
800-225-9497 ( Unless you're in Massachusetts.
In which case, call 1-617-485-9100 Ext. 2509.)

microNOVA:

A giant reduction ..nthe NOVA line.

DataGeneral

Ir Data General, Route 9, Southboro, Mass. 01772 (617) 485-9100. Data General ( Canada) Ltd., Ontario.
Data General Europe, 15 Rue Le Sueur, Paris 75116, France. Data General Australia, Melbourne ( 03) 82-1361
NOVA ; sa !ewstered tradecnark of Data General Corp.
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At long last! A
that doesn't do

microprocessor
very much.
All it does is process numbers.
Other microprocessors do almost anything you tell them to. And that's proven
to be an industry-shaking advantage. But in
certain cases there's ahitch. Programming
can be kind of hairy, and in many applications general-purpose microprocessors
can be cost ineffective.
Our new MM 57109 dedicated microprocessor (the Number Cruncher) is our
answer.
It's pre-programmed to do awide
variety of math fianctions (including log,
trig and functions of x), and do it more
efficiently, reliably and cheaply.
Use it as astand-alone or as asatellite
to your general purpose microprocessor.
And the price tag?
In quantities of ahundred, amere $12.
And that's anumber you should be
able to process very nicely.
E16

National Semiconductor
2900 Semiconductor Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95051

Gentlemen:
Idon't have very much for amicroprocessor to do, so send me
details on your microprocessor that doesn't do very much.
NAME

TITLE

COMPANY
ADDRE ,•;';
•.1'•*tTE

ZIP

M National Semiconductor
Electronics/January 6, 1977
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Mimiwary Rams fuii imd blower,.
Worldwide kaiaks
The world is growing smaller. More and more companies are involved in international sales and international
application of their products. Many in manuiacturing
abroad.
Rotron is such a company. If you are too, or hope to
be, you'll be glad to know that Rotron is equipped to
serve you throughout the world. With fan and blower
manufacturing facilities not only in the U.S.A. but in
The Netherlands and Japan as well. With an interna-

tional sales and distributor organization that reaches
into all parts of Europe, the Middle East. the Orient,
Africa, Australia, and South America.
When you deal with Rotron, you not only receive the
best there is in air mover application engineering, in
product quality and variety, in distributor service. You
get it when and where you need it.
Why settle for less when the best costs no more?

ROTRON INC.
AN en,›ECUCii COMPANY

®

ROTRON
INCORPORATED
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Woodstock, N. Y. 12498 D 914 • 679-2401 D TVVX 510-247-9033
Garden Grove, Cal 92641 • 714.898-5649 • Rotron B . Breda. Netherlands, Tel

Circle 30 on reader service card

79311, Telex 844-54074
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Bubble memory
gets NASA check
for use in space
Building-block " cell" with
1.6 million bits goes into
102.4- billion- bit recorder
ready for flight in 1978
A prototype of a building-block
"cell" for a 102.4- billion- bit bubblememory data recorder is undergoing
tests at NASA'S Langley Research
Center in Langley, Va. Developed by
Rockwell International's Autonetics
Group, the cell contains more than
1.6 million bits of storage. Some 64
cells will be used in the data
recorder, also being developed by
Autonetics in Anaheim, Calif.,
which NASA says it wants ready for
use in space during 1978.
The recorder could be one of the
first bubble- memory systems to operate in space, says Robert L.
Stermer, who directs the project for
the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. The space agency
has been a major force pushing
development of bubble- memory
technology, mainly because of life
and reliability problems in mechanically driven recorders.
Stermer says these conventional
tape recorders, which store data
gathered from experiments in satellite and other space missions, constitute "one of our most frequent
failure points. The estimated 40,000hour mean time between failures of
the bubble- memory recorder represents a factor-of- two-or-three improvement."
The bubble cell itself measures 1.5
by 3by 0.5 inches and consists of a
pair of printed-circuit boards, each
with eight 102,400- bit bubble chips.
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Cell block. Autonetics 1.5-by-3-by-0.5-in

memory cell, foreground,

made up of

16

102,400- bit chips, is used in memory board, right, and data recorder shown in mockup.

Separating the two boards is a bias
structure/drive coil that supplies a
magnetic field to propagate and
preserve the bubbles. The 250- milsquare chip of magnetic garnet film
grown on gadolinium-gallium-garnet
substrate is identical to those marketed by Rockwell in sample quantities for commercial applications
[Electronics. Sept. 30, p. 29].
"Building the recorder is no problem," explains Rockwell program
manager Roy Sligh. "Once we got
the chip and cell, we were home
free." The chip resulted from
research started in 1972 by Rockwell
with its own and NASA funds.
In the 100- million- bit recorder,
each of two memory modules will
hold 32 cells. Rockwell has designed
the system architecture for flexibility, Sligh says. For instance, "it can
act like four separate recorders,
operating independently with 25 million bits each. Or, if you need an 8-

bit parallel, one-channel format, it
can do that too."
Less expensive. NASA'S Stermer
sees the bubble- memory recorder
offering more advantages than just
reliability. " In a buffer mode, two
tape recorders are needed to switch
back and forth between experiments,
so one, less expensive bubble may
replace two, more expensive tape
machines." While no cost figures
can yet be put on the bubble
recorder, both NASA and Rockwell
believe it will be substantially cheaper than tape recorders.
The $ 1.5 million contract with
Rockwell calls for delivery of a 25million- bit prototype in March 1977
and a 100- million- bit space-qualified
machine ayear later. If the product
measures up, NASA is considering
developing a smaller standard 10million- bit recorder, Stermer says.
"A standard HY bubble recorder
would satisfy 60% to 70% of all our
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spacecraft requirements," he notes.
An important feature of the memory
is that it will keep working even if
individual cells go out. The memory
is partitioned into 64 cells, and loss
of any one cell would cause only the
loss of 1.6% of total memory capacity. In addition, NASA controllers on
the ground will be able to obtain
information in random, 1- million- bit
increments.

The Rockwell recorder will occupy a 600-cubic- in, volume, weigh
about 40 pounds, and require a
maximum of 103 watts. In multichannel serial format, the composite
data rate is 1.2 megahertz and 2.4
wiz for one-channel parallel operation. Average access time for the
recorder will be 0.5 second. Sligh
says the entire memory can be filled
or dumped in 1second.

Computers

National reorganizes to go after
broad range of computer market
As many in the electronics industries
may have guessed, National Semiconductor Corp.'s recent decision to
build hardware emulations of two of
IBM Corp.'s mainframe central processing units is only the tip of the
iceberg. National is setting its sights
on shares of each of several market
segments —all the way from calculator-oriented controller- processors up
to iBm's 370/168 series.
"Our objective is to have a
complete line of processors compatible with Ism all the way down the
line," asserts David Martin. He now
heads National's new Computer
Products group in which the Santa
Clara, Calif., manufacturer consolidated late last month its diverse
computer and memory operations.
Before then, he was general manager
of the Memory Systems group.
The new organization will include
the Large Systems, General
Systems, and Microcomputer
Systems groups, plus anew Memory
Systems group. Martin says that
each has a charter to "go after as
much of the business as their
markets and competition and our
resources will bear."
More CPUs. The Large Systems
group, says Martin, will absorb
Exsysco Inc., National's mainframecomputer subsidiary in San Diego,
Calif., and continue to build its
Advanced System line, AS-4 and
AS- 5, software- compatible with
IBM's 370/148 and 158 series
[Electronics, Oct. 14, p. 29]. The
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company plans eventually to build
other CPUS fully compatible with the
360 and 370 systems. "And we're
not excluding the 370/168 either,"
Martin adds.
"One thing the consumer marketplace has taught us is that to stay in
any growth market long-term,
you've got to build the end product
or be squeezed out eventually," he
says. He does not want to be
squeezed out of a market that is
projected to grow to $ 50 billion by
1980.
The new General Systems group
will be in charge of the existing IBMcompatible add-on memories and
will also start a new endeavor for
National— medium to low- end
mainframe computers below the IBM
370/138 down to the System 32
small business computer. The first
CPU of this type, in the final definition stage, will be announced in
about six months, he says.
The group's first new add-on
memory will be a universal memory
system, called the System 370,
which can be used with the IBM
370/135, 138, 145 and 148 machines. It will be built with highspeed static 4,096- bit n- channel
metal-oxide-semiconductor, randomaccess memory packages. These
have four times the density of the
1,024- bit static RAMS usually used
for such systems.
Through the company's new
Memory Systems group, which is
responsible for original equipment

and non- IBM-compatible systems,
National plans to offer so-called
"add- in" units— board systems that
can be plugged into the chassis of
minicomputers made by such companies as Digital Equipment Corp.
and Hewlett-Packard Co.
Microcomputers. Finally, the Microcomputer Systems group plans to
design awide range of 8- and I6- bit
microcomputers that will approach
some minicomputers in speed and
sophistication of instructions. Also in
the works, says Martin, are board
and boxed subsystems based on the
8080A built by National.
National hopes that the size of the
Computer Products group will soon
rival its Components division, which
accounted for about 75% of the
company's $ 300 million to $ 350
million total sales last year. " Don't
be too surprised," says one company
executive, " if you see National at
least approaching $ 1billion in sales
annually by 1980."

Military

Aircraft display
doubles its images
The ground- mapping radar display
in the Air Force's hundred or so
F- 111F swing- wing fighters is getting a new image— in fact, two new
images. An improved digital scan
converter will produce a continuous
picture that looks like and has the
same gray scale as conventional television. In addition, the double screen
of anew virtual- image display that is
also being designed for the cockpit
will show concurrently the two
magnified pictures produced by radar and electro optical sensors of
the aircraft.
The scan converter is part of the
new high- resolution AN/APQ-144
ground- mapping radar system being
built for the General Dynamics
Corp. aircraft by General Electric
Co.'s Aerospace Electronics Systems
Department in Utica, N.Y. It will be
flight- tested by the Air Force sometime next year.
The scan converter's performance
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CATV

Small stations OK'd
for satellite CATV

New

view.

Engineering model of the F-111F's new sensor display, left, fits two cathode-ray

tubes into the space usually occupied by one circular display, right. GE's virtual- image
magnification system would fit over and enlarge the twin CRT images.

depends on the use of "about twice
as much memory as do traditional
scan converters," asserts Nathaniel
Vivians, project engineer at the Air
Force's Aeronautical Systems division at Wright- Patterson Air Force
Base in Ohio. This adds up to
750,000 bits, in the form of militarized 4,096- bit static random-access
memories that are mounted on eight
interchangeable boards.
The new radar display system
stores scanned target information in
memory and reads it out at aTV rate,
so that the operator sees acontinual,
rather than a decaying image. The
information includes target range
and azimuth, as well as gray-scale
equivalents obtained by quantizing
the video signals into 10 amplitude
levels. Radar returns from targets
are displayed in relative brightness
levels.
Relatively new. Digital scan converters are relatively new for aircraft. The McDonnell Douglas Corp.
F-4 fighters have the only digital
scan converters in actual use, says
Vivians. But earlier this year, the
Air Force began tests on an
advanced development unit of a
Hughes Aircraft Co. modular digital
scan converter that contained
400,000 bits of 4-k RAM [
Electronics,
Feb. 5, p. 29]. Its modularity supposedly enables the unit to work with
almost any airborne radar, but for
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the F- 111 F, the modular unit was
not far enough advanced for operational units to be installed in the
time frame the Air Force had in
mind, Vivians notes.
The virtual- image display is part
of the Air Force's Pave Tack
program, which will add avariety of
forward- looking sensors to various
aircraft. For the F- 111F, the radar
operators will have radar and electrooptical images displayed one
above the other.
CE's virtual- image display contains two high- resolution rectangular
cathode-ray tubes with 6- and 4- inch
diagonals, rather than one 6- inch
circular CRT. A four- lens magnification system enlarges the CRT dimensions to 10.5 and 5.5 inches
respectively, yet both vertical images
fit in the area where there once was
a single image. " We [ incorporate
the] magnification system as part of
the hood assembly over the CRTS,"
explains Ray Gardner, GE'S Pave
Tack manager.
The Air Force expects to begin
retrofitting the lens system in aircraft cockpits within two to three
years, adds Vivian. The next step,
he says, is delivery of pre- production
F- 111F display units around March
for flight-testing during the second
half of 1977. "This is to be followed
by a production decision in early
1978," says Vivians.
111

Cable-television systems can expect
ahappy New Year. Late last month
the Federal Communications Commission approved the use of antennas
4.5 meters in diameter as receiveonly earth stations by cATv-system
operators. Previously 10-m antennas
were required for domestic-satellite
transmissions.
The FCC'S ruling on the petition of
the Community Antenna Television
Association of Washington, D.C.,
was unanimous, despite strong opposition from two powerful antagonists
of cable TV: commercial TV broadcast networks, represented by the
American Broadcasting Co., and the
American Telephone & Telegraph
Co.
CATV officials say that the networks see the use of small receiveonly earth stations as a serious
threat to their dominance of major
TV market audiences. The broadcasters fear an accelerated intercity
exchange of TV programs— for example, of local sports events or
movies— that would strengthen
cATv's appeal. AT&T is reportedly
concerned at the potential loss of
revenue when TV programs are
transmitted via satellite rather than
over the utility's long-distance communications lines.
Issues. ABC, strongly supported by
Bell, petitioned the FCC for further
study of the issue's " public policy
questions" in what was widely
regarded as a delaying tactic. But
the formal objections put before the
FCC by the two objecting companies
were that the 4.5-m antennas would
make such inefficient use of the 4- to6gigahertz bandwidth reserved for
domestic satellites that users of the
10-m antennas would be excluded
from it.
The FCC rejected those arguments,
saying that the use of the small
antennas would not affect either
satellite spacings or service quality.
Commissioner Abbott Washburn
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Mind readers at Scientific-Atlanta?
Scientific Atlanta Inc. appears to have anticipated the Federal Communications Commission's favorable ruling on the use of small Domsat
stations by the cable-TV industry. Almost two weeks before the FCC
action, the Atlanta-based telecommunications equipment maker disclosed it
had developed anew dual-polarized antenna 5meters in diameter " designed
specifically for the CATV industry." The company, which supplies the small
shipboard transceivers for use with the Marisat maritime satellite system,
says its new antenna offers improved wide-angle sidelobes by using aprime
focus feed that provides greater protection from interference. The dualpolarized feed can receive both vertically and horizontally polarized signals
simultaneously, the manufacturer says, while the lightweight, all-aluminum
dish and support structure is designed to maintain an rms surface tolerance
of 0.044 inch.

summarized the FCC view by noting
that the order is not only " in keeping
with the established policy of flexibility in Domsat development," but
also "allows individual operators to
exercise their own good engineering
judgment regarding particular uses"
of satellites. "This will encourage
innovation and development without
imposing unnecessary technical constraints," Washburn concluded.
As if to support its landmark decision, the FCC also approved in a

separate action the application of
Southern Satellite Systems to use
the RCA American Communications
Inc.'s domestic satellite system. The
company wants to distribute the
signal of Atlanta's ultra- high- frequency channel 17 to a number of
CATV systems throughout the southeastern states. When the service
begins, FCC officials say it will represent the first multipoint distribution
of programing to CATV systems by
domestic satellite.

Space

Air Force wants to update Spacetrack
to identify man-made objects faster
The Air Force's Spacetrack network
has been used for years to keep a
daily log of all man-made objects
orbiting the earth. But, working as it.
does from its radar and photo
images of the sky, the Mr Force
faces a delay in pinpointing what is
flying around up there.
This is why the service wants a
near- real-time system called Geodss,
which stands for ground electrooptical deep- space surveillance
system. It is based on a movingtarget- indicator approach of differentiating between the rates of motion of the man-made objects and
the star field behind. The system will
cover a cone extending from 30 °
above the horizon to zenith in all
directions and arange from 3,000 to
20,000 nautical miles.
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Maj. John Dunkle, Geodss program manager at the Air Force
Electronic Systems division, Hanscorn Air Force Base, Bedford.
Mass., says the system will provide
data such as range, apogee and perigee, and even the shape of both
friendly and potentially hostile satellites. Eventually, some $ 70 million
may be spent to construct and equip
five sites.
Competitors. The Air Force has
begun testing three competing approaches at White Sands Missile
Range, N.M. Requests for proposals
for the final version of the system
will probably go to industry next
June. In essence, the idea is to look
at the night sky through an optical
telescope that has its scan rate
synchronized with the motion of the

star field. The telescope is linked to a
low- light- level television camera
which, in turn, is tied to a movingtarget indicator. This will work with
acomputer to process the images in
such a way that a satellite appears
as astreak in astationary star background or as a single light source
after the star background has been
removed.
The competing approaches are
from MIT Lincoln Laboratory, Mitre
Corp., and a TRW Systems Group¡tek Corp. team. Lincoln Lab, says a
source there, has an analog system
using avideo disk that capitalizes on
some of the techniques employed in
commercial television instant replays. The others have adopted
digital approaches.
¡tek and TRW have what an ¡ tek
engineer calls a "smart focal plane"
for the telescope. A computer drives
the camera and videci processor in a
pattern- recognition exercise governed by hardware and software
algorithms that look for a streak or
trail.
That is what is left in a sequence
of images when the telescope is
matched to the movement of the
stars while the satellite moves. For
the White Sands demonstration, ¡ tek
is providing the hardware and hardware algorithms, TRW the generalpurpose software algorithms.
Snapshots. Mitre's approach, says
James Berry, leader of the Optical
Technology group, is to take three
snapshots about 10 seconds apart in
the same field of view. Frames one
and two and then two and three are
compared digitally by minicomputers that cancel out light sources in
the same position in the image
pairs.
That leaves only the target and socalled "leak stars," the ones above
the light threshold for which the
system is optimized. The minicomputers- 11 in all— process the
images left in the first and third
frames against stored projections of
the straight-line path amoving satellite would take, leaving only the
satellite in the image. Six minicomputers are used in the star-cancellation step, four to collect the images
and do track correlation operations,
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and a pre-processor to digitize the
video data initially and clean up any
"blooming" or enlargement of the
stars in the background.

Communications

Navy antenna boosts
signal security
Spillover radiation outside the mainbeam region of millimeter- wave
communication systems has long
plagued designers of secure military
systems. But that problem— which
makes it simpler for the enemy to
intercept signals and detect and
locate transmitters— has been significantly reduced by the Naval Research Laboratory's development of
anew millimeter-wave antenna.
The antenna has a low-side- lobe
configuration enhanced by a special
shield. At about 35 gigahertz, it has
produced radiation levels in the farout side lobes and back lobes "that
were more than 75 decibels below
the main beam beyond the first few
side lobes," says H. Paris Coleman,
head of the three-man team in NRL's
Radar division in Washington, D.C.,
that developed the antenna. That
reduction in radiation levels during
tests "is a significant achievement
for an antenna having a half- power
beamwidth of approximately 1.7 °,"
he adds.
Queries.According to Coleman,
the test results have produced inquiries from Bell Telephone Laboratories and telecommunications agencies of several foreign governments.
The new antenna's design, mechanically scaled, could be used to
enhance the capability of commercial microwave- relay systems now
handicapped by interference between separate antennas in the relay
chain. In one-way transmissions, the
new antenna could improve the
quality of a received microwave
signal by as much as 20 decibels, he
says.
The six-month project involving
Coleman and colleagues Russell M.
Brown and Billy D. Wright was
partially funded by the Naval Elec-
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News briefs
ITT takes license for n- channel MOS
International Telephone & Telegraph Corp. in New York has been licensed by
Standard Microsystems Corp., Hauppauge, N.Y., to fabricate high-speed,
high-density, n-channel MOS LSI devices using SMC's Copiamos technology.
ITT Semiconductors' operations in Foots Cray, England and West Palm
Beach, Fla., will use the n-channel technology initially to produce 4,096- bit
random-access memories. Larger RAMs will follow, as well as microprocessors and other devices. The deal with ITT calls for substantial up-front
money, much more than when SMC recently swapped patents with Texas
Instruments Inc. of Dallas [
Electronics, Oct. 14, p. 25], plus royalties that will
extend over a 10-year period.
Navy awards Sylvania $950,000 for Seafarer
GTE Sylvania Inc., Needham, Mass., has received a $950,000 award from
the U.S. Navy for continued work on Seafarer, the extremely-low-frequency
system designed to communicate with submerged submarines. Under the
contract, GTE Sylvania will continue studies aimed at refining the design of a
shore- based transmitter. In addition, the company will recommend ways to
reduce the size and improve the performance of a shipboard receiver.
Canadians boost FET power output
Field-effect transistors, normally reserved for small-signal applications, may
soon be vying for power jobs up through ultra-high frequencies. Canada's
University of Toronto has developed a simple high-density process for
fabricating V-groove, power junction-type FETs that may lead to large chips
capable of handling hundreds of watts in the vhf through uhf regions.
The first developmental device made by the Canadians is a 30-channel
interdigitated structure. It has a cutoff frequency of 900 megahertz and
delivers an output power of 25 watts per square millimeter of chip area. Its
nonplanar, V-shaped conduction channels are short — only 2 micrometers
long. They are formed by etching V grooves in an n-type epitaxial layer
grown on a p+ substrate. (The p+ substrate serves as the gate, while n+
diffusions form the drain and source.)
RCA wins military satellite ground- station award
RCA Corp.'s Government Communications Systems division in Camden,
N.J., has landed a $29.5 million U.S. Army contract for super-high-frequency
ground stations that, for the first time, will provide military forces with worldwide satellite communications. Under the contract from the U.S. Army
Electronics Command at Fort Monmouth, N.J., RCA will build 19 transportable satellite terminals, each with a 500-watt transmitter.
FCC weighs new plan for up-grading uhf TV . . .
Federal Communications Commission chairman Richard Wiley and commissioners Joseph Fogarty and James H. Quello say they want a plan to
establish complete parity between uhf and vhf television at the earliest
possible time. Their views became known just prior to Christmas following
the FCC disclosure that, effective July I, 1978, all TV sets shipped with avhf
antenna attached will be required to have a uhf antenna attached also.
. . . and renames services, suspends fees
On Jan. 27 the Federal Communications Commission's Citizens Radio
Service will acquire new names that are more descriptive of the services
offered. The citizens' service will be called Personal Radio Services, with the
present Class A, C, and D services being renamed General Mobile Radio
Service, Radio Control Service and Citizens Band Radio Service, respectively.
Meanwhile, the FCC has suspended fees on all equipment, effective Jan. 1,
pending its review of a Dec. 16 ruling by the U.S. Court of Appeals that the
commission justify fees for broadcast, cable television, and common-carrier
equipment.
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That's why Production Managers at
Leading Manufacturers Worldwide
Have Switched to

Nothing turns aproduction manager
grey faster than dropping production
yields. Especially when it's caused by
component failures that don't show up
until assembly test. That's why leading
manufacturers worldwide are
switching to SUPERECTIFIER.
Automated production techniques,
like automatic insertion and wave
soldering, aren't going to wreak havoc
with this ruggedized beauty. Its brazed
construction ( at 600°C), glass
passivated junction, and UL listed,
flame retardant molded encapsulation
offer all the durability it takes to keep
production lines humming and
production managers smiling. And
why not—just look at all you get with
SUPERECTIFIER.

E]

All-glass performance plus the economy and
handling of plastic.

D

A complete

range of product for most TelCom
applications. From 0.5 to 3amps, 50 to 1600
volts, at low, low quantity prices.

EJ Less equipment downtime. SUPERECTIFIER
equals or surpasses military reliability and
environmental requirements.
D Plus the production capability and worldwide
sales and applications assistance you've come
to expect from General Instrument.
Get all the facts about SUPERECTIFIER
Call or write today for our complete catalog.
Solid brazing, low
resistance, excellent surge
capabilities Brazed- Temp

Cavity- Free
(Class-passivated
junction)

> 600° C
Cornpletely
encapsulated
brazed
construction

UL Recognized—C.l.
46 Flame-retardant
Opaque Glass

molding compound
(lL 94V-0)

When it comes to rectifiers GI sure
knows its apples!

'Pe
GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS
600 West John St., Hicksville, N.Y. 11802 ( 516) 733-3333
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SELECTABLE
10Mz DUAL TRACE
OSCILLOSCOPES
IVVATSU's exciting Models
SS- 5112 and SS- 5100 set a
new standard for osclloscope
performance, sensitivity, ease
of operation and low cost. Just
check the following features
and you'll see what we mean.

•
•
Model SS- 5112
• High performance, at really low
cost
• All new pushbutton controls
* No rotary switches
• TV- Synch separator
• Rotatable CRT
• Built-in accessory drawer
* Approximate dimensions
4.8 x2.0 x7.8 ( inches)
• FOB N.J. USS550

Electronics review
tronic Systems Command. It produced an antenna design employing
a parabolic reflector offset-fed with
an internally corrugated conical
horn.
The special shield, which enhances
the performance of low side lobes,
encloses the space between the feed
horn and the reflector and ends in a
cylindrical tunnel surrounding the
antenna aperture. " It is the combination of corrugated horn and shield
that drastically reduces the spillover
radiation normally encountered in
offset reflector systems," Coleman
explains.
The laboratory has not developed
any cost estimates for its newest
product, nor does it expect to.
"That's ajob for people who want to
use it," explains another Navy official, who points out that the laboratory's primary mission is technology,
not economics. But Coleman and his
colleagues are convinced that the
antenna's performance shows great
potential for applications in which
low interference is important.

Communications

Justice spells out
e•

1111
Model SS51OO
• Strikingly functional design:

•
•

•

•

•

High quality 15-35MHz class
oscilloscope
2mV/cm sensitivity: Low drift
One touch pushbutton operation
* Lock Auto Trigger
*XY
*TV-Synch separator
6 input modes selectable
*CH 1, CH 2, ADD, ALT,
CHOP, CH1-Y CH2-X
Easier maintenance
*Draw-out type CRT and power
supply blocks
FOB N.J. US$695

USA: Dumont Oscilloscope Lab. Inc.
Tel. ( 201) 575-8666
TWX. 710-734-4308

11/IMTEIU ELECTRIC CO.. LTD.
(ASAHISEIMEI BUILDING)
1-3, NIHONBASHI 2-CHOME, CHUO-KU
TOKYO 103, JAPAN
PHONE: TOKYO 272-0461
TELEX: J24225 TELEIWA
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how to split AT&T
The Department of Justice thinks
Bell Telephone Laboratories Inc.
would do just fine out from under
the umbrella of AT&T, with part of
its operations going it alone and the
rest joining an independent Western
Electric Co. The existing relationship is just one of many weapons the
American Telephone & Telegraph
Co. wields to keep competition out of
the telecommunications field, the
department alleges.
In a largely unnoticed series of
December filings with the U.S.
District Court in Washington D.C.,
dealing with the Federal antitrust
suit against AT&T, the Government's
lawyers spelled out in more detail
than ever before not only how but
also why it would split up the world's
largest communications conglomerate. The proposals turned up in the
Government's responses to a list of

69 AT&T questions put to Justice
earlier— a standard legal procedure
in such suits [ see p. 49].
In its answers filed with the
court— a package running to more
than 650 pages— the Justice Department recommended splitting Bell
Labs into at least two parts. The
laboratory's research on information
systems should be established as an
independent company, the agency
argues, while its activities related to
product design and development for
Western Electric, AT&T'S manufacturing subsidiary, could become a
part of that organization.
Competitive market. As for the
Government-proposed divestiture of
Western Electric itself, Justice Department attorneys believe it would
"reduce the incentive of AT&T and
the Bell operating companies to
delay the purchase of innovative
equipment pending manufacture by
Western Electric of competing
equipment and to obstruct and
impede the interconnection of customer- provided terminal equipment." In short, it would permit a
competitive equipment market.
The agency is less certain at this
point about the method AT&T should
use to separate some or all of its
Long Lines department from some
or all of the Bell operating companies. If they are separated, the
Justice Department believes the nation's telephone network will survive
without common ownership of the
necessary hardware.
The Justice Department documents deal extensively with the
Government's allegations that Bell
has moved deliberately to eliminate
competition and maintain its dominance in a wide variety of markets.
This includes transmission services
for commercial TV networks and
cable television, land- mobile radio
services, and private microwave services such as those developed by
specialized common carriers like MCI
Communications Corp. and the nowdefunct Data Transmission Co. According to the documents, AT&T
deliberately stalled the provision of
digital facilities to Datran.
In land-mobile communications,
the Government alleges Bell has
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BEST COST/PERFORMANCE
resin-coated SOLID-TANTALUM
CAPACITORS
New Sprague Type 199D Capacitors
Give You the Most for Your Money
LOWEST Cubi,

tI irsAPROvW

PERFORMANCE Prices competitive
with any other capacitors of this type,
domestic or offshore. Max. impedance
in ohms @ 10 Kz guaranteed for
every capacitor. Lower d- c leakage
currents, lower dissipation factor.

\MI

0.1
100

10K

100K

1M

FREQUENCY IN HERTZ

Plus these additional advantages...
SUPERIOR EPDXY ENCAPSULANT
Flame-retardant, moisture- resistant resin will
not crack or chip under temperature extremes.
CHOiLE OF LEAL) CONFIGURAHON
Straight, hockeystick, or lock- in crimp with
.100", . 200", .
250" lead spacing.
ANUAKi.) IULEKANILE:

2u - o,

PO VEN

rA_PArrrom Tr! rqr!

From the pioneer in solid- electrolyte tantalum
capacitors.
RAPID DELIVERY
Up to 999 pieces off-the- shelf from Sprague
Industrial Distributors. Larger quantities 4 to 8
weeks ARO.

+5% available on special order.
For price and availability information call your Sprague district office or sales representative. For complete technical data, write for Engineering Bulletin 3547A to:
Technical Literature Service, Sprague Electric Company, 35 Marshall Street,
North Adams, Mass. 01247.

THE BROAD- LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS
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SPRAGUE
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY
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by Grayhill
Of the
world
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rotary /witch
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eliminated development of competitive large-scale systems " by restricting interconnection [ with Bell
System facilities] and by acquiring
new frequencies with which to meet
all anticipated demand."
El

seen or poorly understood circumstances" and that the data currently
available for making them suffers
from "serious deficiencies, uncertainties and inconsistencies". It
therefore recommends eliminating
any reference to predictions from the
Careers
manpower studies. Instead, according to Emc's chairman, Art Gilmore
of Grumman Aerospace Corp., the
studies will confine themselves to
supplying "current and trend data
which will be valid over a very
limited period."
In essence, Gilmore says, the EMC
Unwilling to quit publishing studies
of the demand for engineers, despite has for the first time made explicit
all the criticism they attract, the the guidelines it uses in weighing its
Engineering Manpower Commission supply and demand data and will
has decided to downplay the define the limitations it has experi"predictive" nature of its conclu- enced. But apart from this, nothing
sions. Late last month in New York, will be different since "we feel that
its executive committee adopted a EMC has been exercising due care
final draft statement of its revised and consideration" in handling
policy and on Jan. 13 will submit it data.
Breakthrough. David Reyes to ameeting of the full commission.
A research arm of the Engineers' Guerres, executive director of the
Joint Council of 36 professional Engineers' Council for Professional
societies, the commission has been Development and chairman of EMC's
under pressure to discontinue its ad hoc committee, views the changes
demand projections or to modify its much more radically, as a "major
method of making them public breakthrough." " We have decided"
[Electronics, Oct. 14, p. 36]. Its that comparing data on supply and
projections, say the critics, have data on demand is " like comparing
encouraged colleges to pump too apples and oranges," he says.
"We can project supply with afair
many engineers into an already overamount of accuracy over the next
crowded marketplace.
Imprecision. The draft statement five years. But demand is on ayearly
concedes that the commission's pro- cycle, therefore [ the EMC] will no
jections at present are " imprecise and longer publish projections on desubject to change because of unfore- mand that exceed two years from the

Manpower studies

to crystal-gaze less

?/ /0 9

10 positions, 1 or 2 poles,
diameter less than . 300"
IIII Non- shorting ... wiping contacts
.. rated to make or break 15,000
cycles minimum at logic loads.
• Now available with integral knob
...as well as screwdriver or
shaft operated.
II For communications circuits,
electronic stopwatches, and
other low voltage applications
where size is critical
As the pioneer in switch
microminiaturization, we present
our Series 75, designed as the
smallest the state of the art permits.
If you think that small switch
means big price...guess again.
Here's a lot of switch in a tiny
package at a cost that's
surprisingly low. Write for Bulletin
#237 describing these miniature
switches...and consult EEM for
more information on Grayhill
products.

The data and nothing but the data
Finally admitting the softness of its demand data, the Engineering Manpower
Commission has had a revised policy statement drafted that calls for future
EMC studies to meet the following criteria:
• Assessments of supply-versus-demand relationships will be based on
analysis of all available data sources, never just on one single source.
• When numbers are projected, the assumptions on which they are based
must be clearly and prominently identified, and an accompanying discussion
will appraise the reliability of assumed conditions and biases in the data.
• The terms "engineer," " technologist," and " technician" will be carefully
defined wherever used. Whenever supply and demand data are compared,
the comparison will employ compatible definitions and criteria.
• Exaggerated terms in reference to potential shortages or surpluses of
manpower will be avoided at all times.
• There will be no encouragement to undertake careers in engineering and
technology based on data and opinions about supply and demand.

561 Hillgrove Avenue • LaGrange. Illinois 60525
(312) 354-1040
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Logical Layout
User- oriented controls provide
error-free operation because of
logical-use grouping, and selective
controls, such as completely separate delayed timebase controls.

àeEiT2
e-re
e
Products that reach ahead because
Philips designs ahead. That's why these complex i
istruments are .
ao easy and efficient to
use; they were designed for People .. . who
happen to be engineers.
These innovative measurement systems are designed to solve complex measuring problems, dependably, for along time.
They may indeed provide the capability for
tomorrow's measuring requirements.

Cold Switching
Permits all the controls necessary
for four-trace operation to be positioned in a logical location. Cold
switching technology obviates electrical and mechanical problems associated with functional controls.

rA

P'fiaal

User-Oriented Features
Solve difficult measuring problems
as they arise. Digital Delay enables
accurate selection of any particular bit to 99,999 out of the data
stream.

Switching Regulated
Power Supply
Gives high efficiency, saves weight
(eliminates cooling-fan and filter),
and allows instrument use from
almost any source without adjustment.

In Cinada:
Cr
ways
Woodbury, New Yo

.

Circle 195 for a demonstration

1 797

For further information, use our HOT LINE number —
800 685-3043 (
N.Y. State residents call ( 516) 921-8880 collect).

6Leswyn Road
Fhilips Test & Measuring Instruments, Inc.
e NOHTFI ANAEMIC:AN IPSONAPANY
Toronto, Ontario Caiada
1K2
Y',
,
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Norelco lets
the sun shine in...
while Remo
takes the heat.
Plenco 466.

up: " We have found we can
That's why Plenco 466 Black
depend on Plastics Engineering
phenolic compound was chosen
for quality of product and
for the molded front panel of the
Norelco " Mr. Sun" Dial-A-Tan
service."
Sun/Health Lamps manufactured
More than likely Plenco can
for North American Philips Corp., provide the thermoset suitable
New York, by Lake Center
for your particular application
Industries, Winona, MN.
and molding method. Just call.
We'll try to brighten your next
They needed acompound
that would take the heat and look molding problem.
good, too. According to the
manufacturer, Plenco 466 is
highly heat resistant, has good
dimensional stability, and molds
to avery nice matte finish
produced by atextured mold.
The molder, Woodland Molded
Plastics, Broadview, IL, sums it
42

IPLENCCD
THERMOSET PLASTIC

PLASTICS ENGINEERING COMPANY
Sheboygan, WI 53081
Through Plenco research ... a wide range of
ready-made or custom- formulated phenolic,
melamine- phenolic and alkyd thermoset
molding compounds, and industrial resins.
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date that the data was gathered."
In addition, says Reyes Guerres,
the commission should ensure the
data is not presented in such a way
that it can be " used as an incentive
to recruit students."
El

Consumer

Are video games
imprinting TV tubes?
Video games may be leaving a
lasting impression— if not on the
players, at least on some television
screens— so the staff of the Federal
Trade Commission is investigating.
Apparently, lines are imprinted on
Tv- tube faces when games are
operated continuously for hours.
So far, the FTC has not gathered
enough evidence to show just how
troublesome the situation may be,
says a commission official. Once
enough data is accumulated, the FTC
commissioners may vote to launch a
formal investigation.
Magnavox Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.,
reports that it has had "a couple of
complaints from dealers" who left
Odyssey games turned on in display
windows for some time, but " no
complaints from consumers in four
years." The company found permanent marks did show up after a
2,000- hour life test but when they
became visible is unknown.
Committee agendas. Though outwardly unruffled by the action, the
Electronic Industries Association
plans to add discussion of the
imprinting problem to the agendas
of its Television Receiver and Picture Tube committees during the
Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago this month. Jack Wayman, vice
president of the HA's Consumer
Electronics Group, calls the matter
"a bowl of jelly" too difficult to get a
grip on. The worst that might happen, he adds, is that the ITC could
require games makers to warn
consumers of the possibility of
imprinting and caution them not to
leave the game turned on overnight,
as well as to avoid high settings of
intensity and brightness.
El
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Pick aPIC
LiAD

To imp ove features and
increase customer appeal,
pick a PIC1650.
The PIC 1650 is the first " real'
Programmable Intelligen
Computer on a single chip
Other manufacturers have simply upgrade
one of their calculator chips or merely combined an ol
multiple chip processor and called it a " single chip micro
computer." Only General Instrument Microelectronics de
signed one from the ground up with true computer archi
tecture.
Our PIC1650 chip contains amicroprocessor. A 512
12- bit ROM. A 32- by-8bit register file. Four sets of eight I0
lines. Aid more... inc,uding the software that ets yo u pro
gram it to do the things you want it to do.
The PIC1650 can do wonders in vending machines

141-1IST SUNk

Automatic gasoline pumps.
Commercial and consumer
scales. Fast-food cash registers. Telephones. Appliances. Postage stamp meters...
the possibilities are endless.
You probably have a product right now that can use
the PIC1650 to broaden its range of useful functions at less
cost. Or you may want to switch from manual or mechanical
systems to single- chip microelectronic technology.
At General Instrument, we perform other kinds of circuit wizardry, too. We make circuits by the millions. In whole
families. In dept. To help make consumer products,
computers, telecommunications and data communications
work better through electronics.
It makes sense that General Instrument came up with
the first real microcomputer on asingle chip. Because our
job is to help you stay ahead of competition.
General Instrument Microelectronics, 600 West John
Street, Hicksville. New York 11802, Tel: (516)733-3107.
We help ycu compete.

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
MICROELECTRONICS
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"Let me show you five
simplifyinstrumentation
•
"You can count on Siliconix for more iik-• ,./;)
than analog switches and FETs. Here ' ' - '
are five new IC sthat provide new
and innovative solutions to
ie‘-;„ :
I
,,, ir,
I4 i • fPei I •
‘
everyday design problems-the „r:'
_
first quad micropower comparator, asingle chip AiD converter,
the first programmable dual "1
7
set point timer and two new
dual stopwatch circuits that ,
solve avariety of system
timing problems':
e
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new IC swe've developed to
and control design'?

UAL SET POINT TIMER

"These new products are good news if you've encountered problems with battery drain, CMOS interfacing,
DVM costs or timing/counting control.
"Our new L161 Quad Micropower Comparator is ideal
for use in aerospace sensors or battery powered products
such as pocket pagers or smoke alarms. It reduces both
power supply and component costs. And it solves the problem of sensing signals near ground and simplifies CMOS
interfacing. The L161 is the industry's first programmable
quad comparator, so you can use it at the optimum power
and drive for your application. If you've been using op amp
assemblies in comparator and oscillator applications, the
L161 is the first monolithic replacement.
"We've also developed anew Lt-3-1/3 digit CMOS A/D
converter, the LD131. With just three capacitors and asingle
reference it can operate as aDVM with 0.1% accuracy. The
LD131, like the recently introduced LD130 ± 3digit DVM
chip, eliminates dual tracking references and other expensive
complications. Both devices enable you to use precise digital
readouts in applications where it was previously unfeasible,
such as digital thermometers. For less than the cost of an
ordinary analog meter you get 10 to 20 times the accuracy
and far higher resolution. The LD130 and LD131 are also
ideal for applications such as scales, controls and microprocessor AID interfaces.
"Our new DF215 is the first programmable dual set
point timer. It's an MOS/LSI solution to sequential timing
and counting problems in applications such as process
control, food preparation, automatic dispensing, test timing,
sports timing or step-and-repeat operations. It can be used
with one or two thumbwheel switches to input two
sequential, full selectable intervals, or can be programmed
with BCD inputs hardwired. The time base can be
50 to 60 Hz line power, timing resolution is 0.1% on an
unregulated supply and counts are absolutely accurate
because inputs are noise proofed.
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"Our two new stopwatch circuits, DF213 ( minutes and
seconds) and DF214 (decimal minutes) are also MOS/LSI
dual timing circuits. They can be used in stopwatches or
remote control systems in almost any sort of sports, industrial,
navigation or scientific timing. Dual timer design enables
one electronic watch to replace two conventional watches in
split timing applications, or one chip to replace acomplex
TTL assembly in system applications. The decimal DF214 is
ideal for applications that require data calculation or
recording.
"We're continuing our leadership in analog switches and
FETs, too. Our recently introduced VN/IP series of VMOS
power FETs provide uncommon solutions to everyday design
problems, too. They are single chip replacements for bipolar
power transistor circuits. They switch high currents at many
times bipolar speed, can be driven directly by CMOS and
micropower linears and are immune to secondary breakdown, thermal runaway and safe operating area ptoblems.
They operate at up to 25 watts, so you can take advantage of
PET simplicity and economy in power supplies, digital drive,
linear, audio and even RF power applications:'
Write for detailed information on any of these products.
Or, to place an order, contact our franchised distributors:
Components Plus, amar, Harnilton/Avnet, Pioneer, Quality
Components, Semiconductor Specialists, Wilshire or RAE.
Siliconix Incorporated, 2201 Laurelwood Road, Santa Clara,
CA 95054 (408) 246-8000.

USiliconix incorporated
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The Magic Book
It's as easy as 1, 2, 3. Motorola discloses basic
regulatory theory along with circuit configuration and
practical design examples. Also reveals series pass
elements, heatsinking, construction and layout, input
power supply design, reliability and trouble-shooting.
In addition to complete Motorola regulator data
sheets, it crystal-balls new regulator products.
Selection guides and an industry cross-reference
complete the act. All for the magically low price of
just $2.50.

OMOTOROLA
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Motorola turns
voltage regulation
into child's play
3-Terminal Regulators
Nominal
Voltage

2
3
5
5.2
6
8
12
15
18
20
24
Voltage
Toi.
Package

Positive

Negative

Maximum Current

Maximum Current

1500mA

750mA

500mA

100mA

1500mA

100mA

—
—
MC7805C
—
MC7806C
MC7808C
MC7812C
MC7815C

—
—
MC77C6C
—
MC7706C
MC7708C
MC7712C
MC7715C

—
—
MC78M05C
—
MC78M06C

MC78L02C,AC
—
MC78L05C,AC
—
—

MC78M08C
MC78M12C

—
MC79L05C,AC
—
—
—
—
MC79L12C,AC
MC79L15C,AC

MC7818C
—
MC7824C

MC7718C
MC7720C

MC78L08C,AC
MC78L12C,AC
MC78L15C,AC
MC78L18C,AC

MC7902C
—
MC7905C
MC7905.2C
MC7906C
MC7908C
MC7912C
MC7915C
MC7918C

MC79L18C,AC
—
MC79L24C,AC
C = -±10%
AC = ± 5e c
"

MC7724C

C = -±-5%
TO-3 1 TO-92

C = -.±5%
TO-220 TO-39

MC78M15C
MC78M18C
MC78M20C
MC78M24C
C = -±-5%
TO-220

—
MC78L24C,AC
C = -...L-10%
AC = -±-5%

TO-39

TO-92

TO-39

—
MC7924C
C = -±-5%
TO-220

TO-3

TO-92

TO-39

Out of the hat soon . .. LM117, a 3-terminal, positive, adjustable regulator for voltages from ±
- 1.2 to 30 V, up to + 1.5 A.
Packaged in TO-3 and TO-220 it'll appear 1st quarter, '77.

The Magic Numbers
Abracadabra, Motorola

Name

D

Title

I

Send me The Magic Book. Make economy and

simplicity materialize in my voltage regulator circuits. Presto! Here's my $2.50 check, payable to
Motorola, Inc.

I
I

D

1

regulators. Have your salesman appear.

I have an immediate need for Motorola voltage

phone's

Company

I
Division

I

Address
City & Stat
e

I

Zip

Send To Motorola, Inc., P.O. BOX 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036

I

Semiconductors
-And you thought we were just aproduction house.
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Now! Reliable industry-standard
OK EROMs 1mi Fujitsu.

You EROM users will love the newest member
of Fujitsu's "product leader" lineup— the Fujitsu
MB 8518 UV-erasable and electrically programmable
8192-bit ROM. With the MB 8518, you get all the
fast turn-around and experimentation benefits of
EROM technology, and now with achoice of either of
two access times. The MB8518 EROM family gives you
apin-for-pin, spec-for-spec second source for your
present 8K UV-erasable device* at the popular 45Ons
access time ( type H), and offers the additional
(and economical) 65Ons version ( type E).
Of course, when it comes to reliability, you're ahead ag
The MB 8518 features asingle-transistor memory cell
construction using our unique fine-pattern processing that
for higher yields while enabling a 20% reduction in the
overall chip size. In terms of perfqrmance, the MB 8518
gives you low power dissipation during programming,
standard (+ 12V and ± 5V) power supplies, achip
select input lead for easier memory expansion, full
TTL-compatible ( for both READ and PROGRAM
modes) inputs and outputs, the standard
1024-word by 8-bit organization, and more.
Oh, and as an additional convenience,
we've got apin-for-pin mask programmable
ROM— the MB8308—that's available for
large volume production runs for systems
developed initially using the MB 8518. Yes,
it's all part of the program to offer better products
(and service) to you. From Fujitsu, the memory people.
Write or call now for more information about these
great new products to Fujitsu America. Inc.,
2945 Oakmead Village Court, Santa Clara,
California 95051, phone: 408-985-2300,
telex: 357402, twx: 910-338-0047.
*Pin compatible with the 2708 81( EROM.

FUJITSU LIMITED
Communication.' and electronics
Tokyo, Japan
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Washington commentary

1977's Superbowl: AT&T vs the Federal Government
The future of America's telecommunications
industry— and whether the American Telephone
& Telegraph Co. will continue to control it—
shapes up as 1977's most important Washington
story for the electronics industries, more important perhaps than the issue of national defense.
The nomination of Harold Brown as Secretary of Defense in the Carter Administration,
coupled to the nomination of Houston executive
Charles Duncan Jr. to serve as Brown's deputy,
strongly suggests that major alterations in the
way the Pentagon does business will not be
forthcoming this year at least. Brown, the 49year-old physicist and former child prodigy, is
an old Pentagon hand, having served as Lyndon
Johnson's Secretary of the Air Force before
becoming president of the California Institute of
Technology in 1969.
The issue of telecommunications and AT&T,
on the other hand, seems certain to produce
significant controversy on Capitol Hill, in the
Department of Justice, and, of course, the
Federal Communications Commission.
Unlike the relative stability that Brown is
expected to bring to the Pentagon at the start,
the issue of telecommunications and AT&T is
already a cauldron of controversy in Washington, with volatile new ingredients being tossed
into the pot almost daily by the Congress, the
Federal Communications Commission, and the
Justice Department's Antitrust division. Shortly
before Christmas, for example, Justice Department attorneys moved to speed up the action in
its AT&T antitrust suit filed last year. In so
doing, the Government's lawyers heightened the
confrontation with AT&T by spelling out in some
detail how and why it wants to break up the
communications giant ( see p. 38).
A Bell named Griffin
But that was last year. The question this year
is just how vigorously a Carter Administration
will pursue the antitrust suit in 1977 and
beyond. The answer may lie with Griffin Bell,
the 58- year-old Atlanta lawyer and Carter
crony nominated to be Attorney General. Bell's
nomination will likely be approved by the overwhelming Democratic majority in the Congress
despite his controversial civil rights record
during his service as a Federal judge. This
troubles pro-competition lawyers in Washington —and some in the Justice Department as
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well— most of whom view Bell's overall judicial
record as undistinguished at best.
However ploddingly the AT&T case evolves—
and AT&T chairman John deButts has said he
will see it through, not settling for a consent
judgment as the company did 20 years ago—
telecommunications issues will probably get
their closest examination on Capitol Hill. With
the reintroduction of the Consumer Communications Reform bid, the so-called " Bell bill" by
which AT&T would have Congress guarantee its
effective control of public communications, the
Congress faces one of the most complex and
controversial issues— legally and technologically— that has ever come before it. The man
bearing much of the burden will be Rep. Lionel
Van Deerlin, the California Democrat who
chairs the House Interstate and foreign
commerce subcommittee on communications
[Electronics, Oct. 28, 1976, pp. 14, 35].
Van Deerlin's challenge
Van Deerlin, at least, is up to the challenge.
Not only has he sent every newly elected House
member a letter with a transcript of last
session's preliminary hearings on the bill, but
the chairman has more recently urged the FCC
to describe how it is verifying AT&T'S reported
lobbying outlays to secure passage of the bill.
AT&T has already acknowledged the expenditure
of more than $ 2 million on the bill during six
months of 1976.
The size of that figure distresses Van Deerlin,
and so do reports that the Internal Revenue
Service's inability to adequately audit AT&T tax
returns between 1966 and 1975 has cost the
Treasury nearly $ 3billion in taxes. "A common
thread running through these questions," Van
Deerlin said in recent letters to the heads of the
FCC and IRS, "is whether the Federal Government— specifically the FCC and the IRS— has
sufficient resources to monitor AT&T's activities." The answer, of course, is no. FCC
chairman Richard Wiley in effect said so last
month in aresponse to Van Deerlin.
All this guarantees that significant changes in
Federal telecommunications policy and regulation favoring competition are going to be pushed
hard during 1977. If they come to pass, it will
only be over AT&T'S dead body. That spectacle
seems unlikely right now, but then the year has
just begun.
Ray Connolly
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MULTI-SELECTABLETRUE
RMS V-A-W METERS
A YMBOL U QUALITY YEW

YEW digital V- A- W meters measure sinusoidal and
non- sinusoidal waves, such as those from thyristors,
fluorescent lamps, magnetic circuits, motors, transformers and mercury- arc lamps, as well as low power
factors at high accuracy. Completely different from
conventional

instruments, the

patented 'feedback

time division multiplier' used in YEW meters assures
excellent stability and noise performance. 0.1% V- AW measurements of single-phase or 3- phase, 3- wire
circuits is possible with the Type 2503. Type 2504
permits 0.25% V- A- W measurement of single-phase
circuits. With Type 2504, the measurement function
(W, V- A, or V- A- W) and type of reading ( direct or normalized) can be freely selected from among six different mainframes and the «input can be selected from
five input modules.

Main Specifications
Type 2503 Digital AC Power Meters
•Types Available: 2503-01 (for single-phase circuit), 2503-03
(for 3- phase 3- wire circuit)
•Measuring Ranges: 3/10/30/100/300/600V, 0.1/0.3/1/3/6
/10/30A, 300mW to 18kW ( 2503-01), 600mW to 36kW
(2503-03)
•Frequency Ranges: 40Hz to 1.2kHz (W)

Type 2504 Digital AC Meters
•Measuring Ranges: Single- range module; 150V, 5A ( 750W), or
100V, 5A ( 500W). Multi- range module; 100/150/300/600V,
2/5/10/20A ( 200W tol2kW), or 30/60/100/150/300V,
0.5/1/2/5/10A ( 15W to 3kW) •
•Frequency Ranges: DC, 40Hz to 1.2 kHz ( W)
Patent Number: U.S. patent 3500109

2503
(3- phase, 3-wire)
2503
(Single-phase)

.01••••••

2504
(Single-phase,
multi- range input)

504
(Single-phase,
single- range input)

60 Years of Measuring and Recording Instruments

YEW YOKOGAWA ELECTRIC WORKS, LTD.
9-32, Nakacho, 2-chome, Musashino-shi, Tokyo 180, Japan Phone: Tokyo 0422-54-1111
Telex: 02822-327 YEW MT J Cable Address: TLX2822-327 YOKOGAWA TOKYO
Overseas Offices

YOKOGAWA CORP. OF AMERICA
5 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, New York 10523, U.S.A.
Phone: 914-592-6767 Telex: 710-567-1256

YOKOGAWA ELECTRIC ( EUROPE) B.V.
Nederhoven 17-19-21, Buitenveldert, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Phone: 020-423194 Telex: 14094 YEW NL
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Representatives in Europe: • Belgium: COMPTOIR COMMERCIAL INTERNATIONAL
S.A., (03) 32, 78, 64 * France: TEKELEC AIRTRONIC 626-0235 * Finland: FINN
METRIC OY, 460 844 * West Germany: NBN ELEKTRONIK, ( 08151) 13036 * Italy:
VIANELLO S.P.A., (02) 544041 * Norway: AS MAXETA, 035/53090 * The Netherlands: KONING EN HARTMAN ELECTROTECHNIEK By., (070) 678380 * Spain: ATAIO
INGENIEROS, 215-35-43 * Sweden: TELEINSTRUMENT A.B., 08/38 03 70 * Switzerland: OMNI RAY AG, 01-340355 * United Kingdom: MARTRON ASSOCIATES LTD.,
Thame 2671.
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NEW PORTABLE DIGITAL
MULTIMETER
•0.1% DC V Accuracy
•31
/
2Digits • 32 Pushbutton Ranges
•IC reliability
•All in aCompact
State- of-the-Art
Instrument

Lab quality in a portable instrument
for general electronic servicing
and industrial testing.
High accuracy ± (0.1% of reading + 1digit)
on all DC voltage ranges
Large bright 0.43" LED readout
32 ranges: 5DC voltage ranges to 1000V
5AC voltage ranges to 600V
5Lo- power ohms ranges to 2M
5Standard ohms ranges to 20M
6 DC current ranges to 10 amps
6AC current ranges to 10 amps
Rugged, high- impact case with adjustable
tilt- view handle
Calibrated analog meter included for nulling
and peaking as well as scanning trends
Choice of battery and AC line operation or
AC line operation only

460-3A for 120/240 VAC ( 50-400 Hz) power line
operation; with test leads, line cord, and operator's
manual
$ 285.00
460-3D for balery operation ( batteries not included)
and 120/240 VAC ( 50-400 Hz) power line operation;
with test leads, line cord, operator's manual $322.00
ACCESSORIES
RF Probe, Catalog No. 00433
$25.00
40kV High Voltage Probe, Catalog No. 00432 $35.00
AC Amp- Clamp Adapter, Model 154
$ 29.50
Rugged Carrying Case, Catalog No. 01617
$25.00

:
doL

INSTRUMENTS

In stock at your local
elertrnnirq dictrihitteir

KATY INDUSTRIES

ll..4,1111.11
dowelumad

THAT

STAY ACCURATE

cinmirtenréo rv

Er`,-K,Mr

rit

MN!

853 Dundee Avenue, Elgin, Illinois 60120 • ( 312)697-2260
CABLE: SIMELCO • Telex: 72-2416
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Our inventory. It's the biggest in the
industry, with over 8,000 items of electronic
test equipment in stock and ready to go. And
its getting better all the time, because we add
more state-of-the-art equipment every month.
This means we can deliver one special instrument ... or adozen ... within hours of the time
you place your order.
Now, more than ever, renting makes
sense ... to stretch your equipment budget, to
fill temporary needs, and to avoid the long
delivery lead times associated with purchasing.
And renting from REI makes even more sense
... because we're better equipped to fill your
needs than any other rental company.

Send for our catalog today for adescription of our rental, rental/purchase and
leasing plans, and for our low rental prices. Or
call the instant inventory center nearest you
for immediate assistance.

FRental Electronics, Inc.,

99 Hartwell Avenue, Lexington, Mass. 02173.
Please send me your free instrument rental catalog
Name

Title

Company
Address _
City

at e

'Fel. Number

Rental Electronics, Inc.
Burlington, MA ( 617) 273-2770 • Caithersburg. MD ( 301) 948-0620 • Oakland. NJ 12111) 337-3757 • Ft. Lauderdale, FL ( 305) 771-3500
Des Plaines. IL ( 312) 827-6671; • Dallas, TX ( 214) 661-8082 • Mountain View. ( ( 115) 968-8845 • Anaheim, (' A ( 714) 879-0561
Rexdale. Ontario -I
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International newsletter
Space group pushes
spending programs
without formal OK

Japan chalks up
record output
of color-TV sets

Tetrodes improve
TV- picture quality

CGE aims to expand
military- gear role
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The 10- nation European Space Agency greeted the New Year without
formal approval from its overseeing council for a little over half the
$544 million it plans to spend this year. But agency officials are not too
concerned. They have standby financing for the first three months of the
year for the Ariane launcher, the scientific program, and the general
budget. Budgets for ESA'S other major programs — Spacelab, Meteosat,
Orbiting Telecommunications Satellite ( o-rs), Aerosat, and Marots—have
all been OK'd by their boards and do not require approval of the membergovernment council.
For 1977 spending, the Ariane launch vehicle— scheduled to start test
launches in about 30 months— tops the list with 127 million units of
account ( one UA equals $ 1.09 this year). Second is Spacelab, ticketed for
just over 100 million UA and slated for alate- 1980 launch. All told, the
agency's draft budget totals 499 million un for 1977, up slightly from last
year's 462 un. The biggest news is expected to be from the four satellites
NASA will launch for ESA this year — GEOS in April, OTS in June, Meteosat
in September, and International Sun/Earth Explorer B, to be launched
jointly with NASA'S A version in October.

By the end of November, Japan's 1976 production of color- television
receivers had already topped the previous annual high. In fact, a record
1,033,000 sets were made during November — 1.4% more than the
previous month and 25.3% more than a year earlier, government figures
show. Sales were even higher, with the excess coming from inventory.
Production was boosted in November partially by ayear-end sales drive,
exports continued at a high level, and manufacturers compensated for
fewer working days in December and January.
Of a total of 1,167,000 receivers sold, 492,105 were exported. The
month's exports were 7.4% lower than in October because Christmas
shipments had already peaked, but they were nearly double the figure for
the previous November. Total 1976 production will far exceed the
8,757,000 sets produced in 1973, the previous best year. The total of
9,540,404 sets produced in the first 11 months is 43.7% higher than in
1975. Exports for this period were 4,677,459.

A pair of mos tetrodes for television- receiver input stages considerably
improves the quality of pictures produced from weak signals, claims the
developer, West Germany's Siemens AG. The devices, both ion-implanted
n-channel types, provide much higher sensitivity and a wider dynamic
range than the bipolar transistors they are to replace. The BF960 has a
gain of 18 decibels with a 4-dB noise figure at 800 megahertz, and the
BF961 has a20-dB gain with a2-dB noise figure at 200 MHZ.

France's Compagnie Générale d'Electricité is expected to increase its
activity in military electronics by gaining majority control of Sintra within
the next three months. CGE raised its holding in the military-electronics
producer from 16.5% to 37.5% last June and is likely to expand Sintra's
product line as soon as it wins complete control. Sintra chalked up sales of
$44 million last year, but has suspended its trading on the Paris stock
market.
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PLASTICS BETTER
THAN HERMETICS?
See for yourself.
Goij

,HATED

NIETALLIC NIULTILAYER
SILICON

ELECTRODE

1. GOLD-PLATED, MULTILAYER
METALLIZATION. Because gold is
electrically noncorrosive and inert to
acids and alkalis. And moisture resistance and bonding strength are greatly
improved over aluminum construction.

Nrrimoi.: RAssivivrEo

THERNIALLY

"Standard practice" can now change
for the better— and cheaper. Up to now,
industrial transistors have been specified in cans, to get reliability under
heat and humidity. Consumer products
have been able to tolerate the less
expensive but less stable plastics.
Now NEC has incorporated 5technical advances that make these TO-92
plastics the equal of any hermetic
metal case for most applications— and
you get the lower price to boot!

NixrctiEo

PLASTIC
BATCH TESTED
To sPEcs

2. SILICON NITRIDE PASSIVATION
Increases moisture resistance,
while protecting against unreliability
due to impurities. And, the operating
characteristics improve, such as
higher dc amplification factor and
better noise figure.

COPPER

3. A UNIQUE PLASTIC MATERIAL.
Developed especially to match
thermally the lead wires and other
component parts. This minimizes or
eliminates internal stress on the bonding wires.
4. COPPER LEAD WIRE. Thermally
matched to the plastic, copper also
resists corrosion. A significant bonus
is the much greater power dissipation
stemming from copper's high heat
conductivity.
5. RIGID QC. Every production batch
is thoroughly tested, and quality certification tests of the production process
are run monthly. This stringent, continuous monitoring insures the best
quality in the world, bar none.

High Reliability 10.92 Transistor ( Pc MAX.=300 mW)
-le- TO. 18 Metal Case Transistor ( Pc MA X.=300 mW )

CUMULATIVE PERCENT- FAILURE-%

- - X--Conventional Mold Transistor ( Pc M AX.=250 inW)

Power Step Stress Test
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Bias Temperature Step Stress Test
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NEC
NEC America, Inc.
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175

200

THEY ADD UP TO SUPER SPECS.
The two charts shown are only a
sampling—NEC's 8-page brochure of
TO- 92 specifications is the real convincer. Write or call for your copy if
you're seriously interested— our line
of small-signal transistors for telecommunications, instrumentation, etc.
is so broad we can provide almost
any device you may require in TO-92.
And if you're into hybrids, ask for
data on our MINI MOLD transistors
—plastics uniquely configured for
reliability with big savings in assembly time and cost.
NEC America, Inc., Electron Devices.
Divisi(m, 3070 Lawrence Expressway,
Santa Clara, CA 95051.
Tel: ( 408) 738-2180. TLX: 35-7475.
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Electronics international
Thomson-CSF re-aims video-disk player
at educational and industrial buyers
Thomson-csF, which has spent $ 10
million since 1971 to develop its
laser- based transparent- video-disk
player, will begin test- marketing a
version of its VDP to educational and
industrial customers this year. However, the management, which has an
exchange research-and-development
agreement with Zenith in the U.S.,
still plans to tackle the consumer
market— its original goal— in the
early 1980s.
In 1978, the company plans to
produce 1,000 VDPS, to be priced
competitively with 3/4inch videotape recorders. It has built four
prototypes and plans to produce 20
more this year. They are destined for
large French companies, including
automobile manufacturer Renault.
"The consumer market for VDPS
will ultimately center around educational and instructional programing,
rather than entertainment," predicts
Claude Tinet, head of the VDP unit.
"The best way to prepare for this
market is by concentrating on industry as the stepping stone to the
consumer."
Operation. Thomson's VDP uses
flexible 12- inch disks with a 1.6micrometer spiral pitch for 30 minutes of play. They come packaged in
plastic protective cartridges that are
inserted directly into the player. The
150- am- thick disks, each with
45,000 frames, can operate at a
variety of speeds, including three
times the normal 25 images per
second. That rate is achieved by
spinning disks at 1,500 revolutions
per minute for European television
standards or 1,800 rpm for U.S.
NTSC standards.
The system provides step-by-step
slow motion and freeze framing,
which is obtained by causing the
pickup to move back one track at the
end of each normal image scan. To
make this feature easy to use,
Thomson is now finishing arandomaccess search unit that will enable
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the record to locate specific frames.
The unit, which contains a microprocessor that will eventually be
built into the VDP, finds the desired
frame in 2 to 5 seconds after the
frame's number is typed on a
keyboard. Depending on its location
on the disk, each frame is given a
binary-code number that appears on
the unit's control board and can also
be superimposed on the image by a
character generator.
Among other important modifications to prepare the VDP for indus-

trial use, Thomson has rejected the
dihedral plates it previously used to
stabilize the disk [
Electronics, May
30, 1974, p. 52] and now employs a
flat frame stabilized by a metallic
plate. This feature, says Tinet,
reduces possible dust problems by
increasing the gap between the laser
and the disk.
Signals. The VDP includes a chroma signal with a600- kilohertz swing
centered on 3.3 megahertz, a luminance signal limited to 3 mHz and
modulated over a swing from 7.1 to

Around the world
BPO to computerize mail-sorting gear
Like many postal services, the British Post Office is switching to more
mechanization to sort out its logjam of letters. This year it will begin installing
the first part of a second-generation automated letter-sorting system that it
claims beats all others in reliability and low cost. Around midyear, the BPO
also plans to award contracts to several suppliers for this phase of the
network installation. Industry observers estimate that the second-step cost
will equal the first part's $6.8 million.
If all of the many parts are completed in the early 1980s as expected, the
BPO will have laid out about $76 million to industry for equipment in 63
second-generation centers around the country. These will join 17 firstgeneration facilities already installed. In the second-generation system, the
BPO replaces the limited hardwired translators used for coding and sorting
functions with a code-sort translator controlled by three Hewlett-Packard
HP-2105A minicomputers having a MOS random-access memory of 8,192
17- bit words and 650-nanosecond cycle time. Five British suppliers will also
win healthy contracts.
Cable loop cuts wiring needs for process control
A cable that handles signals on a cyclic timesharing basis greatly reduces
the wiring requirements of microcomputer- based process-control system
from Hokushin Electric Works. The 30-conductor cable can interconnect as
many as 64 loops in any analog/digital mix, and changes can be made in
the system simply by altering the software.
Availability of analog signals throughout the system makes it compatible
with Hokushin's EK line of analog process-control instrumentation, which can
be used for backup of critical loops. The system enables a factory already
operating an analog system to expand it with digital controls.
Process control in the 900/TX system is handled by an LSI-11 microcomputer from Digital Equipment Corp. Use of the microcomputer- based system
becomes economically feasible when control is needed for about 20 loops.
The LSI-11, which Hokushin says provides greater throughput than competitive systems, normally controls 40 to 50 loops, depending on their individual
demands. An operator's console includes another LSI-11 that controls the
cathode-ray-tube display and other functions through an 8080A microprocessor that operates as acommunications interface.
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8.6 MHz, and two audio signals that
are frequency- modulated. These signals are recorded on the disks as pits
0.6 micrometer wide and 0.15 gm
deep. The size and spacing of the
pits along the spiral track represent
the signal conveyed to the screen by
a photo-scan readout array under
the disk. The array output is amplified to obtain acomposite signal.
Thomson has also changed its
method of servo control. Although a
servo-driven mirror still keeps the
light spot centered on the tracks, a
moving-coil system now keeps the
objective lens focused. The system
automatically makes all focusing
corrections that may be necessary
from one disk to another in much the
same way that a movie projector
does. Error signals are obtained, like
the video signal, from the light
energy diffracted by the micropits
onto the readout array. One error
signal controls the radial tracking

servo, and another controls the
objective lens.
Thomson says many customers in
industry will be attracted by its
VDP'S fast access time and easy replication of disks, which the company
claims can be reproduced at a
nominal fee compared to movies and
Sony U-matic cassettes.
Still, the company is not abandoning the consumer market as an
ultimate goal. "One of the reasons
we are sticking to flexible disks,"
says Georges Broussaud, the Thomson engineer who spearheaded the
movement into VDPS and is now
studying their marketing potential,
"is that they can be inserted in
magazines and add a video supplement to publications that deal with
sports, leisure, or current events. The
cost of the software should not represent an obstacle to the profitability
of such an operation some time in
the future."
LI

West Germany

Siemens electronic control to inject
insulin continually into diabetics
For years, millions of diabetics have
longed for some alternative to their
daily injections of insulin. That
dream comes a giant step nearer

a

Slf ME NS

reality with an instrument developed
by Siemens AG. The electronically
controlled Micro- Dosage System can
continually inject insulin into the

bloodstream through a catheter at
an extremely minute rate— on the
order of microliters per hour.
The result of athree-year development effort headed by Dr. Manfred
Franetzki at the Siemens medical
electronics facilities in Erlangen, the
instrument has already been tried
out on a dog and is scheduled for
tests with diabetic patients in the
near future, the company says.
Participating in the project are
Hoechst AG, a chemical and pharmaceuticals producer near Frankfurt, and agroup of diabetes specialists at a Munich hospital.
Testing. Hoechst which has been
conducting the animal tests, will
continue them. The medical team at
the Munich hospital is handling the
basic research and will later test the
system on humans. Before human
trials, however, the government must
approve the use of the highly concentrated insulin.
In its present form, the MicroDosage System consists of an electronic controller and the insulin
dosage and storage device, D02. The
insulin dosage is selected through the
book- size electronic controller,
which controls the pump on the
storage device according to the
patient's needs. A liquid-crystal display shows the number of insulin
units injected. The 120-gram DO- 2,
about the size and shape of acigarette pack, is fitted with a miniaturized pump and powered by a
mercury-oxide battery that lasts for
at least two years.
Implantation. Future miniaturized
storage devices, to be implanted, will
contain a highly concentrated form
of insulin to minimize the need for
replenishment. With aconcentration
of, say, 1,000 insulin units per cubic
centimeter and a diabetic's average
daily need for 40 insulin units, a 10cc storage device would hold enough
for about nine months. After implantation, the device would be replenished by ahypodermic needle.
To meet these requirements,
Hoechst must provide asolution that
will remain chemically stable for
long periods at body temperatures
and under conditions of prolonged
contact with the storage device. 0
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IT'S SO GOOD,
45 DAYS TO
Money-back guarantee.

We know

the 8030A is the best portable DMM you can buy.
But you need to find out for yourself. So here's the deal.
Order an 8030A DMM. Then, use it for up to 45 days. If
you're not totally satisfied, send it back and we'll give you a
full refund. We're perfectly serious. The 8030A has got to do
all of the things you want it to. It's got to perform the way
you want it to. And if it doesn't, send it back.
And we'll refund your money. All out.
How can we afford to take achance like that? Well, take a
look at everything the 8030A can do.
And you won't want to let it go.

EYOU
ISAGREE.
True rms ac.

The 8030A is designed to give you
usable accuracy. You get true rms ac, which eliminates errors when measuring dis"
torted waveforms; 10 Mf2
input impedance to reduce
loading errors, even on ac.
A basic dc accuracy of 0.1%
of reading ± 1digit. Excellent noise reject:on for stable
readings and all specifications are guaranteed for one
year.

Check the payment plan you prefer:

Name

D Bill my company against the attached purchase

Title

order.

D Cash payment. Check or money order enclosed.
Same 45-day return privilege.
D Bill my BankAmericard No.

D Bill my Master Charge No
(Master Charge users please
indicate 4-digit number appearing above your name.)
Please indicate expiration date of card used

D Please send me complete data.
D Please have salesman call.

Company/Institution
Address
City & State

Zip

Phone
(Signature authorizing charge to credit card)
For even more convenience, let your nearby Fluke
sales office handle the details. For location, dial tollfree 800-426-0361.

FLUKE

11111ik_

Resolution.

The 8030A has a2,000digit display. Resolution is
0.05% of range. With its 26
ranges it will measure from
0.1 mV to 1100V dc, 10 mV
to 750V ac, 0.10 to 2Mil
and 0.1 pA to 2A ac and dc.

Di

ode tes__t_._ This unique function is for measurement
of semiconductor junctions in-circuit. In diode test mode, the
excitation voltage is high enough to turn junctions on. In the
ohms mode, it isn't—allowing measurement of resistors paralleled by junctions.

Protection.

On the job, the 8030A
has a predicted MTBF of
25,000 hours. The unit is
designed to withstand overloads of 750V ac or 1100V
dc, and transients as high
as 6,000V. You can plug
the ohms ranges into the
ac line without damage.
There's an easily replaceable protection fuse for the
current ranges. And if you
ever suspect the instrument
has failed on any function,
we've provided a self-test
feature which will probably
prove you wrong.

•
Accessories.

Portability.

Carry the 8030A easily
to the job. There's an extendable sunshade for
outdoor work. The unit is
available with either disposable or rechargeable
battery packs. And the
optional protective carrying case offers hands.
free operation.

The 8030A is compatible with Fluke's
complete line of Universal DMM accessories which are designed
with your convenience and safety in mind. ( 1) The brand new
Universal Temperature Probe, Model 80T-150, measures temperature direct from — 50°C to — 150''C or from — 58°F to + 302°F
with any DMM. ( 2) High ac currents found in motors, generators, and related applications up to 600A are accurately
measured with the 801-600 AC Camp-on Current Transformer.
(3) High frequency rf voltages can be measured with either the
81 RF ( 20 kHz to 250 MHz) or the 82 RF ( 20 kHz to 1GHz) RF
Probes. ( 4) For TV or other high voltage requirements, the 80K-40
Probe measures to 40 kV dc. ( 5) Most of these probes fit handily
in the optional carrying case. ( 6) All 8030A DMMs include test
leads at no charge.
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Add the following accessories:
0 Temperature Probe 80T- 1500°F

0°C

D High Voltage Probe 80K-40

$ 125
$ 50

RF Probe 81RF

$ 40

E RF Probe 82RF

$ 75

D Clamp-on AC Current Transformer 801-600 $ 70
D Carrying Case C88

$ 20

PRINTED IN U.S.A.

First Class
Permit No. 80
Fold along dotted line and staple.

Please send me
8030A(s) at $250 each with
disposable alkaline batteries and battery eliminator,
and/or
8030A-01(s) at $275 each with rechargeable batteries and battery eliminator, and/or
8030A-03(s) at $235 each with disposable batteries,
plus total cost of accessories checked below, state and
local taxes and $ 5.00 shipping and handling. Total
amount of order

Mountlake Terrace,
WA 98043

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

No postage stamp necessary if mailed in the United States
Postage will be paid by:
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 43210
Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043

It Takes More Than
A Handful of Chips
To Solve An Industrial
Automation Problem
It takes alot more. It takes ITO. It takes communications. It takes peripherals. It takes
software. It takes service and support. And,
most of all, it takes people who understand the needs of the industrial
system builder. People who can
translate those needs into costeffective solutions.
That's what PCS is all
about. And that's why we
make more industrial microcomputers than anyone
else. Find out how we can
help you solve your
industrial automation
problem. Send for afree
brochure that describes
the PCS Hard Hat line of
industrial microcomputer
products and services.

Please send me more information about E PCS single- board
microcomputers Ill PCS packaged systems D PCS customer support
capabilities.
Please have asalesman call.

POD
Process Computer Systems
5467 Hill 23 Drive, Flint, Michigan 48507
313-767-8920 TWX 810-235-8667

Name

Title

Company
Street
City
Telephone

State
Zip
Circle 57 on reader service card

Introducing
three new mini's
that think
like mainframes.

instructions, hardware multiply/divide, direct
memory access, programmed I/O, real-time clock,
and ateletype/CRT controller.
There's big machine performance, too.
Example: multiplication functions handled in
4.9 microseconds — divide in just 8.
The new V77-200 means more cost-effective
computing in many scientific, instrument control,
or data communications environments.
The in-between that's ago-between.
Our new V77-400.
If yours is amultiprocessing or distributed
processing network application, our new V77-400
just might be "the tie that binds':
Because on top of all its standard big
machine features, there's an incredibly flexible dual
port memory. ( With up to 256K/16-bit words of
660ns MOS memory in asingle, standard chassis.)
The V77-400's dual port memory, working
with its unique direct memory access system,
functions as abridge when linked to other V77
Family computers in closely coupled, shared
memory multiprocessor arrangements.
An optional Writable Control Store
is also available. Letting you expand the
V77-400's instruction set to further
improve the speed of both programming and program execution.

Meet Varian's
new V77 Family of highperformance minicomputers.
Three distinctive new models. All fast.
Each powerful. A family trio most mainframes
can relate to. For help with almost any scientific,
industrial, or data communications application.
The V77 Family delivers all the speed and
performance you expect from Varian. Plus the
unexpected, too. In the form of total family compatibility and shared memory capabilities. Up and
down the family tree. For complete open-ended
flexibility. In capacity and price.
The world's first mainframe- on- a-board.
Our new V77-200.
Quite frankly, the new V77-200 delivers
more computing power than any other computeron-a-board you can buy. Handling up to 32K/16-bit
words of 660ns MOS memory.
Big machine features include afully microprogrammed architecture, an 8-register CPU,
a32-bit arithmetic capability, powerful set of 187
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Top- of-the-line performance for almost
any application. Our new V77-600.
Varian's new V77-600 sets new standards
for all would-be high-performance mini's.
First, with along list of standard big
machine features. Second, with up to 1024K/16-bit
words of 660ns MOS memory. And third, with a
host of performance enhancing options. Including
Writable Control Store, afloating point processor,
and special scientific and commercial firmware.
For the ultimate in performance enhancement, an optional high-speed cache memory
is also offered — cutting the V77- 600's average
execution time in half.
How our mini's speak fluent mainframe.
You won't waste any time or money training
our new V77 Family how to communicate with
your mainframe. Or developing your own control
programs.
Because all V77 Family members utilize
Varian's VORTEX (or VORTEX II) operating
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system - two of the world's best real-time systems.
Both systems permit concurrent job execution by allocating priorities. And help tailor other
subsystems to fit scientific to commercial, real-time
to batch, and stand-alone to data communications
environments.
TOTAL, ahighly efficient, network-type
data base management system, is now available
as aVORTEX II subsystem.
Usually
found on only
larger computers,
TOTAL allows
you to define and
access your data
base with powerful, high-level language processors
like COBOL, FORTRAN IV Level G,
and RPG-II. Opening the
door to large libraries of already
developed applications programs.
The benefits of awell-structured family.
Our new V77 Family represents more than
just acontinuing commitment to total hardware
and software compatibility. Because it's acommitment to solving basic price/performance needs
on several different levels.
For those needing more computing
power, there's aV77 that's an affordable, highperformance solution.
For those wanting
less wasted overhead,
there's aless expensive,
high-performance
alternative.
Plus an attractive new V77 discount
plan designed to give
even modest-volume
OEM buyers abig break.
Finally, for those
with special multiprocessing or distributed data
processing requirements, there's an entire V77
Family. Specifically engineered to work well

together- through shared memories, intercomputer I/O bus lines, and shared communications
channels - as new cost-effective replacements
for typical "patchwork" systems.
Varian. A commitment to innovation.
Varian Data Machines has played asignificant role in the evolution of digital minicomputers
for almost adecade now.
Consistently producing innovations not
only meaningful to the industry, but to the end-user
as well. A look at just the last five years tells
the story...
In 1972, VDM
developed the first minicomputer operating
system with all the
multi-task and file handling capabilities of a
large computer.
Ayear later,
VDM created the first
microprogrammed minicomputer with a64-bit
Writable Control Store.
In 1975, two VDM
firsts: aminicomputer
with adata base management
system equivalent to those for large computers,
and, the first 64K word semiconductor memory
package on asingle board.
Today, it's the whole new V77 Family.
Well-structured and ready. Breaking new
ground in terms of Varian size, compatibility, and price/performance. Three new
mini's that really do think like mainframes.
For additional V77 Family planning
literature, contact any of the 38 Varian
offices listed below, or Varian Data
Machines, 2722 Michelson Drive, PO.
Box C-19504, Irvine, California 92713,
(714) 833-2400. In Europe, contact Varian
Associates Ltd., Molesey Road, Walton-on-Thames,
Surrey, England, Telephone 28971.

@varian
Mini's that think like mainframes.

U.S. OFFICES: Los Angeles ( 213) 598-4438, San Diego ( 714) 276-9462, San Francisco ( 408) 736-5630, San Fernando Valley ( 213) 990-6042, Seattle ( 206) 641-4500, Denver
(303) 770-2151, Dallas ( 214) 231-5145, Houston ( 713) 781-0105, St. Louis ( 314) 739-6433, Chicago ( 312) 692-7184, Detroit ( 313) 645-9950, Cleveland ( 216) 238-6960, Dayton
(513) 258-1458, Orlando ( 305) 299-1592, Atlanta ( 404) 252-0047, Washington, D.C. ( 301) 773-6770, Philadelphia ( 215) 643-2355, Englewood Cliffs ( 201) 569-2323, New York City
(212) 826-1010, Rochester ( 716) 586-3273, Boston ( 617) 890-6072. INTERNATIONAL OFFICES: Brussels ( 02) 4662000, Darmstadt ( 06151) 7031, Munchen ( 089) 8126093,
Bensberg ( 02204) 61066, Amsterdam ( 020) 15 94 10, Stockholm ( 08) 820030, Zug ( 042) 23 25 75, Surrey 093 22 28971, Toronto ( 416) 457-4130, Montreal ( 514) 332.2840,
Vancouver ( 604) 736-5621, Ottowa ( 613) 224-6521, Calgary ( 403) 276.4456, Melbourne 560-7133, Sydney 43-0673, Sao Paulo ( 011) 240-3449, Singapore 379-239, Tokyo 403.7101,
New Zealand 697-099, Taipei 5815158-9.
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You can always rely on Northeast Electronics to bring you
the most wanted innovations in
telecommunications test
equipment.
Take for example the three
newest additions to the Northeast line. All have modern
digital readouts for extra convenience plus lightweight
portability that makes the big
difference between "carrying"
and " lugging."
The new units are designed
for craftsmen . . . to help make
their work easier, less complicated, more accurate. There are

fewer panel controls to set and
adjust, no interpolations to
make. What's more, the new
Northeast test sets and level
tracer are priced to please and
built to last.
TUS 44 Test Set measures
level, noise, frequency and can
be used . nthe field or office.
Fully portable, it has big, bright
digits that are easy to read, even from adistance. TTS 44
has two send/receive channels
with asingle switch control.
Dial-thru and hold functions
are provided on both channels
to make loop-around testing

easier. The unit operates up to
seven hours on rechargeable
gel cell batteries and also from
115 or 230 Vac, meets Bell
41009 ... and it's ruggedly
built fpr years of trouble-free
operation. Price: $ 1750.
TTS 1260 Pulse Signaling
Test Set measures speed and
percent break and is designed
to send and receive pulse signaling on aloop or E M
basis. It has aminimum
number of controls aid many
functions are microprocessor
programmed to greatly simplify operation. A higihly accu-

All digital. All tough

rate instrument ( I0.1 pps,
I0.5% on percent break), TTS
1260 has aconvenient digital
readout and is Ludt to withstand rugged us:e. It's the instrument you need for extreme
accuracy, low price plus the
unbea=able corr bination of
Northeast craftsmanship and
reliability. Operates on 48W
central office battery. " A" relay
included. Price:: $ 1950.
Nor:heast 8100 Level Tracer
has digital trace storage so that
traces won't fade and can be
held on the screen as long as
needed. LI nit displays level, im-

pedance and return loss characteristics versus frequency.
For added versatility, it also
measures echo return loss,
frequency and noise. Rechargeable gel cell batteries provide
up to ten hours continuous
service. The super rugged case
is color-fast, weather- resistant
and waterproof so the compact,

portable 8100 can be used indoors or out ( in any weather)
and even in manholes without
any problems. Price: $ 2700.
Want more information? Call
(603) 224-6511 or write to
Northeast Electronics, Airport
Road, CDncord, New Hampshire 03301. TELEX 94-3453.
TWX 710-361-1886.

flORTHEAfT
ELECTROillef
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GA counts in

microcomputing.
There's not amachine that can touch GA's 220.
Not from DEC, Data General, or anywhere else.
1. The only µC with COBOL,
FORTRAN and in-depth
software support.
2. The only pC with afull file
management system.
3. The only ,uC to offer OEMs
awide choice of operating
systems like FSOS, DBOS,
RTX, RTOS.

4. The broadest pC instruction
repertoire: speeds program
•

development, conserves memory,
accelerates execution.

5. The only µC that can handle
big disks: I/O rate is 2.0 mB/
second.

6. The fastest µC: LDR/STR
(indexed) 2.6 bis.

7The only ,u.0 with parity
built -in: hardware test, verification,
fault isolation, plus write protect.

8. The only uC with aback-up
power supply built-in:
protects semiconductor memory
from power failures.

9. The only pC with boardlevel operator controls,
switches and displays:
in amicroconsole.

10. The only ,uC with over 100
field-proven I/O controllers.

1

GENERAL
AUTOMAT

Rush me full details on GA- 16/220
capabilities.
Contact me for immediate requirements.

A big break for OEMs: family compatibility, throughout General
Automation's extensive micro/mini
line, gives GA- 16/220 instant access
to multiple batch and real-time
operating systems, and to software
off-the-shelf.

Name
Title
Phone

Ext

Clip coupon to company letterhead and
send to General Automation, 1055 South
East Street, Anaheim, CA 92803. Or call
(714) 778-4800.

See us at the Computer Caravan.
Circle 63 on reader service card

If your products produce raw data
but your customers want results,
here's aready-made answer:
HP computing controllers.
HP computing controllers can
make your instruments "smart,"
fast. Economically. And without hassle.

First, they're easy to interface. You simply connect your
product to the appropriate HP
interface card and plug into
the computing controller. We
know of users who have been
up and running in less than a
week. And you can choose
from four commonly used interfaces—BCD, bit-parallel,
RS-232C or HP-IB ( HP's implementation of IEEE Standard 488-1975).

You can reduce development costs. Easy programming and easy interfacing save
many costly hours in developing aready-to- market product.
And the costs are all up-front
with HP computing controllers—visible before you make
acommitment.

er locations, if you desire. And
worldwide HP service stands
ready to back you up if needed.

You can extend product life
cycles. A mature product can
receive ashot-in-the-arm when
enhanced with automatic data
acquisition and analysis capability. The cost could well be
less than $4000, depending on
the specific computing and
control requirement.
Ease of interfacing lets you
consider retrofitting at custom-

You can increase customer
satisfaction. The addition of
data acquisition and analysis,
inexpensively through HP computing controllers, adds visible
value to your product—at a
competitive price. Value, plus
your customers' demonstrated
respect for HP products, adds
up to customer satisfaction.
We think these are powerful reasons why you should
write for our brochure without
delay.

From computers-on -a-board to general-purpose systems,
HP can meet your interfacing needs.

HEWLETT elk PACKARD
P0

Box 301

Loveland Colorado 80537

For assistance caN Washington ( 301) 948-8370. Chicago ( 312)
255-9800 Atlanta ( SO4)955-1500 Los Angeles ( 2131 822-1282
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a great new
way to "pick"

CHERRYSq

•
this new 72-pag
Cherry Products Handbook is actually
five catalogs in one.
Packed in a unique new "tell- all" format is everything you could possibly want to know about
Cherry's: 1. Unique Snap Switch Selector- Locator that lets you choose— in seconds!— the
right switch for any application. 2. Thumbwheel and Leverwheel Switches in nine basic
series available in hundreds of variations and specials. 3. Keyboards . . . Keyboard Switches
... and unique new Matrix Keyboards. 4. Matrix Selector Switches for rapid circuit selection
and programming. 5. Gold "Crosspoint" Contact Switches for low energy circuits.
. . . and it's yours for the asking: Just TWX 910-235-1572...

. . or PHONE 312-n9-7702 and ask for Frank

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP.
3600 Sunset Ave., Waukegan, III. 60085

M111111b

•.11%.

Cherry affiliates worldwide • Hirose Cherry Precision Co., Ltd., Tokyo • G. W. Engineering Pty. Ltd., Sydney
Cherry Electrical Products ( U.K.) Ltd., St. Albans, Herts • Cherry Mikroschalter GmbH, Bayreuth, Germany
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Probing the news
Analysis of technology and business developments

Watch surge generates LCD shortage
But industry can't agree on long-term outlook for displays;
estimates of 1977 sales range from 12 million to 21 million units

by Larry Waller, Los Angeles, bureau manager

In digital- hatch displays, American
taste is swinging toward liquid crystals and away from light-emitting
diodes, particularly in the higherpriced models. This change raises
even more questions for an industry
that is sure of only one thing: it is
growing. In fact;the only agreement
among display suppliers is that LCDS
are in very short supply [
Electronics,
Dec. 9, 1976, p. 25]. But informed
industry insiders question the seriousness of this shortage, and they
disagree about when it will end, how
many LCD units will be produced,
and who will build them.
Although definitive breakdowns
on 1976 LCD production and sales
are not available, many observers
put the worldwide figure at 6million
to 8 million and 3 million to 4
million for the U.S. Of these, nearly
40% were captive production.
It is difficult to pin down the
confusing 1977 LCD outlook. The
leading U.S. manufacturer, Beckman Instruments' Helipot division,
believes supplies will stay tight
throughout the year, with each
company pushing itself to the limit.
Beckman places 1977 LCD production at 12- million- plus units. But this
rate will not be reached until much
later in the year. " Right now,
industry can't supply more than a
half million per month," observes
Philip Strauss, marketing manager
for the division.
Another independent, American
Microsystems Inc., looks for the
worldwide 1977 LCD market to top
21 million. But John Dunn, manager
of LCD marketing, says that in the
short run, "there is no way we can
meet the expected doubling or
tripling of demand without adding
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not meeting demand. What's more,
Tom Saldi, president of Solid State
Scientific Inc.'s subsidiary, Integrated Display Systems Inc., says his
Montgomeryville, Pa., plant is deluged with orders. The firm, which
had to double its LCD capacity in
1976, will quadruple it this year.
The burning question now for
module makers is where to find
displays. Increasingly, reports are
circulating that captive Japanese
Reflected glory. Combination watch and
manufacturers, heretofore supportstopwatch is from Hughes's module line.
ing only their own needs, are
pursuing outside sales.
capacity, and that takes time." The
On this subject too, opinions
company is expanding its facilities.
differ. On one side, Thomas Hyltin,
Other firms, however, expect pro- president of Micro Display Systems
duction to catch up much faster. of Dallas, believes that Japanese
Motorola Inc., which intends "to be production will help meet the shortasignificant supplier to that market- fall in 1977. Yet William K. Weakplace," thinks the supply-demand land, general manager of Hughes
gap will narrow rapidly. Martin Aircraft Co.'s Solid-State Products
Cooper, vice president and director division, Newport Beach, Calif.,
of systems operations at Motorola's does not expect the Japanese incurCommunications group, estimates sion to make any difference this
that, although "there may be tempo- year.
rary shortages, there will not be a
Optel's Heller, however, is sure
shortage over the long haul— the that, as the shortage becomes more
whole year." He predicts that 15 pronounced, "you can expect the
million LCD watches will be sold in Japanese and other offshore sources
1977, with LCD displays in the pipe- to make some encroachment on the
line reaching 19 million.
U.S. market." Cooper of Motorola
At Optel Corp., Princeton, N.J., agrees, noting, "the Japanese reprepresident Gerald Heller says that sent a threat. They've clearly telestrong Christmas sales of LCD graphed that fact." Their pricing
watches could cause a bigger imme- trend is ominous, he says, because it
diate shortfall in supply. " The is based, not on today's costs, but on
demand- to-supply ratio could be as projected future costs.
much as 2:1," he says, adding that
One observer, in fact, says all
this shortage should be brief.
these factors are converging to
This leaves domestic U.S. LCD prevent a serious shortage. Murray
manufacturers straining for maxi- Siegal, director of low- power circuits
mum output. Beckman, for example, at Intersil Inc., Cupertino, Calif.,
is triple-shifting seven days aweek in which is out of the watch business
an expanded facility, and it is still but still supplies circuits, says 10 to
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Ikon®non-lighted PB switches offer you
the greatest possible value with goodas-gold quality and reliability
at terrific prices!
Know something?
Our Licon lighted PB's have been glowing so
brightly that they've cast our non- lighted PB's
into undeserved shadow.
And therein lies an opportunity you may have
been missing. Because. quite frankly, Licon
non- lighted PB's are aterrific deal in everyway!
You'll find that there's one for just about every
.25 to 10 Amp switching application you can
dream up. Plenty of sizes to choose from, even
down to our Series 78, which is possibly the
smallest non- lighted PB made. Variety of key
tops, lens cap colors and bezel mountings.
Momentary and alternate types of action.
Choice of terminal configurations in single or
double pole. U.L. listed and C.S.A. approved.
Circle 68 For Full Details

Most non- lighted PB models feature Licon's
exclusive, ultra- reliable Butterfly" switching
mechanism.
Best of all, though, is the pleasant surprise you
get when you check Licon pricing on 1,000piece and larger orders. Look into it. You'll
be pleased.
Contact your local Licon distributor or call or
write for our Switch Catalog: Licon, 6615 West
Irving Park Road, Chicago, Illinois 60634.
Phone ( 312) 282-4040. TWX 910-221-0275.

LICON
A DIVISION OF ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS INC.

Circle 87 to Have Salesman Call

Golden Opportunity
Pushbutton Switches!

Probing the news
15 smaller firms "will come out of
the woodwork to fill the gap. In fact,
it's already occurring. The Japanese,
especially, are already making themselves felt."
What all the uncertainty boils
down to for digital-watch builders is
a bad headache in trying to plan
production for the year. Not only
does the present tight LCD supply
cause delay of critical marketing
decisions, but there's the looming
question of quality.
Already burned by shoddy LEDdisplay watches that scared off many
customers, industry executives are
wary of the same prospect in LCDS.
Douglas Bosomworth, director of
watch marketing at National Semiconductor, Corp., Santa Clara,
Calif., fears, " if too many lowquality LCDS make it into watches
because of competitive pressures, it
will kill the market— again."
For this reason and because of the
economic benefits, National has decided to produce its LCD displays inhouse. " We're still in the early
stages of planning," says Scott
Brown, director of marketing for the
Consumer Products division. " But
we expect to have things up and
running by mid- 1977." Industry
reports hold that other semiconductor firms in the watch business
will follow suit.

The bottom- line puzzle, of course,
is how many digital watches will sell
worldwide in 1977 and what percentage of these in the U.S. will be LCDS.
Here, projections start at 25 million
total modules and peak at the 30million-plus level. Beckman continues to believe that half the 25 million
will have La:is, while Hughes's
Weakland holds to a one-third LCD
content in a 30- million- unit market.
He says the $ 2.50 to $ 3LCD-module
price, expected to remain at that
level throughout the year, will keep
it out of the growing mass market
for watches less than $ 20.
While the ballooning 1977 production number for Lcos are taken
as fact by many, Micro Display's
Hyltin, who has been building these
displays longer than most, advises
skepticism. " It's an immature technology, with a big difference between talking and actually doing it,"
he warns. If all the LCD producers
worldwide actually do what they say,
"the world will be knee-deep in
them," he says.
In looking at the year, AMI'S Dunn
judges that the bright future for LCD
watches results from U.S. buyers
getting into line with the worldwide
trend. " In Asia, consumers prefer
LCD watches four to one over LEDs,
and in Europe the ratio is five to
one." He expects the previous 3-to- 1
edge enjoyed by LEDS in the U.S. to
become a 50-50 split by the third
quarter of this year.
D

One solution: do it yourself
How does a major digital watch maker cope with burgeoning demand for
liquid-crystal-display models when the displays themselves are in such short
supply? One maker, Hughes Aircraft Co.'s Solid State Products division, in
Newport Beach, Calif., is expanding its own production of Lcos.
General manager William M. Weakland says Hughes will build 1million LCD
watch modules in 1977, up from only 100,000 light-emitting-diode/LCD
combinations in 1976. Display manufacturing already is in full swing at
Newport Beach, Calif., headquarters, with another facility set to go on line in
Taiwan by midyear.
While Weakland recognizes that "there is no question the permanent
display will win out," he thinks the questions of cost and capacity will delay
Lam from equaling LEDS in units sold for three to four years. The big industry
growth until then is still in below $20 LEDS, where Hughes refuses to
compete.
For 1977, Hughes is "changing and upgrading our product mix," around
the "already sold-out" La) line. Weakland has high hopes for an Lco
chronograph and a La) watch/calculator combination, both introduced in
1976. Total production should stay at the 2.5 million 1976 level, divided 6040 in favor of LEDS. "To survive in this business," Weakland says, "you need
a new, unique product every year, and the calculator is ours."

Economy
Minicomputer
Data
Acquisition
Systems
The ADAC Economy Series of software
and mechanically compatible minicomputer data acquisition systems are
for use with the DEC PDP-11, POP-8E,
F, M, A, and Data General computers.
*The basic system features include a
12 bit A/D converter, high speed
sample and hold, 16 channels of mux,
DC/DC power converter, bus interfacing,-cable and complete documentation. A/D system throughput rate is
35 KHz.
Capability of expansion to 64 mux
inputs, D/As, S & H, programmable
gain amplifier with auto zero circuit,
and DMA are optionally available.
Send for full technical data on the
Economy Series and other ADAC
minicomputer/microcomputer data
acquisition and control systems and
modules.
ADAC Corporation,
15 Cummings Park, Woburn,
MA 01801 Tel.: 617/935-6668
GSA Contract Group 66

444
*$1,295
single
quantity

corporation
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FAIRCHILD
JUST CANNED
A WHOLE FAMILY OF
5-AMP REGULATORS.
Introducing the very first family of 5-amp
PowerVoltage Regulators in TO-3cans.
These new Fairchild hybrids include three
fixed voltage devices at 5, 12 and 15 volts and
one adjustable regulator with output selection
from 5to 20 volts. All pin-for- pin compatible
with the industry standard 7800 Series
monolithic Voltage Regulators in TO- 3packages.
But with more power and betfer performance.

1111111111111111k

IT TAKES LESS TO DO MORE. ..›
Our new 5-amp regulators .
37>
save you aconsiderable amount
•
of time. You won't have to fool
around with extra components,
trying to make 1-amp and 3-amp
regulators add up to 5. And you'll ,
be able to short-cut your approach
Í
to short-circuit current limiting and
thermal shut-down requirements.
In brief, you'll have better specs than previous highcurrent regulators gave you (50-watt power dissipation, low drop-out voltage, etc.) with none of the
design disadvantages.
I

COME AND GET THEM.
Your very favorite Fairchild distributor can fill your
palm with 5-amp regulators whenever you're ready.
At these prices,
Device
Volts
Price() 00 Quantity)
how can you not
µA78H05KC
5
$7.00 ea.
pA78H12KC
12
be ready?
$7.00 ea.
µA78H15KC
15
$7.00 ea.
If you have
µA78HGKC
5-20
$7.50 ea.
lower current
requirements, don't forget Fairchild's pA7800 and
pA7900 1-amp Series. Our µ,A78M00 and ptA79M00
0.5-amp Series. And our gA78L00 100 mA Series.
For more information, write or call your Fairchild sales
office, distributor or representative
today. Use the direct line at the
bottom of this ad to call our Hybrid
Products people. Fairchild Camera

mAmmai-ull--c)

&Instrument Corp., 464 Ellis Street,
Mountain View, CA 94042.Tel: (415)
962-3641. TWX: 910-379-6435.
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CALL US ON IT.
(
415) 962-3641
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Probing the news

Solid state

ISSCC program promises to dazzle
Devices to be described at Philadelphia meeting next month
range from one- chip computer to 100- picosecond bipolar logic

by Laurence Altman, Solid State Editor

Nowhere will you see a more glittering display of new circuit technology than at this year's International Solid State Circuit Conference. Organizers of the Philadelphia
conference, scheduled for Feb. 16 to
18, have once again skimmed the
best of the semiconductor industry
and come up with aconference that
dazzles the imagination.
To take aquick look at six digital
devices to be described, there will
be:
• Intel's 8748 field-erasable- memory computer chip— an 8-bit, 5-volt
controller/processor with an on-chip
erasable programable ROM — that
should blow open the byte-oriented
low- and middle-priced microprocessor market.
• Mostek's new 16,384- bit dynamic
RAM that has blinding speed as well
as low power, thanks to an elegant
two- level polysilicon construction
process and a unique dynamic sense
amplifier.
• Fairchild Semiconductor's singlechip central processing unit, which
can perform Nova minicomputer
instructions word for word ( as it
were). How is this one-chip Nova
made? With injection logic, of

that turn out to be very dense and
very fast.
• Finally, a real mind bender: Nippon Electric's 100- picosecond bipolar LSI logic— that is 0.1 nanosecond
or 100 times faster than standard
transistor- transistor logic. Nippon
has built it into a 180-gate 8- bit
arithmetic/logic unit that fits in a
1.6-mm 2 area, which is just a small
portion of afull-sized chip.
And there's more. In the analog
area, consider acharge-coupled analog-to-digital converter from General Electric; complementary-mos converters; a 12- bit one-chip digital- toanalog converter from Precision
Monolithics that is accurate, fast,
and stable; the chip that National
Semiconductor is building for Ko-

dak's new instant cameras; and a
slew of telecommunications circuits
that combine analog with digital
large-scale integration to implement
large, low-cost telecommunications
functions.
What makes the meeting doubly
impressive is that these developments are not laboratory projects
years away from seeing a user.
Rather, they are the advanced stateof-the-art circuit designs that use
reproducible manufacturing techniques and are heading for production today. In other words, they're
real.
The erasable chip. Intel Corp. of
Santa Clara, Calif., pulled afast one
on the rest of the industry by
including an uv-erasable program-

course.

• A first look at Hewlett-Packard's
heretofore secret sapphire Ls' technology that the Palo Alto firm will
be using for its next generation of
minicomputer CPUs.
• The first good look at what
everyone wants— a technology for
making 5-v ultraviolet-erasable programable ROMS. American Microsystems Inc. does it with v-mos, Intel
Corp. does it with n-mos, but either
way it adds up to 8- and 16- kilobit
user- erasable programable ROMS
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Big and fast. This Mostek 16,384- bit RAM is fast and dissipates low power because of atight
two- level polysilicon cell design and sense amps that use power only when sensing.
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Probing the news
able read-only memory on its 8748
microcomputer chip. Designers David Stamm and David Budde will talk
about it at the conference. By
putting a 2708- like 8,192- bit EPROM
on the single 5-v computer chip,
which is part of a new MSC-48
minimum-chip microcomputer family, they have made sure that other
suppliers will not be able to touch
the product line for some time, since
apparently Intel alone has the production techniques.
More. But the EPROM is only part
of the story, as the paper will
disclose. The chip combines amultiplexed- bus scheme with a very
powerful 8- bit arithmetic/logic unit
and a 64- by- 9- bit random-accessmemory array that can execute a
very respectable set of program
instructions including interrupts.
Those capabilities put the one-chip
controller/processor just below
many multichip microprocessor families. It can stand alone as alow-cost
controller, or it can be combined
with other MSC-48 chips or 8080
peripheral chips to implement medium- performance data-processing
jobs.
As for Mostek Corp.'s fast 16-k
random-access memory, there are, of
course, two 16-k RAMS already in
production: Intel's two- level 2116
chip, which was disclosed at last
year's isscc [
Electronics, Feb. 19,
1976, p. 105], and Texas Instruments' single- level 4070 chip
[Electronics, May 13, 1976, p. 81].
What makes the 4116 design from
the Carrollton, Texas, firm so important is its speed- power specification:
150-ns access time at 462-milliwatt
active and 20- mw standby power
dissipation.
Mostek designers P.R. Schroeder
and Robert Proebsting use a twolevel polysilicon cell design to obtain
the cell size— smaller than the 1
square mil that is the maximum
needed for the high-density 16-k
memory array. They also designed a
unique dynamic sense amplifier, 64
on the chip, that reduces its power
consumption by 20%. ( Unlike static
types, dynamic devices consume
power only when they are on, which
is a fraction of the time the chip is
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V for V-MOS. New MOS techniques are now being applied to erasable ROMs. This crosssection shows how AMI is applying its V-MOS process to a UV-erasable ROM cell.

operating). Like other 16-k RAMS,
the part will be supplied in the 16pin multiplexed package that Mostek pioneered in 1973 for its 4,096bit devices.
Fairchild Semiconductor's 9400
16- bit Nova-compatible minicomputer processor chip does on its own
what Nova designers need 100 or so
Schottky TTL packages to do.
Thanks for that achievement goes to
Fairchild's injection- logic technology, which the Mountain View,
Calif., firm calls i'L. circuit design.
The process produces devices with
low power ( 160 microwatts per
gate), high speed ( 4 ns per gate),
and extremely high packing density.
The chip fits into a new slim 24- pin
package that occupies only two
thirds the pc- board area of standard
packages.
Elegant. According to Fairchild
designer Chuck Erickson, the chip
contains some elegantly designed
computer logic blocks. It is organized in two major segments: one for
manipulating data, the other for
manipulating program instructions.
The data path includes four 16- bit
accumulators as well as four 16- bit
special registers and an ALU. The
microcontrolled program unit is organized around a programed logic

array with 19 inputs, 24 outputs, and
72 product terms.
As for 5-v EPROMS, there are
several approaches, such as straight
n-channel depletion loads, or buriedsource or stacked-gate structures,
which can be built with V-etch mos
processing. These and others will be
discussed at a session on alterable
ROMS.

Fred Jenne of American Microsystems Inc., for example, will
discuss a v-mos technique that his
group has applied to an avalanche
process. The method not only
achieves the desired 5-v operation,
but results in an EPROM cell only 0.3
mil square or about one third the
size of 2708-types built with the nmos floating-gate process.
Jenne will also offer an advanced
look at the way AMI is applying the
v-mos process to RAMS, with equally
impressive speed, power and packing
density. The cell is about half as big
as today's split-gate 16-k cells ( less
than 0.5 mil 2), about twice as fast,
and no more power-consuming. The
ratio of cell capacitance to bus line
capacitance is three times better
than in split-gate designs, which
means higher cell output signals,
easier sense- amp detection, and
faster, more reliable operation.
E
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WE'RE
WARM NG
Irell;..
... panel mounting is made very easy with these new piezo crystal audio indicators.
They fit a 1.125" ( 28.6mm) diameter opening in panels as much as 0.125" ( 3.2mm)
thick. Behind panel depth only . 500" ( 12.7mm)! Can be Lsed for computer terminals

Series X-20
Actual Size

... or remote control warning, fault detec:ion and alarm devices ... or to replace
other, larger alarms. Continuous tone 35mm diameter sounding element really gets
attention. Rated to 85 dbA at 3.3 kHz; 6 to 16 vdc; current drain just 10 mA.
Terminals accept 0.187" ( 4.76mm) disconnects, screws or solder. Ask for free catalog
and ademonstration.

Where to buy

an audio indicator for every need:

projects'unlimrtec
3680 Wyse Road, Dayton, Ohio 45414
Tel. ( 513) 890-1918, TVVX 810-450-2523
Distributorships and sales territories available.

CALIFORNIA, COSTA MESA
MarVac Electronics

NEW YORK, ROCHESTER
Ossmann Component Sales

UTAH, SALT LAKE
Newark Electronics

COLORADO, DENVER
Waco Electronics Inc.

OHIO, CLEVELAND
CMP Distributor Co.

WASHINGTON, SEATTLE
Frank Jackson O Associates

ONTARIO, TORONTO
Deskin Sales Corp.

MASSACHUSETTS, SHARON
Adcour

OHIO, CINCINNATI
COLUMBUS
Hughes Peters. Inc.

WISCONSIN, MILWAUKEE
Taylor Electric Co.

ONTARIO, WI LLOWDALE
Electro Sonic, Inc.

MICHIGAN, FARMINGTON
CMP Distributor Co.

QUEBEC, MONTREAL
Deskin Sales Corp.

TEXAS, DALLAS
K. A. Electronic Sales

MISSOURI. ST. LOUIS
Olive Industrial Elec.

B. C., VANCOUVER
Deskin Sales Corp.

Circle 73 on reader service card

Price & Performance
that can't be
matched
DigiTec's full-function Universal Counter/Timers
and Frequency Counters supply extended frequency
ranges at aratio of price to performance that can't
be matched.
Outstanding features include dual input channels
with independent controls, high input sensitivity,
oven controlled crystal, and full 9digit LED display
with autoranging.

UflITED
SYSTEMS
CORPORAT1011

Digirec.

918 Woodley Road. Dayton. Ohio 45403
(513) 254-6251. TWX ( 810) 459-1728

"Information only" Circle 198 on Reader Service Card

50 MHz .... Universal Counter
150 MHz .... Frequency Counter
150 MHz .... Universal Counter
500 MHz .... Universal Counter
600 MHz .... Frequency Counter .
1GHz .... Frequency Counter .
1GHz ... _Universal Counter

8510A ....$725
8720A .... 625
8520A.... 850
8530A.... 995
8730A.... 795
8740A.... 995
8540A .... 1295

DigiTec: precision measurements to count on.
These insirun;ents available under
GSA contract GS- 00S-27741.

"Demonstration only" Circle 200 on Reader Service Card
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Some straightforward
reasons why you should
talk to us about
off-shore assembly.
Quality & reliability.
Everyone says they offer them . . . many have
a tough time delivering them. Over the past four
years our yields have been consistently the highest in
the industry Normally, we deliver quality that exceeds
what you're getting from your own operations.

Faster turnaround.
No one is going to be able to respond as
quickly as your own crew out back. But we can come
close. We can offer you 14- day delivery on any major
order. If you have a special problem requiring even
quicker response, we can usually give it to you.

eaçori
Lower total cost.
As a United States- headquartered company.
with aManila-based manufacturing facility, we understand the art of doing business in both countries. We
know how to avoid the hidden costs often associated
with offshore assembly and packaging. In other
words, we know how to keep your total cost to an
absolute minimum.

All the things
that make the
others possible.
It takes an extraordinary staff and an exceptional facility to turn these reasons into fact. We
have both. In just four years we have become one of
the largest and most trusted contract assemblers
in the world. Our customer list includes many of the
world's leading electronics manufacturers. And it's
still growing.

Let's talk

•

We would like to match our capability with
your needs. Whether it be assembly of hybrid circuits,
watch modules, memory and microprocessor
modules, plastic packages, ceramic packages, small
electronic subsystems, transistors, metal cans, or
whatever. For more information, please write or call:
Interlek/Dynetics, RO. Box 332, 400 El Camino
Real, San Mateo, California 94401, (415) 348-8222.
TLX: 34382 INTLK.

Production control and
lot traceability.
Its almost unheard of that any offshore
assembler can give you equal, and in many cases
better, production control and lot traceability. But we
do, and on each and every order, Through our San
Mateo, California- based headquarters, you have an
easy- to- reach source for up-to-the-minute information
on your work in progress.

Interlek/
Dynetics
eCopyright 1977. Interlek. Inc.
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We may have just come up with the triple play of the century, an instant IC IF-tovideo-to-digital system.
And we've done it with proven, plug-in Plessey products.
The Plessey SL550 is alow-noise, high-gain AGC-able front-end amplifier
that's not only unique, but superb.
The SL1521 is the simplest,
PLESSEY IF- TO- DIGITAL CONVERSION
easiest-to-use and least expensive
wideband amp you can buy for
•200 MHz bandwidth
•2 dB noise, 40 dB gain at 100 MHz
your log IF strips.
•External gain control
And the SP750 is the world's
fastest
IC comparator, with abonus
LOG IF STRIP
•60 dB compression from
batch of features that reduce your
60-240 MHz with no transistors,
no discretes, no filters
hardware count and increase your
•85 dB at 240 MHz with a
reliability.
single filter
They all plug together as if they
were made for each other and
they're available now, so send for all
the details.
We'll get back to you, P.D.Q

g>

Tkir viewn n.ç

Fa cTire.r

•Settling time É 2 ns
•3.5 ne propagation delay
•Up to 100 million samples/sec

PLESSEY SEMICONDUCTORS
1674 McGaw Avenue, Irvine, CA 92714
Tel: ( 714) 540-9945. TWX. 910-595-1930
Represented world-wide

DIGITAL OUTPUT

State-of-the-art brought down to earth
Limiting wideband amplifiers III TV, radio & telephone communications circuits El High-speed dividers
Electronics/January 6, 1977
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Look Foil% ERA MARI(

ThE ERA Logo HAS BECOME MOREThAN
IdENTiFiCATiON FOR AN ASSOCiATiON. I
T'S
ThE Symbol OFAN INdusmy.
In an industry of superlatives. In an industry
of change. Manufacturers' representatives
have provided the stability necessary for
true growth.

not in it for the " fast buck" or apromotion
to the home office. His objective is to
develop his territory into the best marketplace possible.

With each new surge of technology. With
each new product innovation, the manufacturer's representative has translated the
needs of his customers to the capabilities
and the disciplines of his manufacturer.

MARKET YOUR PRODUCTS
THROUGH MANUFACTURERS'
REPR ESENTATIVES.
They are cost/effective. You not only can
expect greater market coverage, but also
better customer penetration. And that's a
tough combination to beat!

MANUFACTURERS'
REPRESENTATIVES HAVE COME
OF AGE IN THE
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY.
Today the manufacturer's representative
is an entity, a company with long range
goals and objectives. He works his territory
to develop every potential prospect into a
profitable customer for his principals. He's
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Circle 76 on reader service card

THE MARK OF A PROFESSIONAL
Look for the ERA logo when talking with
representatives. It indicates the mark of a
professional. He belongs to ERA to learn,
and for the opportunity to interface with
other representatives like himself. It shows
he cares.

It also shows that he is part of amarketing
force responsible for selling over seven
billion dollars worth of electronic products.
For a complete package of material about
why you should be using manufacturers' representatives write or call their association.

e

More than an association — aphilosophy

Electronic Representatives Association
233 E. Erie, Suite 1003
Chicago, Illinois 60611
312/649-1333
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Probing the news

Companies

Unitrode diversifies via acquisition
Purchase of 20% of Synertek broadens vista for firm
long thought of as semiconductor maker for the military
by Lawrence Curran, Boston bureau manager
"Dollar sales of integrated circuits in
1975 exceeded those of discrete
semiconductors for the first time."
With that remark, included in a
recent report to shareholders,
George M. Berman, president of
Unitrode Corp. in Watertown,
Mass., crystalizes the thinking behind his company's purchase of some
20% of Synertek Inc. stock.
This diversification through the
$10 million Santa Clara, Calif., mos
Lsi house is the most dramatic indication that Unitrode is expanding
beyond the market with which the
company has been traditionally associated— specialized semiconductors
designed for high-performance defense and aerospace applications.
Actually, Unitrode makes power
semiconductors, including rectifiers,
zeners, diodes, thyristors, transistors,
rectifier assemblies, and hybrids.
The scholarly, pipe- puffing Ber
man bridles a bit at the suggestion
that the 17-year-old company he
heads has been mainly identified
with the military market. Pointing to
a list of products that use Unitrode
components today in applications the
company did not serve three to five
years ago, Berman says that Unitrode is no newcomer to a business
that is highly price-competitive. The
list includes keyboard terminals,
television sets, electronic organs,
smoke detectors, telephone-switching systems, voting machines, and
citizens' band radios.
Uses. The range of end uses could
deflate the contention of one competitor that Unitrode " hasn't been in
the mainstream of the semiconductor industry from a price standpoint," Berman says. He quickly
singles out the 1971 acquisition of
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On Wall Street, though, Unitrode
is perceived by one analyst as a
company "that historically found a
specialized niche in semiconductors
and hasn't been battling the giants."
That is the view of Sal Accardo, vice
president of Drexel, Burnham, Lambert. He adds that Unitrode's profitmargin history has been higher than
the semiconductor industry norm
"because of its specialty approach to
life. But it's a new ball game with
Synertek because they're subject to
the same vagaries as other lc
makers."
Bullish. The Synertek deal,
though, makes Boston analyst Oakes
Spalding bullish about Unitrode.
Spalding, vice president of Adams,
Expansion. Unitrode president Berman is
Harkness, and Hill, characterizes
leading his Watertown, Mass., company into
Synertek as "avery hot little companew price-competitive markets through acny that was profitable during the
quisition and diversification.
recession and is very profitable
now." He expects Unitrode to finish
what is now Unitrode Computer its current fiscal year with sales of
Products Corp., Methuen, Mass., as about $ 31 million, up from $ 27.7
strong evidence that the company
million in fiscal 1976, with earnings
knows how to make what he calls of 90 cents per share compared with
popularly priced products. " We've
70 cents last year.
been doing a whale of a job in
Berman is charting a compound
switching diodes, core-driver diodes,
annual growth rate of 20%, which
and plastic rectifiers."
would get Unitrode to $ 55 million in
Unitrode also owns Powercube
three to four years. He will continue
Corp., the Waltham, Mass., manuto look for acquisition opportunities
facturer of switching power supplies
in the faster-growing parts of the
that Berman says is running at a semiconductor business.
$3 million sales rate now. He is
But the company is not abanprojecting growth to greater than
doning its historic base in the mili$10 million in three to four years.
tary market, and it would not be
Back at Watertown, Berman cites averse to acquiring acompany in the
the fact that the flagship plant has
less glamorous discrete business.
been supplying major computer And a new line of power switching
manufacturers with plastic- packtransistors coming out soon will put
aged rectifiers, silicon-controlled
Unitrode in competition with the
rectifiers, and a transistor type or likes of Motorola and RCA, which
two since 1962.
doesn't dismay Berman.
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The custom ROM pattern you order today will be ready in
three weeks. That's MOSTEK's turn- around from receipt of
your code to the delivery of 25 prototypes.
A simple new concept called " contact programming" is the
key. Mostek wafers are processed up to the point that the
contact mask—your custom pattern—is applied, and then
stored. At this point only a few processing steps remain to
complete the circuit.
Then, when your order is received, the contact mask is
generated and applied to the wafers. So your desired pattern is
finished quickly and shipped to you in less than half the time
required for conventional gate mask programming.
350 ns. That's fast access, too.
Mostek's newest 16K ROM, the 34000, features a
maximum 350 ns access time and a maximum 330 mW power
dissipation. Organized as a 2048 word by 8- bit device, the
34000 offers a wide = 10% tolerance on the single
5volt

power supply and has complete TTL compatibility at all inputs
and outputs. The outputs can drive 2TTL loads and 100 pF.
Highly advanced circuit design techniques are the key to
the 34000's high performance. An example is the on- board
substrate bias generator that converts the single + 5volt power
supply to a negative voltage that remains inside the chip. This
compensates for changes in operating temperature and power
supply voltage. The result is reliable, predictable operation,
even in extended temperatures.
Other Mostek ROMs with 3 week turnaround:
Device
Organization
MK 2800016K ROM
MK 30000 8K ROM
MK 31000 16K ROM
MK 34000 16K ROM

2048x8 or
4096x4
1024x8
2048x8
2048x8

Access ( ns)
600
350
550
350

Mostek's new 16K ROM
has the fagtest aceems time
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Coming soon: Mostek's MK 32000 32K ROM.
Start upgrading ROM- based systems now. Mostek's new 32K
ROM, available in the second quarter, is a 4Kx8 ROM with
maximum access time of 300 ns and typical standby power of
25 mW. It requires a single + 5volt power supply with ± 10%
tolerances and offers complete TTL compatibility at all inputs
and outputs. Contact a local Mostek representative for detailed
information.

MOST EK

1215 West Crosby Rd.
Carrollton, Texas 75006
214/242-0444

In Europe. contact:
MOSTEK GmbH, TALSTR. 172,7024 Filderstadt-1,
West Germany
Telephone: ( 0711) 701096
Circle 79 on reader service card

in theindustry...

You probably remember our
Model 3000 ( shown at left)— the
AM/FM phase-locked signal generator that covers the 1to 520 MHz
frequency range? Well, now we've
got acompanion model that's even
better. The new Model 3001 is identical to the 3000 except: ( 1) FM
accuracy is now 0.001%; ( 2) A ±
-5
kHz frequency vernier is provided in
all modes; ( 3) You can lock the 3001
to an external frequency standard
(optional at $ 150); and ( 4) An
internal reference frequency standard ( with 5x 10 -9 /day stability)
is also an available option at
just $ 500.

At just $ 2,600, the Model 3001
is adownright bargain when you
consider its accuracy, stability,
programmability, and ease of
operation.
We'll gladly send you detailed
specifications on our competitive
new signal generator. When we're
competing with ourselves, we know
everything about the competition.
Model 3001 Specifications:
Frequency Range: 1-520 MHz
Frequency Accuracy: ±
-0.001%
(all operating modes)
Resolution: 1kHz
Stabilit: 0.2 ppm
hour
OutputyR
ange: p
+ 13erdBm to

— 137 dBm
Flatness: ± 0.75 dB
AM Modulation Range: 0-90%
FM Deviation Ranges: 0-10 kHz
and 0-100 kHz
Internal Modulation Rates:
400 Hz and 1kHz
Dimensions:
12" wide x51
/"high x 13 3/
2
4 "deep
WAVETEK Indiana Incorporated,
P.O. Box 190, 66 North First Avenue,
Beech Grove, Indiana 46107,
Phone ( 317) 783-3221,
TWX 810-341-3226.

W AVETEK

The signal generator
competition never
showed up.
So were it.
MIMIZINZMMMMMIIMIMM•11
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The Model 3000

Circle 80 on reader service card
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The New Model 3001

Worldwide
forecast
shows 12%
growth for
year ahead
0 The world's electronics industries will step out
smartly into 1977 to the faster tempo of an upturn
in the marketplace. The brisk pace set in 1976
appears to have primed them for a year of
continued strides forward, with only a missed
beat or two to cause caution.
After all, the economies of the United States,
Western Europe, and Japan have not yet fully
recovered from the world recession, in part triggered by the oil crisis. While in general the electronics growth in 1977 promises to outpace the
overall economies of these countries, inflation and
rising oil prices could act as a drag for some.
Still, the outlook is for continued growth in most
areas, with dollar buys of equipment rising an
estimated 12% in the combined U.S., Western
Europe, and Japan markets.

The electronics markets of the U.S., like its
general economy, have been the first of the
three to rebound from the slump of 1975. Sales
of electronics equipment grew 12.4% to
$50.58 billion in 1976 and should reach $56.35
billion this year, an 11.4% increase, according to
the annual survey conducted by Electronics.
The survey of Western European countries indicates again of a little over 11% in 1977 to $23.68
billion for electronics equipment. The situation is
spotty, however. Consumption in Great Britain,
Italy, Scandinavia, and the Benelux countries is
lurching along, while the market nWest Germany
continues to anchor Europe's growth.
As predicted, trie Japanese electronics producers have exported their way out of the recession,
and they should also do well at home. The Elec-

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT CONSUMPTION IN THE WORLD'S MAJOR MARKETS
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tronics survey conducted in Japan shows a 17%
rise in the dollar value of equipment purchased
domestically, reaching $ 13.66 billion.
The estimated grand total of these three
markets comes to $ 93.69 billion for 1977.
However, it is important to note that these figures
have not been corrected for inflation rates.
The use of electronics equipment in the industrialized nations had boomed in economies fueled
by cheap oil. But when the oil- producing countries began raising the prices, they literally
lowered the boom. Here, too, the ability of each
country to absorb higher energy costs will
continue to affect production, and demand.
On both counts, inflation and cost of energy,
the U.S. seems in a better position than either
Western Europe or Japan. Europe is trying to
sustain growth while dependent on oil that costs
five times what it did four years ago. Japan, which
is the most dependent of all on imported oil, has
responded by exporting the products of its technology, only to run into trouble over charges of
unfair competition, actions on alleged dumping,
and threats of quotas.
Each marketplace has key indicators to watch
in the coming year for clues to how well the
electronics industries are doing. In the U.S., one
will be the highest dollar-value category: computers and peripherals. These products have
become increasingly sensitive to economic cycles
as their use has spread downward to small
companies and outward to more applications.
Always sensitive to the economy, the volatile
consumer market will be worth watching to see
which of the new higher- priced products become
hits — programable games, calculator watches,
and video tape recorders.
In Europe, the factors to watch will be how well
France, Italy, and other countries do in trying to
match the market stability long enjoyed by West
Germany. There are a few good signs. France's
color-TV business, which has lagged behind
Germany, is prospering. Italy and Spain are also
recording big color-TV gains, though from a
smaller base. Computers are unexpectedly hot in
Italy and due for a shot in the arm in France.
As for Japan, the all-important consumer
market should feel positive impact from the rapid
growth of hi-fi components and the introduction
of home video-tape recorders to offset the
unchanged rate of growth in color television.
One trend to watch in all three major markets
will be the impact of microprocessors, which
could make 1977 a better-than-expected year. It
is just the kind of technology- driven trend that
has repeatedly provided the electronics industries
with an upbeat outlook.
Reprints are available at $4 each. Write to Electronics Reprint Dept., P.O. Box 669, Hightstown,
N.J. 08520. Copyright 1977. Electronics, a
McGraw-Hill publication.
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U.S.
MARKETS

E For the U.S. electronics industries, business will
move to a pretty lively rhythm in 1977. But just how
lively will depend on a number of unknowns:
• How quickly the Carter Administration is able to
stimulate the general economy.
• Whether any inflation that results from this stimulation will slow expansion investment and profits.
• How much the oil- producing nations pump up the
cost of energy.
• How well the other industrial countries do at
increasing the tempo of their own economies.
As predicted, 1976 was arecovery year. Total equipment consumption in the U.S. gained 12.4% to reach
$50.58 billion, according to the annual survey of electronics manufacturers conducted by Electronics. This
year, that figure should increase by 11.4% to $ 56.35
billion, the survey indicates. The unadjusted gross
national product ( which includes inflation of 5.1%) last
year increased by 11% and is predicted to grow by
11% in 1977 ( including inflation of 5.5%), the McGrawHill Economics department estimates.
The business theme is upbeat again in almost every
product category: computers, consumer goods, communications equipment, industrial controls, and instruments. As a result, the prospects for most semiconductors and other components are also good.
Data-processing systems, peripherals, and office
equipment, which turned around last year, have good
prospects in 1977, particularly for the machines
comprising distributed processing networks.
The products to watch in consumer electronics are
color-TV sets in a market hit by low-priced imports,
programable video games just getting off the mark,
liquid-crystal- display watches coming up fast on lightemitting- diode types, and microwave ovens.
For industrial electronics, microprocessor- based process controls will be the hot products. In addition, the
market for test equipment used with microprocessors
should set a fast pace in the instruments sector.
Semiconductors and passive components stand to
benefit from the overall gain in electronics equipment.
The microprocessor market is expanding at both ends,
down into cheap single-chip controllers and up into
complete data-processing systems.
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COMPUTERS

Networks are spreading fast
Cheered by a turnaround year that shoved U.S market
dollars asolid 12% upward, the data-processing industry
is pushing happily ahead into a good and in some
segments excellent 1977. Compared with 1976, overall
growth should be 14% to $ 20.9 billion. But the U.S.
customers for minicomputers, intelligent terminals, and
disk-storage units in particular could spend as much as
25% more than they spent last year because of the boom
in small business systems and distributed- processing
networks.
Distributed processing is the key market in the years
ahead. Though it is still difficult to define, one fact is
becoming clear: the fear that distributed- processing
networks would replace large central computers appears
ill-founded. Mainframe manufacturers continue to
expand the performance of top-of- the- line systems to
serve centralized networks better, even though they
cannot expect the market to expand more than 5%.
Last year, for instance, International Business
Machines Corp. increased the performance of the highend system/370 models 158 and 168, countering
competition from ¡ tel Corp. and Amdahl Corp., two
manufacturers of plug-compatible processors. Last year,
indeed, as IBM went, so went the industry, at least in the
case of two other major trends: the installation of more
distributed- processing systems, and more use of minicomputer systems tied into mainframes.
IBM added software for equipment that shares in the
systems network architecture, the company's blueprint
for future distributed- processing systems. It also entered
the minicomputer business with the Series/1, apparently
mainly with the aim of reaching those end users who
have been adding remote minicomputers to their centralized installations.
At minicomputer manufacturers, meanwhile, sales of
both high- and low-end products are growing rapidly,
and only middle-of-the- line sales, traditionally aimed at
laboratory and scientific applications, are lagging somewhat. High-end buys could grow by close to 30%, while
consumption of the low-end, one- board computers will
explode before year-end. Percentage growth rates mean
little here, since the units are just now moving into
production, but total dollar sales for 1977 could exceed
$330 million.
Terminals, peripherals jumping ahead
The spread of distributed processing is evident in the
strength of the intelligent-terminal market. It will grow
somewhere between 30% and 35%, hitting close to $ 500
million, whereas purchases of simple CRT terminals will
grow only about 18%, to about $ 224 million. In part, the
intelligent terminal is bringing in much new business,
but in part it is gaining at the expense of the key- to-disk
data-entry system, the market in which will fall off by
about 30% to $42 million.
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Minicomputers' merry future. Revenues from U.S. minicomputer
customers may total $3 billion in 1980. Upper edge of spreading
band represents annual growth of 30% ( perhaps conservative in an
industry that has already hit 40% and 50% growth rates).

As for specialize° terminals, such as retail point-ofsale and electronic funds- transfer systems, 1977 looks
good. With a healthy sales record topped off by agood
Christmas season, retailers will be in amood to spend for
new equipment. Pos systems can expect to ring up about
$643 million in the U.S. in 1977, up 25% from 1976. In
the EFT area, a source of delay is state legislatures,
deliberating over bills that would allow off-premises
banking equipment. Now, fewer than 20 states allow
such equipment in various configuration, but upwards of
10 more could approve it during the next year. Still,
consumption of automated teller machines and cash
dispensers will increase by 35% in 1977, and 1978 could
be an even bigger year.
In peripherals, the use of floppy-disk drives will grow
substantially during 1977, as these small, 250- and 500kilobyte storage devices show up in more small
computing systems as well as in word-processing
systems. Look for about 40% growth, to $ 55 million.
As for large disk- pack storage systems— now in the
400- megabyte range— their cost per megabyte has
declined by an order of magnitude since their introduction in the early 1960s. However, dollar gains in largesystem buys will be only about 3%, even though unit
buys may show around a 15% increase. In the 10- to- 50megabyte minicomputer disk-cartridge area, however,
market dollars could improve by 25% to 30% during
1977, keeping pace with the growth in minicomputer
systems.
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A bright year, with shadows
All the forms of entertainment people once left their
homes to enjoy, they now seem very willing to bring into
the home— movies on video tape, arcade games and a
touch of Las Vegas gambling in programable games,
even the fast-food service of microwave ovens. All of
which will help keep the consumer electronics industry
quite happy next year, while coping with some of its
usual difficulties. The figures from the Electronics survey
peg 1977's growth at 14.3% to $ 8.61 billion, following a
14.7% gain to $ 7.54 billion in 1976.
Despite this bright picture for U.S. consumption, there
are difficulties in store for American producers. In
television, it is the sharp rise in Japanese imports, which
hit record- breaking proportions last year. In video
games, it is the shortage of large-scale- integrated
circuits for games. In addition, manufacturers will experience delays in getting type approvals from the Federal
Communications Commission required to put video
games on the market.
For digital watches, the problem is and has been
falling prices. Last year digital-watch makers were also
plagued by high returns, in some cases as many as 40%
being returned by retailers, so that this year they are
concerned with whether these quality problems have
turned off consumers. Audio companies are also being
hurt by imports and serious profit declines. As for
calculators, it is the familiar story of over- inventory at
the low end and rapidly falling prices for what have been
profitable scientific and programable machines.
But as always the irrepressible consumer electronics
companies are looking ahead for " this year's big
product." This time, depending of course on the general
state of the economy under the new Carter Administration, consumers could start going for high-ticket items—
unlike the calculator and watch businesses, which
seemed determined to hit the lowest possible prices. One
high-ticket item that is already moving is the microwave
oven. But sales could also start moving in video-tape
recorders from Japan, projection television, and if the
time seems right, even video-disk players. However, it
probably will be 1978 before these high-priced items
really begin to catch on. Meanwhile, high-end, programable video games and microprocessor- based recreationroom products are eliciting favorable initial reactions.
Television: good news and bad
First the good news— color Tv, the monetary foundation of the industry, should log in $ 2.58 billion when all
the U.S. market figures are in for 1976, a solid 16%
increase over the previous recession year. This coming
year, color is expected to hit $ 2.75 billion, according to
figures reported in the Electronics survey.
Although color-Tv manufacturers expected to sell
from 7.8 million to 8.7 million units to dealers last year,
the actual figure will be more like 7.6 million to 7.8
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Successful recipe. Microwave ranges, such as this Litton model
420, are cooking up astorm. Japan led the US. in 1974 but lost the
dollar value advantage in 1975. This year. U.S. sales should reach
$900 million, compared to $313 million in Japan.

million. In 1977 something like 8.5 million units should
be sold.
The bad news, of course, is the staggering increase of
Japanese imports of color-Tv receivers. In the first half
these imports grabbed some 30% of the U.S. market. In
the third quarter, while U.S. makers were easing off
production, the Japanese captured almost 60% of the
total U.S. TV sales— more than 40% of color, nearly 80%
of black and white.
Digital watches are still in American hands, though
low-priced imports from the Far East are becoming a
factor. Total units expected to be sold this year range
from 20 million to 22 million. Although prices for the
low-end models have been coming down, the most promising growth area will be in the higher- priced models.
There will be more liquid-crystal-display watches sold,
also more calculator watches with t..cDs.
Microwave ovens, amarket that was once slipping into
the control of imports, has turned sharply in favor of
American- made ranges. Litton Microwave Cooking
Products, Minneapolis, Minn., estimates that 1,490,000
U.S.-made ranges were sold last year and expects that
another 2,075,000 will be moved this year. By 1978, the
company predicts, microwave ovens and ranges will
surpass conventional ranges in dollar sales.
Last year's star attraction, video games, will actually
just hit stride this year, with demand still exceeding
supply. Estimates of sales in 1976 are between two
million and three million units. Up to six million units
could be sold this year at a total value of $ 230 million.
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COMMUNICATIONS

All signals are `go'
After awhopping 24% increase in 1976, the communications sector should jump another 12% this year, reaching
$4.11 billion. The boom in citizens' band radio should
continue, despite the glitch caused by this month's
switchover to 40 channels. In fact, the industry expects
to sell some 12 million CB sets each year until 1981. The
land- mobile industry is growing at 10% to 15% a year
and is heading for a $ 1billion market by 1980.
The telephone industry, although marked by continual
regulatory uncertainty, is still growing at arate of 10% a
year. Looking beyond 1977, small earth stations that
capitalize on increasing satellite capacity have a bright
future. And, for the first time, there is aserious market
for fiber-optic communications systems ( see graph).

6INDUSTRIAL
COUNTRIES WITH
INNOVATION
6INDUSTRIAL
COUNTRIES
(U.S., CANADA,
U.K., W. GE R.,
JAPAN & FRANCE)

Record sales for CB
Even with last year's sales slump caused by the
Federal Communications Commission's announcement
of channel expansion, factory sales soared. They reached
a record high of $900 million, the Electronics survey
discloses. The FCC reports it received about five million
license applications last year. Figuring 21
/ sets per
2
application, the commission estimates more than 12
million new transceivers went on the air in 1976.
Amateur radio has benefited from the new interest in
personal communications and from the crowded conditions and undisciplined users on many cB channels. The
American Radio Relay League, the leading organization
of amateur radio operators, says its membership hovered
around 134,000 for years, but has been jumping an
average of 1,500 new members a month since last
January. If this increase continues, sales of ham gear,
now worth less than $ 20 million ayear, may take off.
The telephone industry has been marked by increasing
competition in recent years, and the American Telephone and Telegraph Company Inc. went all out last
year to keep its network to itself. The firm began
promoting the Consumer Communications Reform Bill,
which proposes elimination of nearly all competition,
putting all interconnected devices under jurisdiction of
state agencies ( which tend to favor Bell over rival
equipment suppliers), and assuring AT & T of the major
share of the potentially lucrative telecommunications
market. Because Congress is considering a complete
overhaul of the Communications Act of 1934, the " Bell
Bill," as its opponents call it, is likely to become
submerged in the legislative process.
Increasingly popular in private automatic branch
exchanges is equipment with management controls
through built-in features such as automatic least-cost
routing and toll accounting. Stored program control
worked for the PABX, and it appears that 1977 will see a
repeat story in key telephone systems ( the basic desk
phone with extra buttons for optional features.)
Non- Bell firms supplied 15% to 20% of the PABXS and
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Upward trend. If potential users push investment in fiber-optic
technology and if governments respond with favorable regulations,
the market for fiber-optic digital signalling equipment could reach
$3.6 billion by 1980 and climb to $6.1 billion by 1985

key telephone systems installed in 1976. Their market
share should increase in the next few years, but the
extent will depend on the outcome of the interconnect
jurisdiction issue, the fate of the Bell Bill, and the
pricing structure of competing systems from AT & T.
Most modem makers expect powerful competition
from AT & T this year, at least in the low-speed market.
They point to the recent Bell introduction of two
modems and a direct-connect teleprinter. The anticipated boost in capital spending this year should return
the overall modem growth rate to at least 20%, with 30%
for high-speed-equipment makers.
For the next two years, the chief market for satellite
earth terminals will be overseas. But U.S. sales should
jump when Satellite Business Systems and AT & T expand
their systems. SBS foresees a need for some 7,500 enduser earth stations by 1985. Reportedly it plans an
investment of more than $ 185 million for earth-station
components and spare parts.
Although developing slowly, the market for fiber-optic
communications systems promises to boom. But it
depends on how quickly the telephone, automobile, and
computer industries adopt fiber optics.
The telecommunications industry is the largest potential customer for optical-fiber cable. Since Western
Electric Co. is gearing up to meet much of that need,
independent suppliers can only hope to pick up between
10% and 40% of Bell's business.
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A capital year ahead
Jubilant over a16% increase in the U.S. market in 1976,
the industrial-electronics sector is greeting 1977 with
optimism. Grounds for its hopes are twofold— an
expected rise in capital goods expenditures and the
multifaceted appeal of microprocessor- based systems.
The few detectable notes of reservation reflect uncertainty over incentives under the Carter Administration
for capital goods spending, to which the industrialelectronics market is closely tied. Electronics projects that
$1.71 billion worth of industrial electronic equipment
will be bought for use in the U.S. this year, up 13% from
1976's $ 1.51 billion.
To spotlight three of the largest segments, numericalcontrol manufacturers anticipate amixed first quarter of
1977, following similar behavior in the previous quarter,
but look for normal growth throughout the rest of the
coming year, for a boost of 18% to a total market of
$76.8 million. Manufacturers of process-control computer systems, after agood 1976, expect U.S. customers to
buy even more vigorously in 1977, for a total of $ 239.7
million, and they look forward to continuing healthy
growth, as environmental standards get tougher to meet
and energy costs continue to rise. The use of pollutioncontrol and - monitoring equipment, too, should grow,
expanding consumption by about 7% to $ 190.2 million.
Equipment buys planned
In fact, the growing need to monitor and control
pollution accounted for 60% of the overall increase in all
plant and equipment expenditures in 1976—a significant
percentage, in view of the fact that pollution control does
not contribute directly to productivity. That percentage
will probably be repeated this year, when manufacturers
plan to raise capital spending in real terms about 8%,

according to a McGraw-Hill fall survey of 17 major
manufacturing industries. This increase represents the
industrial sector's attempt to catch up with the rest of
the economy, which has been expanding while expenditures for the production of durable equipment remained
essentially flat, in terms of constant dollars, for the last
five quarters.
For the coming year, every one of the 10 durablegoods manufacturers plans increases, led by the automobile industry's huge 61% raise in investment to $4.15
billion, aerospace's 18% increase to $ 1.38 billion, and the
steel industry's 18% growth. For 1978, increases are also
seen, but to alesser degree and not in all areas.
There's no stopping the microprocessor
The pressure to prevent waste, increase productivity,
and decrease energy consumption, all of which can be
aided by tighter process control, is promoting the growth
of microprocessor- based systems. Especially as device
prices spiral downward, the trend toward distributed
control will gain strength, and more and more plants will
have processes run by local microprocessor controls that
are tied to acentral console.
Aside from quickening the shift away from analog
controllers— although analog sales are expected to
expand slightly over the next five years— microprocessors are taking over in other less revolutionary ways.
They are helping in the phasing out of open- loop numerical controls for machine tools, product lines that both
Superior Electric Co. and Sperry are dropping. They are
invading computer numerical control, too, but at a
slower rate. Here, their slow displacement of hardwired
digital circuits is primarily due to the relatively small
shipment rate of CfslC systems as compared to, say,
computer peripherals: more time must elapse before the
number of units shipped amortizes design expenses. A
secondary factor discouraging rapid redesign is the relatively small cost of electronics in relation to the total
machine- tool price.
A more glowing future awaits the microprocessor and
computers generally in energy management. As utility
bills continue to rise, industrial users are turning to
computer control of energy to minimize demand charges
through selective load shedding. The installation of such
systems can yield 10% reductions in electricity bills, so
that they pay for themselves in a matter of 12 to 18
months. IBM, for one, goes so far as to guarantee such
savings, and Honeywell, Allen Bradley and others also
offer similar systems. It is therefore not surprising that
the power-demand control market will increase 13%.
Electric

billcutter. Computer-controlled

energy- management

systems to cut use by selective load shedding are growing fast.
Yielding reductions in power-demand charges of up to 10%, these
systems can amortize their $ 100,000-and-up price tags in 12 months.
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INSTRUMENTS

Measuring up to change
As new instrumentation lines are developed to test
products of increasing complexity and as the oldest
models are superseded by designs with greater capabilities, the market will gain 10.6%—l% more than last
year— to atotal of $ 1.84 million, according to Electronics' survey.
Microprocessors continue to proliferate in numbers
and applications, so the increase in sales of instruments
to support them will far exceed the industry average.
The market for automatic test equipment should outpace
the norm as equipment manufacturers increasingly shift
to automation to increase production and cut labor costs.
Instruments to test growing product lines such as citizens' band radios and other communications gear will
also increase their market share. In particular, sales of
frequency counters should boom ( see table), and new
products abound.
Unlike the fluctuations experienced in commercial
instrumentation sales, the medical electronics market
will continue to grow, even though the predicted increase
of 14% to a total of $ 1.44 billion is slower than the
historic 15% or more per year. The reason is the recently
instituted regulations of hospital spending by Federal
and state planning boards.
The pace will be set by tomographic X-ray and
ultrasonic scanners, each expected to increase sales by
31%. The values of computerized X-ray equipment will
be $ 230 million, and ultrasonic gear will go to $64
million.
Microprocessors generate macro growth
The fastest-growing instrumentation lines are logic
and microprocessor analyzers. The latter, designed specifically for troubleshooting circuits built around microprocessors, did not even exist as a class last year.
However, more than adozen firms will compete to fulfill
substantial demand in 1977. These instruments are
effective for troubleshooting in the field, as well as for
testing in the laboratory and on the production line.
Logic analyzers— both timing and state monitors—
are finding new markets and also competing for the
oscilloscope market. Thus far, these instruments have
been most useful in the laboratory for testing prototype
microprocessor systems, but some are being used in the
field to repair high-speed computers. Logic analyzers
have been used sparingly for production- line testing
because they are difficult to set up, and automatic test
systems can do that job more efficiently. However,
production- line use can be expected to increase as
designers devise better ways to program expected
responses.
Logic-state analyzers, which display the binary signal
on a line at the system's clock transition, are more
suitable for production-line checks than logic- timing
analyzers. State analysis compares actual readings and
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WORLDWIDE SALES OF FREQUENCY COUNTERS
(MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

Low cost
Single function
Universal
Bench
System
Microwave
Dedicated
Plug-in
TOTAL

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

Compound
Annual
Growth Rate
1975-1980

S 9

Sil

S13

S14

S15

S18

14.9%

10

11

12

13

14

15

8.5%

46

50

56

60

63

70

(23) ( 26)

(27)
(29)

(29)
(31)

(30)
(33)

(32)
(38)

25
(16)

29
(19)

33

35

36

40

(23)

(25)

(27)

(31)

(9)

(10)

(10)

(10)

(9)

(9)

S101

S114

S122

S128

S143

(23) ( 24)

S90

SOURCE

8.8%
(6.8%)
(10.6%)
9.9%
(14.1%)
(
-0-1 '
!
9.7%

I
1

PRIME DATA

expected results, lending itself to automation since this
task can be handled by a computer, calculator, or
microprocessor. But the logic-timing analyzer provides
more information than is necessary in the factory, and its
results can be difficult to interpret.
Oscilloscope functions change
Ironically, the need for oscilloscopes to display
analyzer outputs will stimulate the demand for them,
even as the scopes begin to be impacted by the gradual
shift to logic analyzers for testing digital circuits. Total
oscilloscope sales this year should increase to
$287.5 million- 11% higher than in 1976.
Low prices, together with expanded functions brought
about by large-scale integration, are building new
markets for frequency meters. Most of these units are
limited to relatively low frequencies and measure only a
single parameter. However, as prices drop below $ 150,
these counters will be increasingly used for such tasks as
testing citizens' band radios.
Complex universal counters account for the largest
segment of the $ 50 million counter market. Singlefunction versions are being gradually replaced by
universal types, which take advantage of microprocessors
and large-scale integration in general to add functions
with increasing prices.
The market for signal sources will grow, even as
designers increase the overlap in capabilities of synthesizers, function generators, and oscillators. The capabilities of synthesizers, in particular, are increasing faster
than those of other signal sources.
Synthesizers have become competitive with simpler
oscillators and signal generators. The continued decline
in synthesizer prices will erode sales of both test oscillators and, where programability is required, signal generators, too.
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SEMICONDUCTORS_

Outlook sunny and no showers
Semiconductors danced their way back into the sun in
1976, thankfully quitting the long dark tunnel of 1975,
and their dancing days are sure to last at least through
another year.
After a bookings lull that sent shivers through semiconductor company boardrooms last summer, U. S.
consumption resumed its earlier upward climb, as heavy
year-end orders began rolling in. Purchases reached an
historic $ 2.63 billion, an increase of 29% over 1975.
Barring a general turndown in the economy, they will
remain strong through 1977, albeit at a lower rate,
climbing to $ 3.2 billion or about 22% above last year.
Integrated circuits, which earned over $ 1.5 billion or
about 56% of the total U. S. semiconductor market,
continue to dominate new markets, at the expense of
discretes. In large-scale integration alone— memory,
microprocessor families, dedicated consumer and industrial control chips— consumption almost doubled last
year, accounting for about one third of ic usage. Moreover, hardwired digital logic ( transistor- transistor logic,
Schottky, emitter-coupled logic, and complementarymetal-oxide-semiconductor) as well as linear products
and hybrid ics enjoyed a strong comeback from their
poor performance in 1975, almost matching the pace of
the Lsi sector.
The best performers in the lc market continue to be
memory products, most notably the 4,096- bit randomaccess memories that now dominate computer mainframe and peripheral designs. Their popularity shows no
sign of waning, with 35 million units expected to sell for
an average of $4.25 each to make a total domestic
market this year of around $ 150 million. What is
changing is the product mix: the 22- pin packages are
retreating before the higher-speed 16- pin types.
MICROPROCESSOR APPLICATIONS
1977

4 AND 8BIT
CONTROLLER

GENERAL-PURPOSE
8- BIT MARKET

(42% OF TOTAL)

(44% OF TOTAL)

INDUSTRIAL
40%

COMMERICAL

MIL.AVCO
CONSUMER
20%
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35
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Microprocessors make big waves
The microprocessor is expanding in every direction,
whether as a $ 5single-chip controller or in a $ 5,000 dataprocessing system using 400 LSI packages. In the process,
it is stamping on the growth potential of hardwired logic.
A short-term exception is Schottky transistor-transistor
logic, which will last in high-performance systems until
ousted by Schottky Lsi 4- bit processor slices.
Buys of microprocessor and microprocessor- related
chips, including on-chip memory but excluding standard
memory, almost doubled last year, going from $ 71
million to $ 108 million. They may reach $ 200 million
this year. When standard ROMS and RAMS are added in,
microprocessor systems will account for over $ 300
million worth of digital ' Cs this year.
The chart on this page analyses the 1977 market in
terms of the two principal processor types. The low cost
and small component count of controllers make them
most suitable for consumer products and also as replacement for electromechanical timers in industrial equipment, while the byte-oriented families will find heaviest
service in industrial processors and smart terminals.
Linears are lively

COMPUTER
INDUSTRIAL

COMPUTER
COMMERICAL

This year, the big 16,384- bit chips will enter volume
production. Manufacturers shipped a mere 50,000 of
them in 1976 (about $ 2 million worth shared by Intel,
Mostek and TI). But between 2 million and 5 million
units are expected to reach U.S. customers in 1977, who
will pay $ 25 million to $40 million for them, and twice
that many units will move in 1978. Average selling price
will range from about $ 25 in the beginning of this year
to below $ 10 by 1978, when the industry should achieve
an annual output of 10 million units.
As for read-only memories, a third of the units sold
were fieldprogramable ROMS, types that are popular in
small microprocessor- based systems. The big surprise,
though, is the ultraviolet-erasable PROM. Demand for it
is booming, especially the 8- bit 2708- type, because it is
large enough to accommodate most sizes of program.
This market, at the moment being supplied almost
entirely by Intel Corp., exceeded $ 30 million last year,
and should exceed $40 million by the end of 1977.

In linear la, data-acquisition products are growing
the fastest. This year, consumption should rise from
$25.6 million to $ 33.5 million, again of approximately
31%. Hybrid and modular data-acquisition products
should also do well, to the tune of $ 60.5 million, up 21%
from $ 50 million.
The big growth area in discrete semiconductors is
power transistors, which should reach $ 234.4 million this
year, up around 25% from last year's $ 187.5 million
market. The surge is mainly in switching transistors for
switching- regulated power supplies.
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COMPONENTS_

Back on the growth track
Having fought their way out of a market abyss,
components should get firmly back on the path of real
growth this year. In fact, consumption in 1977 could hit
$5,307.6 million, agrowth of 7.5% over 1976 and nearly
a6% rise over the best year ever, 1974.
Setting the pace for a successful New Year was the
brisk business activity of the last quarter of 1976. The
market grew 11% to $4,935.3 million, making it avery
good year compared to the grim 1975, if not quite as
good as expected.
Two small clouds ahead for this year are the possibilities of somewhat extended delivery times and shortages
of high-demand products before the year is out. The
problem started when the consumer market softened
around midyear and almost came to a standstill during
the third to fourth quarters, accounting for the poorerthan- projected showing of 1976. Because of this slowdown, many components manufacturers cancelled their
plans for capital expansion.
Dollar figures for 1976 are high, but that is deceptive.
Prices for many components, particularly those using
precious metals, are up. As the table shows, although
$440.8 million worth of resistors were used in the U.S. in
1976, again of nearly 15% over 1975, units growth was
barely over 9%. In 1977, the situation should worsen.
Despite a 7% increase to $473.2 million, the number of
units should rise by merely 1%.
Capacitors are suffering similarly. Total dollars paid
for those used in the U.S. increased by slightly over 13%

U.S. SELECTED COMPONENT MARKET GROWTH
Components market segment
U.S. market
resistors

capacitors

dollars growth

1975

1976

1977

S384.8

S440.8

S473.2

-

average price

S0.062

units growth

-

U.S. market

S523.4

14.5%

7.3%

S0.065

$0.069

9.3%

1.1%

S593.4

S621.6

13.4%

dollars growth
average price

$0.112

S0.137

-0.8%

-2.1%

S432.4

S475.2

units growth
U.S. market
relays

dollars growth
average price

S389.3
$5.587

11.1%

10%

$5.798

$5.995

7.0%

6.3%

units growth
SOURCE

4.7%

S0.128

GNOSTIC CONCEPTS. INC

MENLO PARK. CALIF.

to $ 593.4 million in 1976, but total units declined by
around 1%. For 1977, capacitor consumption should be
$621.6 million, a growth of close to 5% over 1976, yet
the number of units should be down again- by 2%.
The picture does not change for relays. The past year
saw an 11% increase in relay consumption to $432.4
million, but that figure bought only 7% more units than
in 1975. For 1977, units consumption should be up by
slightly more than 6% over the 1976 level, while
consumption dollars should rise to $475.2 million, again
of about 10% over 1976.

FEDERAL

Marking time
Unless the incoming Carter Administration significantly
rearranges the budget priorities of the outgoing Ford
Administration- an unlikely prospect in the short
term- there will be little substantial change in the
Federal outlays for electronics in 1977. The $ 16.6 billion
presently projected reflects a6.25% gain on the year just
ended, but the increase will barely offset inflation.
As usual, nearly 90% of Federal spending on electronics will be absorbed by the military markets. Of that
almost $ 15 billion, procurement will account for just
under half. A 12% increase in military research and
development funds will boost that category to nearly
$5 billion, provided both the new White House team and
the 95th Congress accept what the Pentagon insists are
critical requirements. An 8% gain in outlays for ships
and conversions begins the effort to strengthen the U.S.
Navy's fleet between now and 1980 in order to counter
growing Soviet naval activity. But this program, too, is
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beset with problems, notably ship cost overruns.
As for nonmilitary spending, transportation in the
coming year is pegged at $405 million, an inflationoffsetting gain of no more than 6.6%. Much of that
increase will come in Federal Aviation Administration
development programs for air-traffic control and for
warning systems monitoring such dangers as groundlevel wind shear around major airports. FAA procurement, on the other hand, will remain essentially flat.
The Government markets for health-care and education electronics are expected to stay more or less put at
$387 million. More than 72% of that figure -$ 280
million plus- will go on health-care electr)nics. The
Solar and Laser- fusion Research effort, spow,)red by the
Energy Research and Development Administration,
continues to hold out hope for the development of new
power-generating systems with extensive new monitoring
systems. In 1977 ERDA will be allotted $ 73 million.
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U.S. MARKETS
FORECAST 1977
Market estimates represent industry-widè consumption (at the factory level) of goods shipped by
U.S. and foreign manufacturers for the U.S.
market. Some product categories have been
added, deleted, or redefined. Therefore, these
totals are not directly comparable to those of
previous years.

(mitions of dollars)

1975

1976

1977

1980

14,406
12,860
6.166
1.101
1.735
2,147
370
813
3.943
2.751
784
372
227
85
60
365
110
255
25

15,659
14,049
6.783
1.185
1.810
2.265
403
1.120
4,416
2.850
795
380
235
89
56
375
105
270
60

16,638
14,963
7.051
1.205
1.890
2,310
436
1.210
4.945
2.967
810
405
240
100
65
387
107
280
73

19,250
17,373
8.608
1.463
2.294
2.820
567
1.464
5.538
3.227
850
520
295
115
110
415
120
295
92

1975

1976

1977

1980

SEMICONDUCTORS. TOTAL
Discrete Semiconductors
Diodes
Signal
Rectifier. total
Arrays
Zener. total
Voltage regulator
Reference
Special purpose. total
Microwave. total
Varactor ( less than 1GHz)
Tunnel
Transistors, total
Bipolar. total
Small signal ( less than 1W)
Power ( 1W or more)
Duals and arrays
RI and microwave
Field effect. total
Junction. total
MOS. total
Thynstors. total
Protection devices. includinç vanstors

2,037.0
675.8
207 4
29.2
90 5
15.6
38.7
29 9
88
334
24 2
72
2.0
373.0
331 1
106 7
161.6
193
43.5
41 9
31.7
102
76.8
186

2,628.3
790.1
240 5
35 0
105 0
187
45.0
35.0
100
36 8
26 6
85
17
438 5
388 5
128 0
187 5
23 0
50 0
50 0
38 0
120
89 1
22 0

3,218.8
906.5
277 1
38 5
126 0
19.6
53 1
40 9
122
39 9
29 3
90
16
504 5
448.0
130 6
234 4
25 0
580
56 5
42 7
138
99 8
251

4,687
1,029
316
40
150
20
60
45
15
46
35
10
1
575
505
120
300
20
65
70
50
20
110
28

Integrated circuits, total
Standard logic families. total
OIL
TEL
Schottky TTL. total

1,086.2
422 1
368
260 0
335

1,512.7
581 0
351
349 0
60 0

1,927.3
728 2
33 7
410
90 5

3,106
922
29
435
165

FEDERAL ELECTRONICS, TOTAL
Defense, total
Procurement, total
Communications and intelligence
Aircraft, related çround equipment
Missiles and space systems
Mobile and ordnance
Ship and conversions
Research. development, test and ençoneenng
Operations and maintenance
NASA, total
Transportation, total
FAA procurement
FAA research and development
HOway and transit systems
Smith, Education, and Welfare, total
Education systems
Health-care electronics
Energy RD Administration, total

(millions of dollars)
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COMPONENTS
(millions of dollars)

1975

1976

4,442.7
523.4
596
736
195.3
86.0
109 3
22.0
46
131 0
131
132
11.0

4,935.3
593.4
66.0
850
222.5
107.5
115.0
23.0
49
144 6
16.0
20.0
11.4

5,307.6
621.6
68.0
90.5
232.0
110.0
122.0
26.2
5.0
150.0
16.0
22.0
11.9

5,975
786
75
109
305
140
165
25
4
200
19
36
13

Connectors, total
Coaxial. total
Standard size
Miniature
Cylindrical. total
Standard
Miniature
Subminiature
Rack and panel
Fused
Printed-circuit
Card-insertion
Two-piece, metal- to-metal
Special-purpose
Device sockets and socket panels

525.2
60.0
450
150
140.6
35.3
65.3
400
117 5
145
88.2
54.6
33.6
668
376

598.1
67.5
47.0
20.5
148.6
35.8
65.5
47.3
137 2
150
111.1
72.3
38.8
754
43.3

655.9
71.0
495
215
156.3
35.0
68.0
53.3
152.3
160
127.3
83.0
44.3
79.0
54.0

793
82
60
22
181
31
80
70
199
18
137
78
59
97
79

Electron tubes, total
Receiving
Power and special-purpose. total
HO-vacuum
Gas and vapor
Klystrons
Magnetrons
TWTs, including backward-wave
LOt-sensing
Image- sensing, including TV camera
and image-intensifier
Storage
Cathode-ray. except TV
Other
TV picture. black-and- white
TV picture. color

992.4
155.0
341 4
63.3
16.6
38.0
41.0
83.5
12.5

1,045.6
135 0
348.6
61.6
15.6
39.0
425
895
13.3

1,113.4
125.0
364.4
60.5
15.5
37.0
460
103.0
14 I

33.0
15.5
29.0
90
36.0
460.0

34.0
15.6
290
8.5
32.0
5300

34.5
15.5
295
88
29.0
595.0

36
15
32
7
18
635

Filters, networks, and crystals, total
Passive electric- wave filters
Crystal filters
RH and EMI filters
Active filters
networks

182.3
385
316
400
39
81

197.5
39 2
346
420
50
100

201.0
398
343
430
64
11 0

217
42
40
46
12
14

35.0
25.0
33.8
103.1
108.2
38.5
35.6
166
13.0
3.0
3.0
29
25
04
16 7
150
210
17.0
449.9
283.5
185.7
320
153 5
0.2
97 8
42 5
48.3
70

430
475
510
1430
1882
639
589
228
250
76
35
50
40
10
320
305
393
225
5527
351 4
223 3
168
202 5
40
128 1
500
675
106

60
105
68
225
438
166
150
26
70
50
4
16
8
8
80
79
80
33
978
653 0
339
10
318
11
214 0
100 0
930
21 0

COMPONENTS, TOTAL
Capacitors, total
Paper
Film
Electrolytic
Aluminum
Tantalum
Mica
Glass and vitreous enamel
Ceramic, except chips
Variable
Chip
Other

Standard
Low power
ECL
C-MOS
Microprocessor families, total
CPUs. total
MOS. total
4-bit
8- bit
16- bit
1-chip controllers
Bipolar. total
Bit slice
Full CPU
ROMs
RAMs
1
,0 interface chips
Peripheral chips
Memories. total
Random access. total
Dynamic total
pMUS
n-MOS. total
Bipolar
Static. total
Bipolar
nMUS
CMUS

270
65
318
600
709
249
23 1
137
58
16
20
18
18
145
80
100
135
337 4
201 1
133 6
49 6
84 0
0
675
38.5
250
40

1977

1980

1,093
70
370
56
12
33
51
112
16
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(millions of dollars)
Delay lines
Quartz crystals. mounts, and ovens
Magnetic, total
Computer memory cores
Transformers, chokes. except TV
Laminated
Toroidal

1975
120
48 2

1976
11 5
55 2

1977

1980

10 2
56.3

7
56

330.5
30.0
228.5
147.8
49.7

344.0
28.0
242.5
156.7
52.6

356.9
27.5
256.4
165.4
55.8

383
18
293
187
65

Pulse transformers
TV components
RF coils

31.0
54.0
18.0

33.2
56.5
17.0

35.2
57.0
16.0

41
58
14

Microwave hardware, total
Mixers
Detectors
Passive components, total
Waveguide
Coaxial and stnpline
Switches. total
Waveguide
Coaxial and stnpline
Ferrite devices, total
Isolators
Circulators
VIG devices
Power limiters

76.5
10.1
3.3
30.5
8.0
22.5
8.4
2.6
5.8
20.5
6.1
10.3
4.1
3.7

81.7
11.0
4.3
31.5
8.5
23.0
9.1
2.9
6.2
21.6
6.6
10.5
4.5
4.2

83.7
11.0
4.5
32.5
8.5
24.0
9.1
2.8
6.3
22.1
6.6
11.0
4.5
4.5

105
13
7
39
11
28
12
4
8
28
8
14
6
6

Printed circuits, total
Singe-layer
Two-layer
Multilayer
Flexible

292.4
34.1
168.0
71.2
19.1

341.0
49.5
178.0
89.0
24.5

378.0
52.0
190.0
105.0
31.0

441
59
205
125
52

Readout devices, total
Discrete, total
Gas-discharge
Incandescent
Fluorescent
Light-emitting-diode
Multidgt. total
Gas-discharge
Incandescent
Fluorescent
Electroluminescent
Light-emitting-diode
Liquid-crystal

107.1
39.8
3.0
12.3
1.5
23.0
67.3
24.0
2.0
2.0
3.0
26.0
4.3

135.0
50.5
2.8
18.0
1.7
28.0
84.5
27.5
2.5
2.5
3.5
35.0
6.5

162.2
62.7
2.5
20.2
2.0
38.0
99.5
28.5
3.0
3.0
40
40.0
13.0

198
57
2
22
3
30
141
37
4
5
5
50
27

Plasma panel

6.0

7.0

8.0

13

Relays, total
General-purpose
Telephone- type
Crystal-can

389.3
80.3
21.0
32.0

432.4
87.5
24.5
38.0

475.2
96.5
26.3
42.0

551
115
34
46

Read-only, total
Mask type, total
Bipolar
MOS
Programabie type. total
Alterable type. total
Ultraviolet
Electrical (EAROM)
CCDs
Shift regsters
Linear (Cs, total
Analog switches
Operational Amplifiers
Comparators
Voltage regulators
Timers
Data acquisition. total
D-aconverters
A-dconverters
Multiplexers
Sample-and-holds
Interface, total
Communications. total
Entertainment. total
Consumer-product 1Cs, total
Calculator chips. total
Watch chips
Games chips
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101.8
41.2

128.1
44.8

158.8
53.7

257.0
79.0

31.7
9.5

34.3
10.5

41.7
12.0

630
16.0

32.1
28.5
25.0
3.5
30

44.3
39.0
32.0
7.0
4.0

53.6
51.5
41.5
100
9.5

790
100.0
650
35.0
400

31.5
219.3

34.3
302.3

330
355 5

28.0
625

9.1
49.0
7.2
27.1
16.6
15.9
8.2
4.1
1.8
1.8
36.9
18.6
38.9
36.5
3.7
9.7
7.9

12.2
67.7
9.7
35.2
22.1
25.6
11.3
7.3
3.5
3.5
49.8
25.5
54.5
71.3
1.5
26.3
27.5

13.4
25
77.8
100
11.3
25
40.5
75
24.8
50
33.5
75
15.0
30
9.7
25
4.4
10
4.4
10
59.8
110
30.1
45
64.3
120
102.7
143
0.7 --47.3
64
34.7
45

( millions of dollars)

1975

1976

1977

1980

HO-sensitivity
Rf
Reed
Stepping and impulse
Time-delay
Solid-state
Other

20.0
70.0
20.3
6.5
17.8
12.3
109.1

22.6
75.0
29.8
5.5
19.0
15.0
115.5

25.1
83.0
33.5
5.0
22.9
19.0
121.9

33
85
42
3
28
26
139

Resistors, total
Fixed, total
Composition
Deposited carbon
Metal film
Wirewound
Variable, total
Potentiometers. wirewound
Potentiometers, non-wirewound
Trimmers. wirewound
Trimmers, non-wirewound
Other
Thermistors
Resistive networks, total
Thin-film
Thick-film
Other

384.8
163.9
47.8
15.8
50.0
50.3
138.9
24.6
58.3
19.0
37.0
20.0
25.0
37.0
3.2
30.8
3.0

440.8
189.6
55.8
23.8
59.7
50.3
157.4
26.0
68.4
19.6
43.4
21.2
27.0
45.6
3.5
39.0
3.1

473.2
197.2
54.0
25.7
67.0
50.5
167.7
25.4
75.5
20.3
46.5
22.4
30.0
55.9
3.6
48.6
3.7

526
198
46
30
72
50
179
26
84
17
52
26
40
83
8
70
5

Switches, total
Small-movement snap-action
Lighted
Push-button
1.09;de
Side

240.5
53.0
47.0
20.0
14.0
13.0

267.7
55.0
48.5
24.0
16.0
15.0

300.0
57.0
60.7
26.0
17.0
17.5

342
61
78
30
20
20

Rotary
Coaxial
Thumbwheel
Keyboard, sincje-key
Keyboard. assemblies
Sold-state. including Hall-effect

31.0
10.5
13.5
6.0
27.5
5.0

33.2
10.5
17.0
6.0
36.0
6.5

34.8
10.0
19.0
7.0
43.0
8.0

Transducers, total
Pressure
Temperature
Motion, linear
Torque
Other

94.3
32.0
8.0
21.5
19.0
13.8

102.1
38.5
9.0
20.6
19.5
14.5

109.5
42.0
10.0
21.5
20.0
16.0

129
50
13
24
22
20

304.0
45.0
100.0
70.0
54.0
35.0

356.0
54.0
120.0
85.0
62.0
35.0

377.0
60.0
129.0
92.0
61.0
35.0

411
74
130
100
67
40

15 2

160

200

35

Wire & cable, total
Coaxial cable
Flat cable
Hook-up wire
Multiconductor. shielded
Multeconductor. unshielded

Other, including cameras. ! oys, organs

37
8
21
10
44
13

Optoelectronic devices, total
Photovoltaic ( solar) cells
Photoconductive cells
Light-emitting diodes

76.0
6.8
3.3
23.5

87.3
8.0
4.2
26.0

103.9
8.5
6.0
30.0

149
10
8
45

Photodiodes, including arrays
Phototransistors. including arrays

5.5
12.0

5.2
13.0

5.0
13.9

8
17

Couplers
Silicon
targets
and isolators

52
19.5
5.4
24.5
6.4
33.5
7.0
9

Muiticomponent and hybrid, total
Operational amplifiers
Instrumentation amplifiers
Isolation amplifiers
Data acquisition devices. total
D-aconverters
A-dconverters
Multiplexers
Sample-and-holds
Other
Functional circuits
Signal sources, incl. oscillators
Modular voltage/current sources
Miscellaneous custom functions
Other

199.0
152
42
1.4
41.4
17.3
16.0
3.7
2.9
1.5
8.0
0.8
12.0
1070
9.0

238.2
18.3
5.0
2.0
50.0
20.8
19.2
4.5
3.5
2.0
10.0
1.0
15.0
126.9
10.0

281.1
21 0
5.7
2.5
60.5
24.5
23.8
5.2
4.0
3.0
11.0
1.0
17.7
149.9
11.8

403
25
8
6
85
30
35
7
8
5
13
1
25
225
15
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of aoIIor
INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL, TOTAL
Test, measuring, and analytical
instruments, total
Non-microwave equipment, total
Spectrum analyzers
Frequency synthesizers
Function generators
Signal generators
Sweep generators
Pulse generators
Oscillators
Waveform analyzers, distortion meters
Counters, time and frequency
Panel meters. total
Analog
Diçotal
Noise measuring
Temperature measuring
Analog voltmeters, ammeters. multimeters
Digtal multimeters. total
31
/ digit and below
2
41
/ digit and above
2
Power meters
Calibrators and standards, active and passive
Oscilloscopes. total
Non-plug-in
Plug-in main frame only
Accessories and plug-ins
Recording instruments. total
Magnetic-tape
Strip chart
XY
Automatic test, total
IC testers
Component testers
Pc-board testers. total
Bare board
Digital
Analog
Manual test. total
IC testers
Component testers
Logic analyzers
Logic probes
Amplifiers. total
Lab type
Signal conditioners
Phase- measuring
Microwave equipment, total
Phase-measuring
Impedance-measuring, total
Slotted lines
Network analyzers
Vector voltmeters
Brick/es
Time-domain reflectometry
Power-measuring
Computerized automatic measuring
Spectrum analyzers
Wavemeters
Frequency counters
Noise-measuring
Signal generators
Sweep generators
Modulators
Field-intensity meters and test receivers
Antenna-pattern measuring
Oscillators
Analytical instruments, total
Chromatographs, total
Gas
Liquid
Spectrophotometers. total
Infrared
Ultraviolet-visible
Atomic absorption
Mass spectrometers
Nuclear magnetic-resonance spectrometers
Electron microscopes
pH meters and ion-selective electrodes
Spectrofluometers
Spectropolanmeters
Thermal analyzers. total
Differential
Thermogravimetric
Differential-scanning calorimetric
X-ray analysis
Other

1975
24.045.8
1,522.0
1,035.6
44.3
27.0
13.0
32.0
9.4
13.0
12.5
36.5
45.6
87.2
70.0
17.2
3.5
14.0
16.3
63.2
23.4
39.8
9.0
11.5
229.5
132.0
62.5
35.0
158.0
67.5
69.0
21.5
127.0
65.0
10.5
51.5
7.5
27.0
17.0
26.8
6.0
12.5
7.3
1.0
50.5
9.8
40.7
5.8
120.4
13.0
11.6
0.5
8.0
1.5
0.4
1.2
6.9
8.2
18.0
0.7
13.0
2.5
12.5
20.0
1.0
4.5
4.5
4.0
366.0
58.0
40.0
18.0
82.6
19.0
37.6
26.0
27.0
20.0
19.0
24.7
12.0
1.9
8.8
4.1
1.5
3.2
39.0
73.0

1976
27.433.3
1,667.9
1.143.8
49 6
30.2
17.5
33.0
10.2
13.5
12.6
39.5
48.4
94.4
75.0
19.4
3.9
15.5
16.3
66.0
26.0
40.0
9.9
13.0
257.9
150.0
68.8
39.1
169.4
72.5
72.3
24.6
142.0
73.0
11.0
58.0
9.0
30.0
19.0
31.9
7.2
13.0
10.5
1.2
62.6
11.0
51.6
6.5
131.5
14.0
13.0
0.6
9.0
1.6
0.5
1.3
7.4
9.0
18.0
0.8
14.0
2.8
14.0
22.0
1.2
5.5
4.8
5.0
392.6
64.0
44.0
20.0
87.0
21.0
39.0
27.0
29.5
22.0
20.5
26.7
13.0
2.0
9.5
4.5
1.5
3.5
41.0
77.4

19 77
31.166.1
1,844.4
1.274.5
564
34 3
195
35.0
11.5
14.0
12.5
41.3
50.8
104.0
82.0
22.0
4.3
18.5
15.3
72.4
29.8
42.6
10.8
14.3
287.5
170.0
74.9
42.6
195.0
88.0
80.0
27.0
158.5
78.5
9.5
70.5
10.5
35.0
25.0
39.9
8.6
14.0
16.0
1.3
71.4
12.1
59.3
7.3
147.2
15.3
16.4
0.6
11.5
1.8
1.0
1.5
8.1
10.5
20.0
0.8
16.0
3.0
15.0
24.5
1.2
5.5
4.9
6.0
422.7
70.5
47.5
23.0
94.0
23.0
43.0
28.0
32.0
24.0
22.5
28.0
14.0
2.0
10.5
4.9
1.7
3.9
44.0
81.2

1990
42,294
2,253
1,571
75
42
24
42
14
19
12
48
59
135
105
30
6
23
15
81
36
45
14
17
384
235
95
54
216
92
90
34
181
85
6
90
14
43
33
59
13
17
27
2
95
15
80
10
186
20
20
1
13
2
2
2
10
15
25
I
20
4
18
32
1
7
5
8
496
84
50
34
108
26
50
32
38
26
25
35
16
2
13
6
2
5
56
93

1975

(millions of dollars)
Data processing systems, peripherals,
and Ace equipment, total
System shipments. total
Portable Computers
Small (less than $ 100.000)
Medium (up to $ 1million)
Large (greater than $ 1million)
Micros and minis. total
OEM microcomputers
OEM minicomputers
Memory systems, total
Add-on systems
Core
Semiconductor
OEM systems
Data storage devices. total
Rigid disk drives
Flexible disk drives
Magnetic drums
Reel-type magnetic tape drives
Cassette/cartridge magnetic tape drives
Input/output peripherals. total
Card read/punch
Line printers
Serial printers
Non-impact printers
Computer output microfilm
Optical character readers
Magnetic ink character readers
Electromechanical plotters
Paper tape devices
Key entry. total
Key punch/verify
Key-to-tape
Key to disk
Keyboard-to-cassette/cartridge
Data terminals, total
Keyboard printers
CRT
Intelligent
Interactive graphic
Audio-response
Remote-batch
Source data-collection equipment, total
Point-of-sale systems, total
Electronic cash registers/terminals
Credit-authorization terminals
Electrenic scales
Banking systems. total
Automated terminals, cash dispensers
Teller terminals
Industrial systems, total
Ticketing and stock quote
Other specialized terminal
Office equipment, total
Desk-top calculators. total
Programmable
Non-programmable
Word-processing
Dictation
Copying
Facsimile
Electronic typesetting
Accounting/bookkeeping
Printing/duplication
Automotive electronics, total
Voltage regulators
Emission-control systems
Electronic ignition systems
Fuel-injection systems
Safety systems. total
Anti-skid controls (truck and car)
irbag sensors and controls
Seat-belt interlocks
Radar collision-avoidance systems
Spark advance systems
Automatic test systems

1976

16,342.7 18,330.6
5,530.0
5.950.0
80.0
100.0
1,650
1.850.0
1,500.0
1,800.0
2,300.0
2,200.0
345.0
546.7
35.0
112.7
310.0
434.0
380.7
402.5
270.0
265.0
145.0
115.0
125.0
150.0
110.7
137.5
1,805.0
2,029.0
1,175.0
1,436.0
25.0
38.0
70.0
65.0
500.0
450.0
35.0
40.0
1.663.0
1.914.4
240.0
238.0
815.0
937.0
250.0
325.0
85.0
97.8
125.0
160.0
48.0
57.6
38.0
35.0
35.0
36.0
27.0
28.0
301.0
233.0
110.0
90.0
5.0
3.0
108.0
60.0
78.0
80.0
913.0
1,033.5
111.0
105.0
162.0
190.0
290.0
377.0
70.0
72.0
10.0
9.5
270.0
280.0
834.0
1,226.5
429.0
512.0
380.0
450.0
32.0
42.0
17.0
20.0
70.0
85.0
35.0
45.0
35.0
40.0
75.0
79.5
200.0
450.0
60.0
100.0
4.571
4.995
540.0
570.0
180.0
195.0
360.0
375.0
500.0
550.0
156.0
185.0
1,500.0
1,600.0
90.0
98.0
185.0
192.0
1,000.0
1,100.0
600 0
700.0
294.0
40.0
40.0
5.0
60.0
46.0
33.0
6.0
5.0
2.0
3.0
100.0

363.5
30.0
54.4
11.0
81.6
50.0
40.0
4.0
3.0
3.0
6.5
130.0

1977

1980

20,914.5 28,534
6,748.0
9.04!
138.0
291
2,109.0
3,501
2.191.0
2.531
2,310.0
2.721
900.0
1,791
336.0
901
564.0
891
454.8
611
283.0
371
108.0
9!
175.0
27!
171.8
241
2.050.0
2.671
1,490.0
2,09!
55.0
7!
60.0
5!
400.0
401
45.0
4!
2.185.2
2,991
225.0
244
1.077.8
1,561
400.0
451
112.0
16:
204.8
371
69.1
Ill
30.0
21
37.0
41
29.5
31
199.0
14'
70.0
2!
2.0
42.0
21'
85.0
101
1.199.0
1.89'
96.0
31
224.0
34
490.0
93
90.0
131
9.0
290.0
451
1,572.0
2,581
643.2
1,12'
567.0
99:
51.2
8!
25.0
51
104.5
211
60.8
11!
43.7
9'
84.3
9'
600.0
951
140.0
20
5,606.8
6,79
589.2
66,
210.6
27.
378.6
391
800.0
1,101
217.0
28'
1,744.0
2,001
105.0
121
201.6
22
1,200.0
1,501
750.0
90
440.3
25.0
73.9
13.0
110.9
69.5
58.8
5.0
1.5
4.2
10.0
138.0
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84
11
181
1
20'
23
14,
81

21
181

(millions of dollars)

1975

1976

1977

1980

Communications equipment, total
2,973.3
Radio, total
1.297.0
Aviation mobile, including ground support
57.0
Marine mobile ( ship and shore stations)
40.0
Land mobile ( mobile and base stations)
610.0
Microwave relay, including cable systems
25.0
Satellite earth stations
50.0
Amateur
15.0
Citizens' band
500.0
Navigation systems
148.0
Station. total
172.3
A-m and fm
46.0
TV. excluding CAN
126.3
Telemetry ( industrial only)
28.0
Switching systems (central office and PABX)
280.0
Voice terminals (autochalers, autorecorders, etc.)
8.6
Pagng systems
33.0
Intercoms
138.0
Laser communications systems
8.8
Nonbroadcast TV. total
115.6
CAN. total
73.8
Studio and head-end
6.3
Distribution
24.0
Transmission lines and fittings
27.5
Converters
16.0
CCTV. total
41.8
Cameras
26.7
Monitors
7.2
Auxiliary
7.9
Video recording units ( nonconsumer)
20.0
Data communications. total
724.0
Modems
105.0
Remote concentrators
125.0
Message-switching systems
152.0
Front-end processors
282.0
Multiplexers
60.0

3,684.8
1.780.4
63.0
44.0
671.0
31.0
55.0
16.4
900.0
152.0
176.4
48.8
127.6
31.6
315.0
12.4
40.0
142.0
9.7
128.3
82.7
8.4
27.7
25.0
21.6
45.6
30.0
7.3
8.3
21.2
875.8
150.0
163.8
183.9
307.3
70.8

4,111.0
1.977.4
69.3
48.4
738.0
39.0
64.9
17.8
1.000.0
157.2
180.7
51.7
129.0
35.7
370.0
17.2
43.4
146.3
10.8
138.5
89.5
8.6
29.3
25.3
26.3
49.0
33.0
7.5
8.5
22.4
1011.4
181.5
203.1
217.0
331.9
77.9

5,401
2.621
80
63
1.010
45
100
23
1.300
177
185
53
132
49
460
38
54
159
14
173
114
10
35
26
43
59
39
10
10
27
1.444
295
308
332
408
101

Industrial electronic equipment, total
Motor controls (speed. torque).
Numerical controls. total
Hard-wired
Direct
Computenzed
Inspection systems. total
Ultrasonic
X-ray
Infrared
Ultraviolet
Thickness gages and controls, total
Photoelectric
Radiation-based
Factory data-acquisition systems, total
Continuous process
Discrete process
Process controllers
Process recorders and indicators
Sequence controllers. total
Programable
Hard-wired
Ultrasonic cleaning
Pollution monitoring. total
Air
Water
Induction and dielectric heating and sealing
Welding controls
Process-control computer systems. total
Digtal
Analog
Power-demand control

1,291.6
110.0
57.7
40.0
1.4
16.3
33.5
11.0
18.0
3.3
1.2
71.3
52.3
19.0
300.0
100.0
200.0
51.3
47.7
44.7
29.5
15.2
8.5
166.0
94.0
72.0
29.5
15.3
181.1
139.5
41.6
175.0

1,508.4
118.8
65.0
40.0
1.7
23.3
36.8
11.8
19.8
3.8
1.4
80.0
58.5
21.5
398.0
150.0
248.0
57.1
47.2
56.5
38.5
18.0
9.5
178.0
104.0
74.0
39.5
18.3
202.3
154.0
48.3
201.4

1,714.9
126.3
76.8
38.0
3.8
35.0
40.2
12.6
21.8
4.2
1.6
89.7
65.9
23.8
476.1
176.0
300.1
64.3
47.4
64.8
46.3
18.5
10.5
190.2
111.3
78.9
40.0
21.6
239.7
185.0
54.7
227.3

2,323
152
90
22

390.0
12.0
180.0
85.0
27.0
16.0
70.0

455.8
143
220.0
98.0
29.5
19.0
75.0

515.3
16.3
255.0
110.0
33.0
21.0
80.0

751
22
390
168
45
29
97

Power supplies, total
Encapsulated
Modular
Open-frame and card
Lab and bench
Programable and system
Industrial heavy-duty

(millions of dollars)

1975

1976

1977

1,092.5
609.1
100.0
300.0
10.3
24.5
32.0
80.3
48.6
13.4
115.0
264.8
114.3
147.5
3.0
72.1
40.0
7.0
9.4
15.7
31.5
7.0
12.0
7.0
5.5

1,268.3
741.3
175.0
325.0
11.7
28.0
49.0
83.5
54.6
14.5
130.0
280.5
124.8
152.0
3.7
79.1
43.5
7.8
10.2
17.6
37.4
8.0
14.0
8.4
7.0

1,442.6
871.4
230.0
370.0
12.8
34.0
64.0
86.8
58.0
15.8
145.0
296.7
132.2
160.0
4.5
86.4
46.5
86
11.1
20.2
43.1
8.8
16.1
10.1
8.1

1,810
1.070
300
450
16
40
80
97
67
20
190
383
156
220
7
105
51
11
14
29
62
11
23
16
12

Nuclear Instruments and equipment, total
Spectrometers
Reactor controls
Radiation-detection and monitoring, total
Detectors, including ion equipment
Monitors, portable and fixed
Personal dosimeters

45.0
11.5
14.5
19.0
9.0
50
5.0

48.4
12.5
17.0
18.9
9.0
5.9
4.0

51.7
12.0
19.2
20.5
10.0
7.0
3.5

62
13
26
23
11
9
3

Lasers and equipment, total
Gas lasers
Semiconductor lasers
Other ( ruby, neodymium-doped, etc )
Laser power supplies
Modulators

48.7
16.0
2.9
19.0
7.8
3.0

55.6
19.2
3.6
20.3
8.7
3.8

61.9
22 1
4.2
21.3
9.6
4.7

82
32
6
24
12
8

Medical equipment, total
Diagnostic. total
Tomogaphic X-ray
Other X-ray
Electroencephalographs
Electrocardiographs
Ultrasonic scanners
Automated blood analyzers
Scintillation cameras and counters
Audiometers
Patient-monitoring systems
Prosthetic. total
Hearing aids
Pacemakers
Motorized limbs
Therapeutic, total
X-ray
Diathermy, shortwave and microwave
Ultrasonic generators
Defibrillators
Surgical support. total
Blood-flow meters
Blood-pressure monitors
Current generators
Biomedical lasers

8

60
51
15
28
6
2
121
90
31
744
255
489
75
57
91
69
22
12
227
134
93
48
33
286
223
63
336

CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
(millions of dollars)

1975

CONSUMER ELECTRONICS, TOTAL ,
Television receivers, total
Black-and- white
Color
Consumer audio equipment, total
Radios. total
Table, clock. and portable radios
A-m only
A-m/fm
Automobile radios
Phonographs and radio-phonographs
Portable
Console
Tape recorders and players
Automobile players
Cassette and cartridge playerrecorders
Reel-to-reel players/recorders
Tape player/radio combination
Hi-fi audio components
Stereo
Four-channel equipment
Other consumer electronics products, total
Antennas. TV, and radio
Home video players/recorders
Video projectors
Electronic organs, other instruments
Intrusion alrams. fire monitor
Electronic assembly kits
Microwave ovens
Telephone-answering devices
Home video games
Calculators. hand-held. total
Four- or-five-function
Slide rule and financial. nonprogramable
Programable
Electronic watches
Digta) clocks
includes domestic made equipment
lorefgrflabel ' moods
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1980

6,573.0
2,635.8
415.0
2.220.8
2,303.0
755.0
455.0
135.0
320.0
300.0
274.6
147 6
127.0
730.9
200.0
164.3
49.0
317.6
542.6
480.0
625
1,634.2
43.6
35.0
4.0
240.0
150.0
63.1
405.5
9.0
40.0
482.0
292.0
172.0
18.0
142.0
20.0

1976
7,539.3
3,002.8
426.4
2.576.4
2,446.5
808.0
483.0
143.1
339.9
325.0
293.0
150.0
143.0
743.0
188.0
180.0
50.0
325.0
602.5
507.5
95.0
2,090.0
46.2
50.0
6.5
280.0
154.5
70.0
600.0
11.0
125.0
401.0
284.0
81.0
36.0
320.0
25.8

1977

1980

8,614.3 11,292
3,185.0
3,636
431 8
425
2.753.2
3.211
2,578.0
3,089
859.4
1.016
511.6
596
151.7
179
359.9
417
347.8
420
297.6
305
150.6
152
147.0
153
759.0
887
165.0
210
198.0
238
45.0
32
351.0
407
662.0
881
541.3
688
120.7
193
2,851.3
4,567
50.0
56
85.0
200
12.0
80
322.0
400
160 7
186
75.0
98
900.0
1.835
13.0
16
500
230.0
434
417.0
293.0
290
71.0
80
64
53.0
700
550.0
62
36.6

oft shore products sold under U S labels and domestic
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EUROPE
MARKETS
III As the chorus launches into " Oh What a Beautiful
Morning," the orchestra suddenly switches to " Who
Knows Where or When." For the most part, that's what
businessmen in Western Europe have been hearing.
It is clear that 1977 shapes up as a pivotal year for
the electronics manufacturers in Western Europe. They
are going to find out if the recession that stalled
business around the world in 1975 has really reached
its end.
A year ago, it looked as if the worst were over. By
early summer the growth rates for the economies of
West Germany, France, Italy, and even Great Britain
had many observers convinced that a solid upturn had
set in. After the summer simmered down, economists
realized that consumer spending had caused the rise,
not the capital investment that is essential for a longlasting upturn in the business cycle. Down went the
projections for growth during 1976 and 1977, and up
went the apprehension levels of businessmen.
Nor, at the moment, are there particularly great
expectations for the year ahead. To be sure, the crucial
West German economy still is running strong, with
growth of around 5% likely for the year ahead and with
inflation under control. Chances for growth are next to
nothing, though, in inflation- ridden Great Britain and
Italy. France's new prime minister, Raymond Barre,
seems almost sure to go way under his avowed target
of 4.8% growth this year; inflation in France is already
at double-digit levels so the balky economy can't be
pushed too hard. The Benelux countries and Scandinavia will do better, although not as well as Germany.
Overall, then, the outlook is very patchy. If Germany
continues strong, the growth for Western Europe as a
whole could run a little higher than last year's 3.5%. In
any case, it looks as if the region is settling into an era
of slow growth— slow compared to the late 1960s and
early 1970s, at any rate.
Explanations for the change of pace aren't hard to
come by. The lusty growth came when Western Europeans were outfitting themselves with the trappings of
highly industrialized economies— automobiles, refrigerators, entertainment electronics, and the like. What's
more, the big build-up was fueled mainly by cheap oil.
Not only have crude oil prices quintupled over the past
four years, but the garages, kitchens, and living rooms
are mostly filled. Western Europe, in short, has become
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a sort of vast replacement market burdened with
production facilities designed to run on sorely missed
low-priced energy.
Luckily, the electronics industries of Western Europe
still seem set to outpace the overall growth. Electronics
surveyed equipment markets in 11 countries during the
fall and came up with a consensus forecast of $23.86
billion for the year ahead. That works out to an 11.4%
gain over the estimated $ 21.41 billion for 1976. Of
course, all these market figures are in current prices
and look better than they would if discounted for
inflation.
Although the electronics industries do not mirror the
economies of Western Europe, intimations of the new
growth pattern do turn up in the market charts. The
consumer electronic sector, for example, does not
figure to grow as much this year as it did in 1976, when
it showed up well against 1975's recession. Also,
saturation is slowing the color-television boom. Sectors
like industrial electronics and test and measurement
gear, which depend on private investment, will be
laggards.
It is not hard to explain why communications turns
up in the chart as the fastest-growing equipment
sector. France has launched a massive program to
better the phone network, for one thing. For another,
there's heavy use of communications gear in the
weapons that Western Europeans are exporting to the
Middle East to help pay their oil bills.
This year, as always, the overall figures encompass a
considerable spread of market sizes and performances. Norway, with an oil boom lifting its economy,
ranks first in forecasted growth with a solid 20% spurt.
At the bottom of the list comes neighboring Sweden.
There, the color-TV market has peaked, and the drop
for that category pulls the country's equipment totals
slightly below the 1976 level.
As usual, West Germany towers over her neighbors
in market size. The equipment markets there total
$8.15 billion for 1977. Then come France at $5.22
billion and the United Kingdom at $2.87 billion. The
Benelux countries total $ 1.96 billion, while Italy comes
to $ 1.66 billion. Spain and Sweden are close together,
with $ 1.11 billion and $ 1.02 billion respectively, while
Switzerland has $0.71 billion and Denmark and Norway
come in last with just under half a billion each.
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CONSUMER_

Entertainment market
to lose bounce
For radio and television-set makers, it's hard to think of
a more worrisome combination than saturation compounded with austerity. Yet splotches of saturation are
starting to turn up on the market maps of Western
Europe, particularly in West Germany and in Scandinavia. At the same time, austerity is the order of the day
in France, the United Kingdom, and Italy.
As a result, the entertainment-electronics business
doesn't figure to show as much bounce this year as it did
in 1976, when consumers started coming back into
dealers' showrooms after a year of recession wariness.
Electronics' annual survey puts the market at $7.121
billion, up from $6.7 billion last year. The growth of
slightly better than 6% will be down appreciably from
the 1976 rise of just less than 9%.
Sales of the market mainstay, color-Tv sets, surged
some 14% last year to reach $ 3.258 billion. They should
show amore modest 9% rise to $ 3.566 billion in 1977.
The picture varies
Like a spinning color wheel that's come to rest, the
consumer sector's overall hue turns out to be a blend of
considerably different segments. In the massive West
German market, for example, color-set sales should hit
2.5 million units this year and then edge up to apeak of
something like 2.75 million units by 1980. "The culmination point in terms of first-set sales has been reached,"
asserts Johanna von Ronai-Horvath, who heads market
research activities at Schaub- Lorenz, an International
Telephone and Telegraph company. She estimates that
15% of this year's German sales will be replacements.
French set makers, who saw color-set sales burgeon in
West Germany and in the UK during the early 1970s,
logged a 25% gain to push past the I- million-set mark.
This year, a 15% gain is in sight.
In Great Britain, the color-Tv market reached avery
spiky peak four years ago. It has been holding up
reasonably well considering the shocking state of the
country's economy. Sales last year ran a bit above 1.6
million sets, but prospects for 1977 draw divided views.
Some set makers say sales will edge up slightly, but
Alan D. Hall, marketing director, ITT Semiconductors,
thinks they are too bullish. John F. Cryer, manager of
linear integrated circuits for RCA Corp.'s solid-state
operation in Europe, expects that the UK market will be
flat, but notes that business Europe-wide should be
reasonably good. Conversely, Robert N. Blair, Fairchild
Semiconductor's general manager for Northern Europe,
reckons that consumer business looks fairly strong. So
does Mike Alderson, the UK marketing manager for
Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc.—"depending on
the government not doing anything silly."
The outlook for color-Tv is equally drab in Scandinavia, where the market will start tailing off in 1977,
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Healthy color. A strong West German market for color- TV sets will
keep workers, such as these quality control checkers at Grundig's
production plant in Nürnberg, busy in 1977. For Europe as whole,
color TV should account for more than $3.5 billion in sales.

according to a respected Swedish electronics- market
researcher. The Benelux countries, also, look like slow
growers for the years ahead.
The growth in Italy and Spain, where color broadcasting was late in starting, was truly explosive last year.
Set sales should boom again this year in both countries.
Although the Italian broadcasting organization still
does not have an official government go-ahead to broadcast color, it airs a heavy program of color every night.
That's enough to send Italian consumers, whose lire are
worth a little less almost every day, flocking to the
market. Color-Tv sales practically doubled last year to
reach some 420,000 units. The 1977 prospect is a near
50% gain to better than 600,000 units.
In Spain, the percentages are equally spectacular and
should carry the market this year to well above 300,000
sets. "Color-Tv has become even more fashionable than
cars, which have maintenance costs," says Jose Maria
Corna, amarketing executive at Philips Iberia.
But these bright spots on the color-Tv wheel will take
on aless gaudy hue as the years spin on. Set makers in
the mature markets in Western Europe will be trying to
adjust to the slower cadence of replacement markets.
The bellwether German producers hope that sets with
built-in video games will get some buyers into the
replacement market earlier.
No one is counting on much help in the next two or
three years from high-priced hardware like video-tape
recorders and video-disk players. " We are just at the
beginnings of a consumer era," says Jo Jongeneel, a
senior planning executive at Philips.

COMPUTERS

All countries
continue steady growth
Computer makers in Western
set their corporate throttles
considerably below the 15%
through the early 1970's. On

Europe, by and large, have
to cruise at growth rates
they considered their due
Electronics' markets chart,
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deliveries of computers and related hardware add up to
$7.29 billion for 1976, a handy 13% gain over the 1975
figure. For the year ahead, the forecast is for $8.20
billion. Although that works out to alower growth rate,
it nonetheless signals a strong year for electronic dataprocessing firms.
Stronger for some, than for others, of course. The
dominant West German market should move up nearly
12%, all told. The climb will be steeper for the minicomputers and the large mainframes than for the categories
in between, figures Bernhard Marten, an EDP marketing
man at Siemens.
For larger systems, many customers held off ordering
until well into 1976, says Jochen Róssner, a marketing
specialist at Sperry Univac. The market picked up
during the fall, and "there are now alot of serious sales
discussion taking place," he reports.
"Doing particularly well will be terminals," says Rolf
Prey, an official at Nixdorf Computer AG, a German
heavyweight in terminals, office computers, and disk
storage systems. The market for point-of-sale systems
should start to swell, now that retailers, wholesalers, and
commodity producers have agreed on acommon article
code— aprerequisite for widespread adoption of POS.
French data-processing markets will show growth
approaching 13%, rising from $ 1.67 billion to $ 1.88
billion in 1977. Although Prime Minister Raymond
Barre has an austerity plan going, it won't crimp the
Government's plans to hype the computer business,
particularly for the " French" computer outfits— cmHoneywell- Bull and SEMS, which teams up the minicomputer efforts of Thomson-csF and La Télémechanique.
Chairman Jean-Pierre Brule this fall announced that
cii-lioneywell-Bull is working toward a unified line of
computers for the mid- 1980s. By the time government
subsidies for the newly merged computer company end
in 1980, the firm expects to be rock-solid. " We will be a
formidable competitor with IBM in French computer
Check out. Point-of-sale systems, such as this one from Nixdorf
Computer AG, are catching on fairly quickly in some European
countries. In fact, sales of POS equipment will nearly double from the
$68.9 million posted in 1975 to $ 137.2 million this year.
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sales," Brule avers. " We expect to outdistance them in
computer deliveries within the next five years." It will be
aconsiderable achievement, indeed, if he does pull it off
successfully.
Surprisingly, the Italian computer market looks as
though it will bounce up 14.5% to reach $ 527 million.
Part of this gain has to be discounted for the price hikes
that inevitably follow inflation in the cost-of- living
indexes. But agood part also comes from alowering of
the "entry level" that started when IBM introduced its
System/32 two years ago. Before then, first-time buyers
were mostly companies with at least 100 employes. Now
the figure has dropped to 40 employees.

COMMUNICATIONS
Phone prospects vary
from cheerful to gloomy
Mystery- novel addicts know the postman always rings
twice. That's not the case with the post-office and
telecommunications administrations of Western Europe.
Each is starting to ring in its own fashion, particularly
when it comes to spending for improvements in telephone networks.
When that spending is totaled, it turns the communications sector into the fastest-growing major market
segment in Europe. Electronics' consensus survey spots it
at $4.94 billion, up a very good 14% over the $4.33
billion in 1976. But it's amistake to think that the strong
overall growth means good business for telecommunications makers from the chilly shores of the North Sea all
the way down to the sunny Mediterranean.
Ringing loudest and clearest at the moment is the
French post office and telecommunications ministry
(PIT). It is beginning massive programs to add eight
million phone lines to its network by 1980. That will be
more than were put into service in the century from 1875
to 1975.
A whopping $ 4.9 billion has been earmarked in the

Prr's 1977 budget for the program. The bulk of the
money is destined for laying lines, but there's plenty of
fallout for telecommunications-gear makers— some $ 370
million for carrier equipment and nearly aquarter of a
billion dollars for semielectronic switching equipment.
More good news is that there are smaller but significant
outlays for equipment like microwave relays and paging
equipment.
Thomson-csF, the largest electronics group in France,
will score heavily in telephone markets for the first time
next year. The group got itself solidly into the business
this year when it convinced the government to pressure
rrr into selling its controlling holding in le Matérial
Téléphonique ( LMT). As part of the same deal, the
French subsidiary of L M Ericsson (sFE) went under the
wing of Thomson-csF.
Crash effort launched
For its crash effort, the PTT last year ordered more
than one million lines of conventional switchgear and
290,000 lines of new-look hardware. Space-division
systems- 90,000 lines worth— will come from LMT, SFE,
and Constructions Générales de Constructions Téléphoniques, an ni' outfit. Time-division switching, on
which the post office is counting for the long run, chiefly
means CGE'S crr-Alcatel, although Thomson-csF will be
aforce later on.
In West Germany, telecommunications-gear producers don't hear much tinkling from the Bundespost. The
agency, which accounts for nearly two thirds of the
country's communications business, shaved its outlays
for cables and equipment to something like $ 1.9 billion
in 1975, below the 1974 level.
Last year, the figures were down again, and it's the
same sad story this year. Thus the German carrierequipment and public-switching categories look like they
will be dead flat for next year at $ 229 million and $62
million, respectively.
Viewpoint. Microwave transmission links are sprouting up all over
France, as the post and telecommunications ministry pushes telephone modernization and television programming. These portable
antennas for TV program relays are sitting atop the Paris Opera.

There was aslight rise in sales of telephone equipment
to private buyers and to export customers, but not
enough to keep the country's 30-odd producers working
at anywhere near capacity. And there's no short-term
succor in sight.
The much- touted electronics switching systems won't
become afactor before 1978 or so, " maybe not even until
the early eighties," says one industry observer. " Neither
does EDS provide much of apush," says another.
Those initials stand for stored- program-controlled
data switching hardware that will eventually be installed
in eighteen cities to form the hub of an integrated
teletype and data network. The Bundespost has
announced plans to spend more than half abillion dollars
on this program by 1980.
Even harder hit have been the equipment makers in
Great Britain. The British Post Office launched amajor
program to modernize its network by phasing out its
ancient step-by-step switches and phasing in semielectronic TX- 2and TX- 4exchanges several years ago. But
it has announced a massive $ 370 million cutback that
reduces exchange orders by one third over the next three
years.
Exchange makers gloomy
Electromechanical exchanges will suffer most. But the
cutback will hit newer exchange types as well— enough
so that one semiconductor supplier terms the market
outlook for his customers that makes exchanges as "abit
unhappy."
By and large, there's not much exuberance among
telecommunications equipment producers in the smaller
countries of Western Europe, either. Restraint is the
byword for spending for 1977. However, the year will see
a start on the Nordic data transmission network, for
which the Danes, Finns, Norwegians, and Swedes plan
to spend some $ 215 million.
Holland is aspecial case because Philips' Telecommunicatie Industrie is based there. Philips has an
unchanging home market, like most of its neighbors. But
the company is negotiating with Saudi Arabia for a
massive long-term telecommunications contract involving billions of dollars, outsiders estimate. In fact, "if we
get that contract, our immediate problems will be
solved," says Jan Meijers, administrative director for the
company.

DEFENSE
Wary arms suppliers
hope exports hold up
There's no clear line of demarcation between producers
of defense electronics and of telecommunications equipment in Western Europe. Quite often, they are just
different divisions of the same company or different
companies in the same group. So military sales swell the
telecommunications categories in Electronics' survey.
Defense budgets are hardly changing in real terms,
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and more of the outlays are going for higher pay and includes the inertial navigation system. But Belgium and
better military living conditions. Nonetheless, the cate- the Netherlands are still trying to sort out who will get
gories that reflect electronics procurement are showing what in the fire-control- radar orders.
growt,h.
For navigation, radar, and radio communications, the COMPONENTS
survey records markets totalling $ 1.91 billion this year,
which are up from an estimated $ 1.68 billion for 1976.
This slight growth stems mainly from hardware integrated into a plane, a ship, or a missile battery that is
destined for export. France and Great Britain, and to a
lesser extent Italy, Holland, and Sweden, are doing a
handsome business in armaments— everything from
Western European components suppliers generally felt
submarines to airplanes.
reasonably certain they would bounce back during 1976
The export order books are still at high levels at most
military-electronics producers. But some concern is after their disastrous 1975— and they were right.
Components markets in the 11 countries covered by
emerging about how long they will continue to flourish.
Electronics' survey rose 13.2% over 1975.
-We'll be watching very closely to see if our order intake
This year's forecast is a climb from $ 5.66 billion to
in 1977 keeps up with deliveries," says Edouard Guig$6.37 billion. Equipment makers built up their recessiononis, senior vice president at Thomson-csF. The compadepleted parts inventories early in 1976, putting abulge
ny does more than half its business in professional
in last year's sales curves that will not turn up in 1977.
electronics such as measurement and test systems with
Actually, views are divided about the rate of expanoverseas customers.
sion for components markets. In West Germany, for
In the United Kingdom, an order- book index worked
up by atracker of professional- electronics markets shows example, Gert Lorenz, head of the Philips subsidiary
Valve GmbH, figures total components output in the
a 15 point drop over the past year for military end
country will go up 5%. Much more optimistic, Alfred
markets.
Prommer, vice president for components sales at SiemThe F-16 deal
ens, puts the expansion at 13%.
Although everyone agree that semiconductors will
Late this year or early next year, a favored few
avionics producers in Belgium, Denmark, the Nether- outgain — but not outdo— passives in sales this year, the
lands and Norway will start picking up the surprisingly extent is something else. " We see moderate growth, but
not the light at the end of the tunnel," says Francois
thin fallout from the offset arrangements with General
Dufaux, European marketing manager for Texas InstruDynamics in the so-called arms deal of the century. In
that agreement, the four nations signed up to buy 348 ments Inc. " Book- to- bill ratios will stay stable at about
1.2 through mid- 1977," insists Piero Martinotti, the
F-16 fighters from the U.S. firm.
Some $ 325 million of offset is for electronics and European marketing manager for Motorola Semiconelectromechanical gear, not including radar. About ductor. He pegs this year's gain at better than 20%.
The consensus forecast comes between these two
$50 million of avionics business has been nailed down by
Danish firms, roughly half of what they expect to views, with an 18.5% rise to $ 1.67 billion. Microproceseventually get. In Norway, the government- run firm sors will go from $ 19.3 million in 1976 to $40.5
million.
Kongsberg Vapenfabric has landed a contract that

Parts makers see

second good year in a row
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JAPAN
MARKETS
0 The quakes rocking Japan's economy have
IMPROVED ELECTRONICS DEMAND
subsided, and the island nation's manufacturers are
Estimated domestic consumption
generally optimistic about the future. The gradual,
(millions of dollars
unspectacular recovery will continue, especially in the
1975
1976
1977
electronics industries. In the fiscal year ending in
Consumer
4,444.2
4,730.6
5,446.6
March, the gross national product will rise about 13%
Computers
3,119.4
3,673.7
4,336.6
Communications
1,442.0
including inflation, about the same as last year.
1,567.4
1,867.5
Industrial, test, auto,
The electronics industries generally will be good
medical equipment
1,403.6
1,580.5
1,878.4
performers, with domestic sales growing faster than the
Power supplies
87.9
119.3
132.5
GNP. Total domestic sales of electronics equipment
increased 11% over calendar 1975 to almost $ 11.7
Total
10,497.1
11,671.5
13,661.6
billion, the Electronics survey discloses. They should
Components and tubes
2,468.8
3,200.9
3,532.0
gain 17% to over $ 13.7 billion this year ( see table).
Semiconductors
1,266.7
1,666.5
1,955.6
The electronics growth will not equal the 25% to 45%
upward thrusts common before the world recession.
Total
3,735.5
4,867.4
5,487.6
Companies have settled for slower growth with a few
Note: Vert value computed at 286 yen = Si. Figures are based on asurvey
hot products or markets carrying the slow runners.
of manufacturers supplying the Japanese domestic market and are
not adjusted for inflation. Source: Electronics 1977 Market Report.
The consumer-electronics business will continue to
seesaw. Domestic sales of color-television sets were
flat, as household saturation reached almost 95%. Yet
exports were particularly good throughout 1976. So
most Japanese TV makers enter 1977 at a high rate of
production. Audio producers, on the other hand,
expect a good year both at home and abroad, especially for stereo components.
Components companies, led by semiconductor
firms, rode the crest of the consumer- products export
boom, especially in citizens' band sets. On the home The consumer electronics market picked up speed again
front, the semiconductor houses are geared up for in 1976 and promises to jump 15% to almost $ 5.5 billion
what promises to be solid growth in digital large-scale this year. At home, the action will center around the new
integration for both memory and logic devices.
market for the home video-tape recorder/player. OverThis optimism of semiconductor producers is fueled seas, the focus is on the explosive growth of television-set
by the outlook among Japanese computer manufac- exports to the United States and the investigations
turers. Having survived the more open competition signaling an American effort to halt further Japanese
created by liberalization of the domestic market, the expansion.
computer firms are looking forward to using their
While exports were flying high last year, domestic
growing home base as a springboard into exports.
color-Tv sales rose only about half a million units to
Meanwhile, suppliers of communications equipment about 6 million. They probably won't go much over 6.2
to the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corp. million this year. Sales were split almost evenly between
spent anxious months waiting for a lift in spending. The second sets and replacements, but replacements should
rate of expansion, slowed over the last two years, be slightly ahead this year.
probably will resume this year, because the governThe domestic color- Tv market is virtually saturated, so
ment is helping the phone company catch up on the first year of home-vTR sales has arrived none too
postponed projects, such as electronic exchanges.
soon. But there's a hitch. Four noncompatible systems
Industrial control has been the sick man of Japanese offering different features and prices have been introelectronics, with the slowest recovery. Even though duced [
Electronics, Oct. 14, p. 68].
most electronics firms were returning to relatively good
Sony Corp. was first with its one- hour Betamax,
health last year, the other major industries were not as retailing for $ 1,000. This fall, Victor Co. of Japan ( Jvc)
spry. As a result, process controls, the largest segment brought out its two-hour VHS system at $ 890. In
of the industrial electronics market at $652.7 million between came Sanyo and Toshiba with a joint-effort
last year, will barely regain its pre- oil-crisis peak.
called V- Cord 11, which at $ 1,150 and $ 1,220 is the

CONSUMER

Stereos, exports buoy

flagging television market
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ahead of 1975, but the average selling price dropped by
about $ 10. Sales of analog and digital electronic watches
should exceed $ 205 million this year, Electronics
predicts.
• Calculators. Total earnings from personal calculators
last year plunged almost 25% and are predicted to fall by
at least 6% again. Underscoring the effects of oversupply
at home and abroad was the October bankruptcy of
Systek Corp., Japan's leading private- brand exporter.

COMPONENTS_
ICs, discretes register
VTR competition. Japanese video-tape-recorder companies are
locked in a struggle to gain leadership in setting the standard for

smaller but healthy gains

home units. Sony's SL- 7100 Betamax ( above), at a new low price,
has heated up the battle, but JVC has picked up more supporters.

highest priced of the competitors. The lowest priced
home VTR, with a retail tag of $ 730, has been the
VX-2000 from Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.
Recently Hitachi Electric, Sharp Corp., and Mitsubishi Electric tipped the balance toward JVC by signing
agreements to sell its version under their labels. Because
Victor is part of the vast Matsushita family, it is fairly
certain that Matsushita will offer the VHS as well, although the company has avoided any formal announcement of its intentions.
Thanks to its head start, Sony expects to fight it out
for a share of the market. Soon after Jvc's announcement, Sony came out with a slightly simpler Betamax,
priced at $800.
Meanwhile, the Ministry of International Trade and
Industry has called upon the makers to develop a standard VTR, lest the competing systems confuse dealers and
consumers. It would appear that Victor has the edge by
mutual acceptance among the noncommitted TV manufacturers. On the other hand, Sony has thrived in the
past by going its own way.
Three banzais for audio
Very rapidly, the stereophonic-sound market in Japan
is gaining on domestic color-Tv sales, which were $ 1.67
billion in 1976. The high-end audio total came to $ 1.12
billion— about $ 248 million for tape decks, about $ 100
million for high-priced phonographs, and $ 772.4 million
for high-fidelity components. With about 50% saturation, the audio market will grow at a higher rate than
color iv in 1977. Both systems and discrete components
should grow by 20% this year.
Other key products in Japan's domestic consumer
sector for 1977 include:
• Microwave ovens. After one of their periodic sales
pauses last year, electronic ranges should perk up again
in 1977, growing by about 10%.
• Radios. The old standby keeps rolling along, with
most growth in the extensive lines of radio/tape recorder
combinations. Total combo sales this year should be
about $ 359 million.
• Electronic watches. Total 1976 production was well
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The country's semiconductor suppliers, including American firms, have few complaints about last year and not
much to gripe about for 1977. Total integrated-circuit
consumption, showing gains in every category, jumped
over 47% to $ 816.5 million in 1976 and should spurt
another 19% to $970.9 million this year. Discrete semiconductors gained over 24% to $698.2 million last year
and should grow by 15% to $ 800.7 million this year.
On the digital-ic scene, major producers Nippon Electric Corp., Fujitsu, Hitachi, Toshiba, and Mitsubishi are
putting finishing touches on their 16,384- bit dynamic
memories that undoubtedly will be compatible with U.S.
designs. Per- bit prices comparable to 4,096- bit devices
may be quoted as early as this spring, although some
firms do not see this crossover until the spring of 1978.
Eight- bit designs are coming on strong in the microcomputer market. Estimates of the market share of the
8080A type range up to 90%, and Toshiba has indicated
it will join focal suppliers NEC, Mitsubishi, and Oki
Electric. Motorola, however, says it has seen adramatic
rise in sales of its 6800 microprocessor recently.
Domestic 6800 suppliers Hitachi and Fujitsu have just
started deliveries as well. Toshiba has recently introduced a single-chip microcomputer that should open a
market for simplified control devices ranging from
computer input/output units to consumer products.
Companies are also rounding out memory lines. In
8,192- bit types, Fujitsu has programable read-only
memories and masked Roms compatible with Intel's.
Nippon Electric has an avalanche electrically alterable
ROM that has more pins than Intel's and is compatible
with Intel's programable ROMS and its own and Intel's
masked Roms. Hitachi has recently announced development of a32,768- bit masked ROM.
Toshiba is selling a 1,024- bit nonvolatile randomaccess memory that is finding favor as a core replacement in small systems and as an EAROM. Mitsubishi,
which has a4- kilobit metal- nitride-oxide-semiconductor
EAROM, is also putting the finishing touches on a 4-k
integrated- injection- logic RAM.
Booming export markets in color-Tv sets, calculators,
and CB radios actually created a shortage of some
semiconductors, ics and discretes alike, through the
summer. In fact, American companies that usually
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concentrate on exporting ics reported they were getting
orders for discretes because Japanese manufacturers
could not fill the demand.
But sudden slumps, first in calculators and then in CB
transceivers, cooled off this demand. This year, the
increased lc content in ce and TV sets will mean resumption of growth, although not at 1976 peaks. In TV sets,
electronic tuning with digital controls is coming on the
scene. For ces radios, phase- locked- loop circuits will be
used in new 40-channel products.
Some new technologies promise to lay the groundwork
for future market surges. Vertical field-effect transistors
are being developed with kilowatt outputs up to ultrasonic frequencies and tens of watts at microwave
frequencies. The same technology is being extended to
thyristorlike devices. Oki Electric has developed bipolar
programable wired-OR, wired- AND logic arrays.
Passives go up and down
The passive components business in Japan has
bounced like ayo-yo for the past few years and may be
in for more of the same. Recovery from the early 1975
rock bottom was rapid, and, until the summer of 1976,
orders exceeded sales. Some companies increased
personnel and investment, while others felt that the
boom was transient.
The problem is that, when other electronics sectors
start sneezing, the components sector catches cold. The
drop in demand for CB transceivers and calculators hurt,
although it may pick up somewhat this year. Sales of TV
sets are also expected to remain flat this year. So
components suitable only for asingle application, such as
40- position switches and quartz crystals for CB sets, have
been hit hardest. With other components, manufacturers
have been able to realign to some extent and more nearly
balance demand and supply.
Yet the overall result has been sharp ups and downs.
With business expectations up this year, components
companies could again overexpand and follow a quick
rise with afast fall.

COMPUTERS

Domestic firms slug it out
with U.S. invaders
The Japanese computer industry is alive and well, which
this year is news. A year ago, the six domestically owned
computer mainframe companies were bracing for almost
complete liberalization of the domestic market. They
feared that International Business Machines Corp. and
other U.S. firms would take over larger market shares.
For various reasons, the Japanese makers (guided by
the Ministry of International Trade and Industry into
three separate joint ventures) not only survived, but
prospered [
Electronics, Nov. 25, p. 84]. Domestic dataprocessing and office-equipment sales rose by some 18%
to $ 3.67 billion and should gain another 18% to $4.34
billion this year, according to the Electronics survey.
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These are relatively modest gains, however, compared
with those of four and five years ago. That fact is a
partial explanation for the Japanese firms' retention of
their estimated 56% share of the domestic market.
Another factor was that the joint ventures of Fujitsu
Ltd. and Hitachi Ltd., Nippon Electric Corp. and
Toshiba Ltd., and Mitsubishi Electric and Oki Electric
were ready with systems competitive with the IBM
System 370. In addition, IBM did not have the production
capacity and software support to take over the Japanese
domestic market. At any rate, the firm has repeatedly
emphasized that it has no such intentions.
Although the total data processing market is moving
up slowly, there are certain hot spots such as data entry
equipment, up 35% last year and expected to jump
another 21% this year. After a slow start, point-of-sale
equipment, which includes electronic cash registers and
bank cash dispensers, has started to move and should
grow by almost 39% in 1977.
According to Takachiho-Burroughs Co., there now
are 7,000 cash dispensers installed or on order in Japan.
Recently, the telephone company set up anew operation
to handle cash dispensers from 54 participating banks to
numerous terminals in stores, supermarkets, airports,
and the like. It promises to be agood source of sales.
The next new market, just taking shape in Japan, will
be word-processing systems. Handling correspondence
in this way can be difficult in Japan because of the
complexity of mechanizing the written language.

COMMUNICATIONS

Phone company's troubles
take their toll
The course of capital spending at the Nippon Telegraph
and Telephone Public Corp. is a vivid example of the
troubled times in Japan. For years a surefire source of
steadily expanding business for communications-equipment makers, NTT'S spending program was scuttled first
by the oil crisis and in 1976 by the Lockheed payoff
scandal. Its budget was cut for the first time since
Japan's postwar economic explosion began.
The oil crisis raised operating costs and left less money
in the budget for equipment purchase. The Lockheed
scandal paralyzed the government, delaying passage of
rate increases needed to pay for projects. Before the rate
bill was passed in November, NTT had to cut spending
plans twice during 1976. Deferred equipment purchases
ranged from technically simple telephone instruments to
the highly sophisticated electronic exchanges. NTT'S
original five-year plan for this period called for the
installation of 370 electronic telephone exchanges. After
the oil shock, the figure was revised downward to 300,
with 80 units to be installed in fiscal 1976. But the
worsening financial situation caused another revision of
the year's plans to 70 at the beginning of 1976, and delay
in passing the rate bill caused further downward revision
to only 50 exchanges. Now that purchases are picking
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up, they will include adifferent mix of technology than
planned. For example, exchanges in which core and wire
memories have been replaced by 4-k n-channel metaloxide-semiconductor ics are scheduled for field trial this
year, with the complete changeover at the beginning of
1978. The new exchanges should cut system cost 20%.
Facsimile transmission keeps gaining in Japan.
Domestic sales in 1976 exceeded $ 50 million, and 35%
growth to almost $92 million is expected this year.

INDUSTRIAL

Capital lack hinders growth
Industrial controls made a 14% recovery last year to
$883.1 million but should regain more strength, growing
by 24% to $ 1.09 billion. Process controls, the largest
segment of the industrial market, was still below the
1974 peak in real dollars, and, despite again this year,
will not return to it.
Capital investment in many industries using these
controls is at alow level, compared to the growth period
before the oil crisis. In fact, capacity in many sectors is
excessive. If the major industries do not return to ahigh
growth rate, there cannot be much expansion of industrial instrument and test-equipment use. Present industrial markets are primarily for replacement, pollution
abatement, safety enhancement, and small expansion.
In 1976, companies finally began to sell previously
announced microprocessor- based systems. Yokogawa
Electric Works Ltd. claims to have sold 29 of its 32- loopper-microprocessor Centum systems, with the average
installation controlling 50 loops and selling for slightly
more than $ 175,000.
Yamatake-Honeywell claims only between 10 and 20
sales of its TDCS systems, jointly developed with Honeywell in the U.S. But it claims a larger dollar total for
these sales than Yokogawa. The company says the eightloop- per- microprocessor systems go mostly to large capital- investment projects.
Toshiba, which also uses an eight- loop- per- microprocessor design in its Tosdic system, has developed adesign
suitable for systems ranging in size. Hokuskin took a
different route that led to October's announcement of its
900/TX system, ayear or more later than other companies. The system is designed for a variable number of
loops per microprocessor, depending on the work load of
each of the loops.
Sometimes new business appears unexpectedly. For
example, Konishiroku, Japan's No. 2film manufacturer,
decided to offer color film with 24 frames and needed
new automated processing equipment. And Fuji Film,
the No. 1 maker, had to buy new equipment to
compete.

INSTRUMENTS

Consumer gains help sales
The Electronics market survey shows that test-equipment
sales rose about 9% last year to $ 358.5 million and will
rise another 10% to $ 395.7 million this year. This does
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not represent new highs for the industry, but rather the
start back toward peak revenues last achieved in real
dollars during 1973. The recovery was not evenly spread
among products or manufacturers, though.
Leading the increase were sales of test equipment used
for consumer goods exported to the U.S. and elsewhere,
especially sales to CB manufacturers. Takeda Riken sold
more spectrum analyzers than in 1975, and Matsushita
Communication Industrial Co. says that it did well
50-channel synthesizers and other CB test equipment.
But Yokogawa Electric says it sold more panel meters
for bench and laboratory power supplies than its
customers sold to CB manufacturers.
In the microwave field, Yokogawa-Hewlett-Packard is
starting to sell $ 15,000-to-$ 35,000 instruments, aclass it
could not previously move. Yet it finds selling low-priced
digital multimeters and probes to be aproblem, because
the prices have dropped too low to make it worthwhile
for salesmen to hawk them to customers.
Matsushita, on the other hand, has high hopes for its
low-priced 7-to- 10- megahertz oscilloscopes designed
with a short CRT having a wide deflection angle
[Electronics, Oct. 14, p. 17E]. It plans to produce them at
arate of 1,000 units per month, several times the usual
rate. In general, oscilloscope prices are down, and there
is more demand for inexpensive types, with increased
competition from companies that used to make hobby or
service equipment.

DEFENSE AND SPACE

Major buys, but not in 1977
Japan's cabinet and the National Defense Council have
approved an "outline of the national defense plan" as a
follow-on to the fourth five-year plan, which ends March
31. It stresses quality rather than quantity. In fact, the
number of aircraft will probably be reduced with the
phaseout of Korean- War-vintage F- 86s. The Lockheed
payoff scandal that rocked the government had less
effect on defense spending, with attention focusing on
civilian aircraft purchased by All Nippon Airways.
The major new weapons systems to be considered
during the early years of the new plan include the FX
fighter, most likely the United States F-15; an aircraft
early-warning system, probably from Grumman, and an
antisubmarine system, which could be the Lockheed
P3C. In general, systems of this nature start with parts
supplied from America and proceed to almost complete
domestic production. Even if they are included in the
budget for fiscal 1977, big spending will undoubtedly be
deferred to subsequent years.
The Japanese Defense Agency has in its budget a
request for one fixed three-dimensional radar from
Mitsubishi for about $ 7 million and one transportable
3-d radar from Nippon Electric for about $6.3 million.
The National Space Development Agency has asked
for an increase in funds of 15% over the $ 132.9 million it
received during fiscal 1976 for 1977 operations. If
approved, it would make the agency's budget third
behind the United States and European agencies in the
non-Communist world.
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JAPAN/EUROPE MARKETS FORECAST 1977
JAPAN

COMPONENTS, TOTAL ( millions of dollars)

WEST EUROPE

1975

1976

1977

1975

1976

1977

3,735.5

4,867.4

5,487.6

5,000.4

5,661.4

6,371.9

2,685.3
546.6
39.7
300.7
57.8
137.3
34.0
21.6
120.1
81.8
280.1
35.9
256.5
229.6
27.6
50.2
156.5
--309.3

2,969.6
618.1
44.2
334.7
64.4
148.0
38.1
22.7
136.9
91.4
310.5
40.3
272.5
253.3
30.3
56.1
171.5
--336.6

3,294.2
701.2
46.4
373.8
70.9
162.7
42.0
24.7
144.5
107.0
348.3
44.0
294.4
271.0
33.7
64.7
192.9
--371.8

PASSIVE AND ELECTROMECHANICAL
1,801.9
2,415.5
2,685.9
Capacitors, fixed
405.6
559.8
632.8
Capacitors. variable
30.0
46.6
47.4
Connectors, plugs, and sockets
68.8
93.0
102.6
Filters, networks, and delay lines
--Loudspeakers (OEM type)
128.3
168.3
187.7
Microphones (OEM type)
38.8
51.1
55.4
Microwave components
..._
Potentiometers, composition
117.8
174.0
202.8
Potentiometers, wirewound
15.6
22.4
25.5
Printed circuit boards
172.1
233.9
264.0
Quartz crystals (including mounts and ovens)
..._
--Relays (for communications and electronics)
149.8
164.0
181.3
Resistors, fixed (including wirewound)
129.3
169.3
173.4
Resistors, nonlinear
...
_
Servos, synchros, and resolvers
12.6
14.0
14.7
Switches (for communications and electronics)
122.7
176.0
193.4
Transducers (pressure, strain, temperature. etc.)
7.7
8.0
8.4
Transformers. chokes. coils. TV yokes, and flybacks)
402.8
535.1
596.5
SEMICONDUCTORS, DISCRETE, TOTAL
Microwave diodes, all types (above 1GHz)
Rectifiers and rectifier assemblies
Signal diodes (rated less than 100 mA, including arrays)
Thyristors ( SCRs, four-layer diodes. etc.)
Transistors, bipolar power ( more than 1-W dissipation)
Transistors, bipolar small signal ( including duals)
Transistors, field-effect (power arid small-seal)
Tuner varactor diodes
Zener diodes

561.2
7.8
115.3
53.0
28.9
117.5
206.6
6.6
10.8
14.7

698.2
7.6
134.1
83.9
35.4
146.1
251.4
8.7
11.4
19.6

800.7
9.0
145.1
115.4
34.7
162.6
276.2
11.9
22.6
23.2

644.8
11.1
116.7
62.0
64.8
119.0
210.1
7.2
18.4
35.5

717.8
12.4
134.9
66.9
74.2
131.8
227.0
9.6
21.3
39.7

816.9
14.8
157.4
74.8
84.1
153.8
249.1
12.4
24.1
46.4

SEMICONDUCTORS, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, TOTAL
Hybrid ICs ad types
Linear ICs (except op amps)
Op amps (monolithic only)
Logic circuits. bipolar
Logic circuits. MOS and C-MOS
Memory circuits. bipolar
Memory circuits, MOS and C-MOS (except microprocessors)
Microprocessors (includes CPU, memory, and I/O chips)
Calculator chip sets
Watch and clock chip sets
Other special-purpose circuits

554.7
43.9
85.8
11.5
97.8
81.0
10.7
56.5
17.1
92.6
8.3
49.5

816.5
57.3
124.0
17.7
110.8
106.6
13.9
95.5
26.9
110.7
13.8
139.3

970.9
64.8
146.2
14.9
136.1
133.1
17.1
133.3
33.6
118.3
20.2
153.3

496.9
49.1
115.9
26.1
140.9
45.2
18.5
53.9
9.9
10.8
5.6
21.0

620.2
59.3
131.7
30.0
164.8
62.6
24.5
70.4
19.3
16.8
11.0
29.8

765.3
69.1
151.4
33.8
189.6
88.6
32.5
88.3
40.5
18.8
18.1
34.6

SEMICONDUCTORS, OPTOELECTROPIIC, TOTAL
Circuit elements ( photoconductive cells, photodiodes. etc.)
Discrete light-emitting diodes
Readouts
Photovoltaic (solar) cells

150.8
12.4
16.6
119.9
1.9

151.8
17.6
21.6
109.3
3.3

184.0
24.4
28.3
127.0
4.3

58.3
17.1
12.3
27.9
1.0

69.8
20.2
15.5
32.5
1.6

86.6
24.5
20.6
38.7
2.8

TUBES, TOTAL
Cathode-ray tubes (except for TV)
Camera tubes and image intensifiers
Power tubes (below 1GHz), vacuum. total
Power tubes ( below 1GHz), gas or vapor
Microwave tubes. total
Cooker magnetrons
Receiving tubes
TV picture tubes, black and white
TV picture tubes. color

666.9
3.9
20.4
30.1
7.0
49.0
35.0
12.8
39.6
504.1

785.4
3.9
21.0
30.1
6.9
48.0
33.0
9.0
43.4
623.1

846.1
4.0
22.1
30.1
6.9
52.4
36.7
8.8
44.2
677.6

1,115.1
25.9
45.6
60.9
19.6
79.1

1,284.0
29.2
52.1
64.7
20.9
87.0

1,408.9
33.0
59.8
69.8
22.7
94.6

64.5
106.4
713.1

60.2
97.5
872.4

53.7
89.3
986.0

EQUIPMENT, TOTAL ( millions of dollars)
CONSUMER, TOTAL
Audio tape recorders and players
Citizens' band transceivers
Electronic ranges ( microwave ovens)
Hi-fi equipment
Musical instruments ( organs, electric guitars. etc.)
Phonographs and phono radio combinations
Pocket calculators (four-function. personal)
Radios (including car radios)
Radio/recorder combinations
TV sets, black and white
TV sets. color
Video games
...
Video tape machines (consumer)
Watches and clocks. electronic
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10,497.1

11,671.5 13,661.6

4,444.2
4,730.6
537.6
603 8
4.7
5.8
284.2
285.6
584.6
772.4
160.0
178.3
285.1
200.9
196.0
149.5
170.6
182.8
363.8
347.2
87.0
82.8
1.582.5
1.671.9
--67.0
94.7
121.1
154.9

5,446.6
635.6
6.8
312.7
900.9
189.3
166.7
139.3
185.6
359.1
84.5
1.766.0
358.7
115 3
226.1

19,394.0 21,411.5 23,682.0
6,165.1
493.8

6,700.8
506.2

7,121.4
521.0

710.7

769.0

851.1

333.3

354.5

366.5

714.7
322.9
722.5
2,867.2

760.2
351.1
701.3
3.258.5

777.7
369.4
669.3
3.566.4
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JAPAN
1975
COMMUNICATIONS, TOTAL
Broadcast
Cable TV
Closed-circuit TV
Data communications
Facsimile terminals
Intercoms and systems
Laser communications
Microwave relay
Navigation aids, except radar
Pagng ( public and private)
Radar ( airborne, ground. and marine)
Radio communications, except broadcast
Telephone switching. PABX'
Telephone switching, public
Telephone and telegraph carrier
Video recorders and players (non-consumer)
COMPUTERS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT, TOTAL
Data processing systems. total'
Microcomputers (basic chassis value less than $ 1,500)
Mini ( system value less than $ 50,000)
Small ( up to $420,000)
Medium ( up to $ 1.680,000)
Large (up to $3.360,000)
Get (more than $3,360.000)
Add-on memories
Data acquisition
Data entry/output
Data storage
Data terminals
Electronic office equipment
Billing and accounting machines
Calculators
Office type
Scientific type
Point-of-sale

1976

N

WEST EUROPE
1977

1975

1976

1977

1,442.0
37.4
11.1
16.6
67.8
40.1
23.7
0.0
99.9
116.2
34.3
88.0
365.8
75.6
155.0
292.0
18.5

1,567.4
55.3
11.2
18.8
69.2
53.2
26.6
1.0
118.4
122.0
38.5
94.3
400.7
88.8
163.7
283.8
21.9

1,867.5
63.0
12.1
21.6
73.8
71.8
36.8
12.3
128.9
138.5
45.1
104.2
477.0
124.1
223.0
308.9
26.4

3,940.3
121.8
30.5
80.7
89.1
--109.6
--154.6
307.3
16.6
575.9
656.7
494.1
379.0
892.7
31.7

4,334.7
128.5
39.2
83.2
107.8
--118.3
...
171.2
327.4
19.4
632.9
720.5
525.4
493.8
927.5
39.6

4,944.3
131.8
32.5
97.7
125.2
--128.4
--188.2
366.6
22.3
714.1
828.4
580.9
687.1
989.2
49.9

3,119.4
1,959.4
31.8
117.3
350.8
501.8
625.9
331.8
62.2
64.3
222.7
390.2
228.5
153.6
68.5
85.1
54.2
30.9
38.5

3,673.7
2.271.9
39.5
158.0
406.1
534.8
732.5
401.0
69.9
60.7
292.4
474.9
271.6
186.9
73.7
113.2
67.7
45.5
45.4

4,336.6
2.6334
53.5
276.6
481.1
578.7
746.2
497.3
78.1
67.5
377.3
503.1
384.6
229.7
98.0
131.7
72.1
59.6
62.9

6,439.2
3.379.1
--299.8
717.4
1,289.3
669.7
402.9
81.3
129.2
558.5
1.142.1
293.6
786.5
487.3
228.9
143.8
62.2
68.9

7,285.0
3,821.9
--346.7
822.4
1.430.5
755.5
466.8
92.7
136.3
626.2
1,260.3
372.4
880.7
550.9
255.5
156.2
70.6
94.5

8,203.9
4.286.8
--381.4
895.9
1.542.1
872.9
594.5
106.4
137.1
704.9
1,368.0
465.4
998.1
619.7
281.5
166.6
80.6
137.2

INDUSTRIAL, TOTAL
776.0
883.1
1,093.2
1,302.8
1,398.3
1,526.7
Industrial X-ray inspection and gauging
----54.6
58.1
61.1
Machine tool controls
-----88.7
97.6
106.1
Motor controls
122.4
174.8
209.8
---Photoelectric controls
--45.3
49.1
54.7
Pollution monitoring
66.4
108.4
157.3
24.1
26.3
29.2
Process-control systems
528.0
533.2
652.7
1,020.3
1,092.9
1.195.3
Ultrasonic cleaning and inspection
59.2
66.7
73.4
19.2
20.2
21.8
Welding (with electronic controls)
----50.6
54.1
58.5
•
MEDICAL, TOTAL
270.0
304.0
340.0
790.1
873.3
990.6
Diagnostic equipment. except X-ray
72.6
86.0
103.3
183.3
198.9
220.8
Patient- monitoring
16.7
19.0
21.4
67.4
75.7
77.6
Prosthetic
14.8
16.1
17.7
53.0
58.6
61.6
Surgical support
3.9
4.5
5.1
-----Therapeutic, except X-ray
6.5
7.5
8.4
38.5
44.1
50.2
X-ray equipment, diagnostic and therapeutic
155.5
170.9
184.1
447.9
496.0
580.4
POWER SUPPLIES, TOTAL
Bench and lab
Industrial heavy-duty
OEM and modular
TEST AND MEASUREMENT, TOTAL
Amplifiers, lab type
Analog voltmeters, ammeters, and multimeters
Analytic instruments, research or clinical
Automatic test equipment (IC, component, and board)
Calibrators and standards, active and passive
Counters and timers
Digtal multimeters
Microwave test instruments
Oscillators
Oscillators and accessories
Panel meters
Phase measuring equipment
Power meters
Recorders
Signal generators. analog
Signal generators. synthesizer
Spectrum analyzers (audio to 1GHz)
AUTOMOTIVE, TOTAL

87.9
14.0
16.2
57.7

119.3
23.5
17.7
78.1

132.5
27.2
19.6
85.7

231.3
21.0
65.2
145.1

250.1
22.9
70.9
156.3

270.8
24.6
77.1
169.1

328.6
6.0
14.5
154.8
11.3
8.7
8.2
7.1
7.7
8.0
31.6
27.0
1.4
2.9
19.9
10.6
4.3
4.6

358.5
6.4
15.7
161.8
14.4
8.9
9.6
8.2
7.9
8.9
36.9
30.0
2.1
3.5
21.7
11.6
4.7
6.2

395.7
525.2
569.3
624.3
7.2
9.0
9.3
9.9
17.8
27.6
27.9
28.3
175.8 --- ... ...
16.1
43.5
48.9
54.9
9.9
16.1
17.2
18.2
11.1
39.7
41.5
44.4
9.3
38.2
42.2
47.9
7.9
42.0
47.3
53.4
9.8
18.1
19.2
20.0
41.0
95.4
102.5
111.7
34.8
35.6
37.3
41.4
2.4
----_
4.0
------23.7
89.2
96.8
104.1
12.5
33.8
36.6
40.2
5.1
12.3
14.6
17.4
7.3
24.7
28.0
32.5

29.0

34.9

49.5

'Electronic or semielectronc. Includes standalone minicomputers but not computers that are integai parts of process-control and similar systems. ---No estimate available.
Figures hthis chart are based on inputs obtained from an Il-country survey made by Electroecs nSeptember and October 1976. They show consensus estimates for consumption of
components, valued at factory prices, used to produce equipment for both domestic and export markets and for consumption of electronic equipment, with domestic hardware valued at
factory sales price and imports at landed cost
1111111111
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Problem:
You need more than acard frame.

Solution:
See Bud's new system. It not only provides card carrying capacity, but
also affords modular packaging.

Our new modular packaging system
is the most versatile on the market.
We know you'll agree when you
see it. Eight sizes take 44 different
size modules. Yet, the design is
simple. Components are easily
assembled, easily modified. Your
Bud representative will demonstrate
it anytime. YOUR PROBLEM
IS SOLVED!

Call toll free:
(800) 321-1764 for more facts. In Ohio, (800) 362-2265.

BUD RADIO,INC.
Willoughby, Ohio 44094

Now in stock at your Bud distributor.
ALABAMA
Birmingham
James W. Clary Co.
205-322-2486
ARKANSAS
Little Rock
Carlton Bates Co.
501-562-9100
CALIFORNIA
Chatsworth
Westates Electronics Corp
213-3414411
Los Angeles
Radio Product Sales, Inc.
213-748-1271
Mountainview
Elmer Electronics, Inc.
415-961-3611
Riverside
Electronic Supply
714-787-9220
COLORADO
Denver
Electronic Parts Co.
303-744-1992
Newark Electronics
303-757-3351

Call for a demonstration today!
Palatine
Ohm Electronics
312-359-5500
Peoria
Klaus Radio, Inc.
309-6914840
INDIANA
Indianapolis
Graham Electronics
Supply, Inc.
317-634-8486
Ra- DisCo., Inc.
317-637-5571
KANSAS
Wichita
Radio Supply Co., Inc.
316-267-5213
LOUISIANA
Lafayette
Ralphs of Lafayette, Inc.
318-2344507

MARYLAND
Gaithersburg
Pioneer/Washington
Electronics, Inc.
301-948-0710
FLORIDA
Rockville
Orlando
Capitol Radio
Hammond Electronics, Inc.
Wholesalers, Inc.
305-849-6060
301-881-2270
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Lykes Electronics
404-355-2223
ILLINOIS
Chicago
Newark Electronics
312-638-4411

MASSACHUSETTS
Dedham
Gerber Electronics, Inc.
617-329-2400
West Newton
A. W. Mayer Co.
617-277-3577
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MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
Wedemeyer
Electronic Supply
313-665-8611
Detroit
RS Electronics
313491-1000
Livonia
Pioneer/Michigan
313-525-1800
MINNESOTA
St. Paul
Gopher Electronics Co.
612-645-0241
MISSOURI
Kansas City
W -Iters Radio Supply, Inc.
816-531-7015
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Walker Radio Co.
505-247-2288
NEW YORK
Binghamton
Harvey Federal
Electronics
607-748-8211
E. Farmingdale
Harrison Electronics
516-293-7990
Lynbrook, L.I.
Peerless Radio Corp.
516-593-2121
NORTH CAROLINA
Winston-Salem
Kirkman Electronics, Inc.
919-722-9131

OHIO
Cleveland
Pioneer/Cleveland
216-587-3600
Cincinnati
Hughes- Peters, Inc.
513-351-2000
Columbus
Hughes- Peters, Inc.
614-294-5351
Dayton
Pioneer/Dayton
513-236-9900
Solon
Radio & Electronic
Parts Corp.
216-248-8900
OKLAHOMA
Tulsa
Oil Capitol
Electronics Corp.
918-836-2541
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
A. A. Peters, Inc.
215434-5237
Montgomeryville
Pyttronic Industries, Inc.
301-792-7000
Philadelphia
Almo Electronics Corp.
215-698-4000
Pittsburgh
Cam/RPC Electronics
412-782-3770
Pioneer/Pittsburgh
412-782-2300

Circle

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Dixie Radio
Supply Co., Inc.
803-779-5332
TENNESSEE
Memphis
Bluff City Electronics
901-725-9500
Nashville
Electra Distributing Co.
615-329-3971
TEXAS
Dallas
Wholesale
Electronic Supply
214-824-3001
Ft. Worth
Swieco, Inc.
817-335-6521
Houston
Harrison Equipment Co.
713-6524750
San Antonio
Sherman Electronics
Supply, Inc.
512-224-1001
UTAH
Salt Lake City
Standard Supply Co., Inc.
801466-3371
VIRGINIA
Charlottesville
Virginia Radio
Supply Co., Inc.
804-2964184
WASHINGTON
Seattle
Almac/Stroum
Electronics, Inc.
206-763-2300
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Designer's casebook__
Gates convert J-K flip-flop
to edge-triggered set/reset
by David L. DeFord
Colorado Video Inc., Boulder, Colo.

Set/reset flip-flops with edge- triggered inputs are not
readily available in the common logic families, but can
be built with a few standard gates and a J- K flip-flop.
Both positive- and negative- transition triggering are
easily configured with the use of NOR and NAND gating,
respectively.
In the schematic below, when.the flip-flop is triggered
by an active transition at the set (sor s) input, that input
is disabled and the reset (R or 11) input is enabled. The
flip-flop can then change state only upon an active
transition at the reset input, and once this occurs, the set
input is again enabled, completing the cycle.
As with all logic circuits, certain minimum pulse
widths and timing restrictions must be observed. The
input signal must remain stable following an active
transition until the new outputs of the flip-flop have
NEGATIVE- EDGE-TRIGGERED SET/RESET FLIP-FLOP

settled on the gate inputs. Using standard transistortransistor- logic devices, the minimum pulse width for the
negative-edge-triggered inputs is 65 nanoseconds in the
worst case, but typically about 32 ns. In the positiveedge-triggered configuration the worst-case value is 77
ns, but typically 40 ns.
If low- power Schottky TTL is used, the worst-case
minimum pulse width is reduced to 45 ns for both
circuits and atypical value might be about 25 ns.
Since specifications vary between manufacturers, the
minimum pulse widths may be calculated from the
actual propagation delays to logic- 1 ( tpd1 )and logic-0
(t oo ) levels of the individual gates and flip-flops. The
formulas for the negative- and positive-edge flip-flop
are:
t tw (m i
n ) = tpd

(NAN D)

t
w(nin) = tpdi ( NOR)

t
pdo(N AN D)

+ tpdO(NAN D)

Failure to observe the minimum pulse widths can
result in extra pulse inputs to the J- K flip-flop, returning
it prematurely to its original state. In addition, the set
and reset pulses should be separated by at least a
minimum pulse-width spacing, since neither of the inputs
has priority, and erroneous triggering may otherwise
result.
POSITIVE- EDGE- TRIGGERED SET/RESET FLIP-FLOP
+5 V

+5 V

RESET

o

CLOCK

tpdo(FF)
tpd ( FF)

-Do-

RESET

D

Do-

CLOCK
°

Q

Getting the edge. Negative- or positive-edge-triggered RIS flip-flops can be made by adding NAND or NOR gates to aJ-K flip-flop. The flipflop at left must be negative-edge triggered, like the 7473, while the unit at right must be positive-edge triggered, like the 7470.

circuit range from the innocuous— decision making for
electronic games— to the critical— reliability enhancement of triply redundant fail-safe systems.
As shown in the schematic of Fig. 1, the votes are
registered at data-select lines A, B, and C of the
multiplexer, and the data inputs, Do — D7 are wired so as
by Edwin P. Crabbe Jr.
to produce an output at Y in accordance with the truth
GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories, Northlake,
table.
With the addition of afew inverters, the system can be
D An eight-channel digital multiplexer chip such as the equipped with amaster override, vesting any of the three
74151 can make an efficient three- input majority-vote voters with the power of veto. Figure 2details the setup.
circuit in which the output- logic level always agrees with A logic 1at master-input A causes an output in agreethe majority of the input levels. The uses of such a ment with the A vote, regardless of the votes of B and C.

Multiplexer chip forms
majority-vote circuit
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Similarly, a logic 1at master- input B effects an output
equal to B's vote, and so on. With all the master inputs
low, the output is again the majority of the inputs.
Systems with more than three voting inputs can only
be practically implemented with a programable read-

INPUT
VOTES

+5 V

1

only memory, as
cascaded.

majority-vote circuits cannot be

Designer's casebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughtv
the circuit's operating principle and purpose. Welt pay $ 50 for each item published.

TRUTH TABLE

o,

VOTING INPUTS

MAJORITY
VOTE
OUTPUT

74151

06

o

05

2.2 kl2

o

o

o

Dx

o

03
0

Y OUTPUT

A

o

o

o

o

O

2

Dl

MINORITY
VOTE

Do
STROBE

o
X = DON'T CARE

1. Majority rules. The three binary address lines are the inputs to a majority-vote circuit based on a 74151 multiplexer. The output at Y is in
agreement with the majority of the inputs, and the output at W, complementary to Y, is the minority vote.

1RUTH TABLE

INPUT
VOTES

ABC

X

0

1

1

1

X

X

1

0

X

1

X

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

,
-

X

00000.-

0

Y OUTPUT

0

0
0

XX

MINORITY
VOTE

ABC

00X .-.-

A
MASTER
INPUTS

MASTER
INPUTS

X

MAJORITY
VOTE
OUTPUT

VOTING
INPUTS

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

x

1

1

0

1

X

x

0

1

o

x

x

0

1

1

X = DON'T CARE

2. Veto power. Adding a few inverters to the circuit provides it with master-override capabilities. Whichever input is selected as master, the
output always agrees with the vote of that input, regardless of the votes of the other two.

Simple logic single-steps
SC/MP microprocessor
by Richard Gersthofer
Industrial Automation and Research, Vancouver, B. C.
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Single-cycle and single- instruction processing capability
in a microprocessor system is invaluable for hardware
troubleshooting as well as program debugging. An easyto- build controller provides this capability.
When the mode switch of the controller is set to single
cycle, all the stages of instruction processing may be
observed by monitoring the logic states of the pins on the
microprocessor chip. Alternatively, in the single-instruc-
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Who's the performance winner
in 16k and 32k memory systems?

Check the specs.

Fabri-Tek has packed more speed and
total performance into single- board 16K
and 32K memory systems than anybody
else in the business. Compare our 696
and 698 systems against the competition,
and you'll see what we mean. We'll not
only beat them in specifications—
we're the only company that offers
you total upward compatibility to
32K. At competitive prices, too. It's
what you'd expect from a company
with years of leadership in the memory
business. Go with the winner— call us
today for the best in both off- the- shelf
and custom memory systems.

-

L_
FABRITEK

DATA
PRODUCTS

EMM

DR 103

DR 103

16K

32K

650

650

750

300

280

265

300

11.75x15.4
x1.0

11.75x15.4
x1.0

11.5x13.7
x1.0

MODEL

696

698

Micro 3000
D.D.

Micro 3000
0D.

Store
1680

MEMORY SIZE

16K

32K

16K

32K

16K

CYCLE TIME

650

650

650

850

ACCESS TIME

250

250

270
11.75x15.4
x1.0

PHYSICAL
SIZE

11.75x15.4
x1.0

COMPATIBILITY
16K TO 32K

11.75x15 4
x1.0

YES

DATA RAM

NO

32K

NO

Pb

11.5x13 7
x1.0

NO

IF /4 13 In II

EBC

INC.
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

5901 South County Road 18 • Minneapolis, MN 55436 • ( 612) 935-8811
SALES
OFFICES:

108

Circle

Boston
(
617) 969-5077

Chicago
(312) 437-4116

Dallas
(214) 234-8438

Pennsauken, N.J.
(201) 222-6250

San Jose, Calif.
(408) 246-8391

Minneapolis
(612) 935-8811
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Hawthorne, Calif.
(213) 973-0484
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tion mode, only the effects of each instruction may be
observed.
Designed for use with the SC/MP central processing
unit, the controller requires no initialization. As shown
in the figure, the circuit has HALT and CONTINUE push
buttons, in addition to switching between single-cycle,
single- instruction, and continuous modes. Program execution may be halted with the push button or under
software control by pulsing the halt flag line.
In the single-cycle mode, the continue input line,
CONT, of the CPU is held at logic I. This enables normal
execution of the program stored in external memory.
The input/output cycle extend input, NHOLD, is kept at

logic O. Pressing the CONTINUE button toggles the first
flip-flop, FF,, driving the NHOLD high, and permitting
program execution. After executing one cycle, the CPU
resets FF 1 by pulsing the address strobe output line,
NADS, sending the NHOLD low again. The cycle time
requires only a few microseconds.
In the single- instruction mode, the NHOLD line is held
at logic Iwhile the CONT line is kept at logic O. Pressing
the continue button toggles the second flip-flop, FF2,
driving the CONT line high, and the CPU continues
execution. After completion of one instruction, the
processor resets FF 2 by pulsing its NADS line. CONT goes
low until the CONTINUE button is again pressed.

+5V

Q
FF2
CLOCK

-

+5 V

C PRESET
CLEAR

o

-5 V

1
kst
CONT
(8)

1

HALT

OFLIP-FLOP: 7474
ANO GATES: 7408
NAND GATES: 7400

O
220 S
2

-5 V

SINGLE
INSTRUCTION°

Do-

HALT
FLAG
120, 21, or 221
SC / MP
CPU

-5 v

CONTINUOUS
SINGLE °
CYCLE

MODE

10.2
FF 1

2200

UC.11,1711',J1 -1

CLOCK

7_0
,5

-0 PRESET

6-

NHOLD
(6)

0

CLEAR

o

+5 V
1ks2

*5 V
NADS
(39)

SC / MP system controller. Single-stepping through a program helps locate hardware or software errors. Circuit runs the microprocessor in
single-cycle, single- instruction, or continuous mode, controlled by two push buttons. Halt may also be facilitated under software control, by
. having the SC/MP central processing unit pulse its halt flag line.
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POC&SSIDie in action

Chip scans keyboard
without hardware interface
by Dan Hammond
Mostek Corp, Carrollton, Texas

D Hardware to mate keyboards and microprocessors is
like the grease that oils the squeaky wheel— necessary,
but it would be nice to get along without it. It is possible
to eliminate the hardware by taking advantage of the
software of the F8 microprocessor.
Scanning the keyboard directly from one port of the
microprocessor even can identify asingle key touch from
multiple closure signals and can correctly process simultaneous touches of more than one key. The microprocessor's secret is its software and the bidirectional property
of its input/output ports, which allows transfer of 8- bit
parallel data to or from the keyboard.
In scanning the 4-by-4 switch matrix of Fig. 1, the
F8's central- processing- unit chip turns on one of the four
row-select bits, supplying aground return for one row of
switches. The CPU then senses column data. The four
column bits will indicate the condition of all four
switches in the selected row. Each of the four rows is
selected, one at atime, to continously provide the current
status of all 16 switches.
The column data is transmitted through 4 bits of an
1/0 port to the CPU'S accumulator register. The accumulator is an 8- bit register that functions as a holding
register for arithmetic or logic or, in this case, 1/0
operations. Data in the accumulator may be transferred
to the CFU'S 64 8-bit scratchpad registers, which are the
basic memory in this application.
Bounce, or multiple momentary switch closures, is a

FOUR ROW- SELECT LINES

problem encountered with mechanical key switches. It
produces the wave shapes of Fig. 2, rather than the step
voltages desired. To prevent multiple detections of the
switch closure, the bounce must be filtered out.
Debouncing with software
A conventional solution is to use a resistance-capacitance filter to try to eliminate it. However, the F8
scanning technique filters the switch bounce in software
by taking multiple samples of the switch status to verify
key depression and release. Since the software must scan
all switches continuously, ascratchpad register (or half
of one) can maintain the status of each key switch.
Another common requirement with keyboards is
detection of all closures when more than one switch is
depressed at a time. The F8's scanning can meet this
requirement, which is known as N- key rollover. Since all
switches are continuously scanned, the condition of each
switch is always available to the processor.
Hardware design
The 4- by-4keyboard matrix of Fig. 1is the largest one
that can interface directly with one F8 vo port without
external hardware. But, to prove out the hardware and
software of keyboard scanning, the more popular 4- by- 3
matrix was used in a breadboard with the F8 Survival
Kit ( Fig. 3). This is acompletely wired microprocessorevaluation kit on aprinted-circuit card with a3850 CPU,
a 3851 PSU (
program storage unit), a 3853 sniu (static
memory interface), a static 1,024-byte random-access
memory, and ateletype-terminal interface.
This breadboard provides N-key rollover input to the
processor with one exception. Depressing three keys
simultaneously to form an L configuration causes an
erroneous input. The addition of germanium diodes,
shown in the insert of Fig. 3on the column pole of each
switch, lets the microprocessor recognize this configuration as an N-key rollover.
To sense the condition of row 0, the software produces
a hex 01 ( binary 0000 0001) from storage in the CPU
chip to Port I. The state of bits 4, 5, and 6 (columns 0, 1,

4- BY-4
KEYBOARD
MATRIX

F8

CD

INPUT/ OUTPUT
PORT

FOUR COLUMN- SENSING LINES

TIME
LEADING
EDGE
BOUNCE

\\
--I"

20 ms

1;

\\
20 ms

TRAILING
EDGE
BOUNCE

2. Switch bounce. Mechanical key switches have more than one
1. Scanning the keys. With one F8 port, a 16-switch keyboard can

closure upon actuation or release. Ordinarily. RC filters are used to

be scanned with no external hardware. The bidirectional property of

minimize bounce, but the F8's software scanning technique filters

the F8 microprocessor's I/O ports makes this possible.

bounce by taking multiple samples of the switches' conditions.
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EDGE
CONNECTOR
BIT 0

7 >

>

BIT I

BIT 2
SURVIVAL
KIT
INPUT/ OUTPUT
PORT 1

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

d.
BIT 6

11

13 >

15 >

17 >

19

o
ROW 0

v

î

0—

ROW 1

ROW 2

V

ROW 3

COL 0

COL 1

COL 2
1N270

BIT 7

21 >

COL 3

NOT USED

ROVV 0
1N270
ROW 1
COLO

3. N-key rollover. The F8 Survival Kit uses a scanning technique to sense key actuation, filter key switch bounce and to provide N- key
rollover. To prevent an erroneous input when three keys are depressed simultaneously in an Lconfiguration, one germanium diode should be
added on the column pole of each switch, as shown in the inset. The diodes prevent a false logic condition.

and 2) will have a logic level of 1when the respective
switches in row 0are closed and alogic level of 0 when
open. The other three rows are read similarly. Since the
F8's i/o ports contain internal pull-up resistors to
account for logic 0 levels, no pull-up resistors need be
wired to the key switches.
Keyboard software
Scratchpad registers of the CPU maintain the current
status for each switch. When aswitch is inactive, it has a
status of 0in its register. For the switch to be processed,
three consecutive scans must show switch closure.
When a closed switch is first sensed, the CPU increments the register status from 0 to 1. In succeeding
scans, software decisions either increment the status ( if
sensed to be closed) until it reaches 3or reset it to 0 ( if
sensed to be open). The central processing unit then
processes the switch closure, which, in this example,
means the column number and row number are printed
on the rry terminal.
The register maintains astatus of 3until the first time
the switch is sensed as being open. Then its status is set
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to 13. Three consecutive scans with the switch open are
necessary to get the switch back to inactive status (0).
This is accomplished by incrementing the status ( if
sensed open) until it reaches 15 or resetting the status to
13 ( if sensed closed). If the status reaches 15, the
software resets it to O. As long as bounce occurs, the
status will remain at, or will be reset to, 13.
Software flow
The flow chart of Fig. 4shows the software logic, and
the software looping necessary to institute the full scanning program and is exactly equivalent to a 75- instruction program. At the end of each row scan, there is a 1millisecond delay that effects an interscan delay of 4ms
for each switch. To read aswitch, it must be scanned at
least three times. So it must be solidly on for 8ms before
being processed and solidly off 8 ms before becoming
inactive. This insures that the switch status will only be
processed once per depression. This debounce time sets
the maximum keyboard entry rate for agiven switch at
one entry each 24 ms.
For some microprocessor applications, it may be
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INITIALIZE ALL
SCRATCHPADS TO 0

IS
1EST COLUMN
=0?

KSC I

YES

SET ROW SELECT = 3

KSC 2

DECREMENT
TEST COLUMN

OUTPUT ROW-SELECT BIT
DECREMENT
ROW-SELECT

READ COLUMN DATA
SET TEST COLUMN = 2

IS
TEST COLUMN
=1( CLOSED)?

YES

IS
SWITCH STATUS
=3?

IS
SWITCH STATUS =
FOR THIS ROW
COLUMN ,

NO

KSC 6

IS
SWITCH STATUS
=3?

IS
SWITCH STATUS
3?

YES

SET SWITCH
STATUS = 13
SET
SWITCH STATUS
BACK TO 0

IS
SWITCH STATUS
>3?

YES

INCREMENT SWITCH STATUS

SET
SWITCH STATUS
BACK TO 13

IS
SWITCH STATUS
=3?

YES

I

INCREMENT SWITCH STATUS
FOR THIS ROW/COLUMN

SWITCH IS ON PRINT
ROW NUMBER AND
COLUMN NUMBER ON TTY

IS
SWITCH STATUS
.15?
KSC = KEYBOARD SCAN

4. Scan routine. The F8's decisions and timing required for software sensing and debouncing of the 4- by-3switch matrix proceed as shown.
The KSQ,„ KSQ. KSQ, symbols are the keyboard scanning intervals used to sense the condition of a particular switch.

necessary to add more interfacing integrated circuits to
expand the keyboard size. However, the basic principle
of maximum use of software to avoid extra hardware
still applies.
When more than 16 switches are needed in a
keyboard, an additional chip must be used since the
input/output ports on the F-8 are 8 bits. Adding a
4-to- 16 decoder to select one of 16 rows permits scanning
of as many as 64 switches.
Many off-the- shelf 4- by- 3and 4- by-4keyboards have
acommon pole ( the sense line). Such keyboards can be
scanned with a4-bit code selecting one of as many as 16
switches. The switch selection is decoded by a 4- to- 16
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decoder, which supplies aground return to the selected
switch. The CPU uses the common line to sense the
condition of the switch and to transfer the data back
through the yo port to storage.
If more ports can be assigned to the keyboard interface, other options may become advantageous. For
example, with two 8- bit ports, 16 switches can be read
without scanning.
The basic requirements of sampling switch debounce
and N-key rollover will remain in all three alternatives
discussed. The best approach to agiven design application will be determined by the system requirements and
the architecture and software of the microprocessor. D
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Ask
CONTROL DATA for the new low cost,
problem-free le-companion to
Cartridge Disk Drives.

The 17:DC Model 9414

Falcon'

F xed-Media Disk Drive offers
6000- hour MTBF And you can
pass the low- price- per- box
advantage on to your
customers ,Available in
6 or 12 megabyte
capacities

We
have it.
"Falcon cffe -s superior reliability
(6000- hour MTBF) and maintainability. Here are just a few of the
reasons why:
• No electrical adjustments anywhere in the unit! No operator
intervention needed; the entire
unit is software activated.

• Orly four minor mechanical adjustments are possible — they
may never be needed.
• No blower to make noise or use
energy. Instead, the oversized
air filter and dynamic air 1:low
design provide a generous air
supply — and greater relability.
• Modular construction plus reliab e " Winchester"- type spindle
and carriage.

Call ( 4051E46-54,21 or , eturn coupon to Terry J Hardie. Manager. Product Sales.
Control Data Corporation. 4000 NW 39th Street. Oklahoma City. OK 731'2

Use the " Falcon" Fixed Media Disk
Drive in modules as your sole
memory source with low-cost casselte or aiskette input. Or, daisy
chain it into your present system
alongside mare expensive removab'e-media drives.
But first test evaluate it ... compare
it with competitive drives. Whether
large OEM cr small. you'll discover
you can offer : ncredible reliability
at lower cost — and that's a good
offer any time!

Ask the CDC OEM people

Tell me mare about your OEM Falcon Fixed- Media Double- Density Disk Drive.

NAME
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OD CONTROL
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COMP,NY
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Engineer's notebook
Current indicator
is overload-proof
by Henno Normet
Diversified Electronics Inc., Evansville, Ill.

A current indicator, unlike a simple pilot light, always
tells you when a device is drawing power. Just a few
parts— alight-emitting diode, alow-voltage diode, and a
transformer wound on a toroidal core— will build one
that can indicate alternating currents of well over 100
amperes with impunity. This indicator draws negligible
power itself and, not being in electrical contact with the
line, is isolated from it by several thousand volts.
The transformer's primary winding is simply the
current-carrying conductor passed through the hole in
the toroid ( Fig. 1). The secondary winding is approximately 200 turns of #28 AWG enameled wire, and it
drives the LED directly. The low-voltage diode is
inversely parallel to the LED, to protect it from the high
reverse voltages that appear on alternate half cycles
when the transformer is not loaded.
With the component values shown, the LED starts to
glow with nearly 2A flowing through the primary, and it
reaches full brightness with roughly 10 A. As the current
soars beyond 10 A, the transformer core saturates, and
current in the secondary winding supplying the LED
levels off at asafe value.
A more sensitive indicator can be obtained by
increasing the number of primary turns. Five turns on
the primary increases sensitivity five times.
For a practical housing, which makes the indicator
easy to mount, pot the transformer and diodes in epoxy
(Fig. 2). For this application, a LED with a threaded

bushing such as a Dialco DiodeLite should be used. In
any event, when potting the circuit, take care to expose
the threaded- bushing bezel of the LED and to leave the
hole in the transformer unobstructed.
The switching threshold of the current indicator can
be varied over arange of about 2to 10 A by shunting the
LED with aresistor of about 20 to 100 ohms. It should be
noted that the current transformer is afar more efficient
load indicator than a current shunt, which could dissipate as much as 30 watts when monitoring a 10-A
current.

EPDXY BLOCK

PANEL

LED, BEZEL, AND
MOUNTING NUT

CURRENT- CARRYING
CONDUCTOR

1. Pot it. Potting the transformer and two diodes in epoxy creates a
completely self-contained indicator unit. The bushing-type LED must
have no built-in current- limiting resistor. Remember to leave the
bushing exposed and the hole in the transformer core unblocked.

CURRENT- CARRYING
CONDUCTOR
SECONDARY WINDING:
—200 TURNS et 28 AWG
ENAMELED WIRE
SCATTER-WOUND

TOROIDAL COIL FORM:
ELECTRO 00 RE TYPE T- 202-F
GRAIN- ORIENTED TAPE-WOUND CORE
OUTER DIAMETER, 0.75 IN.
INNER DIAMETER, 0.5 IN.
WIDTH, 0.25 IN.

LED
MONSANTO
MV 5024

2. Overload- proof. Use of asimple current transformer, wound on atoroidal core, proofs this current indicator against burnout at currents as
high as 100 amperes. Saturation of core limits LED current to safe value, and indicator is isolated from line by several thousand volts.
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Computer/cassette interface
takes tone from clock
by Alan Sahakian
Racine. Wisc.

This computer/cassette-recorder interface, which simply
gates a tone on and off, is far less expensive than
conventional interfaces using frequency-shift keying.
Although FSK systems afford the flexibility and reliability of two additional states— no carrier and both
tones— this circuit's two states will suffice for many
applications, such as microprocessor mass storage. And
since it requires no tone generator, much less decoding
circuitry, the design is cost-effective.
In the figure, auniversal asynchronous receiver/transmitter ( uART), which converts parallel microprocessor
data to serial format and back again, is connected
through a simple network to the cassette recorder. The
UART used in this design must be compatible with

transistor-transistor logic. A good choice is the Intel
8251, which is, in fact, auniversal synchronous/asynchronous receiver transmitter. The tone recorded is
actually the clock supplying the UART, an arrangement
that not only reduces component count but serves to
record the baud rate on the tape, and means that the
circuit never requires adjustment or calibration.
In the record ( or write) mode, the serial output of the
UART switches the 4,800- hertz clock frequency on and
off through a 7402 two- input NOR gate, and the R3-Ca
combination couples and attenuates the signal.
In the playback ( or read) mode, the signal from the
cassette is conditioned by the high-pass network made up
of R,, R2, C1, and C2, to improve transient response. The
diode detector, together with C3, removes the carrier
from the modulated signal. The transistor amplifies and
inverts the signal, driving an additional NOR gate. This
extra gate, wired as an inverter, buffers the signal, as
well as getting it back to its original phase.
In this use of the 8251 UART, a clock frequency 16
times the baud rate is chosen, so that a typical rate of
300 baud is produced from a clock of 4,800 Hz, well
within the bandpass of most cassette recorders.

CLOCK INPUT
(4,800 Hz)

UNIVERSAL
ASYNCHRONOUS
RECEIVER
TRANSMITTER

INTEL 8251
OR SIMILAR

TRANSMITTER
CLOCK ( TXCI

'47402

RECEIVER
CLOCK ( RXCI
SERIAL OUTPUT
(TX O)

TO CASSETTERECO ROER
AUXILIARY
INPUT

C

834

4.7 10:2

0.01 ej

.:7402

SERIAL INPUT
OM)
1N4148

C7

C,

2N2222
0.1 µF
C

3

0.47

R2

11d2

0.1pF

FROM CASSETTERECORDER
OUTPUT

1k2

ifF

COMPONENT VALUES SHOWN ARE FOR
300- BAUD DATA RATE

Easy interface. Far simpler than frequency-shift- keying systems, this computer/cassette-recorder interface does not even need a tone
generator— the clock to the universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter provides it with a tone, which is gated on and off.

Calculator notes_

Programing the SR-52 for
engineering-format display
by Daniel Ozick.
New Rochelle, N.Y

The display of numbers in engineering format— scientific notation in which the exponent is an integral
multiple of three— is a convenient feature of some
calculators. Electrical engineers in particular, whose
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proficiency in prefixes suçh as tera-, giga-, femto-, and
atto- merits a minor in linguistics, will appreciate this
quick SR- 52 program that formats the display in engineering notation.
Shown in the table, the program is a78-step software
module that can be nested within other programs to
provide the engineering display. Since all transfers are
made to labels, the program is position- independent
within the registers.
When given a number, the main routine, labeled E',
stores the engineering- notation exponent in register RO2
and the mantissa in register R03. When the program
halts, the mantissa is displayed; pressing the E label
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Fujitsu's all- new 640-series dry reed
relay lineup offers you the wide
selection and outstanding performance you've been looking for to meet those
demanding on- board switching requirements.
With Fujitsu 640-series devices, you get astandard contact rating of 50VA/10W, compact size
(including a flat- pack type package with a
mounting height of only 0.354") for increased
mounting densities, epoxy- molded construction
for immersion-cleaning safety, low power consumption for savings on power, the option of
magnetic shielding for isolation from the effects
of adjacent relays, and a choice of mounting
grid patterns ( the standard 1" x0.1" or the new
compact 0.8" x0.1") for ease of pc board layouting. Of course, there's more to the 640-series
than just wide selection. When you buy 640series dry reed relays, you also get the highest
reliability ( thanks to Fujitsu's computer/telecommunications experience and superior reed
technology), with the longest service life and at
a price that's unbeatable. Remember, the best
products demand the best components— Fujitsu
components. Availability is NOW! Write or call
for more information. You'll be glad you did.
FUJITSU

Contact
Arrangement

1Form A

Grid
Compact

Standard

IF RL-644)

Shielded

Standard

Standard

(FR L-648)

1Form B

2 Form A

2 Form B

Coil Voltage

Package

—

5/6/12/24V DC

Shielded —

Compact
IF RL-644)

Standard
Shielded ,

Standard
IF RL-648)

Std"dard
Shielded

Compact
IF RL•644)

Standard
Shielded

Standard
(FRL-648)

Standard
Shielded

Compact
IF RL-644)

Standard_
Shjeid ed

Standard
(FR L-648)

Standard

5/6/12/24V DC

•
5/6/12/24V DC

5/6/12/24V DC

Shielded

•Models with clamping diodes to be ayi i(able soon.

FUJITSU LIMITED
Communication; and Ñectronies
Tokyo, Japan

For further information please contact:
•Components Group ( Head Office):Syuvva Onarimon Bldg., 1-1, Shinbashi 6-chome, Minato-ku. Tokyo 105, Japan Phone: 1031437-2111 Cable: FUJITSULIMITED TOKYO Telex:
2424511 FT SIN J •New York Office: 680 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019, U.S. A. Phone: 212-265-5360 Telex: 23 234969 eFujitsu America, Inc. (Components Sales Office):
1251 West Redondo Beach Blvd., Gardena, Calif. 90247, U.S. A. •London Office: Norman House, 105/109 Strand, London, W.C. 2, England Phone: 240-0461/0462 Telex: 51 22305

Circle 116 on reader service card

displays the exponent, and pressing D recalls the
mantissa.
The program can be tailored to suit the user's needs. If
in a capacitance calculation, for example, the less
commonly used unit of nanofarads ( 10 -9 F) is not

desired, the following steps could be inserted beginning
at location 047:

Engineers notebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for
saving engineering time or cost. We'll pay $50 for each item published

This substitutes micro- units for nano- units and
advances the remainder of the program 15 locations. D

RCL 02 + 9 =
INV if zro 3'
3SUM 02 LBL 3'

SR 52 PROGRAM FOR ENGINEERING NOTATION DISPLAY

LOC

CODE

000

46

005

010

015

020

025

030

035

KEY

COMMENTS

LBL

10

E'

57

fix

00

0

42

STO

00

0

01

1

LOC

CODE

040

95

Adjusts display for rounding
operations and stores value to
be Converted in RO1
045

KEY

22

INV

to be an integral

44

SUM

multiple of 3

00

0

02

2

46

L8L

87

1'

90

if zro

87

1'

28

log

24

CE

22

INV

01

1

52

EE

00

0
l'

}
Avoids "log 0"
,
050

43

RCL
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0

01

1

55

÷

75

—

45

93

.

43

RCL

05

5
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0

02

2

Finds integer value of exponent
in scientific notation and
stores in R

055

95

-----
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EE
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----
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INV
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STO
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0

03

3
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INV

57
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0
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2

..
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÷

1
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—
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>

Provides 3- way branching:
scientific-notation exponent
may equal
3n,
317+1, or
3n1-2
where n is an integer
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070

52

EE
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HLT

46

L8L

15

E
Displays exportent for
engineering notation
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L8L
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D
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1
+
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1
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Causes exponent
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Restores display to "initial
mantissa format" and halts,
displaying eng.-not mantissa

RCL

02

46

..

0

81

85

Calculates value of mantissa
> for display in engineering
notation and stores it in
803 for possible re-display

00

if zro

075

'

43

90

,

COMMEN IS

=

43

RCL

00

0

03

3

81

HLT

}

Recalls value of engineeringnotation mantissa

REGISTERS

0

RCL mantissa

RO1

Number to be converted

E

Exponent

RO2

Value of exponent

E'

Convert

RO3

Value of mantissa
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Engineer's newsletter
Here's to
fuss- free
inversion

Ringing 40 +
changes on
the decibel

Are you getting
the salary
you should?

Inch by inch,
millimeter by
millimeter
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A spare inverter gate can be ahandy item to have around when you're
trying to debug your logic design. But finding one on the board and then
having to connect or disconnect it whenever you want to switch between
the normal and invert modes can be bothersome. Instead, says Robert A.
Dougherty of Dunedin, Fla., build an easy-to-use inverter from an
exclusive-OR gate and a subminiature single-pole double-throw slide
switch.
First, break the line to be inverted, bridging the gap with one input of
the gate and its output. Then tie the other gate input to the switch's center
contact, ground one outer contact ( the normal position), and wire the
other outer contact ( invert) to the power supply through aresistor.
With the switch in its normal position, the switched gate input is pulled
low and the gate's output follows the circuit input. With the switch in the
invert position, the switched gate input is high and the output is the
complement of the input. If the exclusive-OR gate is the quad 7486
package, then use a5.1-k9 power-supply resistor, adds Dougherty.

Think you know what dB means? Sure, it's the log to the base 10 of a
power ratio, but there are also more than 40 other specific ways it's
presently being used, says Peter N. Saveskie of TAI Inc. For example, dBc
stands for dB Collins, a ratio with an 0-dB reference that is 0.775 volt
across any impedance, while dRe is a Siemens term based on 0.775 y
across alow impedance. Volume 5, No. 12 of this company's newsletter,
"Consuletter International," defines such terms. If you'd like acopy, write
to TAI at 7700 Arlington Blvd., P.O. Box 24, Falls Church, Va. 22046.

How does your salary stack up against the income ranges newly recommended by the National Society of Professional Engineers? The NSPE
works from abase salary of $ 14,300, which it says represents the most
currently available average annual starting range for new engineering
graduates, and it sets up eight classes of engineers. The group then notes
each class's income range expressed as a percentage of the base salary.
Four ranges, with typical titles, are as follows:
• Junior engineer: 90% to 130%
• Senior engineer: 185% to 255%
• Principal engineer: 260% to 360%
• Chief engineer: 300% to 450%
For acopy, ask for publication no. 0006 from the NSPE at 2029 K St.
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006.

Ready or not, the U.S. is on its way to metrification. Next year's
American National Metric Council Conference and Exposition, set for
March 21 to 23 at the McCormick Inn in Chicago, has a theme of
"Transmetric," referring to the present period of transition to the metric
system. The U.S. Metric Board may be operational by mid- 1977, and the
conference will include asession on the board's role and responsibility. For
more details of the conference, write to AN MC at 1625 Massachusetts
Ave., Washington, D.C. 20036.
Stephen E. Scrupski
Electronics/January 6, 1977
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4- LAYER DIODE IN METOXILITE!
Reduce circuit costs and increase reliability!

This new series of silicon bi-polarity transient suppressors is unique
in that asingle device will provide voltage transient protection
symmetrically (i.e., provide protection for A.C. signals in addition to D.C.).
This new series of devices has peak pulse power ratings of 500 to
1500 watts for 1millisecond and its response time is effectively
instantaneous (less than 1x10 ' 2sec.). Therefore, these versatile
devices have many protection applications where large voltage
transients can permanently damage voltage-sensitive components. The
devices are encased in Semtech's Metoxilite, fused directly to the high
temperature metallurgically bonded assembly. For use in commercial,

Semtech '
s4Layer Diode ( PNPN) is a silicon
switch that is controlled by the amount of
voltage applied. The application of this diode
to a circuit often reduces the number of
associated components which in ' urn, leads
to cost reduction and increased reliability.
Now available in Semtech's proven Metoxilite
construction as two terminal, fast- switching
devices specifically designed for low
voltage applications such as logic circuits,
pulse generators, memory and relay drivers,
relay replacements, alarm circuits.
multivibrators, ring counters, and telephone
switching circuits.
dillle•

industrial, military and space programs.

Types: 1N5779 thru 93, 1N5158 thru 60
Switching Voltage: 10 to 15V

500 Watt

1500 Watt

Peak Pulse Power

Peak Pulse Power

Switching Speeds: t(on)r--75ns, t(off)=
-25Ons.
Junction Capacitance:150pF

•
Types: 1N6102
IN6102 through 1N6137

Types: 1N6138 through 1N6173

Break down Voltage V(BR):

Breakdown Voltage V(BR):

From 6.8 tc 200Vdc ± 10%
Peak Surge Voitage ( Vsm): 11.0 to 286.0V

From 6.8 to 200 Vdc=r10%
Peak Surge Voltage ( Vsm): 11.0 to 286.0V

Peak Surge Cu'rent ( Ism): 45 4to 1.7A

Peak Surge Current ( Ism):

Temperature Coefficient of ( VBR): . 05 toll €1
/0/ ° C

Temperature Coefficient of V(BR): 05 to.11%/°C

Case Size ( Man: . 140' Dx . 165" L

Case Size ( Max.): 180" Dx . 165" L

Case Size ( Max.): . 070" Dx . 165" L

1975 NATIONAL SBA SUBCONTRACTOR OF THE YEAR

SEMTECH
CORPORA TION

36.4 to 5.2A

652 M tcnell RoaC Newbur.
1805) 498)2111 • ( 213) 62 ,

•

,'
910 33E 1264

CHICAGO 1312) 352 3227 • ••• , 1214) 382 3551
FLORIDA 1305) 644 5404 • MARYLAND 1301) 424 6663
NEW JERSEY 1201) 654 4884 •
ELIRCIFEANSALES
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•

SAN FRANCISCO 1415) 494 0113

Boums AC Zug SwItzerland1042) 232 242
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the
Fastest
Biggest
Bipolar
Multipliers
you can buy

120
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Dual in-line packages
Off-the-shelf delivery
MPY-8AJ
New Price
iO to 999 units S70

8by 8Bits - Ideal for on-line multiply in micro
and mini computers - operates directly on
most data bus lines- consumes only 1.8
watts (typical)
Price S100 each in 1-9 quantities.

40- Pin Ceramic DIP

15

12 by 12 Bits -New size multiplier for data
communications and Signal Processing needs only 3-1/2 watts for room temperature
operation- single TTL Clock- fully TTL compatible- Price S168 each in 1-9 quantities.

fis

64- Pin Ceramic DIP with Heat Sink
16 by 16 Bits -Smaller chip improves performance- New 64- Pin DIP easier to use easily dissipates 5 watts with built-in heat
sink- perfect for micro/mini applications signal processing- new price S300 each
in 1-9 quantities.
64- Pin Ceramic DIP with Heat Sink

Features
•Two's Complement
Multipliers
•Double Precision
Products
•Single Chip Bipolar
Design

Delivery is 30 days or less. For detailed data,
applications information and prices, call
(213) 535-1833 or order samples direct with
coupon. TRW Electronic Systems Division,
One Space Park, E2/9043, Redondo Beach,
Calif. 90278.
Order Samples or Literature Today
Send Data Sheets
Enclosed is check or purchase order for

•Asynchronous Multiply
•Single or Multi Bus
Operation
N BITS

Operating Sequence
Mini/Micro Computer
Data Bus Operation
•Load Input Registers
•Wait Multiply Time
•Load Output Registers
•Read -Out

•TTL Compatible
Input/Output
•Single + 5V Power
Supplies
•Microprocessor Bus
Compatible

(qty)

( type)

Name
Title
Company_
Diy/Dept._.
Mailing Code
Street
City
State

Zip

Please call with price and delivery
information.
Area Code

Phone

More LS! Products from a Company Called

TRW
Electronics/January 6, 1977
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Commit this
to memory.
Dataproducts was first to design
and manufacture 32K-word planar
core memory modules in mass
production.

And we have out-delivered
the industry in 32K core memory
systems.
One of those systems, the
STORE/3220, delivers complete
32,763-word X 20-bit capacity
or double the capacity of 16K
systems, using the same size
planar board.

And the compact 51
4 "chassis
/
of the STORE/3220 accommodates
up to 131,072-words X 20-bits.
Leadership in the 32K
marketplace is no accident for
Dataproducts.
We were first to employ 16K
sensing technology in 16K word
modules.
Now an industry standard.
We were first to apply 3wire/
3D technology in core stacks and
systems.
Now an industry standard.
And we were first to implement
the roll/cut ferrite core manufacturing process.
Now an industry standard.
Our core memory systems are
neither the most nor the least
expensive.
They are the most cost-effective.
And if we don't
make the exact
system you need
(for commercial or
military use), ask
Dataproducts
us and we will.

dl

Committed to Core Memory Systems
N. American Sales Hq: 6219 De Soto Ave. , Woodland Hills, Ca. 91365, Tel: (213) 887-8451, Telex: 69-8492.
European Sales Hq: Darmstaedter Landstrasse 199, Frankfurt, W. Germany, Tel: 681-034, Telex: 841-416344.

122
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Those dumb
cakulators are OUT!

At last there's atalking calculator for the blind.
And Silicon Systems made it possible. We make the custom IC chip in
this calculator that synthesizes the human voice Our custom chips
are also used in garage doo: openers, traffic control, automotive instrumentation, time code generators, computers, communications
equipment, etc.
Silicon Syslems specializes in custom LSI . . it's not a sidebne. We're
interested when others aren't because we've lowered the volume at
which cus -orn ' C's become cost effective.
Over the vean; we have developed the world's most advanced IC
design caoability. A proprietary system, created in our own computer lab, helps us solve design problems in any technology - TTL,
Schottky, ECL, I
2L, Linear, PMOS, NMOS, CMOS - whatever is best for
you.
*Calculator

Manufactured by
Telesensory Systems, Inc. of Pak)
Alto, Calif.

Electronics/January 6, 1977

So for custom PC's, write

Silicon Systems

Jim Meyer or call him at
(714) 979-0941

15692 HALE AVENUE, IRVINE, CALIFORNIA 92714

incorporated
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New products

Tiny packaged ICs replace chips
Family of 17 analog circuits is expected to replace naked chips
in hybrid assemblies: digital logic circuits will be next

by John Gosch, Frankfurt bureau manager

With its marketing sights set on
manufacturers of hybrid circuits,
Philips in the Netherlands is about
to announce a family of integrated
circuits that comes in apackage less
than 10 millimeters long and 4 mm
wide. The SO series of devices is
intended to replace the naked chips
used in hybrid circuits.
Circuit assembly with such chips,
the Dutch company says, has several
disadvantages: the process is difficult
to automate, and the need to bond
several chips can result in low overall
yield. Further, in handling unprotected chips, special precautions are
called for. And after assembly, the
naked chips must either be protected
or the finished hybrid circuit must
be encapsulated.
The miniature SO devices represent the third step in an evolutionary
development process that began in
1971 when Philips came out with a
miniature lc for the Swiss watch
industry. This was followed in 1974

by the development of an eightpin
SO package for circuits other than
for watches. Now, the SO series
comprises packages with five pin
configurations and for 17 standard
analog circuits — from simple voltage
followers and general-purpose operational amplifiers to doublebalanced
modulators and limiting intermediate- frequency amplifier/fm detector combinations.
While production of these 17 SO
devices is now under way at the
company's subsidiary, Faselec, in
Zurich, Switzerland, Philips is getting ready to put logic circuits into
similar packages. Of the firm's
Locmos 4000 series of logic ics,
which currently encompass about 75
types, 20 will soon be available in
SO packages in volume quantities.
With such awide range of analog
and logic la in miniaturized packages, Michael Fletcher, product
manager for industrial circuits at
Philips' components- producing Elco-

ma division in Eindhoven, believes
his company to have adecided edge
over other firms that are also
offering small- packaged ics. Of
note, Fletcher points out, is the
variety of pin configurations characterizing the SO series.
The dual in- line SO packages
provide 6, 8, 10, 14, or 16 pins.
Pitched at 1.25 millimeters (or 0.05
inch), the pins on each side of the
package will fit metrically or imperially dimensioned layouts. The
pins, about 1 millimeter long, are
bent at right angles to facilitate
mounting by reflow soldering.
All five package types are the
same height — 1.45 millimeters. In
length, the packages range from 3.55
mm for the smallest, the SO6 ( sixpin) version, to about 9.8 mm for the
largest, the SO- 16 ( 16pin) type.
The SO packages, Fletcher says,
should be of interest to more than
manufacturers of hybrid circuits.
Producers of printedcircuit- board
assemblies may also find them suitable for mounting on pc boards for
applications in camera shutter controls, portable communications and
paging systems, and for industrial control equipment.
Considering their size, the SO
packages have good powerdissipation properties, Fletcher notes.
When they are mounted on a
ceramic substrate, the heat is rapidly
conducted away from the source.
The small package height and short
pins make for thermal resistance
between junction and solder pads
that is about the same as for a
normal dual in -line package
mounted on aprinted-circuit board.
Philips, Elcoma Division, P.O. Box 532, Eindhoven, The Netherlands [ 338]
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THE NEW DIT-IVICO SERIES
8210 AUTOMATIC
WIRE CIRCUIT
ANALYSIS
SYSTEMS

A CHOICE...FLEXIBLE,
EXPANDABLE, POWERFUL
SOFTWARE/HARDWARE
TEST SYSTEM
PACKAGES

Obsolete is
Obsolete...

Too New to
be Copied...

The DIT-NICO Series
8210, comprised of
systems 8211, 8212,
and 8213. offers the
most complete package of automatic
wire circuit test capabilities available to
serve your present and
continuing test needs. In
fact, Series 8210 obsoletes the word obsolete.
You can select the system to fit
your current test requirements
with certain knowledge that as your

So new you won't find
anything like it available anywhere else.
System 8210 incorporates all the "state
of the art'

advance-

ments with some new
wrinkles only DIT-MCO
could provide.
So if you are going to
look around for acomparison you will just have to compare the systems within the
8210 Series. None of the others
come close.

needs expand your DIT-MCO system can be
upgraded to deliver!

Hand in Hand...

Powerful Software! Hardware...

When you select DIT-MCO equipment you have
bought not only the hardware and software you

Series 8210 are real-time disc operating systems

also get the Company...our over 25 years leader-

with disc file maintenance in the system.

ship in the field, our just reputation for treating
every customer, big or small, with the same
respect and dedicated service. With DIT-MCO
you get it al!

Series 8210 systems are driven by fully interactive computer systems yet require no specialized
operator training. A unique and comprehensive
group of programs for testing, maintenance, and
diagnostics are standard. Software is the evolutionary culmination of over five years experience
and proven field use.

Eeny, Meeny, Miney...
You get a choice...to fit your budget. To fit your
test needs. You get versatility, flexibility, the ability to expand and adapt.
And remember, when you choose DIT-MCO you
have chosen Number One.

DIT-IV1C0
INTERNATIONAL
fi Division of Xebec Corporation

Call or Write for Full Information
A DITMCC' representative can show you how
Series 821C or any of our complete line of interconnect test systems can accommodate your
test requirements. Call or write us for full information.

DIT-MCO—The Difference in
Testing...

European Technical Representative
Radix House
central Trading Estate

5612 Brighton Terrace
Kansas City, Missouri 64130
Telephone (816) 444-9700

Baines, Middlesex, TW18-4-XA
England

Telex Number 42-6149

Telex Number 935023
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Telephone (0784) 51444
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CERMET TRIMMERS

CARBON COMPOSITION TRIMMERS

Type A: Ys" diameter, single turn, 10 ohms to 2 megs
±-10%, 0.5W at 85°C, immersion sealed, 3 terminal
options, Publication 5238. 1000 piece price $ 1.12 to 1.68.

Type Y: V
2"dia., single turn. 100 ohms to 5 megs ± 10% or
20%, 0.25W at 50°C, dust/splash resistant, 5 styles, nonlinear tapers, Pub. 5209. 1000 piece price $ 0.90 to 1.59.

Type S: %" dia., single turn, 50 ohms to 1meg ±-10%,
0.5W at 85°C, immersion sealed, top or side adjust,
Publication 5208. 1000 piece price $ 1.15 or 1.40.

Type F: 1
2 "dia., single turn, 100 ohms to 5 megs
/
10%
or 20%, 0.25W at 70°C, immersion sealed, 6 styles, nonlinear tapers, Pub. 5234. 1000 piece price $ 1.00 to 1.62.

Type E: %" square, single turn, 10 ohms to 2 megs
0.5W at 70°C, immersion sealed, 13 terminal options,
Publication 5219 1000 piece price $ O 49.

Type 0: 1
2 "dia., single turn, 100 ohms to 5 megs /
±
-10%
or 20%, 0.40W at 70°C, immersion sealed, 4 styles, nonlinear tapers, Pub. 5235 1000 piece price $ 1.20 to 1.58.

Type D: %" diameter, single turn, 10 ohms to 2 megs
±
-20%, 0.5W at 70°C, dust cover, 6 terminal options,
Publication 5240. 1000 piece price $ 0.42.

Type FD: 1
/
2"dia., 2sec., 1turn, 100 ohms to 5 megs 1:10%
or 20%, 0.25W at 70°C, immersion sealed, 4 styles, 5
tapers, 2atten. Pub. 5231. 1000 piece price $ 2.65 to 4.10.

Type 90: Approx. 7
A6" square, single turn, 100 ohms to
2 megs
0.5W at 70°C, open frame, 2terminal
options, Publication 5242. 1000 piece price $ 0.55.

Type BT: 1
2 "dia., 2 section, 1turn, for 75 ohm Bridged-T
/
pad applications, dust/splash resistant, side and top
adjust versions. Pub. 5236. 1000 piece price $ 2.49.

Type MT: %" square, 20 turn, 10 ohms to 2 megs ±-10%,
0.5W at 70°C, immersion sealed, 3 terminal options,
Publication 5241 1000 piece price $ 1.18.

Type N: 1%" long, 25 turn, 100 ohms to 2.5 megs ±-10%
or 20%, 0.33W at 50°C, immersion sealed. Publication
5206. 1000 piece price $ 2.50 or 2.65.

Type AT: 3
/
4"long, 20 turn, 10 ohms to 2 megs
0.75W at 70°C, immersion sealed, 3 terminal options,
Publication 5237. 1000 piece price $0.65 or 0.93.

Type R: 1Y" long, 25 turn, 100 ohms to 2 5 megs - 10%
or 20%, 0.25W at 70°C, immersion sealed, bushing
mount option, Pub. 5205. 1000 piece price $ 2.87 to 3.73.

Quality in the best hiadition.
ALLEN-BRADLEY
Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53204
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Some of these components will probably
SNAP- ACTION VS, SM AND SX
SWITCHES PROVIDE HIGH RELIABILITY
AND ARE CAPABLE OF HANDLING
b.I IH OR LOW ENERGY CIRCUITS;

PROVIDE OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE

FOR SELECTION,TIMINO AND DISPENSING
FUNCTIONS IN VENDING MACHINES.

•
((p c= q

1:=11C:1 1:11
C:1 El

IDEALLY SUITED FOR
DIGITAL CASSETTE
RECORDERS AND
CARTRIDGE DRIVES,
THE 2G EM MOTOR
USES A HOLLOW ROTOR TO PROVIDE
THE LOWEST POSSIBLE ROTOR MASS,
RESULTING IN VERY LOW INERTIA.
DIRECTLY INTERCHANGEABLE WITH
MOTORS MADE OUTSIDE USA.

MINIATURE SERIES e
SWITCHES pRovIDE
THE ATTRACTIVE
APPEARANCE, SmALL
SIZE AND RELIABILITY
NEEDED FOR HANDHELD DIGITAL TIMERS.

OFFER A WIDE
VARIETY OF OPERA-.
TORS INCLUDING
TOGGLES, PADDLES,
PUSHBUTTONS ,
LIGHTED AND UNLIGHTED ROCKERS.

*

gelle

e

a

•••••••

I
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never wear Marne colliers will just come close.

emCRo
ircH COMPONENTS ARE
'IDEALLY SUITED FOR APPLICATIONS LIKE
TI-11$ PRINTER AND OTHER COMPUTER
PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT. FOR INSTANCE,
THE ED Key30APID OFFERING HIGH
qEuABILITY, LOW PROFILE AND LOW
CosT,. THE AM L
iGHTEID PUSH BUTTONS,
FEATURING QUALITY APPEARANCE AT
A LOW COST, ELECTRICAL PLEXIBILI'TY„
!NCLUOINGSOLIO STATE VERSIONS • PLUS
•A compLETE LINE OF SOLID wrervi
posmoN SENSORS OFFERS NO ALMOST
INFINITE LIFE AND COMPATIBILITY
WITH COMpuraR LOGIC.

The solid state keyboard, AML
lighted pushbuttons and solid
state position sensors you see here
will probably never wear out.
Because they're all solid state.
Each is based on aHall
effect integrated circuit. A circuit
that's been tested through billions
of operations without failing. Even
once. And proven by performance
in avariety of applications. The
other components you see here
come close. Simply because of the
way they're designed and put
together.
Like the long-life versions
of our snap-action V3, SM and SX
precision switches. Available in a
wide variety of sizes, electrical
capabilities and ratings, terminals,
actuators, contact forms and
operating characteristics— they've
been tested to amechanical life of
over 10,000,000 operations.
Or the Series 8miniature
manual switches. Designed with
epoxy- sealed terminals on most
versions for extra reliability. And
offered with virtually any operator
you might need. Plus terminals
that include solder, quick-connect,
printed circuit or wire-wrap.
The same standards of
quality and product flexibility go
into the 26EM DC motor. It's a
miniature motor designed with
low inertia operational characteristics. And just one of aline that
ranges up to the 500VM, amotor
capable of accelerating to 4000
RPM and stopping over 1000
times per second.
If you'd like more information on any of these components, contact your nearest
MICRO SWITCH Branch Office
or Authorized Distributor.
And find out how you can
get acomponent that goes on
forever. Or at least comes very,
very close.

MICRO SWITCH
FREE1PORT. ILLINOIS 61032

A DIVISION

OF

HONEYWELL

MICRO SWITCH products are available
worldwide through Honeywell International
Circle 1129 , on reader service card
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We'll flip you
over your ceramic capacitor spec...

Heads are our standard line of
MONC-KAPSTM.
Radiakleaded,
epoxy- coated monolithic ceramic
capacitors with
noble- metal electrodes whose proven
formulation has not
been modified or
compromised. They
meet MIL requirements, and are
available off- theshelf in a broad
range of capacitances and voltage
ratings to meet your
spec.f:c needs

Tails are our
BME-RadialsT".
They protect you
from the noble
metal cost spiral,
and save you money
right up front. They
are the product of
our unique BME
capacitor technology which
eliminates noble *c-Li
metal entirely from
electrodes and
terminations. But
they'll meet most of
the same circuit
requirements with
no sacrifice.
So you see, its up to you — MONOKAPS or BME-Radials.. Both are immediately available w. quantity from
the only people who give you the
choice. Either will do the job without
compromise. Cali or write for all the
details today. le

A I&
giLlimmfir
CENTRALAB/USCC 4561 Colorado Blvi • Los Angeles, CA 90039 • ( 213) 240-4880
E!ectn ,, ,ts • L:L (.1HE - UNI ,ON INC

"See our complete catalcg in EEM pages 317

to 335, and gold book pages 103 to 121, or contact us

directly"

New products
to afrequency of 10 gigahertz.
Voltronics has introduced aline of
trimmer capacitors, the M series,
that use asapphire dielectric to keep
losses low and stability high over
temperature and vibration extremes.
The small tubular capacitors measure only 0.12 inch in diameter by
Trimmer units with
0.35 in. long at minimum capacisapphire dielectric
tance ( tuning piston fully extended)
and are well suited for use in high- Q
offer high stability
tuning circuits up to 3.5 gigahertz.
The numerous mounting configuraSapphire, long used as substrate tions provide the flexibility to use the
material for high-performance inte- capacitors in cavity and strip- line
grated circuits, is now helping boost circuits, as well as on the alumina
the performance of subminiature substrates of microwave integrated
trimmer capacitors. Synthetic sap- circuits.
phire, which is crystal-grown in a
The line of standard and high-Q
vacuum the same way as silicon, is trimmer capacitors has a capaciextremely strong, resistant to heat, tance range of 0.6 to 4.5 picofarads.
and chemically inert. It has a low The standard line has aminimum Q
dielectric loss tangent of 0.0003 out of 1,000 at maximum capacitance
Components

Sapphire cuts
capacitor loss

et

How
do you
resolve
0 two signals
spaced
1,
Hz apart at 2MHz?

Am With
A.
new
Model 1520 Digital
Spectrum Translator
and Model 15110-03
Digital Real-Time
Spectrum Analyzer.

str-)

\

LOW T.C. UNIT
(TYPE M

Other features of the unequalled 1520
Translator nine translatable frequency
ranges from 25.6 Hz to 10.24 kHz; center
frequency selectable in 1- Hz steps and
automatic gain ranging — each with an
easy-to- read LED cisplay; phis, an automatic frequency sweep. Full-scale out- ofband signal to minimum-detectable inband signal exceeos 100 da

0 FACTOR MEASURED AT 250 MHz

2

HIGH G UNIT
(TYPE " MH")

Why go partway in analyzing data? Get
the resolution/performance edgeoof our
Model 1510-03 Digital Real-Time Spectrum Analyzer, then go it me better. Enhance frequency resolution still more by
adding the Model 1520 Digital Spectrum
Translator to concentrate the full resolution of the Analyzer about a selectable
point of interest in the spectrum. FOr that
matter, why stop tire? Step up from
25.6 kHz to afull 2 MHz upper frequency
limit by adding the optional Model 1521
Range Extension Wodule, too! "-

3

CAPACITANCE ( pH

EMIR

EIAR

Schlumberger

DAR Telemetry
Weston Instruments, Inc.
Box 3041, Saras.:ta, Florida 33578
Electronics ', January 6, 1977

(813) 371-0811
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VA DIGIT
ACCURACY.
de DIGIT
PRICE.
The 4600 is our brand new 41
2 digit multimeter.
/
It gives you the accuracy and resolution of typical 51
2 digit
/
multimeters. At half the cost.
And the 4600 stays accurate longer than other DVM's.
DC accuracy stays within 0.01% =-1-one digit for six months
at atime. We guarantee it.
80dB normal mode noise rejection produces a
10,000:1 reduction of excess noise. A full decade better
than the 1,000:1 reduction of comparable instruments.
Loading errors are virtually eliminated by the
4600's 10,000Mii input impedance on the two lowest
DC voltage ranges.
There's alot more. Send for afree catalog on our new
41
/ digit 4600 multimeter. And
2
find out how to get 51
/ digit
2
accuracy without paying for it.
Dana Laboratories, Inc.,
2401 Campus Drive, Irvine,
California 927=5. 714/833-1234.

Others measure by us.
"Now available through Electro Rents"
For Product Demonstration circle 132
For Literature Only circle 247

New products
(worst case) and at 250 megahertz.
The high-Q version boasts a Q of
3,000 at the same frequency. At
lower capacitance settings, the Q
increases with both types. The
temperature coefficient of the standard line is — 50 ± 50 ppm/°C; the
high-Q line has a îc of + 350 ± 50
ppm/°C.
All capacitors are rated at a
working voltage of 500 volts and adc
withstanding voltage of 1,000 V. The
operating temperature range is from
—55°C to + 125°C, and the units
can withstand mechanical shocks of
100 g for 6 milliseconds and vibrations of 20 gat 10 to 2,000 cycles per
second.
The capacitors are available from
stock in small quantities, with 30day delivery quoted for larger orders. Prices are $ 7.45 each in single
quantities, $ 3.85 each for 2,500 to
4,999. Also, designer kits are available with 12, 24, and 36 pieces.
Voltronics Corp., West St., East Hanover,
N.J. 07936 [ 341]

Compact push-button switch
offers spdt contacts
A line of rectangular push-button
switches that can be mounted on 0.5inch centers is supplied with singlepole double- throw contacts. Intended for direct interfacing with
logic circuits, the switches have
ratings of 20 volts at 10 milliamperes. Because the spdt switch

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
Usually the best opportunity to grow in your field lies within your
present company. You have made an investment in them.
They have an investment in you.
But occasionally the best opportunity lies somewhere else.
No one can decide but you.
Companies looking for good people run their recruitment ads in
our Classified Section in the back of this magazine. Perhaps you'll
find an opportunity there that's worth following up.
132
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BUSS Fuses
FOR QUALITY- RELIABILITY
For anything you need in protecting electronic
circuits End devices —
FUSETRON ,r=

TRON rectifier fuses

BUSS GLASS TUBE FUSES
"quick- acting"

dual element — time delay NI:es

Avoid nuisance opening, yet get full shortcircuit protection. Availab'e from 1 100 amp.
to 40. Size 1:4 x 11/
4 in. and 9 32 x 1
1
/
4 in.

BUSS
Signal- Indicating
alarm- Activating
FUSES

Available with
time- delay or
quick acting characteristics. Available
from 1 10 to 30 amp.
Size 14 x 114 in. and
13 32 x 112 in.

Provide extremely fast opening and high
cegree of restriction of let-thru current
to protect Solid State Devices. Ampere
rating 1'2 to 1000 in voltages up to 1500.

anc HWA fuseholder.
Full size . 270 .0 . 250 in. with
window to check fuse element. Available 1 200 to 5
amp

-CEO-

BUSS Fuses
fo TELEPHONE
COMMUNICATIONS
Similar equipment

TROIV? Sit Miniature Pigtail Fuses
Size only . 145 . 300 in. Glass tube permits
visual inspection. Hermetically sealed. Available from 1 200, to 15 amp.

BUSS SNAP- LOCK
FUSEHOLDER

GMT fuse

BUSS
Sub- Miniature
GMW fuse

Provide high speed action to protect delicate
instrumen -s aid apparatus. Available from
1 500 to 30 amp. Size 1/
4 x 1 in. and 1
/
4 x1
1
/
4 in.

Grasshopper

.-ILT holder

HKP
panel
mounted
fuseholder
for 1/4 X 11/
4 in.
fuses.

FOR THE
PROTECTION OF ALL

BUSS FUSES and
FUSEHOLDERS
to meet military
specifications.

HKA
lamp
indicating,
signal- activating
fuseholder.

ELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS

BLOCKS FOR
BUSS FUSES
All types available for every
application. Single pole,
multiple pole, small base,
lam nated
base,
porcelain
basi-, for fuses from 1/
4 x 5
/
8
in. up. Also signal fuse
blocks and special blocks of
all ypes.

Write for Bulletin SRI
—See for yourself —

BUSSMANN MANUFACTURING
a McGr'aw-Edson Company Dyson
St Lot_ps, NA.ssour , 6310 7

Electronics/January 5 1977

Rear panel
mount fuse holder for 1,4 x 11/
4
in.
fuses. Snaps into place.
Specify HTA-00 for space
saver type. FILD-00 to take
visual indicating fuses.
HKP-00 for standard fuse holder. HJM-00 to take 1/
4
X 1 in. fuses.

The Noise
Loading
Test Set
MEVE3

New products

The MEV8 consists of the•Noise Receiver ML415A and the
Noise Generator MG431A. It is best to measure the
performance of radio relay and cable systems for frequency
division multiplex telephony under' conditions cfosely
approaching those of actual operation.

-7

•

•

provides a normally closed contact
pair, the switch is easy to debounce
and in some c-mos applications
needs no debouncing at all.
For enhanced reliability each series R switch uses a U-shaped
member for each pole. Thus each
contact is redundant; a single spdt
switch is supplied in asix- pin package. In the RE subseries the contacts
are installed on acustomer-designed
printed-circuit board to allow the
redundant leads to be brought out
separately and so to make coding
circuits easier to build. Subseries
REK switches are self-contained
with their pins located on 0.2- by- 0.4in. centers. In OEM quantities, the
switches sell for about 20 to 25 cents
each.
IEE/Schadow Inc., asubsidiary of ITT, 8081
Wallace Rd., Eden Prairie, Minn. 55343.
Phone ( 612) 944-1820 [343]

/
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IC-based time-delay relays
are for aircraft use

o

1r
• Meets the latest CCIR and CCITT recommendations.
• Suitable for systems o- 24 to 2700 channels cr more
(10kHz to 18MHz).
• Easy replacement of plug-in filters and accomodation up
to 7measuring frequencies simultaneously.
• Direct reading dial of noise level(absolute or relative)
and noise ratio ( NPR or S/N) with or without weighting.
• TRANSMISSION LEVEL cial and DIFFERENCE FROM TL
dial facilitating measurements.
• Easy operation by remote control from the Noise
Receiver to Noise generator.
• Low intrinsic thermal noise minimized at - 130 dBm.
• Inband and out-of-band measurements.

Built around an integrated timing
circuit, the model MIS is a rugged
time-delay relay that operates from
standard aircraft power— that is, 16
to 31 ydc. The unit has asolid-state
output with specifications that meet
MIL- R-83726/13, which means that
it can sink 300 milliamperes at room
temperature. A companion unit, the
model MIR, is identical to the MIS
except that it includes a set of
double- pole double- throw relay contacts. The contacts are rated at 2
amperes.
The relays are offered with factory-set delays from 50 milliseconds

Fir771X771

ANRITSU ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS DIVISION
SALES DEPARTMENT:
12-20 Moarr , azabu 4-chc

Minato-liu Tokyo106 JAPAN

Phone ( 03)446-1111/Telex 3-242-2353
Cable ANRITDENKI TOK

U.S.A. -• .-

Inc

re

Tel ' • • •• • West Germany •

•England
• . 1. • :- • Italy
• Sweden •
LIC.

•

.

•

'

"

•France
• Holland "
•

Singapore

I , • Aust:alia

5233
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A roomful of boards.
How aleading manufacturer of electronic products
repaired over 10,000 defective boards in 30 days
using Zehntel's in-circuit tester.
What to do when you've accumulated
over 10,000 defective circuit boards?
A major manufacturer of consumer
products faced this problem recently.
The boards had piled up because it
took technicians an average of over an
hour to locate problems and repair
aboard.
This company got out of the dilemma
with aZehntel TROUBLESHOOTER
test system.
Incredible but true, over 10,000
defective boards were diagnosed and
repaired in 30 days, using Zehntel's
in- circuit inspector.
The roomful of boards evaporated!
Test time per
board was reduced to
ege.a few seconds with
eoe'•
Zehntel's in- circuit
measuring
techniques which
isolate and measure
each component and
node.

electronics, medical equipment,
compute: peripheral instruments —
literally all kinds of industrial and
consumer products. In fact, our
customer list reads like "Who's who
in electronics".

• Eliminates need for technicallyoriented operator

Easy to use

• Adapts to any flat assembly regardless
of its complexity

Using our tester, non-technical
operators can inspect hundreds of
boards daily. The operator merely puts
the boarc on our test fixture and pushes
the start button. If the board is good,
that's it. If the board fails, precise rework
instructions are automatically printed.
Typical test time: 5to 30 seconds!

Summing up the advantages —
TROUBLESHOOTER:

• Prints specific rework instructions for
defective assemblies
• Is easy to program since each step
deals with asingle component

• Can generate statistical data on
component failures

ZehntelR Inc.
2440 Stanwell Drive, Concord, CA 94520
Tel: ( 415) 676-4200 • TWX: 910-481-9471

• Tests awide variety of products
• Detects and pin points single or
multiple defects on an entire assembly
in seconds

Anc since
TROUBLESHOOTER prints out
all of the defects on aboard that failed,
atechnician could repair abad one in
just afew minutes.
Zehntel's in- circuit test system paid for
itself on this cleanup job alone — and
during the 30 day period also did regular
production testing.

This is not an isolated case...
Zehntel in-circuit test systems are
reducing test/repair time for many of the
country's largest companies who build
TV sets, AM- FM radios, CBS, automotive
Circle 135 on reader service card

New products
to 300 seconds. Available tolerances
are 5% and 10%, and the units will
operate over the range from — 55 °C
to 125 °C. Relays with delay-onmake and delay-on- break action can
be supplied.
Logitek Inc., 42 Central Ave., Farmingdale,
N.Y.

11735. Phone Herb Fischer at ( 516)

694-3080 [ 344]

Solid-state fuses
rest automatically

55% efficiency in a 25 watt DC to DC Converter
Why pay for useless heat when you want
power? That's the philosophy behind the
new high efficiency 1200 Series 25 volt
regulated converter from Tecnetics.
With efficiency as high as 55% at full
load under normal conditions, an integral
heat sink, improved circuitry and a black
anodized aluminum case, this converter
operates within a range of - 20 -C ambient
to -+- 100`t case temperature.
Available with a single output, this
series features full input-output isolation
to 500VDC allowing the user to change
polarity and prevent ground loops. Compact size and sturdy barrier strip terminals
make this the perfect converter for awide

variety of military, industrial, aerospace
and telecommunication applications.
For more information on the 1200, and
hundreds of other power supplies, write
for our 26 page catalog.

SPECIFICATIONS: 1200 Series 25 watt
DC to DC converter
Inputs: 12 -± 2VDC to 48

6VDC

Outputs: 12, 24, 28 and 48VDC
Dimensions: 5" x4.1" x1.25" ( typ)
Weight: 16 oz.
Price: Single Output -$ 198.00

tecnetics

The Power Conversion Specialists P.O. Box 910,
1625 Range Street, Boulder, Colorado 80302 (303) 442-3837 TWX 910-940-3246

Circle 136 on reader service card

The Iso-Switch is a solid-state fuse
that operates much like a circuit
breaker with automatic reset. For
currents below its trip point, it acts
like a resistor with a relatively low
resistance. As the current tries to
exceed the trip value, the device goes
through a negative- resistance region
and then behaves like a500-megohm
resistor. When the circuit fault is
removed— that is, when the voltage
across it is reduced below the trip
voltage— the Iso-Switch reverts to
its low-resistance state.
Available with trip currents from
10 microamperes to 10 milliamperes,
the fuse's insertion resistance ranges
from 40 kilohms down to about 1
kilohm. The bidirectional devices,
which have an operating time well
below 1 millisecond, can withstand
up to ± 1,000 volts. They measure
1.125 inches long and are 0.375 inch
in diameter.
Priced at about $ 30 each, the IsoSwitch is currently available on a
two-week free- trial basis. Delivery is
from stock.

HELP VIANTE D

Ohmic Instruments Co., Canton at Railroad
Avenue, St. Michaels,

Md. 21663.

Phone

(301) 745-2277 [ 345)

Joystick toggle switch

occupies less than 0.7 in. 3

While it is not our policy to encourage job hopping—
quite the opposite, in fact—the headline above must
have got your attention for a reason.
Perhaps you should turn to the back of this issue

to our Classified Section. One of the job descriptions
might fit you.
136

A nine- position, momentary-contact,
joystick toggle switch with four
single- pole, single- throw switches
measures only 0.81 by 0.82 by 1.05
inches. It operates in an XY-axis
mode with one position each on the
±X and ± Y axes. Movement at 45°
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Asleeper.
Intermateable with
other industry standard
50 pin ribbon contact
connectors.

Individual wires reterminated easily by hand.

Full- flexing spring
contacts — long
life and positive
mating with any
connector, regardless of brand.

Looks as good as it
works. Clean design.
High impact plastic, in
cable- matching light
olive gray.

Can be terminated with
one finger on our Pushover field termination
tool. The Vitel-F is part
of our system. Really
the most important part.

Can't crush spring leaf
design — both leading
and back ends entrapped
—won't pry up or
dislodge in mating.
Gold wiping surfaces.
Contact area on each wire is
larger than across section of
the wi-e itself (. 012 sq. in. on
24 awg.). 4 contact areas on
eachwire ( not just 2); strain
relief on each wire.

The plain truth is, there just
isn't another 50 contact solderless
connector you can buy that's this
good.
Take alook at the details of the
Vital- 7.Compare it with whatever
you're now using.
Costs? We'll bet it's no more
than you're now paying — probably
less; 1,is is acompetitive business,
you know.
de/

IBM%
'OWN

But, frankly, the field termination tool that completes our
system, The Pushover, is such a
dramatic improvement over the
others, that it tends to steal
the show.
It shouldn't, of course. The
connector is what you and your subscribers have to live with...and we'd
like to show you how easy that can be.
Call or write us fordetails.

Vikin

CONNECTORS

Vik ng Industries, Inc./21001 Nordhoff Street/Chatsworth, CA 91311 U.S. A./(213) 341-4330
Circle 137 on reader service card
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To SKYLAB srl. Via M. Gioia 66
20125 Milano Italy
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New products

LI

on Solid State Pushbuttons

_

—
WRAPS
INSULATED WIRE
FOUR TIMES FASTER
NO Prestripping
NO Precutting
Spool Fed VVirie
Users say:
"Your P180 tool really
does just what you said it
would —We're very satisfied."
"We're shiftiag nearly
all our wrappinç over to
Sht•N-Wrap."
Ths spooled wire passes thru
the tool past a slitting edge
next to the wrap çoe. A
narrow longitudinal cut is
made in the insulation where
it passes the square post
'corner. The bared copper is
indented by the sharp edge.
17 turns equal 28 contacts.:
Insuation is ski wnelie
wrapped, but not between
terminal posts when led
str3ight out of the toot.
Mode , P180 with two
100' spools of 28 ç•ane

wire

E Please forward data sheet

524.50._ .

eatiety
. pee/ere
, teter.

to those axes actuates both switches
associated with the axes closest to
the motion. The switch's ninth position is the center off position, to
which it always returns when finger
pressure is released.
Machine Components Corp., 70 Newton Rd.,
Plainview,

N.Y.

11803.

Phone

D.

Lester

Silvered-mica capacitors
are rated to 2,500 WVdc
A line of dipped silvered- mica capacitors with capacitances from 5 to
13,000 picofarads is offered with
working-voltage ratings from 1,000
to 2,500 y dc. The capacitors come
in two case sizes—CD19 and CD30.
Both operate over the temperature
range from — 55 to 125°C. The
CD19 units are offered only in a
1,000-v version, while the CD30 is
supplied in 1,000-, 1,500-, 2,000-,
and 2,500-v types.
Cornell-Dubilier Electronic Corp., Avenue L,
Newark, N.J. 07101. Phone William Carlson

Wall-plug-in transformers
have center tap, ground

ew of
unwrapped wire end
.025 sq. post

é
é7

ELECTRONIC COMPANY
12460 Gladstone Avenue
Sylmar, CA 91342
If unavailable locally. factory order. Add
$2.00 shipping and handling charge.
California residents
add 6% sales tax.
41:
t
r
fflasso o
l
i
491076
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Circle

Name _
Position
Company
Address

Dubov at ( 516) 694-7222 [ 346]

at ( 201) 589-7500 [ 347]

'

E Please send documentation
on micro switches and prox
switches

138 on reader service card

Two wall- plug-in power transformers that carry Underwriters Laboratories' Class- 2 listing are provided
with four output terminals— three
provide acenter- tapped 24-volt output, and the fourth is a power
ground. One unit is rated at 7 voltamperes and the other at 10 V- A.
Because they make it easy to develop
positive and negative dc voltages, the
transformers are well suited for use
with modems, data-communications
equipment, and equipment containing microprocessors.
To protect the devices they power
from line noise, the transformers are
designed to have a low interwinding
capacitance of less than 30 picofarads. Available from stock, they sell
for about $4 each in original-equipment quantities.
Ault Inc.,

SOLID STATE
PUSHBUTTONS

made in Compomeel
Italy
The most innovative solution
for keyboard and keyswitches
application.
•static switching, which means:
bounce free and no risk of
contact pollution
- stable voltage drop at low
level current
- high reliability because
no moving parts eliminate
contact wear
-fast switching
- high current capability
- direct compatible with TTL,
MOS, CMOS... ICs
- momentary and alternate
version
- with or without lamp holder
- and many others
sales organization
SKYLAB srl. Via M. Gioia 66
20125 Mil _ io Italy
tel. ( 02) 688.38.06

1600 H Freeway Blvd., Minnea-

polis, Minn. 55430 [ 348]

Circle
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SY2114's
are now available.

The guys up the block and around the corner
at Intel developed anice 1Kx4 static RAM
awhile back. Were pleased to tell you
that we're another source for the 2114. It's
now in production and we have agood
supply of parts to sell.
The 2114 is agreat way to go if you want
an easy-to- design-with memory for microcomputer systems. And it's totally static.
No Chip Enable pulsing required. No
clocking needed. And, of course, the
SY2114 requires no refresh circuitry. You put an
address in, you get data out. It's that simple.
We're in afamily way.
Synertek 4K static RAMs form aunique family:
Besides the 2114, we've got the SY5255 ( also
1Kx4, static, but with National's pinouts) for
mid- range applications and next we'll have a
new 4Kx1 device for large-scale systems.
Samples and details are available from Bob
Cushman. Call him or drop us aline at (408) 984-8900,
3050 Coronado Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051.

Synertek.
Solutions.
Not problems.
Electronics/January 6, 1977
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'The Easy
FOR EFFECTIVE DISPLAY
AND CONTROL

model 4443
1" display

model 4424
0.55" aisplay

LARGE BRIGHT DISPLAY
LEE series 4400 DPM's are more -eadaole '.. han conventional LED displays. They
provide aunique one inch display and uniform high intensity digits. Also,
gaps between digit segments have been eliminated.

LOW PRICE, HIGH VALUE
Use of the latest conversion techniques allows series 4400 to have fewer components
and single board construction. Technological breakthrough provides proven LFE quality and
reliability at anew low cost.

RPM, ° F, volts, AC, amps, cC, DC,
LFE series 4400 DPM's can accept optional second printed circuit board
to provide for most signal conditioning conversions. Complete boards available
for linearized thermocouple, RTD, AC motor speed, power line,
and other special inputs.

ACCURATE DISPLAY, RELIABLE PERFORMANCE
FET high impedance input, multiplexed BCD output, high noise rejection,
plug-in digits, auto polarity, flashing over- range, automatic zero, space saving
design, and other features are standard. A lengthly burn- in and
an exhaustive computer controlled checkout
insure high reliability.
Nat onwide network of rrodlication/distribut on centers provide local
stocking, modification, and repair. Contact your local representative for
applications assistance. For complete details on series 4400 DPM's
write to LFE Corporation, Process Control Division, 1601 Trapelo Road,
Waltham, MA, 02154, or telephone 617-890-2000.
140
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Dialight
Switches
Aswitch for all reasons

VOLTAGE
Reason 1: Dialight
AC
125'
offers three switch
24
configurations to meet
all your needs—snapaction switches with
silver contacts for mod125 VAC applœs to snap actIon swtc
o
erate- level applications,
CURRENT
7A
snap-action switches
with gold contacts for intermediate- level
applications, and wiping-action switches with
gold contacts for low-level applications.
Each of these ranges is served by two switching
actions—momentary (
life: 750,000 operations)
and alternate ( life: 250,000 operations).
•

SNAP ACTION

only
IA

50OrnA

Reason 2: Dia light's snap-action and
wiping-action switches come
in anew modular design concept.
acommon switch body for either
high or low current operation. All
554 series switches and matching
indicators have the same rearpanel projection dimensions.
The snap-action switching
mechanism guarantees afast
closing and opening rate.
This insures that contact force
and contact resistance
PRODUCT SELECTOR GUIDE
Snap- Silver
contacts

SWITCHING
ACTIONS

Reason 3: Dialight
offers awide variety
of panel and snap-in
— GOLD CONTACTS
24
bezel mounting
WIPING ACTION
1
GOLD CONTACTS
switches with momentary and alternate
5
action configurations
50mA
25mA
1mA
15mA
in SPDT and DPDT
types. There are over 240 switch variations
to choose from.
The 554 illuminated switch, designed
for front of panel lamp replacement, gives you
achoice of five different bezel sizes.. .
/ "x 1", %" x3/
4
3
4", 3
/ "square, 5/
4
8"square,
and 1
/ "square. The first four sizes are also
2
available with barriers. You also get a
choice of six cap colors ... white,
blue, amber, red, green, and
light yellow .... four different
underlying filter colors.. .
red, green, amber, and blue
and avariety of engraved or hotstamped legends ... over 300
cap styles ... over 100,000
combinations.
There is also avariety
of terminal connections...
solder blade, quick
connect, and for PC
EACH
board insertions.

SWITCH OPERATING RANGES

Snap-Gold
contacts

Wiping- Gold
contacts

SPDT

DPDT

SPOT

DPDT

SPDT

DPDT

MOMENTARY

0

0

0

0

0

0

ALTERNATE

0

0

0

0

0

0

OPTIONS
PUSH BUTTON CAP SIZES
BEZEL MOUNTING
TO ACCOMMODATE

Y2" Sq.

%" Sq.

0

0

0

o

0

0

0

4 ."
/
3

x3
4 "
/

34" Sq.

%" x1"

VOLTAGE
DC
130
5

Reason 4: Dia light's 554
series is designed as a
low cost switch with
computer-grade quality.

P/ N 554 — 1121
(1K PRICING)

See

¡lidded

0
----.....-

BEZEL MOUNTING WITH
BARRIERS TO ACCOMMODATE
PANEL MOUNTING
TO ACCOMMODATE

o

o

o

0

MATCHING INDICATORS

0

0

0

o

are independent of the sw tch's actuation speed.
In the wiping-action switch, the contacts
are under constant pressure ( A unique Dialight
design). This insures long life with aminimum
build-up of contact resistance.
Both switch types are tease-proof.

DIA LIGHT

A North American Philips Company
203 Harrison Place, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11237
(212) 497-7600
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TI Distributors
ALABAMA: Huntsville, Hall- Mark Electronics. ( 205) 837-8700.

New products

ARIZONA: Phoenix, KieruHf Electronics. ( 602) 273-7331. G. S.
Marshall. ( 602)968-6181, R. V Weatherford Co.. (602) 272-7144.

Semiconductors

Converter chip
has dual outputs
43/4digit multimeter/counter
provides 7- segment and

multiplexed BCD outputs
In the budding market for digitalvoltmeter chips, manufacturers thus
far have been concentrating on
single- and two- chip analog- todigital converters for 3-digit ( ± 999)
and 31
/2
digit ( ± 1,999) bench, field,
and panel- mounted test and measuring instruments. Now, General Instrument Corp.'s Microelectronics
group in Hicksville, N.Y., is setting
its sights on the process-control and

medical- instrumentation markets
with a new n-channel metal-oxidesemiconductor chip that has all the
counting and display logic for a
high- resolution 43/
4digit ( ± 29,999)
multimeter.
The new microcircuit, the AY- 33550, " is unlike most available
digital voltmeter chips where the
outputs are multiplexed onto either a
BCD bus for interface to a wide
variety of displays or a 7-segment
bus for interface to light-emittingdiode and similar displays," says
product marketing manager John J.
Wunner. The new chip, " has both
direct 7- segment LED drive and
multiplexed BCD outputs." It also
provides six- range autoranging, autopolarity, autozeroing and three onboard oscillators that control the
sample rate and reset, digit-select
multiplexing, and BCD counting.
Priced at $ 14.50 each in quantities

COLORADO: Denver. Cramer/Denver. ( 303) 758-2100. Kierutfl Electronics, (303) 371-6500. Englewood, R. V. Weatherford Co . ( 303)
761-5432
CONNECTICUT: Hamden, Arrow Electronics. (203) 248-3801. North
Haven. Cramer/Connecticut. (203) 239-5641. Orange, Milgray/Connecticut. ( 203) 795-0714.
FLORIDA: Clearwater, Diplomat/Southland. ( 813) 443-4514. Ft.
Lauderdale, Arrow Electronics. ( 305) 776-7790. HallMark Electronics. (305) 971-9280. Hollywood, Cramer/Hollywood. 1305)
923-8181. Orlando, Cramer/Orlando. ( 305) 894-1511. HallMark
Electronics. (305) 855-4020. Winter Park. Milgray Electronics.
(305)647-5747
GEORGIA: Atlanta. Cramer/Atlanta. (404) 448-9050
ILLINOIS: Arlington Heights, TI Supply Company. ( 312) 593-7660.
Chicago, Newark Electronics Corp.. (312) 638-4411. Semiconductor Specialists. (312) 279-1000, Mt. Prospect. Cramer/Chicago.
(312) 593-8230
INDIANA: Indianapolis. Graham Electronics. ( 317) 634-8202
IOWA: Cedar Rapids, Deeco Incorporated. (319) 365-7551.
MASSACHUSETTS: Billerica, Kierultt Electronics. ( 617) 667-8331.
Newton, Cramer/Newton. (617) 969-7700. Waltham, TI Supply
Company. (617) 890-0510. Woburn. Arrow Electronics. ( 617)
933-8130
MARYLAND: Baltimore. Arrow Electronics. ( 202) 737-1700. Columbia. Technico Incorporated. ( 301) 461-2200. Gaithersburg,
Cramer/Washington. ( 301) 948-0110. Kierulff Electronics. ( 301)
948-0250. Hyattsville, Milgray/Washington. ( 301) 459-2222
MICHIGAN: Detroit. Newark Electronics Corp.. (3131 967-0600.
Wyoming. Newark Electronics Corp.. (6161 241-6681.

REF SOURCE

MINNESOTA: Bloomington, Arrow Electronics. ( 612) 888-5522.
Edina, Cramer/Minnesota. ( 612) 835-7811. Minneapolis. Semiconductor Specialists. (612) 854-8841.

+ 0
COMPARATOR
SIGNAL
INPUT

CALIFORNIA: Anaheim, R. V. Weatherford Co.. ( 714) 633-9633. El
Monte, G. S. Marshall. (213) 686-0141. El Segundo. TI Supply Company. ( 213) 973-2571. Glendale, R. V Weatherford Co . ( 213)
849-3451. Goleta, Radio Product Sales. Inc ( 805) 964-6823.
Inglewood, Time Electronics. ( 213) 649-6900. Irvine, Cramer/Los
Angeles. ( 714) 979-3000. ( 213) 771-8300. G S. Marshall, ( 714)
556-6400. Los Angeles, Kierulff Electronics. ( 213) 685-5511, Radio
Product Sales. Inc.. ( 213) 748-1271. Mountain View, Time Electronics. ( 408) 965-8000. Palo Alto, Kierulff Electronics. (415) 9686292. Pomona, R V Weatherford Co ( 714) 623-1261. San Diego,
Cramer/San Diego. ( 714) 565-1881. Kierulft Electronics. ( 714) 2782112. G S. Marshall. ( 714) 278-6350, Radio Product Sales. Inc..
1714) 292-5611. R. V. Weatherford Co.. ( 714) 278-7400. Sunnyvale,
Cramer/San Francisco. ( 408) 739-3011. G. S Marshall. (408) 7321100. TI Supply Co . ( 408) 732-5555. Woodland Hills, Semiconductor Concepts. ( 213) 884-4560

ANALOG SWITCHING
CIRCUITRY

MISSOURI: Kansas City, LCOMP-Kansas City. Inc.. ( 816) 2212400. Semiconductor Specialists. ( 816) 452-3900. Hazelwood,
Semiconductor Specialists. (314) 731-2400. St. Louis, LCOMP-St.
Louis. Inc . ( 314) 647-5505.
NEW JERSEY: Camden, General Radio Supply Co.. (609) 964-8560.
Cherry Hill. Cramer/Pennsylvania. ( 215) 923-5950. ( 609) 4245993. Milgray/Delaware Valley. (609) 424-1300. ( 215) 228-2000,
Clark, TI Supply Company. (201) 382-6400. Moonachie. Cramer/
New Jersey. ( 201) 935-5600. Moorestown, Arrow Electronics.
(609) 235-1900, Rutherford, Kierultf Electronics, 1201) 935-2120,
Saddlebrook, Arrow Electronics. ( 201) 797-5800.

INTEGRATOR

NEW MEXICO: Albuquerque, Cramer/New Mexico. 1505) 265-5767.
NEW YORK: East Syracuse. Cramer/Syracuse, ( 315) 437-6671.
Farmingdale, Arrow Electronics. ( 516) 694-6800, Fishkill, Arrow
Electronics. (914) 896-7530. Freepoil, Milgray Electronics. ( 516)
546-6000. ( 2011432-4300. Hauppauge, Cramer/Long Island. ( 516)
231-5600. Semiconductor Concepts. ( 5161 273-1234. Rochester,
Cramer/Rochester. ( 716) 275-0300. Rochester Radio Supply Co..
(716) 454-7800.

COMPARATOR
INPUT
+5V

SELECT
OUTPUT

AV- 3-3550
GND
SEGMENTS

8

NORTH CAROLINA: Raleigh. HallMark Electronics. ( 919) 8324465. Winston-Salem. Cramer/Winston-Salem. (919) 725-8711
OHIO: Cleveland. Arrow Electronics. (216) 464->000. Cramer/
Cleveland. (216) 248-8400. Dayton. ESCO Electronics. ( 513) 2261133. Kettering, Arrow Electronics. (513) 253-9176.
OKLAHOMA: Tulsa, TI Supply Company. ( 918) 437-4555.

CDE

OREGON: Portland, Almac/Stroum Electronics. ( 503) 292-3534
CURRENT- LIMITING
RESISTORS

TEXAS: Dallas, TI Supply Company. ( 214) 238-6830, Houston,
Harrison Equipment Co.. ( 713) 652-4700. TI Supply Company.
(713) 777-6011. R. V. Weatherford Co.. ( 713) 688-7406.
UTAH: Salt Lake City. Standard Supply Company. ( 801) 486-3371.

5- DIGIT DISPLAY

(1

COMMON- CATHODE
DISPLAY

WASHINGTON: Seattle, Almac/Stroum Electronics. ( 206)
2300. Kierultf Electronics. ( 206) 763-1550.

763-

WISCONSIN: New Berlin, Arrow Electronics. (414) 782-2801.
Wauwatosa, Semiconductor Specialists. (414) 257-1330

0 + 5V

CANADA: Downsview, CESCO Electronics LTD. (416) 661-0220.
Cramer/Canada. ( 416) 661-9222. Montreal, CESCO Electronics
LTD. (514) 735-5511. Future Electronics. ( 514) 735-5775. Zentronics LTD. ( 514) 735-5361, Ottawa, CESCO Electronics LTD. ( 613)
729-5118. Future Electronics. (613) 232-7757. Zentromcs LTD,
(613) 238-6411. Quebec City. CESCO Electronics LTD. (418) 5244641. Rexdale, Future Electronics. (416) 677-7820. Toronto, Zentronics LTD. (416) 789-5111. (416) 787-1271

TEXAS I
NSTRUMENTS
INCOR POR AT E IJ
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TI MOS 4K RAM Line Summary
Device
Type
4030
4030-1
4030-2
4050
4050-1
4050-2
4051
4051-1
4060
4060-1
4060-2
4060-3

IMP.S

No. of
Pins
22
22
22
18
18
18
18
18
22
22
22
22

Maximum
Access Time
300ns
250ns
200ns
300ns
250ns
200ns
300ns
250ns
300ns
250ns
200ns
150ns

Minimum
Clock
Power
Cycle Time
Input
Supplies
470ns
12V — 3,+5,+12V
43Ons
12V —3,+5,+12V
400ns
12V —3,+5,+12V
470ns
12V
—5,+12V
430ns
12V
—5,+12V
400ns .
Appl2v 4
—5,+12V
47Onsr
—5,+12V
43OnsM
TTEMMI —5,+12V
470ns lig
12V.911111.111165, + 12V
43Ons
12V I1111.111102V
400ns
II
12V IMIalle2V
380AIIIIII
12V lume,+12V

Tuna

'Ilte

ik

4K RAMs. Choose from 12.
From the first source.Texas Instruments.
If your system depends on memory performance, you can't afford
awrong choice.
Since memory is critical to your
system cost and performance,
selection of a 4K RAM supplier
is crucial. You need the experience and capability that comes
from the largest 4K RAM manufacturer in the world. Texas
Instruments.
By combining a single transistor cell with N-channel silicon
gate process to fabricate 4K
RAMs three years ago, TI earned
the leadership position in high
volume MOS RAM production.
This manufacturing method
became the industry's standard.

And it's easy to see why TI continues to be an acknowledged
leader: Proven reliability. Volume availability. Plastic packaging expertise. And the broadest
4K RAM family.

Twelve different device types
are now in production. Availability is off-the- shelf. Maximum access time ranges from 300ns to
150ns. Choose 0°C to 70°C industrial, or —55°C to 85"C extended
temperature range. Hi- Rd lversions too. Processed to Class B
of MIL- STD-883 per Level III of
TI 38510/MACH-IV Program
(prefix SMC). In fact, the industry's first JAN 4K RAM specification is written around TI's 4K
MOS memories.
For 4K RAMs, make the right
choice. Texas Instruments.Call your TI Distributor today. He's
listed to the left.

TEXAS I
NSTRUMENTS
,
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63103-A

from Electronic Measurements . .

)1:EN ROCNuRt; Arc Lamp
Power Supplies
There's a better way to power arc lamps.
A much better way.
We combined advanced switching regulator techniques with a single- pulse ignition design that will
pave the way for new and enhanced OEM
light control systems.

E/M's Xenon & Mercury series of arc lamps supplies, with separate, modular packaging of power chassis and igniter chassis, provide a revolutionary solution for powering precision, high- intensity
light control systems:
•4:1 reduction in size
and weight
•2:1 improvement in efficiency
•4:1 improvement in regulation and ripple

Voltage
(V)

Basic Model

—

Current
(A, DC)

Modes

1

Lamp Application

200 WATT PACKAGE
EMXE 75
EMXE 150
EMXE 150/VIX
EMHG 200

14
20
12
65-50

CP
CC or CP
CC
CP

to 7.0
to 8.5
12.5
3.1 to 4.0

35 & 75 watt xenon
150 watt xenon
VIX 150 xenon
200 watt mercury ( 50 &
100 also avail.)

500 WAIT PACKAGE
20
85-70

EMXE 500
EMHG 500

to 27
5.9 to 7.1

I

CC
CP

450 & 500 watt xenon
300 to 500 watt mercury

1000 WATT PACKAGE
20
80

EMXE 1000
EMHG 1000

to 55
12.5

1

CC
CP

600 to 1000 watt xenon
600 to 1000 watt mercury

"CP= constant power; CC— constant current

_

Individual models are available for most xenon and mercury
lamp applications and wattages.
To order, or for any technical information, call
TOLL FREE ( 800) 631-4298
ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS INC.
405 Essex Road, Neptune, N.J. 07753
Phone ( New Jersey) 201-922-9300 ( Toll free) 800 631 4298
Specialists in Power Conversion Equipment
144
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New products
of 100, the immediately available
AY3-3550 is a dual-slope device
that typically draws 12 milliamperes
from a single + 5volt power supply
and can handle supplies from + 4.5
to + 11 v. The 40pin chip has a
conversion rate of up to 100 readings
per second, and, depending on the
linear circuitry, is accurate within
0.003% ± 1count over its operatingtemperature range of 0°C to + 70°C.
However, to operate as a complete
a-d converter, the integrated circuit
requires two voltage references, a
dual operationalamplifier package
for integrator and comparator functions, plus adozen external parts.
General Instrument expects the
AY3-3550 to be used in markets
different from those of existing a-d
converters, such as the recently
introduced singlechip MC14433
from Motorola Inc. [
Electronics, Dec.
9, p. 140] and Siliconix Inc.'s twochip LD110/111, both of which are
31
/2
digit products.
The Cl chip " is more likely to find
applications in instrumentation that
is more complex than low-cost
digital multimeters, although its low
power requirements make it useful
for portable laboratory instruments
too," Wunner says. " Because of its
feature orientation— display and
counting capability— it's more apt to
find application in recording instruments, such as those used in the
processcontrol and medical instrument markets."
Oddly, the AY- 3-3550 to date has
been used only in three portable
digital multimeters, having been a
proprietary development for Simpson Electric Co. in Elgin, Ill. Until
now, the device has not been available to the general industry. However, it has not been utilized to its
full capability, notes Simpson's director of engineering Perry Toback.
Thus far, it has been used in two
nonautoranging 31
/2
digit multimeters with different cases and in a31
/2
digit multimeter - with autoranging.
"Plans are to utilize the chip in new
41
/2
digit multimeters, likely due for
market introduction during 1977,"
Toback says.
The 41
/4
digit multimeter/counter
circuit represents a significant ex-
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Now Du Pont FORMON Solder Compositions
put it all together for thick film hybrid circuits.
Du Pont FORMON® Solder
Compositiors give you the same
solid cost and performance benefits you've seen in Du Pont's
complete compatible systems of
conductor, resistor and dielectric
compositions.
Unlike wave or dip soldering,
FORMON Solder Compositions are
selectively screer printed and
reflowed, giv.ng you:
• Constant alloy composition
and consistent performance. You
avoid solder Dot contamination.
•Controlled deposition. Screen
printing puts solcer only where yoL

want it— away from sensitive components and wi:hout " bridging .'
between adjacent conductors.
•Simple component assembly.
Components a-eeasily positioned
on the wet solder paste, holding the
components in place through
reflow.
The complete line of FORMON
Solder and Braze Compositions
includes afull range of alloys and
melting temperatures compatible
with Du Pont conductors. All materials are backed by comprehensive
quality control : oassure purity
and batch-to- batch consistency.

Du P'snt Conductor
Cempositions

FOR >,,, ',. Solder
Compositions

Pd,' Ag 9308
Pt Ag9770

h)Sn 88Pb 2Aig 8961
95 Sn 5Ag 8518
e Sn 36 Pb 2Ag 8922

Pt A.0 9596
Pt Au 9885

I0Sn 90 Pb 8520
61. Sn 40 Pb 8522

t..,.1791
'
,
9IC

All

a3Au 12 Ge 8513
EM Au 20Sn 851 I
5,-)Pb 50 In 9567

If you manufacture or assemble
thick film hybrid microcircuits or
passive components, come to
DLPont Electronic Materials Division,
the systems people in thick films.
Write the Du Pont Company, Room
25451, Wilmington, DE 19898.

Electronic Materials Division

*He
Electronics
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LEAD
with the
PA

Solderless press-fit backpanel
connector systems from Elfab build
economy and reliability into your
electronic assemblies. For printed
circuit assemblies, the EDGE -PAC
system offers an edge card pressfit connector for all popular contact
spacings. MULTI -PAC systems,
designed to interface multiple circuit plane assemblies, offer
substantial cost reduction over
conventional wiring methods.
Solderless, press-fit DIP -PAC

ELFAB

New products

receptacles for dual in- line IC's,
provide greater reliability, low cost
and easy change-out features.
Another innovation at Elfab is the
PWR -PAC and MAG -PAC systems for arraying metal planes and
circuit boards in the backpanel
where low- loss voltage supply or
EMI shielding is required.
Lead with the Pac
solderless
backpanels from Elfab.
Send for our new catalog today! Call or
write Elfab Corporation ( 214) 233-3033,
P. 0. Box 34555, Dallas, Texas 75234.

The Leader in Press-fit
Technology

Circle 146 on reader service card

If you want amicrocomputer
with all of these standard features...
•8080 MPU ( The one
with growing software support)
•1024 Byte ROM
(With maximum capacity of 4K Bytes)
•1024 Byte RAM
(With maximum
capacity of 2K
Bytes)
•TTY Serial I/O
•EIA Serial I/O
•3parallel I/0's
•ASCII/Baudot
terminal compatibility with TTY machines or video units
•Monitor having load, dump, display, insert
and go functions

•Complete with card
connectors
•Comprehensive
User's Manual, plus
Intel 8080 User's
Manual
•Completely
factory assembled
and tested— not
akit
•Optional accessories: Keyboard/video
4 display, audio
cassette modem
interface, power supply, ROM programmer
and attractive cabinetry ... plus more options
to follow. The HAL MCEM-8080. $ 375

7

...then let us send you our card.
HAL Communications Corp. has

been aleader in digital communications for over half adecade.
The MCEM-8080 microcomputer
shows just how far this leadership
has taken us...and how far it
can take you in your applications.
That's why we'd like to send
you our card— one PC
board that we feel is the
best-valued, most complete

E •

microcomputer you can buy. For
details on the MCEM-8080, write
today. We'll also include comprehensive information on the HAL
DS-3000 KSR microprocessorbased terminal, the terminal that
gives you multi-code compatibility, flexibility for future
changes, editing, and a
convenient, large video
display format.

HAL Communications Corp.
Box 365, 807 E. Green Street, Urbana, Illinois 61801
Telephone ( 217) 367-7373

146

pansion in GI'S digital voltmeter chip
family, none of which has offered
autoranging or autozeroing. The
initial AY- 5-3500 was a singleramp, 31
/4
digit voltmeter chip without autopolarity, but it could either
drive a 7-segment LED or multiplex
BCD outputs. The subsequent AY- 53507 and AY- 5-3510 were 31
/2
digit
voltmeter chips with dual- ramp integration and autopolarity, with the
former tailored for direct 7-segment
LED drive and the latter for BCD
outputs.
General Instrument Corp., Microelectronics
Group, 600 W. John St., Hicksville, N.Y.
11802. Phone ( 516) 733-3000 [ 411]

Erasable 8,192-bit PROM
has 450-ns access time
The TMS 2708 JL is an 8,I92- bit
programable read-only memory that
can be erased by exposure to ultraviolet light. Pin- for-pin compatible
with Intel's similarly numbered device, the n- channel silicon- gate
EPROM has maximum access and
minimum cycle times of 450 nanoseconds. The memory is organized as
1,024 8- bit words.
All inputs can be driven by series
74 transistor- transistor logic circuits
with external pull-up resistors. Each

I t
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output can drive one series 74 Tn.
circuit without external resistors.
Housed in a 24- pin dual in- line
package, the memory sells for $ 98 in
small quantities. The price drops to
$73 each for 25 to 99 units and to
$64 per unit for quantities in excess
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Magnecraft adds the Class 78
to make the most complete line of
General Purpose Relays. Anywhere.
Class 78 type relays are widely used, general
purpose relays. Slightly larger than one cubic
inch, these relays provide the most switching
capability per cubic inch that your money can
buy. And they're interchangeable with all
comparable types.
Designed with great flexibilfty, and in a wide
range of AC and DC coil vcItages, the Class 78
standard contact combinations are 4PDT for 1,
3 and 5 amps, and DPDT for 5 and 10 amp
switching.

Barriered contacts available on some versions
for opposite polarity switching. All relays are
available with either solder, or P.C. ierminals.
The 4PDT version is also available with
bifurcated contacts. A full range of sockets
are also available. This includes screw
terminals, solder and printed circuit types.
For complete information and specifications,
WRITE FOR OUR CLASS 78 BULLETIN.
Magnecraft Electric Company, 5575 N. Lynch
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60630.

CLASS 78
WITH SOCK ET
DPDF
10 AMP
P.C. TERMINALS

4PDT
3 AMP
SOLDER
TERMINALS

4PDT
3 AMP
P.C. TERMINALS
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New products
of 100. Delivery is from stock.
Texas Instruments Inc., Inquiry Answering

FIRM

SWITCHING
REGULATOR

Service, P.O. Box 5012, M/S 308 ( Attn:

COMPARED WITH SERIES REGULATOR

TMS 2708), Dallas, Texas 75222. Phone

EFFICIENCY 2• to 2.5 •
VOLUME 1/3
WEIGHT 1/5

David Ford at ( 713) 494-5115 Ext. 3281
[413]

Monolithic v- fconverter
operates up to 100 kHz

A Breakthrough
in Pressure
Transducer
Design
The highest performance requirements of atransducer can
be met economically and efficiently with the use of the CEC "
1000 Sputtered Gage Pressure
Transducer, the most consistently accurate, stable and
reliable thin film transducer
available. Obtainable in full scale
pressure ranges from 15 to 10,000
psi, the CEC" 1000 also features
an innovative double case isolation which insures against externally induced mounting stresses.
Manufactured in accordance
with the program quality requirements of MIL-Q-9858À, the
CEC" 1000 provides combined
linearity, hysteresis and non repeatability of ± 0.25% ot the
full scale output. Advanced
techniques in sputtered film
deposition have created sensing
elements which deliver performance stability of ± 0.1 %, or
better, for extended operation
under the most severe environmental conditions.
The CEC" 1000 is capable of
Total Error- Band Performance
and long-term stability — far
exceeding the performance of
"average" transducers. Tell us
your operational parameters of
your application. You may be
surprised to hear of the total
Error- Band Performance attainable with the CEC" 1000.

[ti
CEC

A monolithic voltage- to- frequency
converter that sells for $ 9.50 in
hundreds has a typical nonlinearity
of 0.05% at 10 kilohertz and 0.1% at
100 kHz. Maximum nonlinearity for
the AD537J is 0.15% at 10 kHz for
temperatures from 0to 70°C. A " K"
version, which has a maximum
nonlinearity of 0.07% at 10 kHz, is
priced at $ 13.50. The "S" version,
which sells for $ 19, has the same
specifications, except that it maintains them over a range of — 55 to
125°C.
All three units operate from a
power supply of as little as 5 volts
and consume only 1.2 milliamperes.
They maintain their linearity down
to frequencies well below 1 hertz,
and they are guaranteed to operate
over an 80-dB dynamic range. Output is a square wave, rather than a
train of pulses, allowing the converter to transmit data over relatively
narrow- band transmission lines.
Sensitive enough to transmit data
from such low-level sources as
thermocouples, the AD537 contains

BELL E HOWELL
Division

250W

FEC25000 SERIES
----^eeseeee
tintfiln

MODEL

e

OUTPUT
5V

FEC25005

50A

FEC25009

9V 27.5A

FEC25012

12v 20.5A

FEC25015

15V 16.5A

FEC25024 24V 10.5A
FEC 25030 30V

300W

3OA

FEC30000 SERIES

MODEL

OUTPUT
5V

60A

9V
FEC30012 12V

33A
25A

FEC30005
FEC30009

20A
FEC30015 15V
FEC30024 24V 12.5A
FEC30030 30V
loK

500W

FEC50000 SERIES

MODEL

OU IPUT

FEC50005

5V

100A

FEC50009

9V

56A

FEC50012

12V

40A

FEC50015 15V
FEC50024 24V

33A20A-

FEC50030 30V

16Tf..

FUJI switching regu ated power supplies have
performances of compact, light weight,
efficiency DC stabilizing power source
unit adopting adirect switching regulator. It
the

high

rectifies AC input directly, effects switching
high frequency, converts voltage through a
high performance ferrite transformer, rectifies

at

a 1.00-volt reference supply for
driving resistive transducers. A second temperature sensitive output
voltage enables the converter to
function as the heart of a digital
thermometer.

360 SIERRA MADRE VILLA PASADENA CA 91109

Analog Devices Inc., P.O. Box 280, Nor-

In Canada 125 Norfinch Dove. Downsview.

wood, Mass. 02062. Phone Lowell Wicker-

Ontario M3M 3B5

sham at ( 617) 329-4700 [ 414]

CEC is a registered trademark of Bell & Howell

LOW NOISE
HIGH RELIABILITY

again, and stabilized output voltage
obtained with unique feedback system.
once

are

FUJI ELECTROCHEMICAL CO.,ETO.
Head Office
No.36-11.5-chome.Shinbashi.Minato-ku.Tokyo.Japaii
fft 03-434-1271
Los Angeles Office
16921 S. Western Ave. Gardena, Calif. 90247 U.S.A.
/2 213-323-1134
Dusseldorf Office c/o Kanematsu-Gosho Gmbh
4 Dusseldorf, Karl-Rudort Strasse 178. West Germany
lk 211-38811

c Bell 8. Howell 1975
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The great
two for one
ROM sale!
This is our wicked scheme to
jet you hooked on EA ROMs. If you
)rder 1to 1000 ROMs with new pat erns before February 28, 1977 for
ielivery by May 30, 1977, well give
mu an equal number free.
The charge for the mask re nains the same.
You'll be getting your memo
ies from the world's largest sup
plier of high-density ROMs. Elec
ronic Arrays has made ROMs with
wer 1800 different mask patterns.
Ale were first to introduce big 16K
iOMs. We now deliver over a bilion bits of ROM every month —
und are on our way to two billion
Der month.

Type

Organization

EA4700

1024 x8

Here's your chance to get any
of these five advanced Nchannel
MOS ROMs at an extraordinary
bargain.
All these ROMs operate on a
single + 5v supply (Many otherwise competitive ROMs require two
or three supplies.) All are static.
Ail connect directly to TTL logic.
All come in 24- pin DIPs. Military
versions meet the criteria of MIL
STD 883 class B.
Order before February 28 to
get the best ROMs at the best price
ever.
For more information, phone
now on our toll free WATS line
listed below.

For every one you buy
you get another free

Max. access

Power

350 ns

500 mW
(.06 mW/bit)

EA2308*
/8308A

1024 x8
400 ns
500 mW
(. 06 mW/bit)

EA4600

2048 x8or
4096 x4

550 ns
575 mW
(. 03 rnW/bit)

EA8316E*
2348 x8
425 ns
600 mW
/2316E
(. 04 ntW/bit)
EA8316A*
/2316A

2048 x8

*Intel replacement
Electronics/January 6. 1977

600 ns

550 mW
(.03 mW/bit)

Electronic Arroys Inc., 550 E.
Middlefield Rd., Mountain View,
Calif. 94043/ta .
.. (415) 964-4321
TWX 910-379-6985
Outside California use toll free
WAI7S (800) 227-9962
EAST, Cherry Hill, NI
(639) 795-5066
WEST, Huntirmon Beach, CA
(714) 968-3775
EUROPE Aalsmeer,
The Netherlands,
32977-23722
FAR EAST, Takyo, Japan
(03) 591-5241.

Grole
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WE TOLD GARY PETERSON
TO CUT IT OUT.
Design engineer Gary Peterson
chose MACOR machinable
glass-ceramic instead of alumina
or beryllia for the 21
/
2 inch diameter circuit base that is the heart of
a new angle transducer manufactured by Hewlett-Packard.
In the past, such parts might
have been made from alumina
or berylia in a time-consuming,
costly process that involves casting or pressing in a mold, then
grinding and polishing to desired
flatness.
Parts made from MACOR machinable glass-ceramic can be
cut from bar stock with ordinary
metal-working tools in one- tenth
the time. Says Peterson: " MACOR
enabled us to develop a product
150

With MACORTM
machinable glass-ceramic
from Corning, it's easy

New HP 3810Aiotal Station electronic
distance and angle measuring device.

with minimum tooling."
With MACOR machinable
glass- ceramic, milling, threading, and boring can be per-

Circle 150 on reader service card

formed to precision tolerances of
±0.0005 inch, using standard
metalworking tools and equipment. No firing is required after
machining. Available in sheer,
rod and bar stock in standard
sizes.
For more information and complete specifications, phone or
write: Machinable Glass- Ceramic Department, Corning
Glass Works, Corning, New York
14830 (607) 974-8626
MACOR machinable glass-ceramic. A better way of doing
things ... from Corning.

CORNING
Electronics/January 6, 1977

MACORN

New products

Communications

Beeper cube is
small but loud
Folded- horn device has
free- field output of 105 dB
at 1 inch and 2.1 kHz
In designing transducers for portable
pagers, the objective is to get the
most sound out of the smallest
volume at the lowest price. A miniature unit from Dyna Magnetic
Devices probably comes nearer the
target than anything previously developed. Its free-field sound output
at 1inch is aminimum of 105 decibels for an input power of 80 milliwatts at 2.1 kilohertz. Despite this
high output, the cube-shaped device
measures only 0.64 in. on aside and
weighs less than 6grams. The price
in OEM quantities is less than $ 3.
The secret behind the transducer's
performance is its folded-horn construction. In addition to adriver, the
cube contains sound channels that
comprise an exponential horn tuned
to 2.1 kHz. Unlike aresonant cavity,
the horn is a broadband device, so
tuning is not critical. Its response
cuts off at about 800 hertz and
extends up to about 10 kHz. The
performance is specified at 2.1 kHz
because that frequency has become
standard among manufacturers of
the pocket-size paging devices commonly known as beepers.
The beeper cube is offered with
impedances ranging from 2to 2,000
ohms. It comes equipped with solder

Machinable Glass-Ceramic

tabs for easy mounting on printedcircuit boards. A variety of mounting arrangements can be provided.
Although designed specifically for
the mushrooming beeper market,
which is expected to average 250,000
units ayear over the next four years,
the cube also has applications in
computer fault alarms and in other
electronic systems. In one application, for example, a beeper cube is
used in conjunction with a keyboard
to provide audible verification of
each keystroke. Finally, because of
its relatively wide bandwidth, the
cube makes an acceptable loudspeaker for voice communications
when small size is more important
than high fidelity.

General
MACOR parts do not sacrifice
strengtn, hardness, or porosity to
acnieve thfs machinability.

Dyne Magnetic Devices Inc., 200 Frank Rd.,
Hicksville, N.Y.

11802. Phone ( 516) 681-

5100 [ 401]

Machining
Only standard tools and equipment are required. Tolerances
of f._
-.0005" routinely achieved.
Wafers cut as thin as . 005".

Tone-separation filter
gives 30-dB separation
A pretuned hybrid active filter that
separates composite low- ( 200 hertz
to 940 Hz) and high- ( 1,209 Hz to
3,000 Hz) group frequencies into
independent low- and high-tone outputs provides aminimum of 30 dB of
separation between low- and highgroup tones. The filter is intended
for such dual- tone detection applications as alarm-status reporting, supervisory control, data- transmission,
radio paging, and, of course, TouchTone telephone signaling. Priced at
$76.50 each for quantities of 10 to
24, the model 6300-001 has a
delivery time of three weeks.

Metallization
Thick fiim metallization by using
metal inks (silver, gold and silver/
platinum). Thin film metallization
by sputtering.

Data Signal Corp., 40-44 Hunt St., Watertown, Mass. 02172. Phone Clarence Walker
Sealing & Joining
Herrne•.c seals using glass frits
good -o 400°F. Strong joints using
epoxy. Soldered joints on metallized Darts.

at ( 617) 926-5080 [ 404]

9,600-b/s modem meets

Features at a Glance
Machinable with ordinary metalworking
tools
Nc firing needed after machining
Excellent dimensional stability t. Good thermal shock resistance
Ultra high dielectric
strength e Compatible thermal expansion
coefficient
Low thermal conductivity
Low loss tangent
Zero porosity and zero
water absorption
Non-magnetic

CCITT recommendation V.29

t.

Developed to meet international
requirements for high-speed modems
that are compatible with CCITT
Recommendation V.29, the LSI
96/V.29 can operate at 9,600 bits
per second over M58 or M102 trans-

MACCUTu Machinable Glass- Ceramic Dept.,
Coming Glass Works. Corning, N Y 14830

CORNING
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NEW PRODUCTS!!
HAND ACTIVATED MAGNETIC

New products

CARD TRANSPORT

„ULTRA

CqIL-LER
STOCK P.C.POWER
TRANSFORMERS
•

with 3- terminal IC volregulators
e Printed circuit mounting
• For power supplies for most
integrated circuit families
TTL LOGIC
ECL LOGIC
CMOS
LINEAR—OP AMPS
• 36 models in stock
For

Use

tage

Write or phone for complete data
sheet.

CC) I
L-LER CUSTOM
T
/

RANSFORMERS,
-1-

41,

CCIILS
%

Alt

e

e, •eTOROIDS

mission lines. In accordance with the
recommendation, the modem uses an
adaptive equalizer, plus combined
phase and amplitude modulation.
The modem is available with such
options as an eye- pattern generator,
a four-channel multiplexer, a fourchannel buffered multiplexer, remote loopback, a 75-b/s secondary
channel, alternate voice/data, an
elastic store buffer for masterclocked systems, and a built-in
modem-sharing unit. In small quantities, the basic modem sells for
$9,350. Delivery time is 30 days.
Codex Corp.,

Codex Europe SA, Bte 7/Ave de Tervuren
412,

-

C'OIL—LER
MANUFACTURING. INC

2-E Town Line Circle Rochester, N.Y. 14623
716/442-6630
Representatives in Principal Cities
Circle

152 on reader service card

B-1150

Brussels,

Belgium.

Phone

MCR-111-2R

2CH. READ

* ABA, IATA, MINTS, ISO, Standards
Specification
" Single Power Supply DC + 5V.
" Readable Wide Range Card Speed
Operation
Applications
Banking, POS, ID and Security
Terminal, Parking System, Gas Station
Terminal, Program Loader, Inventory
Control, etc.

762.23.51 [ 403]

S.R.D. CORPORATION
Synchronous modem
runs at 4,800 b/s
The Micro- Processor 48 synchronous- transmission modem operates at
4,800 bits per second. Able to work
in multipoint, point-to-point, or
switched environments, it uses a
microprocessor to perform all arithmetic calculations involved in automatic adaptive equalization, line
filtering, signal modulation and demodulation, and data randomizing.
Available in both end- user and OEM
packages, the modem sells for
$3,000 in single quantities and
$2,500 in lots of 30. It can also be
leased for $ 105 a month on a twoyear contract or $95 a month on a
three-year lease.

2-12-1, KAGA, ITABASHI-KU,
TOKYO, 173 JAPAN
CABLE ADDRESS:
SRDCORPORATION TOKYO
TEL: ( 031 964-1151
TELEX: 0272-3546 SRD CO J

Circle 201 on reader service card

P111PORIT HEAT

r

Paradyne Corp., 8550 Ulmerton Rd., Largo,
Fla.

Computer aided design of magnetic
components and power supply circuits assures exact compliance with
specs. Our precision manufacturing
facility produces a full range of
medium, miniature or ultra-miniature size transformers and coils —
bobbin or toroidal wound.
Write or phone for information
or quotes.

15 Riverdale Ave., Newton,

Mass. 02195. Phone ( 617) 969-0600

LOW COST $ 70.0 FOR
SAMPLES, QUANTITY LOT $40.0
OR LESS ( 1CH. TYPE) F.O.B. JAPAN
HIGH READOUT RELIABILITY!
MINI COMPACT DESIGN
AVAILABLE 2 CH. TYPE ETC.

33540.

Phone Robert Budenstein at

(813) 536-4771 [ 405]

Slow-scan TV system
operates over voice lines
The Phoneline Television System,
which operates at a reduced bandwidth, can transmit images from one
or more closed-circuit iv cameras to
one or more monitors anywhere in
the world via ordinary voice- grade
phone lines. The heart of the system

Heat any integrated circuit or electronic component to its rated temperature
with a heat probe. Accuracy ± 3°C
or better. Or check the component's
temperature with a thermo-couple
probe. Model 810 Thermo- Probe does
both. Reads out directly in ° Cand ° F
on alarge 41
/2
inch meter.
PRICE S299.50 F.O.B. South Laguna
Models with other temperature ranges available.
For details write to:

MTI

MICRO- TECHNICAL
INDUSTRIES

P.O. Box 287 South Laguna, CA 92677
7141545-3734 • TWX 910 587 3425 MICRO OHM ELM

Circle 202 on reader service card

Developed specifically to meet the
emission. Yet, unlike ordinary flameincreasingly stringent safety standards and retardant plastics, it doesn't sacrifice
regulations for electrical and electronic
processability. Melt strength, mold shrinkproducts, General Electric's LEXAN 940
age and surface appearance are excellent.
resin provides anew level of performance
Forget streaked molded part surfaces.
in flame-retardant materials.
What's more, new LEXAN 940
Based on atechnological breakresin offers all the standard LEXAN resin
through, LEXAN 940 resin, both opaque
properties, including' lower finished part
or transparent, offers aUL 94 V-0* rating,
cost than metal, metal-like strengths,
an oxygen index of 35 and lower smoke
110"C ( with impact) UL continuous- use

rating, high dielectric strength, clarity or
molded- in color, and excellent dimensional
stability, weatherability and gloss.
Best of all, it's been proven. For case
histories and complete information, write:
LEXAN Products Section 286, Plastics
Division, General Electric Company,
One Plastics Ave., Pittsfield, MA 01201.
•This ratem Is not Intended to reflect hazards presented by thrs
or any other maternal under actual hre conchhons

IF YOU'RE CAUGHT BETWEEN METAIS COSTS AND
FLAME-RETARDANT PLASTIC'S PROCESSING PROBLEMS,
NEW LEM: 940 CAN GET YOU OUT.

WHAT THE WORLD IS COMING TO: GE P1ASTICS
LEXAN" NORYL" VALOXGENA1®

GENERALE

ELECTRIC
Circle 153 on reader service card
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Our new low-cost
industrial converter products
are standard, too.
Standards, like that plug, make life less
complicated.
That's why we're leading the campaign to
standardize converter products.
And the group you see here is just part of a
growing family that starts as low as $19.50 in
the 100-piece quantity.
They're on-the-shelf, for quick delivery. A new
line of DAC's and ADC's for designers who can
use standard functions. Plus thin-film ladder
networks and aprecision voltage reference to
give exceptional design flexibility.

These competitively priced, industry-standard
converter products can save you engineering,
manufacturing, and inventory time and money.
And you have awide selection of package types
and temperature ranges to fit your exact
applications.
Learn more about Beckman-quality, Beckmanbacked hybrids. They'll make your life easier, too.
For data, write or call Helipot Division,
Beckman Instruments, Inc., 2500 Harbor Blvd.,
Fullerton, CA 92634. Phone: ( 714) 871-4848,
Ext. 1776.

BECKMAN®
HELIPOT DIVISION

If you need hybrids, you should know about Beckman.
154
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New products
is the series 500 scan converter,
which converts normal 525- line realtime images into 128-line- by- 128line images that are produced at the
rate of one every 8seconds. Motion
is simulated by a wiping effect in
which a new image replaces the old
one by being wiped onto the screen
from top to bottom.
Although the system is not suitable for fast-action situations, it is
expected to have many applications
such as monitoring instrument
gauges, comparing signatures on
checks, identifying a person's face,
and security monitoring.
Robot Research Inc., 7591 Convoy Court,
San

Diego,

Calif.

92111.

Phone Joseph

Hawkins at ( 714) 279-9430 [ 407]

Fiber-optic LED driver
operates at 5.0 megahertz
A module that converts TTL levels
into currents suitable for driving
light-emitting diodes in fiber-optic
communications systems operates
from dc up to a minimum of 5.0
megahertz. Although the LED current is limited to 100 milliamperes
by an internal resistor, provision is
made for an external resistor to
increase the current as high as 300
mA. The model FDM-1D-D has a
strobe pin that may be used to
disable the device on command. This
makes it easy to distribute data from
acommon source, via several optical
links, to various designations.
Housed in a 24-pin plastic dual inline package, the FDM-1D-D sells
for $ 35 each in lots of one to nine,
dropping to $28 in quantities of 10 to
49. Delivery is from stock to three
weeks.
Radiation Devices Co., P.O. Box 8450, Balti-

OPTOELECTRONICS

NSL COVERS THE SPECTRUM
Whether it be PHOTOCELLS for photoelectric
smoke detectors, digital watches, water purifiers,
photo-copiers, streetlight and photoelectric controls, or gas and oil flame detection; PHOTO
DIODES, PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS, PHOTO
TRANSISTORS or PHOTODARLINGTONS for
computer peripherals, optical character recogni
tion, telephone facsimile, photographic, security
or communication systems;CUSTOM IZ ED OPTD
COUPLERS for electric heat controls, television
receivers, electronic musical instruments or med
¡cal electronics; NSL has the optoelectronic corn.
ponent. For estab I
ished or new photoelectric applications, contact NSL, the OPTOELECTRONICS
special ist.

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTORS LTD
331 Cornelia Street, Plattsburgh, N.Y. 12901
1518) 561-3160
2150 Ward Street, Montreal, P.O. H4M 1T7
15141 744-5507
Stamford House, Altrincham WA 1410R,
England
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The most complete line of
Dynamic MOS
RAMs available From
1024 x1to
4096 x1 16, 18
and 22 pin
4096 x1
16K x1
available 1st
quarter 77

more, Md. 21234. Phone ( 301) 628-2240
[408]

Voice recorder contains
no moving parts
A voice recorder that uses a solidstate memory instead of magnetic
tape is reported to be much more

Electronics/January 6, 1977
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OPEN FRAME
POWER SUPPLY
ELECTION

In ,DELTRON

* Ili

PLATFORM

* Competitive Prices.
* Stock Delivery.
* 1yr. Warranty.
* " Real" Specs.
* User Designed.
* Lowest Temp.
Derating.

provides readings directly
in engineering units

Mini

SIP

0_,

DELT,
sr

SERIES

GE frioies-

\

c.
I

2

FROM THE "PRIMARY" ON ...
IT'S "Q" SERIES
ALL THE WAY!
,
Wily.

U. L.
Recognition.
Interchangeable with
competitive
Lit:;..1_,

Panel counter is
Thumbwheel control

DELTRON

U.1.

Industrial

easy to program

\
,
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e
l
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A problem with most factoring
counter/timers-meters with time
periods that can be adjusted so they
read directly in engineering unitshas been that they are difficult to
program. Typically, the user has to
consult a thick reference manual to
determine exactly how to connect
the programing pins to get the time
period he needs.
DigiTec's 8150 series makes
things much simpler. With three of
its models- the 8151 counter, the
8156 totalizer, and the 8159 timerprograming is simply a matter of
setting an array of seven front- panel
thumbwheel switches. Its other three
models- the 8150 counter, the 8155
totalizer, and the 8158 timer- are
programed by an orderly interconnection of decimal jumpers on the
rear connector. Once the user is
familiar with the instrument, he has
no need to consult the instruction
manual every time he wants to make

achange in the program.
All six models in the series operate
from any transducer that produces
pulses with amplitudes from 10
millivolts to 170 v rms. Input
shaping circuits span the frequency
range from dc to 1 megahertz and
include provision for contact debouncing. Standard features include
a crystal clock for precision time
measurements, c-mos and p-mos
large-scale- integrated circuitry for
high noise immunity and low power
consumption, and a six-digit lightemitting-diode display.
Among the available options are a
comparator alarm, binary-coded decimal output, and two input multipliers. The comparator alarm indicates by relay closure or 111 level
output that a predetermined limit
has been exceeded. The limit is set
by
front- panel
thumbwheel
switches.
Field- installable, the buffered, parallel BCD output is TTL-compatible
and offers single- line-enable operation. The single- line-enable feature
permits the BCD outputs of many
instruments to be connected in parallel to a common data bus and
addressed individually by a single
line. This eliminates the costly
switching of multiple BCD lines.
The input multipliers reduce the
time required to make ahigh- resolution measurement on a low- rate
input signal. One option is a simple

t-.

Size A
Model No.

Size 13
Model No.

'
Size C i Size D
Model No.
Model No.

Size F
Model No.

volts-anpii
i volts-amps volts-amps volts-amps volts- ampo
Q 5- 3.0
5- 6.0 Q 5- 9.0
5-12.0 Q 5-18.0
Q 6- 3.0
6- 6.0 Q 6- 9.0
6-12.0 Q 6-18.0
Q 12- 17
12- 3.4 Q 12- 5.7
12- 7.0 Q 12-10.8
Q 15- 1.5
15- 3.0 Q 15- 4.8
15- 6.3 Q 15- 9.5
0 18- 1.3
18- 2.6 Q 18- 4.0
18- 5.2 Q 18- 7.8
Q 20- 1.3
20- 2.6 Q 20- 4.0
20- 5.2 Q 20- 7.8
Q 24- 1.2
24- 2.4 Q 24- 3.3
24- 4.8 Q 24- 72
Q 28- 1.0
28- 2.0 Q 28- 3.1
28- 4.2 Q 28- 6.0
()linen.
Dimen.
4 % taxi % 5% x4 % a' ,

Dimen.
7:4 % x2 %

Dimen.
9x4 % x2 %

Price:
1-$32.
100-$26.
250-524.

Price:
1-$67.
100-$54.
250-$51.

Price:
Price:
1-$87.
1-$113.
100-$70. 100-5 91,
250-$66. 250-5 85.

Price:
1-$54.
100-$44,
250-$41.

75,
-41

»"

Dimen.
14x4 'is .12 %

Pffeine« .

Wissahickon Avenue
North Wales, PA 19454
Tel: 215/699-9261
Twx: 510/661-8061
AC- 13

158
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At last,
aminiature Thumbwheel Switch
you can turn "off" as well as "on".

Recently, we introduced
an inspired new line of miniatLre,
10 position thumbwheel switcles— usually
labeled " 0-9". The only problem was that some
instrument applications required 10 active positions!
ii effect, this meant the only way to shut off the
switch was to pull the plug. To remedy this situation,
C & K now offers an 11-positior switch- 10 active
positions plus " off". The new switch is uniquely
adaptable. Each section is aswitch by itself, or the

switches may be stacked together to handle the
most complex switching tasks. The 11- position
thumbwheel is also available in front and rear mounting models. In either grey or black matte bodies.
In achoice of 6colored wheels. Write or call today,
and we'll turn you " on - to all the details.
C&K Components, Inc., 103 Morse Street,
Watertown, MA 02172. Tel: (617) 926-0800
TWX: 710-327-0460 TELEX: 92-2546
Free Engineering Sample on Request.
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Electronic Load Cells...

Precision force Measurement
Want to neasure force, weight. thrust— with precision? Start with
accurate, dependable instrumentation at the source!
Super- M ni strain gage load cells— with capacities from 10 to
1000 pounds— provide aguaranteed error band for non- linearity,
hysteresis AND repeatability of less than -± 0.04%—are thermally
compensated to within 8PPM''F—operate ir tension or compression with 3mV \ioutput, nominal— are priced from $ 160 each.
Five pound to 100 ton capacities offered in other models— all
with 2 year warrarties. Interface, Inc, 740'
E Butherus Dr.
Scottsdale, Arizona 85260 USA. ( 602) 948-5555. Telex. 668-394.

Low

rofile

Sealed SuperMo

r

THE TOTAL MEMORY SUPPLIERB

11

WE HAVE
• BIPOLAR & MOS PROMS.
I
THINK OF THAT.

Long list in
stock 17
Bipolars—from
256 to 8K bits
—with 16K
available soon
4K and 8K
MOS EROMS
available
1st quarter 77

Minibeam

onterfav.e
ADVANCED FORCE MEASUREMENT
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SHOULDN'T YOUR
FREQUENCY COUNTING DOLLARS
BUY TIME, TOO ?
It used to be that to get time and
frequency measurements you paid extra.
No more.
For about what you would pay for
frequency measurement only, Fluke's
1900A counter gives you multi-function
capability.
And for $ 375 *,some features you
just wouldn't expect.
We give you abroad frequency
range from 5Hz to 80 MHz with sensitivity of 25 mV, typically 15 mV.
Four manually selected gate times
give resolution down to 0.1 Hz.
Then, true to its name, the 1900A
multi-counter gives you aperiod mode.
With it you can measure the duration
of asingle input cycle, useful for high
resolution of low frequencies.
For finer resolution, the 1900A has
aperiod average mode for averaging cycle times over 10, 100 or 1000 cycles.
You can't do that with "frequency
only" counters.
Another extra built into the 1900A
is the totalize mode. With six-digit
LED display, the 1900A will totalize 10 6
events and provide overflow indication
after that. And annunciation in MHz,
kHz, ms or
is automatic.
We've also built ease of operation
into the 1900A. For times when training
is abottleneck, you get autoranging.
This feature automatically selects
the most suitable gate time ( or period
averages) for the highest signal resolution without overflowing.
Simple to use.
And the 1900A has autoranging
hysteresis that makes it easy to measure
signals full of alot of frequency or phase
modulation.
Redundant up- and down- ranging
is eliminated.
And to ensure that initial measurements are correct, the 1900A has autoreset. With it anew measurement sequence begins every time afront panel
switch is activated.
Of course, you can expect Fluke
quality in the 1900A. LSI/MOS
circuitry design is standard. That means

(
We think anything less would be a
waste of money.
high performance with low power consumption.
And leading zero suppression will
give you an unambiguous display.
The 1900A's dependable 10 MHz
timebase is extremely temperaturestable and well-specified over time, too.
And don't fear that operating a
1900A in electrically noisy environments will detract from its good specs.

We planned for that.
A selectable 1MHz low-pass filter
provides input signal conditioning for
accurate low-frequency measurements
in the presence of noise.
And because we know that you
need to make measurements away from
the bench sometimes, we've provided
an option that the competition doesn't.
Battery operation.
For $ 50 you can get arechargeable
battery pack. It's good for up to 5hours
of operation away from line power.
The 1900A also comes with adata
output option with 8-4-2-1 BCD output
from each digit.
So, if you want to get alot of
function for your dollar, get a1900A
multi-counter.
You'll find that economy counts.
For data out today, dial our toll-free
hotline, 800-426-0361.
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc., P.O. Box
43210, Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043
Fluke ( Nederland) B. V., P.O. Box 5053,
Tilburg, The Netherlands.
Phone: ( 013) 673-973 Telex: 52237
*U.S. price only.

MULTIFUNCTION 1900A COUNTER.
For demonstration circle 160 on reader service card

FLUKE

For literature circle 211 on reader service card
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New products
times- two multiplier. The second
provides three switch-selectable multiplication factors: 10, 100, and
1,000.
Pricing on the 8150 series panel
instruments is $450 for the thumbwheel programable units and $ 375
for the others. Delivery time is eight
weeks.

gii•

lie

# New Clip-Coolers
I Obsolete
•Competitive Devices

•

iiSrAte
-

United Systems Corp., 918 Woodley Rd.,
Dayton, Ohio 45403. Phone Mike Elovitz at

0I
Compare Wakefield's Series 291 Clip-Coolers with
a
similar heat sinks and you'll see why they are
E I
unquestionably the best buy.
Up to two times better heat transfer capability ,it)) I
than competitive units. Just clip them on. Their onepiece construction needs no special springs or other
L
e
I
mounting hardware. Only 4¢ in quantity.

(513) 254-6251 [ 371]

Digital pressure indicator
includes metric scales
Designed to read pressure in pounds
per square inch, bars, kilograms per
square centimeter, and kilopascals,
the 93PM series of digital pressure
indicators contains models that cover
four ranges from 3 psi full scale to
3,000 psi full scale. Each model has
aconversion switch that enables it to
display results in all four units.
Although it measures only 10 by 6
by 3 inches, the 93PM units are
completely self-contained pressuremeasuring instruments. They contain an LVDT pressure sensor, a
power supply, signal- conditioning
circuitry, and a 3,000-count display.
Priced below $600, the meters have
a delivery time of six to eight
weeks.

Try one free:

7i I

E•
See for yourself. Indicate your specs. then cut out .0
and mail for afree sample.
co
Height.
36" . 75"
'5
c«)
Finish:
Plain
Black
.1 Gold
5" I
Configuration:
TO-202
TO-220

WAKEFIELD ENGINEERING INC.

I
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THE TOTAL MEMORY SUPPLIERB
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WE HAVE
BIPOLAR & MOS ROMS.
•
DON'T FORGET IT.

Ametek Controls Division, 860 Pennsylvania
Blvd., Feasterville, Pa. 19047. Phone ( 215)
355-6900 [ 375]

Digital unit provides
control of stepping motors
Designed for the open- loop control
of stepping motors, the new model
MCU-652 can operate in distance,
speed, or acceleration modes. In its
distance mode, the controller provides up to 1million steps in increments of one step. Speeds up to
10,000 steps per second are provided
in increments of one step per second,
while speeds up to 100,000 steps per
second can be controlled to a precision of 10 steps per second. The
universal motor controller can cause

Electronics/January 6, 1977

Wide variety in
stock 13
Bipolars—from
256 to 16K bits
Plus 7Static
MOS including
8K and 16K
Plus 4character generators
including 8K
Both IS & OC

III
g

11EltiCS
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Now 1% time
measurements
are this
easy...

Position intensified spots
at beginning and
end of time interval.

2

Switch to delayed sweep mode and use
A Time dial to superimpose beginning
and end of interval.
Ti

•

3

Read time interval directly.

Faster Timing Measurement
Differential time measurements are
made faster when the new DM 44 with
Delta Delayed Sweep° and direct
numerical readout is included on a
TEKTRONIX Portable Oscilloscope. At
the same time, measurement repeatability is improved, the chance for
computational errors is eliminated, and
1°/0 accuracy is consistently achieved.
Frequency measurement ( on periodic
waveforms) with 2% accuracy is
obtained by simply pushing the 1/Time
button.
Built-in DMM as a Bonus
There's no need to carry aseparate
multimeter. DM 44- equipped TEKTRONIX Portables also measure dc
voltage with 0.1% accuracy and
temperature from — 55' C to + 150' C
simultaneously with oscilloscope display
of related waveforms. And you get ohms
measurement with 0.25% accuracy
as well.
Your Choice of Oscilloscope
Performance
The DM 44 is available on five highperformance portable oscilloscopes to
best match your performance and price
needs. Choose bandwidth of 100, 200, or
250 MHz. Or select from two fast storage
models. One actually stores single- shot
signals at its full 100 MHz bandwidth.
Due to highly cost-effective design, the
outstanding DM 44 option adds only
$410 to the price of the basic portable
oscilloscope chosen. All DM 44- equipped
TEKTRONIX Portable Oscilloscopes, and
seven more models as well, perform
analysis on up to 16 channels in the
digital domain by simply adding the

Circle 162 on reader service card

LA 501W Logic Analyzer. Capabilities
of the DM 44 are also available in the
TEKTRONIX 7000 Series of plug-in
oscilloscopes.
Let Us Show You
To see how the DM 44 makes faster,
more accurate measurements in your
application, contact your Tektronix Field
Engineer. Or write to Tektronix, Inc.,
P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 97077
for complete information. In Europe,
write to Tektronix, Limited, P.O. Box 36,
St. Peter Port, Guernsey, Channel
Islands.
Two independently adjustable delayed sweeps.
U S Sales Pnce FOB Beaverton. Oregon

TEKTRONIX®
committed to
technical excellence

Mal
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New products
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a stepping motor to accelerate or
decelerate at 100 different rates.
Compatible with 8- or I
6- bit
microprocessors, the MCU-652 has
manual, semiautomatic, and automatic modes of operation. It can
cause a stepping motor to singlestep, index, or slew at the touch of a
front- panel button. It sells for $ 800.
Control

Systems

We can provide you with LSI-11 and PDP-11 / 03 modules or complete systems, virtually the complete Digital

•

Equipment Corporation ( DEC) vast product line, fast
and at discounts to delight the toughest buyer.

I

Call The FIRST for the latest available versions. Personalized service and customized discount and de-

11111 11111.

Advanced

1
•

Corp.,

•

livery schedules are programmed to fit your needs.

a

Ask about our 16K and 24K Memories.

Call"FiFIST"(312)9201050!:
C"
9 "e

"

e q'' 0.

fiFiST CUMPLITER CD1FiRiFiFITIMI
764 MilliLÜ1k EWE, WESTUMIT, iLLMiS 60559

no magic —just performance

28C

For salesman call circle 12

Vernon St., Wakefield, Mass. 01880. Phone

For information circle 163

(617) 245-8070 [ 373]

r
Noncontacting thermometer
reads from 10°C to 1,0000

aTHE TOTAL MEMORY SUPPLIER. am mi

WE HAVE
BIPOLAR PLAS/FPLAS.
SOMETHING TO REMEMBER.

Point the model DNS- I
6 Heat- Spy
at a target up to 20 feet away, pull
the trigger, and read the target
temperature on abuilt-in light- emitting- diode display. The instrument
has a resolution of 1°C, a range of
10°C to 1,000°C, and aresponse time
of 1second. Targets for the infraredsensing device can be as small as 2

Variety of
Bipolars in
stock Field
programmable
input/output
connections in
the package
for greatest
flexibility Both
TS & OC
available and
second sourced

I 4
I
I
THINK

L
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clip to letterhead. Show me how
they can be programmed in-house
& on-site, plus send complete list
of total memories in stock.
Name

Title

le

Tel.
M.S.
811 E. ARQUES, SUNNYVALE, CA. 94086

MIMES

asubsidiary of U.S. Philips Corporation

MI
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WE HAVE 8K OR
•16K N-CHANNEL ROMS. g
• KEEP THAT IN MIND.
Easy to buy,
one time mask
chege per
code Easy to
I

order 300
piece minimum Easy to
get One hundred piece
minimum
delivered as
fast as four

l

I
1

1
I

ris
.........._ir clip to

I

I

I
a
a

Heat-Spy
12908

I
I

order

1

Title

Tel.

M.S.

im

asubsidiary of U.S. Philips Corporation

Corp.,
Calif.

Designed for the calibration of
noncontacting infrared thermometers, the model 11-210 radiation
reference source uses the proven
cylindrical/conical cavity design to
achieve characteristics close to those
of an ideal black body. To minimize
alignment problems and assure accurate calibration of infrared instruments, the model 11-210 precisely
follows acosine- law distribution over
the central 15° of its cone of radiation. The reference source's electronic controller can be set to
produce any temperature between
50° C and 1,000° C. It uses zerovoltage switching to minimize radiofrequency interference due to
switching transients.

I

1
.197j
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TAKE YOUR PICK!!
NLS' DPMs fill every need and the prices
are pleasing.
NLS' Silver Jubilee Year

PM SERIES

Wahl

Los Angeles,

infrared instruments

THINK

I
SSIlltieS

William

Reference source calibrates

I
1
1

811 E. ARQUES, SUNNYVALE, CA. 94085

Division,

Panama St.,

90066. Phone ( 213) 822-6144 [ 374]

letterhead. Send details

Name

products

inches. Intended for general-purpose
industrial applications such as measuring the temperature of moving
glass, steel, and plastic film, the
DHS-16 can also detect hot spots in
rotating machinery, monitor bearings, scan piping, and perform other
maintenance and troubleshooting
tasks.

I

weeks after
receipt of

on 8K and 16K ROMS plus full
list of total memories in stock.

I

New

Barnes Engineering Co., 30 Commerce Rd.,

DC OR AC
VOLTS

Stamford, Conn. 06904. Phone Ms. Jayme
Prins at ( 203) 348-5381 [ 377]

Features Include:
• Operates from a + 5-volt separate power supply.
• MOS/LSI construction. •

Smallest package available

anywhere - 1" H x 2.5" W x 3.25" D. •
zeroing. •

Programmable decimal. •

cation. • Protected input. •
• Large 0.3" LED display.

MODEL

PM- 3

Recording wattmeter shows

Automatic
Overload indi-

Lowpower consumption.

PM-4 PANEL METER

AUTO

MUX BCD

RATIO

POLARITY

OUTPUT

OPERATION

*Oa% F.S.

No

Optional

Optional

a

$ 85

*OA% F.S.

Standard

Optional

Optional

3

S 89

*0.05% F. S.

Standa rd

Standard

Standard

3-1/2

$ 99

*0.02% F. S.

Standard

Optional

Optional

4

$170

*0.5% F.S.

N/A

Standard

Standard

3-1/2

$136

RANGES

ACCURACY

VDC

DIGITS

PRICE

1V, 10V, 100V,
PM-3/0L

or 1000V
(PM-3.5 has

PM- 3.5

100% overrange - 1200V

PM-4
PM -3.5AC

maximum)
VAC - 2V, 20V,
200V or 1000V

Non- Linear Systems, Inc.

see your local distributor!

Originator of the digital voltmeter.
Box N, Del Mar, California 92014

1
.
64

Distributor inquiries invited.

power-usage patterns
The Powerscribe recording wattmeter combines power- measuring transducers with a chart recorder to
provide a record of instantaneous
power consumption as a function of
time. The unit measures true-rms
power consumption regardless of
waveshape or power factor. Singleand three-phase models are available.
Compact and self-contained, the
Powerscribe allows users to measure
the cost effectiveness of a particular

Telephone ( 714) 755-1134
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1New products
machine or operation. Its permanent
record makes it easy to determine
on/off cycle times, maximum peak
demands, and other power- flow parameters. The chart recorder uses
inkless paper and can be supplied
with chart speeds suitable for shortor long-term recording. The Powerscribe sells for $625.
Zi-Tech

Division,

Aikenwood Corp.,

2151

Park Blvd., Palo Alto, Calif. 94306. Phone
Geoff Ziman at ( 415) 326-2151 [ 378]

Pendulum pots measure
angles from vertical
A group of pendulum potentiometers
for the direct measurement of angu •
lar displacements from a vertical
reference axis is offered with a
choice of wire-wound or conductiveplastic elements. The pots consist of
a pendulum suspended on two lowtorque bearings and connected to a
wiper arm. The wiper arm contacts
the resistive element, which is
attached to the pot case.

33% more power to the people.
Power/Mate presents
Econo/Mate II.
The open frame power supply.
Now Power, ,Mate brings you 33 °v
more power in the same package size
with the second generation of our
Econo/Mate series.
The size is the same, the basic
components are the same for easy
interchangability. But that's where the
similarity ends.
Econo/Mate Il adds features like
dual AC primary and a plug-in IC
regulator for improved regulation
And Econo/Mate II is tough.
Computer design, quality control. and
Power Mate's experience helps
insure 100.000 hr. MTBF even at this
higher power output.
But for all its features, Econo / Mate
Il is still, most of all, economical.
We wouldn't call it Econo/Mate
if it wasn't.
Econo Mate II is in stock, ready for
delivery. Send for our free brochure.

Prices start at $ 19.95.

ILDS

POWER/MATE CORP

World's largest manufacturer of quality power supplies .

514 South River Street Hackensack, N.J. 07601/Phone ( 201) 34;1 6294 TWX 710-990-5023
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.THE TOTAL MEMORY SUPPLIER•

WE HAVE BIPOLAR
MIL-SPEC MEMORIES.
STORE THAT AWAY.

The mechanisms are hermetically
sealed in silicone oil, which acts as a
damping medium. Various oil viscosities may be specified to provide the
damping characteristics required by
a particular application. Pendulum
potentiometers are available with
diameters of 2.5 and 3.0 inches.
Pendulum Pots, Betatronix Inc.,

100 Rice-

field Lane, Hauppauge, N.Y. 11787. Phone
Joseph J. Yanosik at ( 516) 543-8780 [ 376]

Total lineup
manufactured
in fully military
approved
plants. RAMs,
ROMs,
PROMs,
FPLAs to 883
processing
Dual in-lines &
flat packs
ready to take
on toughest
assignments

clip to letterhead. Send entire
list of total memories in stack.
Name

THINK

SIfl

Title

Tel.
811 E. ARQUES, SUNNYVALE, CA. 94086

fllltiCS
1976.

asubsidiary of U.S. Philips Corporation
Electronics/January 6, 1977
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We're the only
total
memory supplier.

Remember it.

Only Signetics has acomplete line of Bipolar & MOS memories.
There are definite advantages in doing business
with atotal supplier. Most obvious, you get everything
you need from one source without shopping all over the
country. So you save time and all the hassle.
In addition, you get increased buying power.
Because when you buy in volume, you naturally get the
lowest price. So you save money. It all sounds simple
because it is.
Signetics has made apositive commitment to stay
ahead in technological leadership in Bipolar & MOS
memories. No brag, just fact. With years of experience
in supplying the needs of major customers and being a
subsidiary of U.S. Philips Corporation, Signetics has
the resources to make it happen.
Signetics has atotal product line of memories —
RAMs, ROMs, PROMs, FPLAs/PLAs and along list

of Shift Registers including 12 Static and 8Dynamic
from 100 to 1024 bits.

Signetics Bipolar & Static MOS RAMs.
Signetics total line of Bipolar & MOS devices includes
all the hard-to-find and in-demand devices. 24 Bipolars8to 1024 bits. 14 MOS Statics- 256 x4to 1024 x 1.
1K x4and 4K x 1available 1st quarter 77.

Signetics Dynamic MOS RAMs. The most
complete line of dynamic MOS RAMs from 1024 x 1to
4096 x 1 ( 16, 18 and 22 pin). 1024 x 1to 4096 x 1organization. 16K x1available 1st quarter '77.
Signetics Bipolar & MOS ROMs. These
mask- programmable chips offer easy word expansion.
13 Bipolars in stock- 256 to 16K bits. 7MOS Statics in
stock— up to 16K bits. Plus 4character generators
including 8K's. Both TS and OC available.

Signetics Bipolar & MOS PROMs.
All readily available through avast Signetics distributor
programming network. The new 18-pin devices offer
small size, high PC board packing density, low complexity, very low power, and low component and system
cost. 17 Bipolars in stock from 256 to 8K bits, with 16K
available 1st quarter '77. 4K and 8K MOS EROMS
available 1st quarter ' 77.

ments from standard military circuits to proprietary high
performance series— making Signetics the total military
supplier, too.
Clip to letterheac for fast response.
Li Send nie afull list of total Bipolar & MOS memory line.
Ill Please have aField Applications Engineer call me for
an appointment.

Signetics Bipolar FPLAs/PLAs. All devices
deliver increased do-it-yourself flexibility and greatest
system reliability with fewer parts and connections.
It's easiest, fastest and simplest to modify and correct
logic functions by limited editing of input/output connections within the package, and it's second sourced.
Both TS and OC are available and in stock.

My application is

Signetics Bipolar MIL-SPEC Memories.
Total line manufactured to 883 military standards and
available in dual in-line and flat pack configurations.
In addition, Signetics supplies logic and analog require-

Name

Title

lblephone

Mail Stop

THINK Si

OHMS

811 E. Argues Ave., Sunnyvale, Ca. 94086

L

!,

197(i.

A subsidiary of U.S. Philips Corporation
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here% what counts

1

Our high- density rack and panel
connectors not only make it easy on you
with one simple jack screw, but their precise
mating assures you a positive connection.

2

Our plugs and receptacles use the
best contacts available — VariconTM
hermaphroditic, interlocking contacts with
gas-tight mating surfaces. In testing, 10,000
mating cycles didn't affect their mechanical or
electrical performance. And in logging billions of
successful, troublefree operating hours, they've
effectively proven their reliability.

3

They come in . 100", . 125", . 130" and . 150"
contact spacings with 20 to 165 contacts
and alarge variety of terminations including
crimp, solderless wrap, solder, et cetera. And
most meet military specifications and are QPL
approved. We offer covers, polarizing pins,
brackets, plus a lot more— like economical
pricing and immediate delivery from your local
distributor. And if you need something special,
we'll make it for you.
Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery.
But we've got the original to give you great
connections ... worldwide.
Elco Corporation
2250 Park Place. El Segundo, Ca. 90245
TWX 910-325-6602 / 213 675-3311

Elco
Corporation
a Gulf + Western manufacturing company

168
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TIME &
FREQUENCY....

New products/materials
Polyester film that diffuses light
from light-emitting diodes and maximizes transmission without creating
hot spots eliminates the need to cast
diffusing elements. Called 3M Light
Diffusing Film, the material was
designed to provide the most readable compromise between diffusion
and brightness for numerical- readout instruments such as calculators

and digital watches. Standard offerings include 3- mil and 8- mil films in
rolls 11 inches wide. Optical transmission is a nominal 55%, color is
neutral gray, and atransmitted gain
of either 3.00 or 5.00 can be
supplied.
3M Co., Industrial Optics, Visual Products
Division,

Dept.

VP6-27,

St.

Paul,

Minn.

55133 [ 476]

A conductive yarn that is more flexible and lighter than metallic filaments is available in monofilament
and multifilament forms and as acut
staple fiber for blending with other
fibers. Made of silver-coated polyamide, the yarn is especially useful
when incorporated into systems
where static electricity must be
controlled. It can also serve as the
shielding material in coaxial cable
and has been employed in the
fabrication of extremely lightweight
Faraday cages.
Rohm

and

Haas Co.,

X-Static

Product

from — 40 to 85°C. Over the more
limited temperature range from 0to
50°C, the maximum drift is 0.1%.
The material is especially intended
for the fabrication of intermediatefrequency filters centered at 455
kilohertz.
Channel Products Inc.,

16722 Park Circle

Drive West, Chagrin Falls, Ohio 44022 [ 480]

A ceramic marking pencil available
in either brown or white leaves
marks that remain visible and stable
even when the ceramic substrate to
which they have been applied is
heated to 1,200°C. Above this temperature, the markings gradually
begin to lose their color; the color
burns off completely at 1,550°C.
Unaffected by chlorinated hydrocarbons, alcohols, or other commonly
used solvents, the markings can be
heated to the 1,200°C temperature in
air as well as in an inert atmosphere.
The pencils are packaged and sold in
lots of one dozen. Available from
stock, they are priced from $ 15 a
dozen in lots of two to $ 10 adozen
for orders of 20.
Electro Materials Corp.

of America,

605

Center Ave., Mamaroneck, N.Y. [ 479]

An aerosol refrigerant that can
instantly cool small parts down to
—50°F ( — 45°C) can aid in the
locating of faulty components and
connections. Sprayway Instant

«Moo
FREEZE
.

%ea« Smell
..tog —for
NON-FLAMA01.2
e..ed!S NO ItEUDe
WT .12

02. (340.2 GO gS

CAUTION
„

CeltlITS

matt Persou

Group, Fibers Division, Independence Mall
West, Philadelphia, Pa. 19105 [ 477]

A piezoceramic filter material can be
used to fabricate filters that drift less
than 0.1% in five years and less than
0.2% over the temperature range

Freeze No. 103 is nonflammable and
leaves no residue. The product is
packaged in a 15-ounce aerosol can.

If these words are important to you
then you should know more about
Spectracom Corporation. We specialize in TIME and FREQUENCY, and
produce test equipment that leads the
industry.
For instance, our WWVB RECEIVERS are the finest available. Priced
from about $ 700 to $2500, they all
have features and performance found
only in competitive equipment costing
$5,000 to $ 10,000. And some of these
features, such as positive go/no-go
front panel phase lock indication, are
available only from Spectracom. For
the first time, you can install a receiver and immediately know beyond
doubt that it is working, receiving a
strong enough signal, and giving correct frequency calibration and time
code information! The green "go" light
will be on steadily, because our receivers work well under poor signal-tonoise conditions where other won't!
Another example is our FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM, also the
finest on the market. You don't need
a separate cable for each remote station. You install our system by running
one coaxial cable past each remote
station in turn, similar to a cable TV
system. Buffered line taps at each
station give you the standard frequency you need there. If you want
to add a station somewhere along the
line, just cut the cable and insert
another line tap for the desired frequency! Up to 25 stations can be
driven from one base station that costs
about $650, and the cost is even less
if you buy the system built into one of
our VLF Receivers!
Our FREQUENCY STANDARDS can
also be furnished with the Distribution
Amplifier built in. We also have a
Frequency Standard that is furnished
as part of a WWVB Receiver, tracked
continuously against the NBS standard
frequency.
So you see, we have good reasons
to be proud of our products. And the
people who buy them and use them
are proud of them too. For the highest
quality and performance you can buy
in Time and Frequency test equipment, or for special communications
test equipment, call your Spectracom
sales engineer.

1

SPECTRACOM CORP
87 WEDGEWOOD OR
PENFIELD, NY 14526

Sprayway Inc., 484 Vista Ave., Addison, Ill.
60101 [ 478]

PHONE 716 381 4827
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MDB SYSTEMS presents... The LSI-11 Connection
GP Logic Modules • Peripheral
Controllers • Communications
•Interfaces • Special Purpose
Modules • Accessory Hardware
Plus: DEC's own LSI-11 Microprocessor Module. MDB Systems
products always equal and
usually exceed the host manufacturer's specifications and
performance for asimilar interface.
MDB interfaces are software and
diagnostic transparent to the host
computer. MDB products are
competitively priced ;delivery
is usually within 14 days ARO
or sooner.
Here are some MDB Systems
connections to LSI-11
microprocessors:
D General Purpose Controllers:
Serial for TTY, displays,
communications
Parallel for programmed
I/O and DMA
Do-it-yourself dual and
quad wirewrap for any

DIP design
Device Controllers for most
major manufacturer's
Printers
Card equipment
Paper tape equipment
Plotters
Communications/Terminal
Modules
Asynchronous Serial Line
Interface
Synchronous Serial Line
Interface

MDB Backplane/Card Guide
Assembly
MDB's is areal chassis, accepts eight quad modules
D Special Purpose Modules and
Accessories
System monitoring unit
provides front panel
Switch addressing
Power on/off sequencing
Bus extenders/terminators
E-PROM and PROM modules
Bus connectors for backplane
assemblies
Check first with MDB
Systems for your LSI-11 interface
requirements.
MDB also supplies interface
modules for DEC PCP-11, Data
General NOVA, and Interdata
minicomputers.

MDB SYSTEMS ,INC .

1995 N. Batavia St., Orange, California 92665
714/998-6900
TWX: 910-593-1339
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SLIDE SWITCHES

TSS Series Slide switches utilize the basic contact assembly from our dependable TT Series.
Available with either standard PC or Right
Angle terminals. All terminals and mounting
pins fall into standard 0.1" grid patterns. Dou r
ble pole versions readily fit between PC boards
on 1/2" centers. Gold contacts and terminals.
Choice of . 110" or flush actuator. Call us at
(617) 685-4371 for more detailed information.

ALCCI ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC
1551050000 5111115,1 NORTIM AM111X/VER

TEL ( 617) 685 4371
170

01...11S A

TVVX: 710 342-0552
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"The Power That Be..."
TRIO LABS'

MAXIPOWER
682

„
1
ei

A750 watt ( 5VDC at 150a) Switching Power Supply
that has so many features it surpasses comparison.
• Input 208VAC nominal
(115VAC-Model 683).
• Low Line - 30% ( 146VAC).
• High Line + 10% (229VAC).
• Ride through 35ms @
nominal.
• Efficiency up to 85%.
• Output 2-48VDC standard.
• Power Out up to 800w ( 750w
@ 5VDC out).
• Output voltage adjust.

• Overcurrent protection —
foldback ( standard) or constant
current.
• Overvoltage protection —
crowbar SCR
• Self Cooling
• Parallelable.
• U.L. recognized ( approved)
• 5x8x11"
• Up to 2watts/in'.
• As low as 63C/watt.

unim. Th e 80 Dupont St.
SwItcher Plainview,N.Y.
UMM U Sou rce' (516)681-0400
.
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DIGITA
DATA I/O
BY B1111
OR BYTE

DELAY
LINES

....for 15,000 hours.

1."
11r4r-•

Data Delay Devices has developed a digital
delay unit, series DDU, which eliminates the
interfacing in T2L. circuits.
With the following advartages: . 153ONS total delay
• T 2L input and outputs

• Up to 10 taps

• Fast rise — Time on all taps
• Each tap isolated and with
10T 2 L Fan- out capabilities
• Exact delay at each tap
Request spec. sheet DDU

'crsza*D
w

DATA DELAY DEVICES
253 CROOKS AVE

CLIFTON. N J 07011

Tel 170111/

"fe
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The MFE 250E3 cassette tape transport is
ideal for program loading, communications
terminals and data acquisition systems.
It's 1
/
3 the size of aminifloppy, has a1/10 8
error rate, 366 Kilobyte storage and
a32 Kilobit transfer rate.
Just 2moving parts and no mechanical
adjustments assure its constant speed,
accuracy, speed range and reliability.
Computer and communications interfacing
is simplified by your choice of 8bit
parallel or 8bit serial option boards —
which include Bi 4) level —
The ANSI/ECMA Standard.
Call Jim Saret (603) 893-1921 for more data.
Unit price $525, 100's $325 plus options.

NI 2001
WAVEFORM
AND DATA
RESEARCH
SYSTEMS
For Pre-processing
your test and experimental results.
Imagine an analog to cl ,gital signal acquisition system. with awaveform and alphameric CRT display
combined with keyboard computing power, that
doesn trequire you to know any program language
or to hire a programmer to set up your tests and
experiments.
With an NI 2001 system you can quickly set up a
test or experiment, monitor the waveforms and
check your data. There is no waiting to have your
program written — no waiting for a computer center to process your data and no costly delays if
you discover an error or want to modify your test
or experiment.
When your test or experiment is running the way
you want, you can send your data to the computer
center for number crunching and put the NI 2001
to work doing more test and experiment set-ups.
NI 2001 prices start at $ 15.400. You can start
using it as soon as it arrives.
4fiZfAlNORLAND INSTRUMENTS
For: Atkins°,

Keewaydin Drive, Salem, NH 03079
Circle 217 en reader service card
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New literature

L,R,C
goes /
LP

IIi

GaAs FETS. A 12- page application
note covers the new techniques of
circuit design and device handling
required when using gallium-arsenide field-effect transistors to make
microwave amplifiers. The note explains the structure and operation of

11

Simple,
fast, accurate
This all new microprocessor- controlled bridge is ideal for your
manual or automatic component
testing. Furctions, ranges, test voltages and frequencies are easily
selected on the 24- button front
panel keyboard or can be programmed via the optional IEEE 4881975 interface bus. Measurement
speed is 100-200 ms for 1 kHz and
200-300 ms for 120 Hz.
For component sorting, optional
plug-in PROM's enable you to set
up to 10 programmable limits.
Capacitance

U a 01mr,
à

à i à I'
à â i "â"

All for under $5,000 U.S.A. ( not including options).
•dual 41
/2
digit displays.
•1kHz and 120 Hz freq.
•wide ranges (C to 200,000 ,uF).
•0.1% basic accuracy.
•autoranging.
•selectable test voltages.
•100-300 ms measurement speed.
•low cost options:
IEEE 488-1975 interface bus.
Single or multiple limits.
Inductance

1 kHz

200 pF to 20,000 µF

20 µH to 2000 H

120 Hz

2000 pF to 200,000 /IF

200 µFI to 20,000 H

Resistance
200 m12 to
20 MS2

D range is 00001 to 1.9999. Q range is 0.5 to 10,000. Gp 200 S 0 2000 nS.

Electro Scientific Industries
13900 N.W. Science Park Dr.
Portland, Oregon 97229
Telephone: ( 503) 641-4141
Telex: 36-0273
Model 296
Automatic L,R,C Digital Meter

MIA

ELECTHO
SCIENTIHC

microwave GaAs FETS, shows how to
characterize both devices and amplifiers, and provides practical details of circuits for amplifiers up to 6
gigahertz. Copies can be obtained
from Rand Burke, optoelectronics
and Microwave Marketing Manager, Plessey Microsystems, 1674
McGaw Ave., Irvine, Calif. 92714.
Circle reader service number 421.
Voltage regulators. A voltage- regulator handbook that places special
emphasis on design techniques also
includes catalog data on most of the
three- terminal and dual- tracking
regulators made by National Semiconductor. The handbook starts with
the basics of power- supply design
and covers transformer specification,
rectifier circuits and how to specify
them, filtering, and load effects.
Heat flow, current limiting, electronic shutdown, and the design of
high-voltage circuits are among the
other subjects covered. To order a
copy, send $ 3 ( California residents
add 6% sales tax) to the Marketing
Services Department, National Semiconductor Corp., 2900 Semiconductor Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. 95051
[428]
Microcomputer terms. More than
200 microcomputer- related terms
are defined in a compact 44- page
booklet. Called the LSI -11 Micro-

172
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Some companies can build
apretty good case for their
instrumentation
amplifiers.

We've built the best
case for 'worst case"
conditions.

It's the hermetically-sealed, electrostaticallyand electromagnetically-shielded metal dual- in-line
package that protects our new AD522 precision IC
Instrumentation Amplifier.
The AD522 Es designed for people who need very
accurate and economic amplification of low-level transducerERROR BUDGET ANALYSIS
generated signals in environments that are characterized by
noise, fluctuating temperatures, and unbalanced signal impedRelative Accuracy,
Error Source
Specification
%of F.S.
ances. The inherent stability of its thin film substrate is also a
majar advantage in environments in which the location of the ampli- Gain Nonlinearity
-±0.002% max.
-±0.002
fier may be sufficiently remote so as to make recalibration difficult.
(-5-e + 0.5) µV/ 0Cmax.
Voltage Drift
Negligible
The AD522 precision IC Instrumentation Amplifier uses
hybrid technology to present abold new solution to the problems
-±0.005
CMR
86dB min.
of performance, cost and measurement accuracy. It offers module
Noise (0.1 to 100 Hz)
15 pV p-pRTO
-±0.0015
perfonnance and IC reliability at IC prices ( as low as 813 in 100's).
Offset Curt ent Drift
±50 paPC
Negligible
So that it fits both your -error budget and your -cost budget".
60 ppmPC
Negligible
Its rugged, MIL-qualit‘ package allows the AD522 to maintain Gain Drift
its high accuracy under -worst case operating conditions: output
0.0085
TOTALS
(<-±- 1
2 LSB of 12 bits)
/
offset voltage drift below 10 µV/:C, input offset voltage drift of less
than 0.5 ,u.V/°C, CMRR above 80 dB at unity gain ( 110 dB at
G = 1000), maximum gain non-linearity of ().001% at unity gain,
ANALOG
and typical input impedance of 109 ohms. To make our point, in a
DEVICES
typical application as adata acquisition lunplifier, the AD522
contributes an error of less than 1/2 LSB of 12-bit relative accuracy.
Yes, we've gie acase for you. And it encloses the best preAnalog 1). vices, Inc., Norwood, Massachusetts 02062
cision IC Instrumentation Amplifier available. The AD522. For
East Co,e( : (17) 319-4700. Midwest: (
312)894-3300, West Coast: (213) 595complete facts, send for our data sheet anti application notes on
1783, Tex:i- 214) 231-5094. Belgium:03 38 27 07, Denmark:97 9599, England: 01/94 10 46 6, France: 686- 77 60, Germany:089/530319, Japan: 03/26
the AD522. Analog Devices, the real company in Instrumenta36 82 6, Netherlands: 076-122555, Switzerl and: 022/319704 and repretion Amplifiers.
TRANSO.,Eli
0101.0
STILT

IKO SOCRCE
ISIBALUiCE

ANALOG
SIGNAL
F.S.

DIC IT AI.

The red company in IC instrumentation amplifiers

sentatives around the world.
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Weltek...Quality Hybrid Equipment
...and Complete Production Systems
( e •

e

Infrared
dryers,
standard
ard custom
designs.

High
speed
turntable
printers
with " auto"
feed and
output.

e

Lab and pilot production
screen printers, frame
sizes to 12" x 12".

Manual, semi
automatic and
fully automatic
reflow
machines.

Pulse heated tip wire
bonders for hybrids.
Automatic
furnace
reloaders and
restackers.

Magazine and cassette
feed systems designed to
your specifications. We
have the experience . . .
We're here to help you!

WELLS ELECTRONICS, INC.
1701 S. Main St., South Bend, Indiana 46613 USA
Circle

174 on reader service card

New Microcomputer
Programmer System 211
for environmental
simulation programs.
Thermotron System 211 enunciator
panel will visually direct the operator
through entire programming entry.
Other features include 50 program
intervals, keyboard program entry,
program editing at any stage of testing. Optional second channel can
be used to control humidity. Equally
important, the microcomputer program ( Model # 013024) can be purchased separately to upgrade existing Thermotron instrument systems.
Full details are spelled out in illustrated literature. Write for your
copy today.

THERMOTRON CORPORATION
Kollen Park Drive, Holland, Michigan 49423
(616) 392-1492

TWX: 810-292-6164

SUPER MINIATURE
Neon Glow Lamps

asm

Rated Voltage. " AC i00V
Rated Current"' AC 0.3mA

IImm

Total Flux- • 20mIm MIN.
Starting Voltage•••AC 75V MA x
Exte rnal Re sistance-150KQ

NL - 8S

ULTRA- HIGH BRIGHTNESS
Neon Glow Lamps
Rated Voltage•••AC I00V
Rated Current•• • AC 5mA
Total Flux•••500 mlm MIN.
Starting Voltage•••AC 85V MAX.
External Pesistance•••8 2KS2

CLEAR- GREEN
Fluorescent Glow

Lamps

Rated Voltage•••AC I .
Rated Current•••AC1.5
Total Flux•••90 mlm MIN.
Sterting Voltage•••AC 75V MAX.
External Resistance •••27C2

• MAIN PRODUCT

NE-2HU
4E,0
Ç
Ian

il

22mm
!

I

NL-2 I G

NEON GLOW LAMP, XENON FLASH LAMP.
RARE GAS, DISCHAGE LAMP.
MINIATURE : BLACK- LIGHT, UV- LIGHT,
LUORESCENT COLOR- LIGHT

ELEVAM ELECTRONIC TUBE CO., LTD.
NO.

17-8CHUO

2-CHOME OTA-KU.

TELEPHONE: 03( 774) 1231

TOKYO JAPAN

5

EXPORT DIVISION : JAPAN NANOTRONIX CO.,

LTD.

OTA-KU 1DKYO. TELEPHONE ( 031775-4811 TELEX 246-6583 JNANOX
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New literature

Over 10 years ago
Globe brought out t
first maintenanc
rechargeable

computer Glossary, the booklet is
available from Digital Equipment
Corp., Components Group, 1 Iron
Way, Marlborough, Mass. 01752
[422]
Power-supply reliability. A six- page
article shows how a power supply's
conversion efficiency and related
surface geometries provide simple
methods for estimating the heat rise
and reliability of the supply and
their impact on system reliability.
Sample calculations, warnings, and
hints are included to give the system
designer guidance in his quest for
effective thermal management. Copies are offered by Semiconductor
Circuits Inc., 306 River St., Haverhill, Mass. 01830 [ 424]
Electronic instruments. The line of
digital electronic instruments made
by United Systems Corp. is
described in a 20-page catalog. In
addition to multimeters, thermometers, calibrators, time-and- frequencymeasuring instruments, printers, and
data-acquisition systems, the catalog

‘. g

el/Cne

St RICIMAGientE lidently

r

Today Globe's the
most proven one.
gel/Lo
the rechargeable
with experience!
• emergency lighting
• security systems
• memory standby
• portable instrumentation
•telecommunications
• medical electronics
•sport and recreation

•
Eectronic
Instrument01bn

Write for the complete maintenance- free story!

GLOBE BATTERY
DIVISION OF GLOBE

UN ON INC

Gel/Cell Marketing
5757 N. Green Bay Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53201 — (
414) 228 2394

MAKERS OF THE WORLD FAMOUS...
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If g start-up costs
have delayed your expansion,
contact Georgia.

The Bettmann Archive, Inc.

We're wired into the
needs of the electronics
industry. And we'll
come to you with
profit incentives you can
appreciate.
Like available
buildings and lowcost construction. A
skilled and
stable work
force that

we'll train free. Fiscallyresponsible government,
excellent transportation
and dependable utilities.
You'll also find good
support from allied
companies. In addition to lower operating costs, we offer
important opportunities for
higher education. Including
the country's

second largest electrical
engineering school at
Georgia Tech. And the
cultural amenities
that help provide a
pleasing lifestyle.
For more information contact Milt Folds,
Commissioner, Georgia
Bureau of Industry &
Trade, RO. Box 1776,
Atlanta, Georgia 30301,
Dept. EL- 754.

Georeoa
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TRW/Cinch Ribbon
Connector System
a lot to
cheer about!

• Dependable solderless termination.
• Handles stranded or solid wire.
• Single wires can be removed and replacedrepeatedly.

Certi-Clinch, illustrated above, measures only 6" x
14" x 7" high. It is rugged enough for production
use, light enough for portable applications and
terminates a 50 contact connector in less than 4.
minutes. ( For faster assembly, the Auto-Clinch re-

• Interchangeable with over 300 million ribbon
connectors now in the • ield.

quires only 1-1 2 minutes). Interchangeable jaws

• PLUS— the most versatile and broadest range of

adapt it to any size connector of any manufacturer

terminating equipment of any line of solderless
ribbon connectors. Automatic, semi- automatic
and hand tools that wid terminate competitor's

For information on the complete line of Cinch Rib-

connectors as well as TRW/Cinch Connectors.
They are more adaptable and more convenient
to use than any other equipment you can buy
or lease.

bon Conrectors, including solder tao terminal
types, call Al Consiglio at 312/439-8800 or write to
him at TRW/Cinch Connectors, An Electronic Components Division of TRW Inc., 1501 Morse Avenue,
Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007.

CC-7602

TRW/CINCH CONNECTORS
ANOTHER PRODUCT OF A COMPANY CALLED TRW
Circle 177 on reader service card

EVER NEED
STORAGE
'SCOPE
RESOLUTION
THAT WASN'T
THERE?

New literature
contains details on DigiTec's two
new panel meters that can become
93 different measuring instruments.
For a copy of the catalog, get in
touch with your local DigiTec representative or write to United Systems
Corp., 918 Woodley Rd., Dayton,
Ohio 45403 [ 423]

NOW AVAILABLE!
Forecasting toward I • •
FUTURE OF THE JAPANESE

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY
Prepared by Japan Electronic
Industry Development Association
376 Pages $210.00

Microwave sources. The range of
thermionic microwave sources and
accessories available from the Varian Electron Devices Group is covered in a 20- page catalog. Products
described include reflex klystrons,
two-cavity klystrons, extended- interaction oscillators, and backwardwave oscillators. The catalog can be
obtained from Varian Electron Device Group, 611 Hansen Way, Palo
Alto, Calif. 94303 [ 425]
Ks and power devices. A 429- page
Databook on high- reliability integrated circuits and discrete power
devices has been published by RCA
Solid State division as asupplement
to the SSD-200D two-volume Solid
State Databooks. Designated SSD230 and entitled " High Reliability
Devices," the new Databook contains operating and handling instructions, processing and screening requirements, and ratings and characteristics for cosimos digital ICS and
memory circuits, bipolar linear ICS,
MOSFET devices, power transistors,
power hybrid circuits, and other
devices. Databook SSD-230 may be
ordered for $6 from RCA Solid State
distributors or from RCA Solid State
Division, Box 3200, Somerville, N.J.
08876 [426]

In astorage ' scope you need
better, not lower, resolution
because what you capture will
be all you'll see if the signal
occurs just once.
Nicolet's EXPLORER general
purpose storage oscilloscope
provides 20 times better
resolution than the next best
storage ' scope. You can
electronically zoom in on any
detail of interest. Quickly and
easily, whether the signal is
stored or live.
To learn what hundreds of
happy EXPLORER users
already know about resolution,
write-through storage,
"hiding" awaveform,
automatic persistence, simple
signal capture and storing a
week-long
signal, call or
write for our
new fourpage ad
reprint and
descriptive
brochure.

Analog panel meters. A 44- page
catalog from General Electric covers
the company's line of ac and dc
panel meters, frequency meters,
elapsed- time meters, dc motor- load
indicators, meter relays, pyrometers,
shunts, and multiplier resistors. In
addition, it includes an interchangeability guide, aglossary of technical
terms, and a listing of the locations
of distributors and modification centers. For acopy of catalog GEP-307,
write to General Electric Co., 1
River Rd., Schenectady, N.Y. 12345
[427]

NICOLET
INSTRUMENT
CORPORATION
5225 Verona Road
Madison. Wisconsin 53711
Telephone: 608/271-3333
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_Clitentri:
Present Aspects of Japan's
Electronic Industries
Chapter II
Outlook of Electronics
Technology
Trends in Electronics Technology
Research and Development System
for Electronics Technology
Technological Forecast of 92
Electronic Equipments and Systems
Chapter Ill: Forecast of Growth of
Japan's Electronic Industries
Consumer Electronics by Type
Industrial Electronics by Type
Electronic Components by Type

a

Fuji Data Service
Bldg., 3-8, Tomigaya
1-chome. Shibuye-ku, Tokyo
Japan
Akishoku
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Gas Sensing Semiconductor

F
T!P
G
A
A
R
s
o

SENSOR
\

,quickly senses
even small
amount
\ of gas.

•
Applleations
1.
2.
3.

Natural Gas- Leak Alarm
Propane Gas- Leak Alarm
Carbon Monoxide
Detector

4.
S.

cur, iu,stIble gases
contained in smoker
6. Alcohol Detector
Detector tor drunken

Automatic Fan Control
Fire Alarm ( Detecting

Please

contact an,

driver)
7.

Air Pollution Monitor

oh th t
, aritirente, belt>,

catalog«, anti pr- c,

directly

or

inrÉurnal.n.

FIGARO ENGINEERING INC
•Head Office: 3-7-3 Higashtoyonaka. Toyonaka
City. Osaka. 560. JAPAN TELEX 05286155
FIGARO J CABLE. FIGARO TOYONAKA
TEL: (06) 849-2156
ialklorth America: 3303 Harbor Boulevard, Suite
D-8. Costa Mesa, California 92626, U S.A.
TELEX: 678396 CABLE: FIGARENGIN
COSTAMESA TEL ( 714) 751-4103
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Monolithic capacitors have been
our business for nearly three decades.
We build them better

Our ±0.25% tolerance is low for any capacitor
In short, our cased- radial NPO Ceramic
Capacitors are unique.

tors), at WESCON in 1959.
Looking for high- quality CK and CKR mil-

They feature capacitance tolerances as

itary capacitors ... avariety of commercial

.ow as _,_- 0.25% — the tightest we've seen

cased- radial components .
dipped- radial
parts in NPO, BX, X7R and Z5U dielectrics

advertised — in all values from 10 pF to
.051 pF.
Our other commercial and military ceramic capacitors are unique, too. They all
bear the stamp of Vitramon' — a mark of
high- quality capacitors and contemporary
technology since we introduced the first
•VK' part ( forerunner to all radial CK capaci-

... values from 1.0 pF to 4.7 ,, F?
We offer them all — as well as 29 styles of
'VV' Porcelain Capacitors that put the word
monolithic into capacitor technology nearly
three decades ago.
As important, we deliver what we offer.
Call us at ( 203) 268-6261.

Vitramon North America
Division of Vitramon, IncoqDcrated
Box 544, Bridgeport, Coml. 06601
Subsidiaries: Vitramon Limited ( London) • Vitramon GmbH ( Stu7tgart) • Vitramon France
S.A.R.L. ( Paris) • Vitramon Pty. Limited ( Sydney) • Veamon Japan L mired ( Tokyo)
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CLASSIFIED SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Atlanta
Joe Lane
404/892-2868
Boston
Holt Buchanan
617/262-1160
Ch.cago

Bill kfiggens

312/751 3733

Cleveland
Dallas
Denver
Detroit

FOR ENGINEERING/TECHNICAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Mac Huestis
Paul Reiss
Smiley Klotz
Mac Hueshs

216/781-7000
214/742-1747
303/837-1010
313/873-7410

GTE LENKURT, on The San Francisco
Peninsula, is aleading supplier of microwave, multiplex, carrier and data transmission systems to the U.S. common carrier communications industry.

Microwave
Development Engineer
Immediate opportunity exists for an experienced
Engineer for development work in microwave
devices in the 2 to 13 GHz frequency range. Applicants should be familiar with design of passive networks, such as filters, couplers, attenuators, and
with design of active devices using IMPATT or Gunn
diodes, GaAsFETs, and bipolar transistors.
Thick film design experience desirable. BS or MS
with 7-8 years experience required.

PCM & Data
Development Engineer
Immediate opportunity exists for an Engineer with 35 years experience in analog and digital circuit
design for development of Voiceband Data Communications and Digital Data Systems. BSEE required.
Extremely attractive benefits including a new salary
structure!. Send detailed resume to Dean E. Hammer, Professional Employment, GTE LENKURT.
1105 County Road, San Carlos, CA 94070. An equal
opportunity employer.

LEnKURT

BIOMEDICAL PRODUCT
SPECIALISTS

Our clients have numerous openings for
qualified and experienced individuals in
Technical, Marketing and Managerial positions nationwide. Send resume in confidence to:
HEALTH INDUSTRY CONSULTANTS
P.O. Box 2634, Evergreen, Colorado 80439
or call , 303 ,674 ,
4696

POSITION WANTED
Electronic Technical Engineering
Aide — 8 ,, ears e,peHerke , adar,
and CPUS. 4 years weapons sys.
tell design. 12-15K. Interested in
relocation. PW-3760. Electronics.

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

Houston
Los Angeles
New York
Phoadepn,a

Paul Reiss .
Stan Kass,n
Dave Hawksby
Dan Ferro

713/659-8381
213/487-1160
212/997-3594
215/568-6161

Electrical
Engineers
Excellent opportunities with
Corporate Research Center
of International Paper Company for candidates to design, fabricate and test digital
data handling equipment for
pilot scale non- impact printing
equipment.
Requires
BSEE ( Master's preferred )
and 5 plus years experience
in
high frequency digital
communications equipment
design.
We are located on a 50 acre
site in a scenic wooded park
at Sterling Forest in New
York State ... 45 miles
northwest of New York City.
Please forward resume, including salary history. to Mr.
S. L. Boyd. Manager of
Scientific & Technological
Staffing. R&D Division, International
Paper
Company,
P. 0. Box 797. Tuxedo Park.
New York 10987.

INTERNATIONAL
PAPER

COMPANY

SPI is an independent consultant heavily equipped and
staffed to answer all your problems in the application of
micro processors for your needs. Send us your name and
address for afree description of our services

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING INC.
1499 Bayshore Hwy, Burlingame, CA 94010
, 415, 692-1600
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Dan Ferro

412/391-1314

415/362 4600
203/359 -2860

XEROX 100 TELECOPIER

212/997-6800

We have been placing graduate
ENGINEERS
FEE-PAID
positions
THROUGHOUT THE U.S. since
'59. Over 1,000 client companies.
We are graduate engineers work - I

I

in

il

ing full-time for you. Send resume
& salary history today or request
confidential application

e

ATOMIC PERSONNEL, INC.

Suite L. 1518 Walnut St., Phila.. Pa. 19102

L-

I

An Employment Agency
For All Technical Fields —

POSITION VACANT
Faculty Position in Experimental Optics— Applications are solicited for a
junior faculty position (Assistant
Professor) in (he Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science at M.I.T. Candidates should
have an interest in undergraduate
and graduate teaching. thesis supervision, and research in the area of
quantum electronics or modern optics. The candidate should have had
experimental experience, for example, in nonlinear optics, semiconductor lasers, dye lasers, or optical
propagation. It is expected that
most applicants will have recently
received the doctorate, or are currently finishing a doctoral program.
Applications from qualified women
and minority professionals are encouraged. M.I.T. is an equal opportunity employer. Resumes should be
sent to: Professor Paul Penfield, Jr.,
Associate Department Head, Department of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science, Room 38-401,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139. For
further information, write Prof. Penfield at the above address.

An Equal Opportunity
Employer, M/F
POSITION VACANT

POSITION WANTED
Engineering Position Wanted— Are
you designing communications networks, distributed processor systems
or microprocessor- based peripheral
controllers? If so, you need system
throughput analysis. Iam expert in
simulation modeling for * both engineering and process- related problems. PW-3720, Electronics.

Junior- senior Engineering Technology
program expects to have positions
open in 1977. Seeking persons with
electronics backgrounds with some
work in microprocessors and possibly
communications or controls. Industrial experience a necessity:
teaching experience helpful; P.E.
license preferred. ECPD accredited
program. Contact Division of
Engineering Technology, VPI&SU,
Blacksburg, VA 24061. An Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer

OVERSEAS JOBS GUIDE
Job Hunters Guide & Directory of
600 firms. $6.00 +$. 50 P&H ( US $
check or MO only). foreign— add
$2.00. Friar Books. Dept EL, 8956
EArdendale, San Gabriel, CA 91775.

POSITIONS VACANT

ICRO PROCESSOR CONSULTANT
itAR in% NRE. SOELM ARE, Flinn% ARE

Pittsburgh

San Francisco M.S. Kenny
Stamford
Holt Buchanan

Electronics Engineers— All Disciplines. Microwave. Analog, Digital.
Circuitry. Instrumentation and Controls. openings nationwide for design.
applications and sales. $ 14-40K. Fee
Paid. Write, in confidence. to Mr. C.
Robin, P.E., Dunhill Tech Search, 182
Forbes Road, Braintree, MA 02184,
617-848-6320.

DON'T forget the Box
Number when answering the replies.
CHECK for Accuracy.
INCORRECT
Box Numbers may result in a delay in reforwarding your reply.
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Electrooptics
Optomechanics,
Infrared, Laser,
Computer Hardware
Development, Radar

PRODUCTION
EVALUATION
ENGINEER
Pitney Bowes, an international leader in advanced business
equipment and systems development and manufacture, is continuing to expand in the most active segments of a large and
growing market.

The professionals: EEs, physicists
The tasks: advanced and conceptual design; electrooptical sensor
analysis; performance analysis;
advanced image and signal processing; stabilization/tracking
analysis; systems design, including
space- based programs; circuit
design that uses MOS or bipolar;
design of CCDs and microprocessor/microcomputer techniques.

A BSEE is required plus 3 years' experience in the test and
evaluation of electromechanical devices. You'll need thorough
knowledge 01 instrumentation and evaluation procedures, and
design experience with advanced digital and analog circuitry.
Experience with minicomputers and/or microprocessors is highly
desirable. You'll also need the oral and written communications
skills to clearly and convincingly express your ideas.
You can expect acompetitive salary, outstanding benefits, and
the opportunity to extend your technical ability over awide range
of projects in agrowth environment. Please forward your resume,
including salary history, to:

The professionals: EEs,
physicists, MEs
The tasks: device development;
high- energy- laser alignmentcontrol systems; servos; precision
gimbals and mechanisms.

Frank Thompson
Professional Recruitment Representative

91 7

Pitney Bowes

The professionals: EEs
The tasks: computer-controlled
test equipment and system integration and checkout, including
systems design and application.

Walnut & Pacific Streets

Stamford, Connecticut 06904

The professionals: radar circuit
designers

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

0

LOCAL INTERVIEWS IN 1977
MICROPROCESSOR HARDWARE & SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
COMPUTER DESIGN ENGINEERS & PROGRAMMERS
RADAR & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERS
MECHANICAL DESIGN & PACKAGING ENGINEERS
INSTRUMENT DESIGN ENGINEERS
ANALOG CIRCUIT DESIGN ENGINEERS
We are planning our recruiting trip schedule for 1977 and are scheduled to be in all of
the major areas of the country where there is alarge concentration of technical talent
Our clients are willing to come to you. To meet with them and us. send your resume.
including present salary and geographic preferences— or request aresume form:

Search Director

REGIONAL CONSULTANTS, INC.
213 W. 9th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
(513) 579-1513

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER Ulf'

The tasks: analog or digital circuit
design and development; radar
transmitters; RF subsystems— all
using RF power-amplifier components/subsystems, modulators,
high-voltage power processing,
and control/protection circuits
and techniques.
The professionals: radar systems
engineers
The tasks: systems design using
Fourier analysis, pattern recognition, and radar signal processing
using digital techniques.
Degree from an accredited institution required. Please send resume
to: Professional Employment,
Hughes Aircraft Company, 11940
West Jefferson Blvd., Culver City,
CA 90230.

HUGHES
-J
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
AEROSPACE • ROUP
US citizenship required
Equal opportunity M/F/HC employer

RATES $46 per advertising inch ( 1
1"). Commissionable.
SIZES 713" to 10" deep in widths of one column ( 1
5a"), two ( 3
38"),
three ( 5'8"), and four ( 7").
CLOSING Two weeks prior to mailing.
MAILING One week prior to issue date.
ISSUE DATE Every other Thursday.
AD ORDERS/BOX NUMBER ANSWERS Send to Electronics.
Post Office Box 900, New York, N.Y. 10020.
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TRW

GLOBE
MOTORS

We are a leading manufacturer of precision
subfractional horsepower motors and have immediate openings in our Dayton, Ohio plant for
a Sales Engineer, Project Engineer and Senior
Project Engineer. If you are interested in
challenging work, as part of a growing organization with excellent opportunities for personal
growth and development, read further.

SALES ENGINEER
Will be responsible for developing new and
maintaining existing customers, " price and delivery information." visit customers and assist in
developing new applications. College degree in
engineering or engineering technology plus several
years experience in sales of electronic components
or electro -mechanical devices.

PROJECT ENGINEER
Will be responsible for designing miniature ( under
1 2 HP) AC and DC motors. BSEE or BSME with 2
to 4 years experience in designing AC or DC motors, steppers, torquers, transformers or solenoids.

SENIOR PROJECT
ENGINEER
Will be responsible for designing and
developing miniature ( under 1 2 HP) AC and
DC motors for highly sophisticated industrial
application and for handling new design
through production start-up. BSEE or BSME
with 7 to 10 years experience in design and
development of motors or electro -mechanical
devices.
We offer excellent salary, advancement opportunity and employee benefits. Send
resume, outlining work and salary history.
to:
EMPLOYMENT MANAGER

TRWMOTORS
GLOB E

2275 Stanley Avenue, Dayton, Ohio 45404
We are an equal opportunity employer
and encourage applications from
qualified females and minorities

COLOR TV
Chief Reliability Engineer Analyse new design for safety reliability and serviceability. Supervises extensive life testing of TV and Audio products.
Analyse field failure data. This is ahands-on supervisory position requiring
strong engineering background. If you are interested in growing with a
profitable company with excellent fringe benefits, in a small town where
winters are mild, send your confidential resume and salary history to:

VP Director of Reliability

Curtis Mathes Manufacturing Co.
P.O. Box 151, Athens, TX 75751

PROGRAM
MANAGER

Microelectronics
Commercially oriented Fortune 500
client has retained our firm to
select highly successful Engineering Manager. Will plan & direct
high priority State-of-the-Art product development efforts and establish dollar & manpower & performance goals. Individual selected
will be highly skilled executive with
experience in discrete, I/C, & hybrid technologies. Successful candidate should also possess entrepreneurial attitude, high energy
level & excellent administrative
capabilities. Opportunity will provide extensive visibility & interface
at various corporate levels. Salary
range 40-45K.
Immediate inquiries encouraged &
held in strictest confidence. Reply
to K.L. Armstrong, 408/255-7400.

GARY NELSON
ASSOCIATES
Executive Search
10050 N. Wolfe Road
Cupertino, CA 95014

Job- Seekers:
Be the
first to know
with
McGraw-Hill's

Advance
Job
Listings
By having our new weekly
ADVANCE

JOB

sent

Class

First

LISTINGS
to

your

home every Monday, you can
be the first to know about
nation-wide

openings

you

qualify for both in and out of
your field.
This preprint of scheduled
employment ads will enable
you

to

contact

domestic

and

recruitment
BEFORE

their

anxious
overseas

managers
advertise-

ments appear in upcoming
issues
ELECTRONICS
RESEARCH
ENGINEER
Immediate opportunity for design
engineer in the Electronics Services Group
in the School of Chemical Sciences at the
University of Illinois. Well-equipped facility
has astaff of ten and is among the largest
and most sophisticated of its type. BSEE
and at least three years' experience in
areas relevant to the design of instrumentation for chemical research. Special
knowledge and interest in fast transient recording and high-speed digital data collection are desirable.
Academic/professional appointment
with accompanying benefits. Salary front
$16,000. Contact Charles J. Hawley,
School of Chemical Sciences, University of
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801 by Jan. 15.
An equal opportunity/affirmative action
employer.

of

22

McGraw-Hill

Publications.
To receive a free sample
copy, plus information about
our

low

subscription

rates

from three months to 121.
fill out and return the coupon
below.

ADVANCE JOB LISTINGS
P.O. BOX 900
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10020
Please send a sample copy of
ADVANCE JOB LISTINGS to:

Name
Address
City
State

VIDEO ENGINEER/DESIGNER
Submit letter describing abilities and knowledge in circuit
design of surveillance cameras,
monitors. Growing young manufacturing company. Good benefits.

Zip

Visualtek
1610 - 26th Street
Santa Monica, Ca. 90404
Attn: Personnel

Equal Oppuriunai Employer
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YOU WERE
HIRED FOR YOUR BRAINS,
NOT YOUR BODY.
Its not as silly as it sounds.
NO OF
14-PIN DIP
Because many bright engineers
MODEL T1E-POINTS CAPACITY
and technicians are still spending
PB 6
630
6
PB 100
760
their time soldering, desoldering
10
PB 101
940
and resoldering. Instead of
10
designing.
PB 102
1240
12
Which is pretty silly, conPB-103
2250
24
sidering the waste of talent.
Especially when there's abetter
PEI- 104
3060
32
alternative.
PB 203
2250
24
With CSC Proto-Board"
solderless breadboards. asPB-203A 2250
24
sembling acircuit is practically
as fast as designing one. No
special jumpers or patch cords required— all types of
components— from complex microprocessors to
resistors, capacitors and LEDs connect
and interconnect as simply as pushing in alead ... or short lengths of
#22-30 solid hookup wire.
And circuit changes are
done with the same
•Manufaclurer

MFRS
SUGGEST
LIST '
S15 95
19 95
29 95
39 95
59 95
79 95
75 00
120 00

plug-out, plug-in ease. All thanks
to rugged. nickel-silver contacts
Kit 10 minute assembly
and CSC's superior use- tested
Kit with larger capacity
design.
8distribution buses
Proto-Board breadboards
higher capacity
are available in avariety of sizes.
Large capacity moderate price
from 630 to 3060 solderless tieEven larger capacity only
276 per tie point
points ( six to thirty-two 14- pin DIP
Largest capacity lowest
capacity). at prices from $ 15.95*
price per tie point
(kit) to $ 79.95. And if you'd like
Built-in 1% regulated 5V
built-in regulated supplies, they're
IA low ripple power Supply
available too. in models priced at
As above plus separate
amo
-r 15V and 15V internally
$75 and $ 120.
adjustable regulated outputs
Before you start your next
project. put down your soldering iron and call 203624-3103 ( East Coast) or 415-421-8872 ( West Coast)
for full specifications and ordering
information. Once you do.
you'll find yourself soldering iess ... and more
than likely. earning
more.
OTHER
FEATURES

s suggested nst

Prices and specIncallOns suhlect
to change wnhout nonce

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION

=M=

44 Kendall Street
Box 1942 New Haven CT 06509
203-624-3103 TVVX 710-465-1227
West Coast office Box 7E109 San Francisco CA
94119 6 415-421-8872 TWX 910-372-7992
C 1976. Continental Specialties Corporation
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3Amp and 4Amp [ I
00.4511
Designed to be driven directly
with IC and MOS devices.
All feature void- free- glass
passivated chips. They are
available in TO-5 outline cans
or in electrically isolated or
non- isolated tab mount packages.
Also available from Thyrotek:
D High voltage devices — up to
1200V ( VDRom ).
D Closely controlled I
GT
12 Wide package selection
D Units for 50Hz, 60Hz and
400Hz operation.
Mod Strates, a moduIar concept
of thyristor chips mounted
on substrates.

135

44. 45

123

600V (VoRom)
with 3mA, 5mA
and 10mA (
I
GT)
in all 4 quads
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Sensitive
Gate
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Sprague Electric Company
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For complete information call:
E. Eugene Uecker, 817/265-7381

54

"Advanced Switching
Device Technology"

THYROTEK

CORPORATION

39

152

P. 0 BOX 5407 • 611 109TH STREET
ARLINGTON, TEX. 76011 • 817/265-7381
TvVX: 910-890-5132
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Many books tell you
what microprocessors are, but

Advertising Sales Staff

by John Peatman goes one
step farther.
It explores their many applications to instrumentation,
communications, control, and related fields.
It focuses upon:
D An understanding of components; not only of the microprocessor chips, memory chips, and I/O chips making up a
microcomputer, but also of keyboards, transducers, actuators,
displays, and the variety of other components and circuits
needed in the design of acomplete instrument or device.
E An understanding of the algorithmic processes required
by each aspect of adesign and the ability to translate these
into the language of the microcomputer.
0 Ways to reduce complexity by breaking down the extensive
requirements of an instrument or device into manageable
parts.
Additional features: over 400 illustrations and photographs
provide avisual perspective of microcomputer-based design;
clarifying examples used throughout give depth to that
perspective; commercially available components and ICs are
employed to expose the reader to typical devices and their
characteristics; and appendixes provide thorough design
information on six microcomputers; Intel 4004, Fairchild F8,
Intel 8080, Motorola 6800, RCA COSMAC, and Rockwell PPS-8.
February, 1977, 608 pages, 049138-0, $19.50

•N.U.IRIU
McGRAW-H ILL
BOOK COMPANY
1221 Sser •
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r 10020
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um

Peatman.

FREE TEN DAY TRIAL!
Within ten days of receipt of book Iwill
remit full price plus local sales tax and
handling. McGraw-Hill pays surface postage
and handling if I remit in full with this
coupon. Iwill return unwanted book postpaid.

Author

Code No
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Go inc step

Title
Microcomputer- Based Design

Peatman, John

Advertising sales manager: Paul W. Reiss
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FROM
Model
BW-630

THE

1
10BBYAVRAP
COMPLETE uni TBIT AND SLEEVE
$34 95

ONLY

Now you.the hobbyist. can do
wire-wrapping professionally with
our easy to use Hobby-Wrap gun.

.025 sq. post,
AWG 30 wire

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION
3455 Conner St

Bronx

NY

10475 ( 1
'121994 6r-,00

Circle

RF & MICROWAVE
SOURCES INFRA- RED, LF,
UHF and VHF
RADAR SYSTEMS: 150 MHZ to
35 GHZ
AUTOTRACK ANTENNA
MOUNTS: Nike Hercules, Nike
Ajax, SCR 584. Capacity 50 lbs.
to 10,000 lbs. Light Airborne
to Sage Systems
RADAR INDICATORS:
PPI-RHI-A/B/C/Scopes
PULSE MODULATORS: 25KW
to 10 Megawatts
HIGH VOLTAGE POWER
SUPPLIES: Up to 20KV 2A
MICROWAVE TUBES: TWT,
Klystron, BWO, Carcinotron,
Magnetron Every Frequency
MICROWAVE COMPONENTS
SONAR SYSTEMS

(

SEND FOR FREE 24 PAGE
ON YOUR LETTERHEAD

i.....CATALOG

RADIO RESEARCH
INSTRUMENT CO. INC.
2LAKE AVENUE EXTENSION, DANBURY,
CT. 08610 ( 203) 792-6666
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(batteries not included)

Telex 125091

$1

on reader service card

Thermopile
Detector
is here

Its initially high cost limited
the thermopile to defense and
space applications. Sensors patented production process lowered
the price of the thermopile, permitting its use in gas analyzers,
non- contact temperature monitors
and fire detection systems. Our
latest price milestone places the
Sensors thermopile in a new realm
of applications.
The thin film thermopile detector has long been the choice
infrared detector in many instruments and
systems.
It
is
rugged, stable, and is especially
suited for DC measurements. It
is a low noise, low impedance
device that has a flat response
from the UV to 40 microns.
If your application does not require 5000 detectors yearly to
take advantage of our STO price,
we offer similar price advantages
in lower quantities.
Could Sensors thermopile detectors lower your component
cost? Find out how , Call today
for quick answers or circle our
reader service number

Circle

223

sensors,
inc.
3908 Varsity Drive
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Telephone: 313/973-1400
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S4LIv pne
..,HOTTKY
dARRIER
RECTIFIERS
TE
ILE
1CK

65 to + 150°C OPERATING

MPERATURES

A new
source for
your or),
e"
custom
hybrid
needs.
•

Hydelco is ready to turn
your designs into quick

"
Mt

We can do big

orders. We can do small ones. We can do complex
multilayers. We can do trimmers. We can do
assemblies. And we can do them all fast, at aprice
you'll like. Next time you have ahybrid question,
call Hydelco — we'll give you ahigh- quality answer!
Manufacturer
of Hybrid
Microcircuits
3481 Old Conejo Rd .. Suite A-3, Newbury Park. Ca 91320 •( 805)498 -3688
Varo Schottky Barrier Rectifiers offer you many significant
advantages:

Circle 224 on reader service card

VERY LOW FORWARD VOLTAGE DROP (VF)

SPEEDEX
ECORDER

Because of the large metal- barrier- to- silicon junction, VF
ranges are from 550 mV, iF = 1 A, to 620 mV, iF = 40 A.
This results in less heat dissipation, low power loss, and
greatly improved efficiency.
EXTREMELY FAST RECOVERY TIMES (t
rr )
Typically ≤ 10 nsec. Schottkys are ideally suited for lowvoltage power supplies, free-wheeling diode and flyback
diode applications, ane polarity protection in high-speed
switching circuits.

Model SP- G11 is equipped with abuilt-in A/ D converter in addition
to common analog recorder functions. Since output terminals are
also provided. It can be readily used in computation and for connection to aprinter or paper tape punch.

MAJORITY CARRIER CONDUCTION
In addition to fast recovery, Schottky barrier construction
results in high surge capacity and low stored charge.
Schottkys are not subject to conventional P- N diode forward and reverse recovery transients caused by minority
carriers.
OTHER VARO SCHOTTKY FEATURES ARE:
• -65 to + 150`C junction operating temperatures
• 1A, 3A, 5A, 15A, 30A and 40A ( le) ratings
• 20V, 30V, and 40V (VRRm) ratings
• Low reverse leakage
• Epoxy axial lead, DO- 4, DO- 5, and TO- 3 package configurations
• Competitive pricing
Try one in your circuit; you will see for yourself these
advantages and more.
For more information and data sheets on all Varo Schottky
Barrier Rectifiers cal Mike Hawkins, 214/272-4551

• FEATURES

1. Digital output terminal ( 10- bit binary or 3-digit BCD)
2 External clock terminal permits chart drive by external clock.
•SPECIFICATIONS
1 Chart width

250mm
0.8 secs full scale
0.5. 1, 5. 10, 50. 100. 500 mV. 1. 5. 10.
50. 100V full scale
10. 20, 50. 100, 300, 600mm/hr
20, 50, 100, 300. 600mm/min
A...10- bit binary full scale at 1000 digit.
1digit 0.1%
8- 3- digits BCD 10 210 110 0 full
scale 999

2 Pen speed
3 Measurement voltage
4 Chart speed
5 Digital output ( A or 13)

Design us in .

we'll stay there

VARO

VARO SEMICONDUCTOR ,INC.
Po BOX 676 1000 N SiiiL0ii GARLAND TLX 7',040
' Vi,x 9'0-860-5178
EUROPEAN OFFICE

UK

VARO SEMICONDUCTOR INTERNATIONAL, INC.

•Please write us on your letterhead for detailed
information.

Zeleeft De‘ade e0., led.
5-2. Yutene Meguro-ku. Tokyo, Japan.
711-6656 TELEX: 0246-8107

- EL:

Deepdene House, Bellegrove Road, Welling, Kent, England DA163PY, 01-304 6519 0
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Using solid-state technology to replace bulky tube-type equipment,
EN l's broadband amplifiers are tomorrow ideas available today.
ENI's Class A power amplifiers already cover the frequency
spectrum of 10 kHz to 1GHz, with power outputs ranging from
300 milliwatts to over 4000 watts. And we're still climbing.
Driven by any signal generator, frequency synthesizer or sweeper,
ENI's compact portable amplifiers are completely broadband and
untuned. Amplifying inputs of AM, FM, SSB, TV and pulse
modulations with minimum distortion, these rugged units are

versatile power sources for general laboratory work, RFI/EMI
testing, signal distribution, RF transmission, laser modulation, data transmission, NMR, ultrasonics and more.
Designed to be unconditionally stable and failsafe ( impervious
to severe load conditions including open or short circuit loads),
ENI power amplifiers will deliver their rated power to any load,
regardless of match.
For information write: EN!, 3000 Winton Rd. So., Rochester,
New York 14623. Call 716-473-6900. TELEX 97-8283 ENI ROC.

ENI

World's Leader in Solid State Power Amplifiers
Circle 901 on reader service card

Now in the only full line
of super low profile
SIP Resistor Networks.
If you haven't designed in Single In-line Package resistor networks because
of their high profile, take another look. THE HEIGHT ON BOURNS SIPs IS
ONLY . 190 INCH! And that's standard for all 6, 8and 10 pin configurations
with:
• 5, 7or 9resistors and 1common pin
• 3, 4or 5isolated resistors
• 12 resistors, dual terminator (8pin)
Now you can fit the same number of resistors into less area and yet maintain close P.C. Board spacing. Something you can't do when using other SIP
networks with . 250 or .350 inch high profiles.
And only Boums SIPs offer the same reliable Krimp.JointTM lead termination design as our DIP packages, high- copper alloy leads and uniform
molded package design. With added features like MACHINE INSERTABILITY,
COMPETITIVE PRICING AND DISTRIBUTOR AVAILABILITY —
Why specify other than Boums?
Bourns Krimp-JointTM offers both a
mechanical and electrical bond that
lap or butt joint construction can't
provide. The lead is crimped on the
network element and ahigh- temp,
reflow-resistant solder is used to prevent failure during wave soldering
and in circuit thermal cycling and
vibration.
FREE SIP and DIP SAMPLES!
Write on your company letterhead and let us know your requirements, we'll
rush you aSIP or DIP resistor network sample and complete specifications.
TRIMPOT PRODUCTS DIVISION, BOURNS, INC., 1200 Columbia Avenue,
Riverside, California 92507. Telephone 714 781-5415 —TWX 910 332-1252.

Intl Sales Offices: European lidqtrs.— Switzerland, 042/23 22 42 • Belgium 02/216 2005 • France 01/2039633 . Germany 0711/24 29 36
•Italy 02/32 56 88 • Netherlands 070/88 93 18 • United Kingdom 01/572 6531 • Japan 075 92 1121 . Australia 86 9410 • Brazil 257-3535
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